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C. Allesed errors in relation to the credibilitv of Defence and Prosecutign witnesses

434. Appellant Ngeze contends that the Trial Chamber did not apply the same standards
when assessing Prosecution and Defence evidence. According to the Appellant, the Trial
Chamber rejected the testimonies of the Defence's witnesses, due to their numerous
inconsistencies, but overlooked the numerous inconsistencies and ambiguities in the
testimonies of the Prosecution's witnesses.r036 The Appellant submits that the alibi evidence
raises a reasonable doubt, sufficent to conclude, contrary to the testimonies of Prosecution
Witnesses Serushago, AHI and EB, that he did not distribute weapons or commit any other
criminal act in Gisenyi on 7 April 2004, and in fact was not there.ro3?

435. More specifically, the Appellant challenges the credibility of Prosecution Witness
Serushago, not only because he is a self-confessed serial killer, but also because his testimony
that no one could have anested the Appellant or himself during the period from April to
June 1994 is contradicted by I I witnesses present in Gisenyi at the time, who declared that
the Appellant had been arrested during the period in question.'o3E According to the Appellant,
the charges brought against him rest on the credibility of Serushago. He argues that the Trial
Chamber found his testimony credible because it was conoborated by two other Prosecution
witnesses, who said they had seen Appellant Ngeze in Gisenyi town on 7 April 1994 at
different times of the day. However, according to the Appellant, the evidence ofthese other
two witnesses is only indirect, none of the witnesses in question having been able to confirm
t}te accuracy of Witness Serushago's testimony.ro3e

436. The Prosecutor responds that it is inconect to imply that the Prosecution case against
the Appellant rests on the credibility of Witness Serushago.'* He refers in detail to the

testimonies of Witnesses AHI, EB and AGX and cites extracts from the Judgement relating to
the words and conduct of Appellant Ngeze from 7 Apil 1994 onwards in order to argue that,
contrary to the statements of Defence witnesses, these testimonies were credible, and raised
no reasonable doubt as to tleir veracity.roar The Prosecutor further submits that the Trial
Chamber evaluated and examined the testimony of Witness Serushago with the caution it
deemed necessary in the circumstances and only accepted his testimony to the extent that it
was sufficiently corroborated by other evidence'rq2

437 . Appellant Ngeze replies that the testimonies of Prosecution Witnesses AHI' EB,
AGX, AEU and Serushago regarding his acts on 7 and 8 April 1994 arc devoid of probative

value in light of the additional evidence presented on appeal.'*t The Appellant further
submits thai.,the evidence of Prosecution Witness Serushago is of no value, as no amount of
corroboration can make unreliable evidence [. '.] reliable".r*

to36 lbid.,para.2ll.
totl Ibid.,parc.2l3.
tua lbid.,paft,2l5.
to3e lbid.,para.216.
rm Respondent's B rief, paras. 264-265.
tqt lbid.,para.264.
rs2 Respondent's Brief, para. 265.
lq3 Ngeze Brief in Reply, para. 72.
tw ldem.
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l. Alleged differential treatment of Defence and Prosecution witnesses

438. The Appeals Chamber has already found that the Trial Chamber ened in concluding
that Defense witnesses' testimonies were "thoroughly inconsistent" in relation to the alleged
dates of arrest and detention of the Appellant in April l994.t@5 The question whether this
enor invalidates the conclusion that the Appellant committed criminal acts at Gisenyi on
7 and 8 April 1994 will be discussed later. As to the allegation of inconsistency and
ambiguity with respect to the Prosecution witnesses (other than Serushago), the Appellant
confines himself to general and unsupported assertions, which cannot suffice to demonstrate
error on tle part of the Trial Chamber. The appeal on this point is dismissed.

439. With respect to the testimony of Witness Serushago, the Appeals Chamber considers
that the fact that that Prosecution's witness was "a self-confessed serial killer" does not as
such imply that the witr:ess was not credible. It recalls that the jurisprudence of both ad hoc
Tribunals does not a priori exchtde the testimony of convicted persons, including those who
could be qualified as "accomplices", sticto sensu, of the accused. This jurisprudence requires
that such testimonies be treated with special caution, the main question being to assess
whether the witness concemed might have motives or incentives to implicate the accused.rM
In the instant case, the Trial Chamber, "[r]ecognizing that Serushago [was] an accomplice
and in light of the confusion and inconsistency of his testimony, although the Chamber
accept[edl many of the clarifications and explanations offered by Serushago, [...] considered
that his testimony [was] not consistently reliable and accept[ed] his evidence with caution,
relying on it only to the extent that it [was] corroborated",rqT which is fully consistent with
this jurisprudence. The Appellant has not shown that no reasonable trier of fact could have
concluded as the Trial Chamber did.

440. The Appeals Chamber tums now to the argument that Witness Serushago's statement
that nobody could have anested the Appellant or himself during the period between April and
June 1994 is contradicted by 11 witnesses who were in Gisenyi at the relevant time and who
testified that the Appellant had been anested during this period. This statement was merely
an "opinion" of the witness with no probative value; the Trial Chamber, having moreover
treated Serushago's testimony with caution, did not rely on this aspect of his testimony in
order to reject the Appellant's alibi.

441. The Appellant further submits that the case against him tests on the credibility of
Witness Serushago. However, as noted above, the Trial Chamber stated that it only relied on
Serushago's testimony to the extent that it was conoborated by credible evidence. The
Appellant has not shown that, contrary to what it had said, the Trial Chamber in fact relied on
unconoborated statements of Witness Serushago. The Appeals Chamber notes that the Trial
Chamber considered the following elements from the testimony of Witness Serushago in
relation to the events of 7 and 8 April 1994 to be corroborated:

rs5 Judgement, para. 828.
t,w Ntagerura et al. Appeal Judgemeng paras. 203-206, recalling both adioc Tribunals' relevant jurisprudence.
'*' Judgement, para. 824.
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transcripts or showing specifically that, contrary to what the Trial Chamber
various testimonies did not corroborate the evidence of Witness Serushago.
therefore cannot succeeed.

(2)

concluded, the
This argument

(1) As to the presence of the Appellant in Gisenyi on 7 April 1994, the Trial
Chamber considered this portion of the testimony of Witness Serushago to be
conoborated by among others Witnesses AHI and AGX;'qE

The Trial Chamber concluded that the Appellant "helped secure and disfibute,
stored, and transported weapons to be used against the Tutsi population"roe on
the basis of the testimony of Witnesses Serushago and AHI'|050

442. The Appellant merely asserts generally that "the evidence corroborated [sic] the
testimony of PW Serushago is indirect evidence since none of the Prosecution witnesses'
testimony could corroborated [sic] the sameevent",ro5r without making any reference to the

The Prosecutor, Case No. ICTR-99-52-A

Dvz'slatl6

443. For these reasons, the appeal submissions relating to the assessment by the Trial
Chamber of the testimony of Witness Serushago are dismissed.

2. Credibilitv of Witness EB

444. Following the admission of additional evidence on appeal, the Appeals Chamber has

to address specific argu.ents regarding the credibility of Witness EB.r0s2 The Appeals

Chamber will examine each of these arguments in tum, after placing them in context.

(a) Develooments on aopeal

445. The Trial Chamber relied in part on the testimony of Witness EB in order to find that

Appellant Ngeze had committed certain criminal acts in Gisenyi on 7 and 8 April 1994.1053 On

z5 eprit 20-05, Appellant Ngeze presented a motion seeking the admission o-f additional

evidence on appeal,'oto to which two typed documents were annexed, one in Kinyarwanda

t*t lbid., para.825. The Trial Chamber also accepted the testimony of Witness EB regarding the Appellant's

acts on Z April 1994. However, for the reasons given in the following section, the Appeals Chamber considers

that the testimony of Witness EB must be rejected.
tMo lbid., pan.lilZ. the finding that Appellant Ngeze aided and abetted the killing of Tutsi civilians, which

supports the conviction for genoiide, also relies on this factual finding (Judgemenl paras. 956, 977A).
,,fr'lbid., pxa.8 j I. The Trial Chamber also accepted Witness AFX'S testimony on the stocking of weapons but,

for the reasons given inlra XIl. C. 3. (b) (iD , the Appeals Chamber considers that Witness AFX'S trial

rcstimony must be r€ject€d.
r05r Nseze Aooellant's Brief. para. 2 | 6.
'0" pr-osecutoi'. Submissions'following the Rule I l5 Evidentiary Hearing pertaining to the Alleged Recantation

of Witness EB's Trial Testimony, filed confidentially on 30 April 2007 ("Prosecutor's Submissions Following

Second Expert Repon"); Appellant Hassan Ngeze's Written Submissions in connection with the Conclusion of

the Handwriting Exp€rt Report and their [ric] lmpact on the Verdict, in pursuance of Appeals Chamber's Order
dated 16 January 2OOZ, pages 66-6E, fited confidentially on 3 May 2007, the title ofthe document having been

corrected by the Appellant on 6 June 2007 ("Appellant Ngeze's Conclusions Following Second ExPert

Report"); Appellant Jean Bosco-Barayagwiza's Submissions regarding the., Handyrltllq Expert's.Report
pursuani to tiri Appeals Chamber's Orders dated 7b February 2007 and the 27't March 2007, filed publicly on

i M31y 2007 but sealed on the same day following intervention by the Appeals Chamber ("Appelant

Barayagwiza's Conclusions Following Second Expert Report").
I053 Judsement, Daras. 789-790, 81 2, 825, 836-837.
'otn Apiellant Fiassan Ngeze's Urgent Molion for Leave to Present Additional Evidence (Rule I l5) of Witness

EB, filed confidentially on 25 April 2005 ("Motion of25 April 2005").

cenified ICTR
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lonq+;.{ndated 5 April 2005 allegedly written by Witness EB and containing a recantation of his rialfii -
testimony of 15, 16 and 17 May 2001 ("First Recantation Statement")ros and, the other, ..,1r;"cpresented as its "free translation" into Enslish.'056

-'t'i
446. The Appeals Chamber first asked the Prosecutor to investigate further thed{
circumstances oi the alleged recantation of Witness EB.ro57 The results of this investigatior* ?
were filed on 7 July 2005.'05E These Prosecutor's Additional Conclusions contained inter alia
as annexes:

- A statement from Witness EB dated 23 May 2005, in which he indicates that he never
signed or sent documents to Arusha and denied being the author of the First
Recantation StatemenU ro5e

- A handwriting expert report from M. Antipas Nyanjwa, dated 20 June 2005 ("First
Expert Report"),'m concluding inter alia that the handwriting and signatures
contained in photocopies of the typed and handwriting versions of the First
Recantation Statement and those contained in an authentified specimen'*' are from
the same hand (in other words, the expert concludes that Witness EB is indeed the
author of the alleged recantation);r6'z

- A statement from Wimess EB dated 23 June 2006 where, confronted with the First
Expert Report's conclusions, Witness EB reaffrrms that he is not the author of the
alleged recantation.'ft3

447. By confidential decision of 23 February 2006, the Appeals Chamber admitted as
additional evidence on appeal a photocopy of the typed version of the First Recantation
Statement (Confidential Exhibit CA-3DI) and the First Expert Report (Exhibit CA-3D2), to

1055 A photocopy of a typed version of the First Recantation Statement was annexed to the Motion of
25 April2005, while the handwritten version of the First Recantation Statement (dated not 5, but
27 April2005) was filed by Appellant Ngeze as an annex to the "CORRIGENDUM - Request to treat the
Statement of Witness EB in Kinyarwanda Language as Annex IV to the Appellant Hassan Ngeze's Motion for
presenting Additional evidence under Rule 115 of the Rules of Procedure and Evidence of witness
IREDACTEDI - EB filed on 25 April 2005" dated 5 May 2005, filed publicly but made confidential following
the intervention of the Appeals Chamber. A copy of the same handwritten document is also filed as Annex to
Annex 4 of "Prosecutor's Additional Submissions in Response to Hassan Ngeze's Motion for Leave to Present
Additional Evidence of Witness EB" filed confidentiallv on 7 Julv 2005
ros The date of l0 April 2005 indicated on the document containing the "free translation" into English of the
document in Kinyarwanda differs from that indicated on the latter document, rle. 5 April 2005.
'0r? 

lConfidentiai; Decision on Appellant Hassan Ngeze's Motions for Admission of Additional Evidence on
Appeal,24 May 2005, paras 45 and 48.
'u'o Prosecutor's Additional Submissions in Response to Hassan Ngeze's Motion for Leave to Present
Additional Evidence of Wimess EB, 7 July 2005 ("Prosecution's Additional Conclusions").
I05e Annex 2 to Pros€cution's Additional Conclusions.
rm Annex 4 to Prosecution's Additional Conclusions.
r6r Document D, Annex 4 ofProsecution's Additional Conclusions.
162 First Expert Repo(, p. 2. The €xpert indicates that the photocopies submitted to him were of sufficiently
good quality to allow him to conclude without reservation. The expert also considers the handwiting and
signature of Witness EB contained in other documents (including a specimen ofhis writing and signature taken
by th€ Prosecution's investigators on 23 May 2005), stressing that the quality of photocopies submitted is "not
very clear", but noting however strong indications of a possible common authorship between the documents
comDared.
163 Annex 5 to Prosecution's Additional Conclusions.
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which the handwritten version of the First Recaniation Statement was annexed.r@ The
Appeals Chamber also ordered the hearing of Witness EB as an Appeals Chamber witness.'6s

448. By decision of 27 November 2006, the Appeals Chamber admitted as additional
evidence a photocopy of a statement dated 15 December 2005,'066 purportedly written by

Witness EB and confirming the First Recantation Statement ("Additional Statement", a
photocopy of which was admitted as confidential Exhibit cA-3D3, the original having been
ua.itt d fy the Appeals Chamber as confidential Exhibit CA-3D4 at the hearing of

16 January 2007).'061 The Chamber also admitted proprio
photocopies of certain envelopes allegedly sent by Witness
cA-P5).r06E

449. By confidential decision of 13 December 2006, the Appeals Chamber admitted the

following documents as rebuttal evidence: (1) Statement from Investigator Moussa Sanogo
dated 2l November 2006 (confidential Exhibit CA-Pl); (2) End of Mission Report
(16-18 October 2006), dated 18 October 2006 (confidential Exhibit CA-P2); (3) Investigation
Report of 23 August 2006 with Annexes (confidential Exhibit CA-P3); (4) Statements from
witness EB dated 22 May arld 23 June 2005 (confidential Exhibit cA-P4).r6e It also ordered
that Moussa Sanogo be heard by the Appeals Chamber.r0?0

450. At his hearing by the Appeals chamber in Arusha on 16 January 2007, Witness EB
was first questioned by the President and several Appeals Chamber Judges, before being
cross-examined by the Defence for Appellant Ngeze, then by the Prosecutor and the Defence

for Appellant Bar ayagwiza. After a short summary of his testimony at trial aga-inst Appellant
Ngezi, ttre witness indicated that he did not intend to recant that testimony.r0?' After being
shown confidential Exhibits CA-3D1, CA-3D2 and CA-3D4, Witness EB denied being the

author of the typed version of the Kinyarwanda statement of 5 April 2005 (CA-3Dl),ro'z as

well as of the handwritten version of the First Recantation Statement dated 27 April 2005,

rw 
lConfidential) Decision on Appelant Hassan Ngeze's Six Motions for Admission of Additional Evidence on

Appial and/or Furrher Investigation at the Appeal Stage, 23 February 2006 ("Decision of 23 February 2006")'
paras. 29 and 4l . The originals of rhe typed and handwritten veTsions. of the First Recantation Statement arc not

included in the case-fi1e, since the parties claim never to have had them in their possession. These documents
were given exhibit numbers by the Registry following the Appeals Chamber's Decision of27 November 2006 :

[Public and Redacted Version] Decision on Motions Relating to the Appellant Hassan Ngeze's and the

Frosecution's Request for ieave to Present Additional Evidence of Witnesses ABCI and EB'

2? November 2006 C'Decision of27 November 2006'), para' 45.
165 Decision of23 February 2006, paras.29 and 8l; (Confidential) Decision on the Prosecurcr's Motion for an

order and Directives in Relation to Evidentiary Hearing on App€al Pursuant to Rule I 15, 14 June 2006.
16 Although dated l5 December 2005, it was only in July 2006 that a photocopy ofthe Additional Statement
reached thJProsecutor who, on 3 August 2006, informed Appellant Ngeze and the Appeals Chamber of it (see

Request for a Further Extension of the Urgent Restrictive Measures in the Case Ptoseculor v. Hassan Ngeze,
pursuant to Rule 64 [of the] Rules Covering the Detention of Persons Awaiting Trial or Appeal Before the
Tribunal or Otherwise Detained on the Authority of the Tribunal, filed confidentially on 3 August 2006,

Dara.5) .
16? Decision of27 November 2006, paras.39 and 44
t6E lbid., paru. 42 and 44.
l6e Confidential Decision on Prosecution's Motion for Leave to Call Rebuttal Material, 13 December 2006

motu, as
EB to the

rebuttal evidence,
Prosecutor (Exhibit

("Decision of l3 D€cember 2006"), paras. 8-10, 17.
to?o lbid.,pa'a. 17.
loTr T1A1 l6 January 2007,p.7.
,on Id"^.
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annexed to the First Expert Report (CA-3D2) and the original of the Additional Statement
(CA-3D4).10?3 On the other hand, the witness confirmed being the author of the statements of
22 May and 23 June 2005 (CA-P4) taken by the Prosecutor's investigators.ro?a euestioned
about Witness AFX, Witness EB confirmed that he knew him but denied having handed over
a statement to him,ro?r and stated that he suspected him of fabricating false statements.r0?6
Finally, Witness EB confirmed having maintained his accusations against Appellant Ngeze at
Gacaca sessions where he had testified.ro7? Furthermore, when confronted in cross-
examination with the fact that confidential Exhibit CA-3D5,rm8 a document supposedly
corresponding to his hearing by the Gacaca made no mention of any accusations against
Appellant Ngeze, the witness claimed that the document was obviously incomplete, since it
failed to mention the name of Ngeze - who was at tie top of the list of people he testified
against - as well as that of another accused, and also failed to list the names of all of the
Gacaca members present.roTe During the same hearing, the Appeals Chamber admitted as
confidential exhibits a series of additional samples of Witness EB's handwriting.roso

451. The Appeals Chamber also heard Mr. Moussa Sanogo, charged by the Prosecutor with
two investigation missions in relation to Witness EB in Gisenyi, Rwanda, the first from 19 to
24 May 2005, during which he met with Witness EB on 22 and 23 May 2005,'0Er and the
second from 16 to 18 October 2006, during which Mr. Sanogo met various individuals,
including survivors from Gisenyi, one of whom described himself as a very close friend of
Witness EB, and, a Gacaca representative. It appears from the 16-18 October 2006 mission
report (CA-P2) that the alleged "friend" of Witness EB,r62 after indicating that EB had not
informed him that he had recanted his testimony against Appellant Ngeze, "agreed" to
approach Witness EB, and later confirmed to Mr. Sanogo that Witness EB had admitted

to" Ibid., pp. 10-12 (closed session). Confronted in cross-o€mination with the fact that the First Expert Report
identifies him as the author ofthe handwitten version ofthe First Recantation Statement, Witness EB continued
to-deny being its author (T(A) l6 January 2007. p. 30 (closed session)).
'"'" Ibid.,p.l0 (closed session).
to'' Idem.
t.l!-nia ,p.I I (closed session).
'.i l^Ibid,pp. l3-l4 and 2l (closed session).
'''o Admitted during the hearing: T(A) l6 January 2007, p. l8 (closed session).
' ' ' '  T(A) l6 January 2007,pp.21-22 (closed session).
'"' Confidential Exhibits CA-3D6 and CA-3D7, which contain two lists of names written by Witness EB as
well as Confidential Exhibit CA-l, containing a short specimen of the same handwriting. Finally, at the end of
the appeaf h€aring of 18 lnrary 2007, the Appeals Chamber ordered further that specimens of Witness EB's
handrwriting and signature be iaken in the presence ofthe parties: T(A) l8 January 2007, p. 8l The document in
question forms Confidential Exhibit CA-2: Report to the Appeals Chamber ofthe taking ofspecimen of Witness
EB's handwriting and signature, filed on 29 January 2007.
'otr Report on this contait between Mr. Sanogo and Witn".. EB, written by the former and dated 2l November
2006, forms Confidential Exhibit CA-PI, and Wifiress EB's stat€ment taken by the investigators
forms Confidential Exhibit CA-P4. Witness EB was heard for the second time by the Prosecution's investigators
on 23 June 2005, in the absence of Mr. Sanogo. Confronted with the results ofthe First Expert Report, Wihess
EB maintained his denial and indicated that the expert was wrong in afiibuting the First Recantation Statement
to him (Annex 5 to Prosecution Additional Conclusions; the statement in question forms Confidential Exhibit
cA-P4).
162 During his cross-examination by Appellant Ngeze's Counsel, Witness EB denied even knowing the person
in question (T(A) 16 January 2007 (closed session), pp. la-16). For his part, Mr. Sanogo confirmed that he had
not be€n in a position to check the information in question (T(A) 16 January 2007, pp. 52-53) and explained that
he had indicated in his report the identity under which the individual in question had introduced himself, without
taking any turther steps to check it (T(A) l6 January 2007, pp. 64-65).
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having recanted, without explaining why.roE3 This "friend" of witness EB also indicated to
Mr. Sanogo that he was not surprised by witness EB's recantation, because he was a
spendthrift and always in need of money and would do anlthing for money.'oe The "friend"
was also told by another friend that he had been contacted by Witness AFX and had gone to
his home. where he had also met Witness EB. Witness AFX had allegedly proposed to that
..other friend" and to Witness EB that they should testiff in favour of Appellant Ngeze in
retum for money. Following some discussion, the "other friend' and Witness EB had
allegedly accepted the offer to testify for 150,000 RWF, and Witness AFX had given the
"other friend" an advance payment of 30,000 RWF'|oE'

452. The other survivors from Gisenyi heard by Mr. Sanogo had confirmed that witness
EB would do anything for money; one person even alleged that at Gacaca hearings he had
made false allegations of genocide against refugees who had retumed home, and then later
ask to be paid in order to withdraw them.'offi According to the same mission report, a Gacaca
representative had indicated that he did not regard Witness EB as a credible witness, although
he still testified at almost every trial.rn? The same representative had heard "credible
witnesses" who claimed that Witness EB had been hiding with close relatives, had witnessed
nothing and had invented.'ott

453. Finally, Mr. Sanogo reported that, in July 2006, after an informer had proposed
introducing him to a potential important source of information, it was Witness AFX, whom
Mr. Sanogo knew already, who had shown up at the meeting and, recognizing Mr' Sanogo,
had given no information. Mr. Sanogo indicated that he had the impression that Witness
AFX; thinking he was dealing with a novice, had come to make up a story and eam himself
some money, but had changed his mind when he recognized who it was. Mr. sanogo believed
that Witne;ses AFX and EB '.seemed to have made a business out of the genocide".roEe

During his testimony, Mr. Sanogo confirmed this information, as well as that contained in his

mission reports.rm

454. Moreover, seized of Appellant Ngeze's oral request to order a comparison of Exhibits

CA-3D6 and CA-3D7 with CA-3D4, in order to determine whether the original Additional
Statement was written and signed by Witness EB, the Appeals Chamber ordered an expert
report, pursuant to Rules 54, 89(D) and 107 of the Rules, calling for (1) a forensic
examination of the photocopy of the handwritten version of the First Recantation Statement
and of the original Additional Statement, with a view to determining whether the two

Statements had been written by the same person; (2) a comparison between these documents
and the samples of Witness EB's handwriting taken during the hearings of 16 and

r0E3 Confidential Exhibit CA-P2, Paras. 3-7.
toEo lbid.. oan. 5.
to85 lbid., paras. S-9-
'o"ulbid., paras.23-26. During his cross-examination, Witness EB denied having ever accepted money to recant
his testimony, but said that he possessed information that Witness AFX had offered money to other witnesses
(T(A) 16 January 200?, (closed session) p. 36).
t*' Ibid., paras.27-28. Confronted at the hearing with these allegations, Witness EB expressed surprise, and
maintained his earlier statement (T(A) l6 January 2007 (closed session), pp.27-29).
toEE lbid.,para,28.
'o'" Ibid., patu.36-42 (Quotation taken from para. 42). When this was put to him in cross-examination, Witness
EB mainained that he had never associated with Wimess AFX in activities ofthis kind (T(A) 16 January 2007,
p. 33 (closed session)).
rm T(A) l6 January 2007, pp. 50-60.
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18 January 2007 (CA-3D6, CA-3D7, CA-l and CA-2), with a view to determining whether
Witness EB was indeed the author of the two Statements.r@r

455. The handwriting expert appointed by the Appeals Chamber, Mr. Stephen Maxwell,
filed his report on 19 April 2007.ta'z In this Second Expert Report, Mr. Maxwell notes, after
examining the photocopy of the handwritten version of the First Recantation Statement that it
consists of a photocopy/fax of poor quality and that, although there are similarities between
the disputed writing on this document and that on the specimen material, it is not possible to
offer conclusive opinions based on the examination of "photocopied documents".r@3 With
regard to the comparison between the Additional Statement and the certified samples of
Witness EB's handwriting, Mr. Maxwell notes both similarities but also differences, which
might be significant.rB Consequently, on the basis of the material submitted, he cannot
determine conclusively whether the Additional Statement was written by Witness EB. He
adds that it is also possible that the First Recantation Statement and the Additional Statement
might have been written by Witness EB, using different handwriting styles, but he offers no
conclusive opinion in this respect.r@5 Finally, Mr. Maxwell points out that the short, illegible
signature on the Additional Statement is similar in structwe and anangement to the specimen
signatures attributed to Witness EB, which would support the proposition that Witness EB is
the writer. He does not however exclude the possibility that it is a good quality forgery.'oeu

456. At the invitation of the Appeals Chamber,r@7 the parties filed their submissions
relating to the Second Expert Report, to the credibility of Witness EB and to its impact on the
verdict.r@E

(b) Areuments of the Parties

457 . Appellant Ngeze raises the following main arguments to demonstrate the lack of
credibility of Witness EB: (l) the First Expert Report establishes that the First Recantation
Statement is from Witness EBros and the Second Expert Report establishes that the signature

f@r Public Order Appointing a Handwriting Expert with Confidential Annexes, 7 February 2007. See also Order
Exlending the Scope ofthe Examination by the Handwiting Expert Appointed by Order of 7 February 2007,
2l February 2007 where, at the expert's request, the Appeals Chamber ordered that additional documents be
handed over to the expert for comparison and extended his mission accordingly. See finally Second Order
Extending the Scope of the Examination by the Handwiting Expert Appointed by Order of 7 February 2007,
27 March 2007, where the Appeals Chamber further extended the expert's mission to include for comparison
with the disputed documents the original of a specimen of Witness EB's handwriting taken by the Prosecutor's
investisators on 23 Mav 2005.
'*2 Reiort of Stephen Maxwell, Case number 1640/0?, Examination of Handvriting and Signatures Witness
Eq. dated 3 April 2007 and filed confidentially on l2 April 2007 ("Second Expert Report").'-' Second Expert Repon, p. 3.
'* ln particular, the anangement of the writing with respect to the edge of the page, the relative sizes of the
letters and the structure ofsome ofthe letter designs (Second Expert Report, p. 3).
rsr Mr. Maxwell inter alia indic tes that further specimen from Witnesi EB, written not for the purpose of this
in-vestigation, might prove to be more suitable for comparison purposes (Second Expert Report, p. 3).'* Second Expen Report, p. 4.
'*'T(A) l6 January 2007, pp. 55-57 .
'-" Appellant Ngeze's Conclusions Following Second Expert Report; Appellant Barayagwiza's Conclusions
F^ollowing Second Expen Report; Prosecution's Submissions Following Second Exp€rt Report.
'-Appellant Ngeze's Conclusions Following Second Expert Report, pp. 15, l6 and 18. See also pp. l3 and 16,
where Appellant Ngeze submits that the conclusion reached by the first expert in this respect satisfies the
highest standard ofprobability that can be expected ofa handlwiting expert.
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on the Additional Statement is also Witness EB's'rroo (2) the results of Mr. Sanogo's
investigation show that witness EB is not credible;rror (3) invited by the President of the
Appeals chamber to summarize the main aspects of the events about which he testified at

triat, Witness EB was unable to rcoall alt the details of the events of 7 April 1994."'

Appellant Ngeze concludes that the exclusion of Witness EB's testimony would potentially

invalidate hii conviction, since, in his submission, the testimonies of witnesses AGx, AHI
and AEU are not sufficient to prove beyond reasonable doubt the criminal acts with which he
is charged.rro3

458. Appellant Barayagwiza argues that the two handwriting experts recognized that
Witness Eb was indeed the author of the two recantation statements, a conclusion confirmed

by the evidence gathered by the Prosecutor's investigators.rre He adds that the new evidence

and testimonies admitted on appeal show that Witness EB is a liar."ot He accordingly
concludes that Witness EB's trial testimony could not be relied upon as evidence against

himself or against Appellant Ngeze.r16

459. The Prosecutor submits that the purported recantation statement from Witness EB has

no probative value and is merely a manipulation, designed to exculpate Appellant Ngeze.rro?

In iupport of this submission, he points out that Witness EB consistently denied being the

author of the statements,rroE that the forensic expertise ordered by the Appeals Chamber does

not contradict this,rrt and that the First Recantation Statement and the Additional Statement

are not credible.rrro He concludes that the assessment of Witness EB's testimony by the Trial

rN lbid., p. 17. According to Appetlant Ngeze, the second expert concludes that the Additional Declaration is

from Wiiness EB, a conclusion with which he himself agrees, while stressing that the €xpert's proviso that he

cannot exclude the possibility ofa good-quality forgery is not otherwise supported'
rol lbid., pp. 12, li and 18. To dJmonsiate the lack of credibility of Witness EB, the APPellant also submits

that the dacaca documents show that, contrary to the vritness' allegations during the appeal hearing, he did not

incriminate Appellant Ngeze before the Gacaca: Appellant Ngeze's Conclusions Following Second Expert

Report, p. 10.
l,6t nial., pp.8 and 18. The Appeals Chamber is ofth€ view that the testimony of Witness EB during.th,e appeal

heuing ioi. not rupport eppeitant's ttgeze's assertion, since the Presid€nt invited the witness to "briefly recall

the miin facts upon which [he had testified] on 15, 16 and l7 May 2001", without further precision (T(A)

16 lall,uwy 2007, p.7).
ttor lbid.,pp.18-20.
rre Appeiant Barayagwiza's Conclusions Following Second Expert Report, para. l5'
tto5 lbid.,para.16.
tt6 lbid.,pa'as. 16-17 .
rr0? Prosecution's Submissions Following Second Expert RePort, para. 3'
ttos lbid., paras. 5,16-26.
rr6 lbid, paras. 5-10.
,tto lbid.,'parus. lg-20,23-24,2']-44. The Prosecutor submits in particular that (l) the recantation appeared at

the same iime as a series of similar alleged recantations, sent to the same peFons ftom the same fax machine
(paxas. l8 and 4l); (2) the Additional Srarement appeared in suspicious circumstances (paras.23, 38-40); (3) the

i"r-tution may have been made in exchange for Payment (para. 24); (4) Witness EB's t€stimony at trial was

supported by oiher credible evidence (paras. 28-30); (5) the reasons given in the First Recantation Statement for

traving given false testimony at trial are not credible (paras. 3l-32); (6) contrary to what is stated in the

Additional Statement, the t'?ed and handwitten versions of the First Recantation Slat€ment do not appear to

have been written by the same person, as is shown by differences in spelling as between the two versions (paras.

33-35); (7) it is surprising that Witness EB should have waited until April 2005 (four years after his trial

testimony) before recanting it (para. 36); and (8) it is surprising that Witness EB knew the contact details ofthe
Appelfant and his newly appointed counsel, as well as those ofthe ICTR President and Prosecutor (pan.37).

Translation certified bv LSS, ICTR
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Chamber should be maintained.lrrr In the altemative, the Prosecutor argues that, even if the
testimony of Witness EB were to be rejected, there would nonetheless remain suffrcient
evidence to support Appellant Ngeze's conviction and sentence.rrr2

(c) Analysis

460. The Appeals Chamber considers that, since Witness EB denies being the author of the
two recantation statements admitted as additional evidence,rrrs it is necessary to begin by
examining the effect of the two expert reports. The Appeals Chamber considers that the issue
here is not whether it can be established beyond reasonable doubt that Witness EB is the
author ofone or both ofthese statements but, rather, whether the expert reports raise doubt as
to his credibility, given his denial of authorship.

461. With respect to the handwritten version of the First Recantation Statement, the
Appeals Chamber recalls that the original of that document is not in the case-file, and that the
two experts who examined copies of this document came to different conclusions as to
whether the photocopy submitted to them was of sufficient quality to enable a conclusive
opinion to be reached: the first expert states that the photocopies he examined were of a
sufficient quality to allow him to reach a conclusion, and he expressly identifies Witness EB
as the author of the First Recantation Statement;rrro the second expert states that it is not in
principle possible to reach a conclusive opinion based on photocopies of documents, and he
evidently believes that the poor quality of the document submitted to him does not justiry
making an exception to that principle.rrrs

462. With respect to the Additional Statement, the Appeals Chamber notes tlat the second
expert explains that he is not in a position, based on a comparison of the documents, to
determine whether Witness EB wrote this document.rrr5 The second expert adds, however,
that the handwriting evidence would support the proposition that Witness EB signed the
Additional Statement, although the possibility that it is a forgery cannot be excluded."'t The

lrlr Prosecution's Submissions Following Second Expert Report, paras. 45-50. The Prosecutor argues in
particular that it is not surprising th?'1*E Gacaca documents do not mention that Witness EB gave evidence
against Appellant Ngeze, because the extracts in question contain information given by the witness in relation to
individuals who carried out the attacks in Gisenyi and not on those (such as the Appellano who instigated those
attacks (para. 47). The Prosecutor further contends that mere opinions to the effect that Witness EB was not
credible are not capable ofchallenging his trial testimony (para. 49).
"" Ibid.. oafas. 5l-54.
rrr3 The Appeals Chamber notes incidentally that the position taken by Witness EB makes it unnecessary ro
consider the Prosecutor's arguments that the recantation as sel out in the two statements is not credible
(Prosecution's Submissions Following Second Expert Report, paras. l8-20,23, 24,2744).
Irra First Expert Report, p. 2. The Appeals Chamber notes that in his Additional Conclusions the Prosecutor
acknowledges that that report identifies the signatures contained in the disputed documents as originating from
Witness EB, but omits to mention the fact that the report reaches the same conclusion as to the handwriting in
those documents.
rrr5 Second Expert Report, p. 3. The Appeals Chamber notes in this respect that the document submitted to the
second expert consists ofa print-out ofa scanned version of the photocopy annexed to the First Expert Report,
wh_ich may explain why the two experts differ as to the quality ofthe photocopy.
"'o Second Expert Repon, p. 3.
" "  Ib id . .  o .4.
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Appeals Chamber considers, therefore, that the Second Expert Report is not conclusive as to
the author of the Additional Statement.rrrE

463. In the view of the Appeals chamber, witness EB's formal identification by the first
expert as the author of the First Recantation Statement raises a serious doubt as to Witness
EB's credibility in view of his denial that he is the author of that statement. This doubt is not
dispelled by the Second Expert Report, even though that report is not conclusive' The
Appeals Chamber does not exclude the possibility that the Additional Statement is a forgery,
fabricated after Witness EB denied being the author of the First Recantation Statement, but
this does not dispel the doubt raised as to Witness EB's credibility by the fllst expert's
identification of him as the author of the First Recantation Statement. Before assessing the
impact of such doubt, the Appeals Chamber finds it relevant to consider Appellant Ngeze's
argument that the results of Mr. Sanogo's investigation demonstrate Winress EB's lack of
credibility.

464. The Appeals Chamber recalls that, following receipt of the Additional Statement by
his office, the Prosecutor instructed Mr. Sanogo to carry out a second investigation in Gisenyi
in october 2006, in tle course of which the latter obtained information suggesting that
Witness EB was paid to recant his testimony.rrre According to the Prosecutor, even if that
were proved, the recantation would be of no probative value. However, the Prosecutor
appears to take the view that in any event the issue is moot, since the investigation did not
obtain reliable evidence of the alleged bribe, and witness EB ultimately did not recant his
testimony.rt2o In the view of the Appeals Chamber, that is to fail to give proper weight to the
information obtained during the investigation and to Mr. Sanogo's testimony at the hearing.
The fact that the Prosecutor's own chief investigator, sent by the Prosecutor to investigate
Witness EB's purported recantation, himself adds to the serious doubt raised as to the

witness' credibility is surely disturbing. The Appeals Chamber is well aware of the limits of
the investigation in question. As Mr. Sanogo admitted, he was unable to check some of the

negative information he received on witness EB.rr2r Furthermore, his impression that "EB
and AFX seemed to have made a business out of the genocide" merely repfesented his
*feeling".rrz Finally, he admitted that he did not check the identity given by one of his

informers.rrr Mr. Sanogo's report and testimony are undeniably insuffrcient to establish with

certainty that the First Recantation Statement, attributed by the first expert to Witness EB,
was made by the latter in exchange for payment in the circumstances described by one ofthe
individuals interviewed by Mr. Sanogo. However, the Appeals Chamber cannot ignore this

information, which undeniably casts additional doubt on the credibility of witness EB.

465. Tuming now to the impact of the doubts raised both by the First Expert Report and
the Prosecutor's investigator, Appellant Ngeze submits that, whether false or true, the

rrrE Since the Second Expert Report is not conclusive as to the authorship of the Additional Statement, the
Appeals Chamber considers that it need not address the Prosecutor's specific arguments regarding the
ciiiumstances ofthe document's sending and its content, which, in his view, are evidence ofa concerted effort
to manipulate the appeal proceedings (Prosecution's Submissions Following Socond Expert Repo4 paras. 23'
3842).
Itre Prosecution's Submissions Following Second Expert Report, para. 24.
\\n lbid. , puas. 24-25.
rr2f T1A; l6 January 2007 , pp. 52-53.
t tzz lb id . .o .62.
ttzi lbid.,pp.64-65.
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recantation statements require that his conviction be set aside, since Witness EB's testimony
is not credible."' On the other hand, the Prosecutor submits that, even if the Appeals
Chamber disbelieved Witness EB's denial that he had recanted, this would not affect the Trial
Chamber's finding regarding the witness' credibility.""

466. The Appeals Chamber does not share the Prosecutor's view that, since Witness EB
has not recanted his trial testimony, the additional evidence admitted on appeal could not
have constituted a decisive factor capable of affecting the Trial Chamber's findings. It is
apparent from paragraph 812 of the Judgement that the Trial Chamber considered the
following elements before declaring Witness EB credible: (1) reasonable and adequate
responses were given by the witness to questions put to him in cross-examination in relation
to the omission (a) of the Appellant's name in two of his three written statements and (b) of
certain incidents mentioned in his testimony such as the looting ofhis parents' house and the
torture of his pregnant sister; and (2) the fact that Witness EB was clear in his account of
events, and that he was careful to distinguish what he did and saw from what he was
reporting. The Appeals Chamber is of the view that if, after hearing Witness EB's testimony
at trial, the Trial Chamber had been aware of the facts currently before the Appeals Chamber
- namely (l) the fact that Witness EB denies before the Chamber being the author of a
recantation statement, but an expert retained by the Prosecutor unhesitatingly attributes to
him the handwriting and signature on that statement; and (2) the fact that the Prosecutor's
investigator raises serious doubts as to the morality of the witness and reports that several
genocide survivors consider him ready to do anything for money * the Trial Chamber would
have been bound to find that these matters raised serious doubts as to Witness EB's
credibility. As a reasonable trier of fact, it would have rejected Witness EB's testimony, or at
least required conoboration of his testimony by other credible evidence. The Appeals
Chamber accordingly decides to reject Witness EB's trial testimony to the extent that it is not
conoborated by other credible evidence.

D. Imoact on the verdict

467 . The Prosecutor submits that, even if Witness EB's testimony were to be rejected,
there would still remain sufficient evidence to maintain Appellant Ngeze's conviction and
sentence.rl26

468. On reading the Judgement, the Appeals Chamber finds that the following of the Trial
Chamber's conclusions rely exclusively on Witness EB's testimony and will be set aside:
"Hassan Ngeze ordered the Interahamwe in Gisenyi on the moming of 7 April 1994 to kill
Tutsi civilians and prepare for their burial at the Commune Rouge"'ttzt "[m]any were killed in

rr2a Appellant Ngeze's Conclusions Following Second Expert Report, para. 18.
"'" Prosecution's Submissions Following Second Expeft Report, para.46.
t.t. '"- lbid., puas.28, 30, 5l -54.
"'' Judgement, para. 836. The Appeals Chamber understands that this finding relies exclusively on the
testimony of Witness EB, summarized as follows by the Trial Chamber at paragraph 825 ofthe Judgement (see
also para. 789 and 790):

Witness EB gave a clear and detailed account of an attack that day against the Tutsi
population in Gisenyi by the Interahamwe, an attack in which he and his family were
targeted as victims [...] Although there is no evidence that he was present during these
killings, this attack was ordered by Hassan Ngeze, communicated through a loudspeaker
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the subsequent attacks that happened immediately thereafter and later on the same day"'ttn t-

"[a]mong those killed were Witness EB's mot]rer, brother and pregnant sister. Two women,
one of whom was Ngeze's mother, inserted the metal rods of an umbrella into her body";rr'ze

"[t]he attack that resulted in these and other killings was planned systematically, with
weapons distributed in advance, and arrangements made for the transport and burial of those
to be killed".rr3o The Appeals Chamber notes that these findings form the entire factual
findings underlying Appellant Ngeze's conviction for ordering genocide.rrrr That conviction
must therefore be set aside. The same goes for the Appellant's conviction for ordering
extermination.rr32

469. The Appeals Chamber will now examine whether the findings in paragraph 837 of the
Judgement supporting Appellant Ngeze's conviction for aiding and abetting genocide,rrs3

committing direct and public incitement to commit genocide,r'3' aiding and abetting
extermination 3r and committing persecutiont136 can be maintained on the basis of testimonies
other than that of Witness EB

470. The evidentiary bases of the factual findings set out in paragraph 837 of the
Judgement are as follows:

- The finding that "Ngeze helped secure and distribute, stored, and transpoded weapons
to be used against the Tutsi population" essentially relies on Witness AHI's testimony
that the Appellant took part in a distribution of weapons on 8 April 1994' and on
Witness AFX's testimony that the Appellant had stored weapons at an unspecified
datel""

ftom his vehicle. Ngez€ ordered the lnterahomwe to kill the Tutsi and ordered some of

them to go to Commune Rouge to dig gaves.
ll28 Judgement, para. 836. The Appeals Chamber understands that this finding also relies exclusively on the

above mentioned summary of Witness EB's testimony.
tt2e ldem. The Tial Chamber summarizes as follows the testimony of Witness EB supporting this finding: "[h]e
saw his brother killed, the body of his pregnant sister sexually violated, and his moth€r attacked with a nail

studded club and killed. He himself was severely injured" (Judgement, para. 825. See also para. 789).
rrr0 Judgement, para. 836. The Appeals Chamber understands that this finding is also based exclusively on

Witness EB's testimony as summarized at paragraph 825 ofthe Judgement:

[Witness EB's] description of the attack suggests that it was planned systematically.
weapons were distribut€d from a central location, Samvura's house, where witness EB
saw the Interahamwe picking them up. Graves were dug in advance, and vehicles were
organized to transport the bodies. The brief dialogue recounted between the Interahamwe
und Witn"rr EB's mother, before she was clubbed in the head, indicates that the attackers
and their victims knew each other. The attackers were wondering why she was still alive,
signirying that the,fnterahamwe intended to kill all their Tutsi neighbors.

"t'Judqement. paras. 836, 955, 9774.

"" /617, p.u. i068, enoneously referring to para. 954 instead of paras 955-956.
tt33 lbid.. oaru.956 znd 977 A.
tt34 lbid.', pa.;a.1Q39.

"" Ibid., para.l068, enoneously refening to para.954 instead of paras. 955-956.
t"" Ibid.,para.1084 refening to para. 1039.
,,3?l6id.. oara. 831. The Trial Chamber also refers to Witness Serushago's testimony that the Appetlant
tt-.port"i weapons on 7 April and betw€en 13 and 20 April 1994. However, it does not appear that the Trial
Chamber relied on this statement for anything other than its finding that Witnesses AHI and AFX wer€
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in 1994 that identified targeted Tutsi civilians who were subsequently taken to and
killed at the Commune Roage" essentially relies on Witness AHI's testimony.r13' The
Trial Chamber also observed that Witness AHI's testimony conoborates Serushago's
testimony that Ngeze played an active and supervisory role in the identification and
targeting of Tutsi at roadblocks, who were subsequently killed at the Commune
Rouge;'t3"

- The finding that Appellant Ngeze "often drove around with a megaphone in his
vehicle, mobil[iz]ing the population to come to CDR meetings and spreading the
message that the Inyenzi would be exterminated, Inyenzi meaning, and being
understood to mean, the Tutsi ethnic minority", which also partly supports the Trial
Chamber's finding related to the Appellant's genocidal intent,rr{ also relies on the
testimonies of Witnesses Serushago, ABE, AAM and AEU;"4'

- Finally, the Trial Chamber's frnding that "[a]t Bucyana's funeral in February 1994,
Ngeze said that if President Habyarimana were to die, the Tutsi would not be spared",
which also partly supports the Trial Chamber's finding that the Appellant had a
genocidal intent,rra2 is based on the testimony of Witness LAG, who heard and saw
Ngeze say at Bucyana's funeral that if Habyarimana were to die "we would not be
able to spare the Tutsf'.rr43

471. Admittedly, the findings in paragraph 837 of the Judgement do not directly rely on
Witness EB's testimony. However, Witness EB was one of the four witnesses who claimed to
have seen the Appellant on 7 and 8 April 1994, and on whom the Trial Chamber partly relied
in order to reject the Appellant's alibi."{ The Appeals Chamber is bound to ask itself
whether, in the absence of Witness EB's testimony, the Trial Chamber's rejection of the alibi
and resultant finding, in paragraphs 831 and 837 of the Judgement, that the Appellant had
taken part in the distribution of weapons on 8 April 1994 can be sustained. The Appeals
Chamber tums now to this issue, taking into account the fact that the Trial Chamber erred in
finding that the alibi testimonies were "thoroughly inconsistent".rra5

472. The Appeals Chamber recalls that, over and above the substantial inconsistencies that
the Trial Chamber deemed to have noted in the defence testimonies regarding the alibi, it
considered even more important the fact t}tat "none of the Defence witnesses had evidence
other than hearsay that Ngeze was arrested at all. Their sowces of information were vague,
with the exception of three witnesses who leamed of the arrest from Ngeze himself'.rra6 The

corroborated by Witness Serushago's testimony as to the fact that Ngeze transported weapons in his vehicle
(dates unspecified): see Judgement, para. 831.
113E lbid., para. 833.
tttn ldem.
ttao lbid., para.968.
tt4t lbid., patu,834.
tt12 lbid.,pala.968.
tt43 lbid., pa'la.835,
tt4 lbid., paia. 829

"Four Prosecution wihesses saw Ngeze on 7 April 1994. Their eyewitness testimony under oath is not
shaken by the hearsay ofthe Defence witnesses or the contradictory testimony ofNgeze himself'.
tta5 Suora X, B, 3,
I ra6 Judgement, para. 828.
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ttal T.27 lanuary 2003, p. 67.
rr4E T. l3 March 2003, p. 3.
rlae See Judsement, Oan. 824.
"to ln paralraph tlZ of the Judgement, the Trial Chamber finds that the Appellant "helped secure and

distribuie, .tlor"O, and transported weapons to be used against the Tutsi population". This finding r€lied on the

testimony of witnesses AHI, AFX and Serushago (see Judgement, para. 831). Since Wihess AHI'S testimony

with regld to the distribution of weapons by the Appellant on 8 April 1994 cannot be accepted,_ only the

testimo;ies of ryitnesses AFX and Serushago remain. Witness AFX only asserted that, on an unspecified date

before the killings of April 1994, Appellant Ngeze showed him the weapons he was keeping at his iome (see

Judgement, pati. lee and 831). witness Serushago's testimony can only be acoepted if it is conoborated by

othe-r evidjnce (Judgement, para. 824). Accordingly, only the finding that the Appellant stored weapons before

6 Aprit 1994 remains. However, this factuat finding must also be set aside for the reasons set out below (/nfa

xrr. c. 3. (b) (ii) ).
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Appeals Chamber considers that statement to be incorrect: in addition to witnesses having
leamed of Appellant Ngeze's anest from Ngeze himself, witness BAZ-I stated that he had
heard of the- arrest from the Appellant's immediate neighbours, whose names he gave.rro?

similarly, witness RM-l 12 stated that it was the Appellant's servant who informed him of

the aneit when he went to Ngeze's house in the moming of 7 April 2007 'tt4E

473. Thus the reasons relied on by the Trial Chamber in order to conclude that the alibi
raised no reasonable doubt as to the Appellant's asts between 6 and 9 April 1994 are

enoneous in two respects: (l) the testimonies of Defence witnesses were not "thoroughly
inconsistent" and (2) the witnesses' sources of information were only vague in some

instances. Furthermore. the fact that the evidence from Defence witnesses regarding
Appellant Ngeze's arrest was only hearsay does not in itself suffice to render their testimony
noicredible. Under these circumstances, the Appeals Chamber considers that there is a risk of

a miscarriage ofjustice if the Trial chamber's finding on the alibi is upheld, particularly in
view of the fact that, with the rejection of witness EB's testimony, there remain only three
witnesses (Witnesses Serushago, AHI and AGX) who allegedly saw the Appellant between 6

and 9 April 1994, the testimony of one of these witnesses (witness serushago) being

moreovei acceptable only to the extent tlat it is corroborated.rrae

474. The Appeals Chamber accordingly reverses the Trial Chamber's finding on the alibi

and concludeJ that it has not been established beyond reasonable doubt that the Appellant

took pa1't in a distribution of weapons on 8 April 1994. However, the fact that there exists

reasonable doubt as to witness AHI's testimony that Appellant Ngeze participated in a

distribution of weapons on 8 April 1994 does not necessarily imply that his testimony must

be rejected in its entirety. Thus the existence ofreasonable doubt as to the truth ofa statement

by a witness is not evidence that the witness lied with respect to that aspect ofhis testimony,

nor that the witness is not credible witi respect to other aspects. Consequently, the Appeals

Chamber considers that the following factual findings in paragraph 837 of the Judgement are

not affected by the above findings: that the Appellant stored weapons at his home before

6 April 1994;'ir0 that he ,.set up, manned and supervised roadblocks in Gisenyi in 1994"; that

he identified "targeted Tutsi civilians who were subsequently taken to and killed. at the

commune Rouge'', that he "often drove around with a megaphone in his vehicle, mobil[iz]ing

the populationlo come to CDR meetings and spreading the message that the Inyenz.i would

be ixierminate d, Inyenzi meaning, and being understood to mean, the Tutsi ethnic
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minority""'' and that "[a]t Bucyana's funeral in February 1994, Ngeze said that if President
Habyarimana were to die, the Tutsi would not be spared".rr52

XI. MODES OF RESPONSIBILITY

475. Before examining whether the Trial Chamber could find that the crimes charged in
the Indictments were committed, and that the Appellants should be held responsible for them,
the Appeals Chamber considers it helpful to recall certain principles applicable to modes of
responsibility.

476. The relevant provisions are found in Article 6(1) and (3) ofthe Statute:

l. A person who planned, instigated, ordered, committed or otherwise aided and abened in
the planning, preparation or execution of a crime referred to in Articles 2 to 4 of the
present Statute, shall be individually responsible for the crime.

3. The fact that any of the acts refened to in Articles 2 to 4 of the present Statute was
committed by a subordinate does not relieve his or her superior of criminal responsibility if
he or she knew or had reason to know that the subordinate was about to commit such acts
or had done so and the superior failed to take the necessary and reasonable measures to
prevent such acts or to punish the perpetrators thereof.

A. Resoonsibilitv under Article 6(l) of the Statute

477. The Appeals Chamber notes that, in convicting the Appellants under Article 6(l) of
the Statute for various crimes, the Trial Chamber has not always identified the mode of
responsibility on which the conviction was based. The Appeals Chamber must therefore
identifr the relevant mode of responsibility (if any) for each charge on which the Trial
Chamber entered a conviction. The Appeals Chamber is ofthe view that the following modes
of responsibility may be relevant in the instant case: committing; planning; instigating;
ordering; aiding and abetting.

478. The Appeals Chamber recalls that commission covers, primarily, the physical
perpetration of a crime (with criminal intent) or a culpable omission of an act that is
mandated by a rule of criminal law, but also participation in a joint criminal enterprise.rrs3
However, it does not appear that tle Prosecutor charged the Appellants at trial with
responsibility for their participation in a joint criminal enterprise,rr5a and the Appeals
Chamber does not deem it appropriate to discuss this mode of participation here.r155

llsl Judgement, para, 837. The findings that Appellant Ngeze possessed the intent to destroy the Tutsi
population and acted with the intent to destroy in whole or in part the Tutsi ethnical group, supporting his
conviction for genocide, notably rely on this factual finding (Judgement, paras. 968 and977A).
"" lden. The findings that Appellant Ngeze possessed the intent to destroy the Tutsi population and acted with
the intent to deshoy in whole of in part the Tutsi ethnical group, supporting his conviction for genocide, notably
rdy on this factual finding (Judgement, paras. 968 and 9774).
'.'.'-'. Tadit Appeal ltdgement, para. 188.
"'" Even if such a charge could possibly be inferred from certain paragraphs of the Indictments, for example:
Nahimana lndictment. p*a.6.27i Barcyagwrza lndictment, para.7.13; Ngeze lndictment, para. 7.15.
"" For a more detailed discussion ofthis form of participation, see Brdanin Appeal Judgement, paru.389432;
Stalit Appeal Judgement, paras.64-65; KvoCka et al, Appeal Judgement, parcs.79-ll9; Ntdkirutimana Appeal
Judgement, paras. 461-468; Vasiljettit Appeal Judgement, paras. 94-102; Krnojelac Appeal Judgement,
paras.28-33,65 et seq.; TadiC Appeal Judgement, paras.185-229.
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479. The actus reus of "planning" requires that one or more persons design the criminal
conduct constituting one or more statutory crimes that are later perpetrated.rr56 It is sufficient
to demonstrate that the planning was a factor substantially contributing to such criminal
conduct.rrsT The mens rea for this mode of responsibility entails the intent to plan the
commission of a crime or, at a minimurn, tle awareness of substantial likelihood that a crime
will be committed in the execution of the acts or omissions planned.""

480. The actus reus of "instigating" implies prompting another person to commit an
offence."rt It is not necessary to prove that the crime would not have been perpetrated

without the involvement of the accused; it is suflicient to demonstrate that the instigation was
a factor substantially contributing to the conduct of another person committing the crime."e
The mens rea for this mode of responsibility is the intent to instigate another person to
commit a crime or at a miminum the awareness of the substantial likelihood that a crime will
be committed in the execution of the act or omission instigated'rr5l

481 . With respect to ordering, a person in a position of authority"u' may incur
responsibility for ordering another person to oommit an offence,"u' if the person who

rec;ived tle order actually proceeds to commit the offence subsequently. Responsibility is
also incurred when an individual in a position of authority orders an act or omission with the
awareness of the substantial likelihood that a crime will be committed in the execution of that
order, and if that crime is effectively committed subsequently by the person who received the
order.rrs

482. The actus rets of aiding and abettingrt65 is constituted by acts or omissionsrr6 aimed
specifically at assisting, furthering or lending moral support to the perpetration of a specific

ttt6 Kordit and Cerkez Appeal Judgement, para. 26.
tt51 Kord- and Cerkez Appeal Judgement, pua. 26. Although the French version of the Judgement uses the

terms ,.rln ClCmenr dercrminanf', the English version - which is authoritative - uses the expression "factor

substantially confi ibuting to".
tts9 Kordii and Cerhez Appeal Judgement, paras. 29 and 31.

"5" Ndindabahiri Appeal Judgemenl, para. ll7; KordiC and Cerhez Appeal ludgement, para 27
tt& Gacumbitsi Appeal Judgement, para. 129; Kordit and Cerkzz Appeal Judgement, para. 27. Olce again,

although the Frenih version of the Kordit and Cerkez Judgement reads "zz ilCment dCterminanf', the English

version - which is authoritative - reads "factor substantially contributing to".
ttst Kordit and Cerkez Appeal Judgement, pans.29 and 32.
1162 It is not nec€ssary to demonsfat€ th€ existence of an official relationship of subordination between the

accused and the perpetrator of the crime: Galit Appeal Judgement, p?fa. l76i Gacumbilsi APPe,,l Judgement'
para.182; Kamuiaida Appeal Judgement, pua.75; Senarca Appeal Judgement, pzra.36l Kordit and Cerlzz
ADDeal Judsement. Dara. 2E.
ttbt Goli6 ippeal Judgement, paft- 176', Ntagerura et al. Appeal Judgement, para.365; Kordii and Cerkzz
ADDeal Judsement. oarcs. 28-29.
t'N Galit,{ppeaf Judgement, paras. 152 and 157: Kordit and Cerhez ApPeal Judgement, paft' 30, Blafki(
ADDeal Judgement. para. 42.

"6J The FrJnch veriion of some Appeal and Trial Judgements of this Tribunal and of the ICTY mention the
term "complici€' ("complicity") rather than "aide et encouragenenf' ("aiding and abetting")' The Appeals
Chamber prefers "aide et encouragement' because these lerms are the ones used in Article 6(l) ofthe Statute.
Furthermore, the Statute uses the word "complicift" in a very specific context (see Article 2(3)(e) of the
Stat]te); it should thus be resewed for that context.
tt6 Ntagerura et al. Appeal Judgement, pzra.370; Blaikit Appeal Judgement, para. 47.

Translalion certified bv LSS, ICTR
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crime, and which substantially contributed to the perpehation of the crime.rr6T Contrary to the
three modes of responsibility discussed above (which require that the conduct ofthe accused
precede the perpetration ofthe oime itsel|, the actus reus of aiding and abetting may occur
before, during or after the principal crime.rr6s Tlire mens rea for aiding and abetting is
knowledge that acts performed by the aider and abettor assist in the commission of the crime
by the principal.rr6e It is not necessary for the accused to know the precise crime which was
intended and which in the event was committed.rrto but he must be arvare of its essential
elements.llTl

483. The Appeals Chamber concludes by recalling that the modes of responsibility under
Article 6(l) of tle Statute are not mutually exclusive and that it is possible to charge more
than one mode in relation to a crime if this is necessary in order to reflect the totality of the
accused's conduct.r r72

B. Resoonsibilitv under Article 6(3) of the Statute

484. The Appeals Chamber recalls that, for the liability of an accused to be established
under Article 6(3) ofthe Statute, the Prosecutor has to show that: (l) a crime over which the
Tribunal has jurisdiction was committed; (2) the accused was a de jure ot de facto superior of
the perpetrator of the crime and had effective control over this subordinate (i.e., he had the
material ability to prevent or punish commission of the crime by his subordinate); (3) the
accused knew or had reason to know that the crime was going to be committed or had been
committed; and (4) the accused did not take necessary and reasonable measures to prevent or
punish the commission of the crime by a subordinate.rrT3

485. The Appeals Chamber adds that, for the purposes of Article 6(3) of the Statute, the
"commission" of a crime by a subordinate must be understood in a broad sense. In the
Blagojevit and Jokit Appeal Judgement, the ICTY Appeals Chamber confirmed that an
accused may be held responsible as a superior not only where a subordinate committed a
crime referred to in the Statute of ICTY, but also where a subordinate planned, instigated or
otherwise aided and abetted in the planning, preparation or execution ofsuch a crime:

As a threshold matter, the Appeals Chamber confirms that superior responsibility under
Article 7(3) of the Statute encompasses all forms of criminal conduct by subordinates, not

tt67 Blagoievi| and Jokit Appeal Judgement, para l27t Ndindabahizi Appeal Judgement, pa:a, llTi Sini6
Appeal Judgement, pala.85; Ntagerura et al. Appeal Judgement, para. 370 and footnote 740; Blalkit Appeal
Jujgement, paras. 45 urd 48|' ltasilievii Appeal Judgement, para. 102.
""" Blagojevit and Jokit Appeal Judgement, para. l27i Sizii Appeal Judgement, para.85; Blatkii Appeal
Judgement, para. 48. See also Celebiii Appe l lvdgement, para. 352, citing with approval the conclusion ofthe
Trial Chamber in that case that it is not necessary that the assistance in question be given at the time of the
commission of the crime.
tt6e Blagoievii and Jokit App€al Judgement, para. lZTt Brttanin Appeal Judgement, para. 484; Srzri Appeal
Judgement, para.86; NtaEerura et al. Appeal Judgement, para.370, Blaikit Appeal Judgement, paras. 45 and
49i VasiAe t Appeal Judgement, pan. 102; Aleksovsti Appeal Judgemenr, para. 162.
"'" Sizrc Appeal Judgement, para. 86; Blatkit Appeal ludgement, para. 50.
"" Brilanin Appeal Judgement, para. 484; SrtriC Appeal Judgement, parc. 86i Blatkit Appeal Judgement,
pan. 501' Aleksovski Appeal Judgement, para. 162.
'.'.'-' Ndindabahizi Appeal Judgement, para.122; Kamuhanda Appeal Judgement, para. 77.
"'" See HaliloviC Appeal Judgement, paras. 59 and 210; Gacumbitsi Appeal Judgement, parg'. l43t Blatkit
Appeal Judgement, paras. 53-85; Bagilishema Appeat Judgement, paru.24-62i Celebiti Appetl Judgement,
Daras. 182-314.
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only the "committing" of crimes in the reshicted sense of the term, but all other modes of
participation under Article 7(l). The Appeals Chamber notes that the term "commit" is
used throughout the Statute in a broad sense, encompassing all modes of responsibility
covered by Article 7(l) and that such a constuction is clearly manifest in Article 29 (co'

operation and judicial assistance) of the Statute, refening to States' obligation to co'
operate t"ith tte lntemational Tribunal "in the investigation and prosecution of persons

accused of committing serious violations ofintemational humanitarian law."

The Appeals Chamber has previously determined that criminal responsibility under Article
7(3) ia based primarily on Article 86(2) of Protocol l. Accordingly, the meaning of

"commit", as uied in Article 7(3) of the Statute, necessadly tracks the term's broader and
more ordinary meaning, as employed in Protocol I The object and purpose of Protocol l,

as reflected in its preamble, is to "reaffirm and develop the provisions protecting th€
victims of armed ionflicts and to supplement measures intended to reinforce their

application". The preamble of Protocol I adds further that "the provisions of the Geneva
ionventions of 11 August 1949 and of this Protocol must be fully applied in all
circumstances to all perions who are prot€cted by those instruments'" The purpose of

superior responsibility, as evidenced in Articles 86(l) and 87 of Protocol l, is to ensure
compliance with intirnational humanitarian law. Furthermore, one of the purposes of

establishing the International Tribunal, as reflected in Security Council Resolution 808, is

to .,put an end to [widespread violations of intemational humanitarian law] and to take

effeitive measures to bring to justice the persons who are responsible for them". And,

more particularly, the purpose of superior responsibility in Article 7(3) is to hold superiors
..responsible for failure to prevent a crime or to deter the unlawful behaviour of [their]
subordinates."

ln this context, the Appeals chamber cannot accept that the drafters of Protocol I and the

Statute intended to limit a superior's obligation to prevent or punish violations of

intemational humanitarian law to only those individuals physically committing the material

elements of a crime and to somehow exclude subordinates who as accomplices

substantially contributed to the completion ofthe crime. Accordingly, "commif'as used in

Article 7(3i of the statute must be understood as it is in protocol I, in its ofdinary and

broad sense.ll?a

486. The Appeals chamber endorses this reasoning and holds that an accused may be held

responsible ai a superior under Article 6(3) of the Statute where a subordinate "planned,

insiigated, ordered, iommitted or otherwise aided and abetted in the planning,_preparation oI

exe;ion of a crime referred to in Articles 2 to 4 of the present Statute",rrr provided, of

coul.se, that all the other elements ofsuch responsibility have been established.

c, There crn be no cumulative responsibilitv under Article 6(1) and (3) in resDect of
the same count

487. The Appeals Chamber recalls that it is inappropriate to convict an accused for a

specific count under both Article 6(1) and Article 6(3) of the statute. when, for the same

cbunt and the same set of facts, the accused's responsibility is irleaded pursuant to both

Articles and the accused could be found liable under both provisions, the Trial chamber
should rather enter a conviction on the basis of Article 6(1) ofthe Statute alone and consider
the superior position of the accused as an aggravating circumstance ' I 176

tt?a Blagoieit and Jokit Appeal ludgement, paras. 280-282 (foohotes omitted).
rr?5 Article 6(l) ofthe Statute.
tt'u Gali6 Appeal Judgement, para. 186; Jokit Appeal Judgement, pans. 23-28; Kaieliieli Appeal Judgement,
pua.8t; Kiilka et;1, Appe;l Judgement, para. 104; Kordic and aerkez Appeal Judgement, paras. 34-35;
B/a.ititi Appeal Judgement, para. 91.

ICTR
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488.' The Appbals Chamber notes that in the instant case the Trial Chamber convicted the
Appellants on several counts under both Article 6(1) and Article 6(3) in respect of the same
set of facts, which was an error. The consequences of this enor will be examined in the
discussion of the Appellants' liability.

XII. THE CRIME OF GENOCIDE

A. Introduction

489. The Trial Chamber found Appellant Nahimana guilty of the crime of genocide
pursuant to Article 6(1) of the Statute for using RTLM "to instigate the killing of Tutsi
civilians".rr?? The Chamber found Appellant Barayagwiza guilty of the crime of genocide
pursuant to Article 6(1) of the Statute for "instigating acts of genocide committed by CDR
members and Impuzamugambi",ttTE and pursuant to Article 6(3) of the Statute "[flor his active
engagement in the management of RTLM prior to 6 April, and his failure to take necessary
and reasonable measules to prevent the killing of Tutsi civilians instigated by RTLM"11?e and
"lflor his active engagement in CDR, and his failure to take necessary and reasonable
measures to prevent the killing of Tutsi civilians by CDR memb ers and Impuzamugambi".t'"0
Lastly, Appellant Ngeze was found guilty of genocide pwsuant to Article 6(l) of the Statute
"[a]s founder, owner and editor of Kanglra, a publication that instigated the killing of Tutsi
civilians, and for his individual acts in ordering and aiding and abetting the killing of Tutsi
civilians".rrEl

490. The Appellants contend that the Trial Chamber committed enors of law and of fact in
finding them guilty of genocide,"t' particularly in regard to the existence of a causal link
between the acts attributed to them and acts of genocide,rr83 as well as to their state of
mind.ll8o

B. The crime of senocide

1. Applicable law

491. Atticle 2 ofthe Statute provides:

l. The Intemational Tribunal for Rwanda shall have the pow€r to prosecute persons
committing genocide as defined in paragraph 2 ofthis Article or of committing any
ofthe other acts enumerated in paragraph 3 ofthis Article.

ll?? Judgement, para. 974.
ttTE lbid., para.975,
tt?e lbid.,para.973.
ttw lbid.,para.977.
ttEt tbid.,para.977 A.
rrE2 Nahimana Notice of Appeal, pp. l0-12. l5-l?: Nahimana Appellant's Brief, paras. 562-577, also refening
to earlier submissions on direct and public incitement to commit genocide; Barayagwiza Notice of Appeal,
pp. l-2 (Grounds 6-29\; Barayagwiza Appellant's Brief, paras. 103-240; Ng€ze Notice of Appeal, paras. 120-
146: Ngeze Appellant's Brief, paras.333-387.
"t' Nahimana Appellant's Brief. paras.233-241, 567-573; Banyagwiza Appellant's Brief, paras. 168, 169, 194
and 1 95 ; Ngeze Appellant's Brief, paras. 339 -3 45, 3 47 -3 5 1.
'ls Nahimana Appellant's Brief, para. 574, refening to paftl 242-294; Barayagwiza Appellanfs Brief,
paras. 108-139; Ngeze Appellant's Brief, para. 353, refening to paras. 2?3-285.
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Genocide means any of the following acts committed with intent to destroy, in '

whole or in part, a national, ethnical, racial or religious group, as such:

(a) Killing members ofthe group;

(b) Causing serious bodily or mental harm to members to the group;

(c) Deliberately inflicting on the group conditions of life calculated to bring
about its physical desfiuction in whole or in part;

(d) Imposing measures intended to prevent births within the group'

(e) Forcibly tsansferring children ofthe group to another group.

3. The following acts shall be punishable:

(a) Genocide;

(b) ConsPiracy to commit genocide;

(c) Direct and public incitement to commit genocide;

(d) Attempt to commit genocide;

(e) Complicity in genocide'

4g2. A person commits the crime of genocide (Article 2(3Xa) of the Statute) if he or she

commits one of the acts enumerated in Article 2(2) of the Statute (actts rezs) with intenl to

destroy, in whole or in part, a national, ethnical, racial or religious gloup as such ('genocidal

intent';).rrE5 Furthermore, even if an accused has not committed genocide himself, his

responsibility may be established under one of the modes of responsibility provided for in

Article 6(l) and (f; of *re Statute. Where a person is accused of having planned, instigated,

ordered or aided and abetted the commission of genocide by one or more other persons

pursurnt to Article 6(l) of the Statute, the Prosecutor must establish that the accused's acts or

omissions substantially contributed to the commission of acts ofgenocide.rrE6

2. Submissions of Appellants Nahimana and Neeze concemine the eroup protected
in the definition ofthe crime ofeenocide

(a) Areuments of the Parties

4g3. Appellants Nahimana and Ngeze argue that the Trial Chamber ened in considering as

acts of ginocide acts committed against Hutu opponents, thus unlau'fully broadening the

notion of protected grouP.rrET

4g4. The Prosecutor responds that it has not been demonstrated that the Trial Chamber
relied solely on t}re attacks perpetrated against Hutu in order to find the Appellants guilty of
genocide."at According to the prosecutor, the Trial Chamber's approach is in line with
-sUblished jurisprudence that $oups talgeted for genocide may be defined subjectively, on
the basis ofa variety of criteria, including the perception of the perpetrators themselves."t'

rr8r Other terms are also used, such as "special intent", "specific intent", "particular irrtent" or "dolus sPecialil'.

Genocidal intent is examined lny'a XII. C.
tt86 Supra Xl. A.
rrE? Nahimana Appellant's Brief, paras. 564-566 and Ngeze Appellant's Brief, paras. 337-338; both Appellants

refer to paragraph 948 ofthe Judgement.
lrE8 Respondent's Brief, paras.447448, refening to paragraph 948 ofthe Judgement.
tt$ Ibid., pal3s.447 and 449.
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" He submits that in the present case the perpetrators, including the Appellants, regarded all

Hutu who supported Tutsi as Tutsi, and placed them in the same category: Hutu victims thus
fell within the protected group pursuant to the applicable law on genocide."'

(b) Analvsis

495. In paragraph 948 of the Judgement, the Trial Chamber asserts that "acts committed
against Hutu opponents were committed on account of their support of the Tutsi ethnic group
and in furtherance of the intent to destroy the Tutsi ethnic group", but gives no further
explanation. Subsequently, the Chamber finds that there is a causal connection between
RTLM broadcasts and the killing of some Tutsi as well as "Hutu political opponents who
supported the Tutsi etlmic gxoup"."e' It also considers that, by fanning "the flames of ethnic
hatred, resentment and fear against the Tutsi population and Hutu political opponents who
supported the Tutsi ethnic group, [...] Kangura paved the way for genocide in Rwanda,
whipping the Hutu population into a killing frer:zy".tte

496. In the opinion of the Appeals Chamber, the presence of these findings by the Trial
Chamber in the section of the Judgement dealing with the crime of genocide poses a problem.
Indeed, the acts committed against Hutu political opponents cannot be perceived as acts of
genocide, because the victim of an act of genocide must have been targeted by reason of the
fact that he or she belonged to a protected group. In the instant case, only the Tutsi ethnic
group may be regarded as a protected group under Article 2 ofthe Statute and Article 2 ofthe
Convention on the Prevention and Punishment of the Crime of Genocide,"t' since the group
of "Hutu political opponents" or the group of "Tutsi individuals and Hutu political
opponents" does not constitute a "national, ethnical, racial or religious group" under these
provisions."* Furthermore, although the jurisprudence of the ad hoc Tribunals acknowledges
that the perception ofthe perpetrators ofthe crimes may in some circumstances be taken into
account for purposes of determining membership of a protected Eloup,"" in this instance
neither the Trial Chamber nor the Prosecutor cited any evidence to suggest that the
Appellants or the perpefiators of the crimes perceived Hutu political opponents as Tutsi. In
other words, in the present case Hutu political opponents were acknowledged as such and
were not "perceived" as Tutsi. Even if the perpetrators of the genocide believed that
eliminating Hutu political opponents was necessary for the successful execution of their
genocidal project against the Tutsi population, the killing of Hutu political opponents cannot
constitute acts of genocide.

497. The Appeals Chamber observes, however, that it is not certain that the Trial Chamber
effectively found that the acts committed against Hutu political opponents amounted to acts
of genocide. It seems, on the contrary, that the Chamber relied only on the killing of Tutsi in

ttq lbid., para.450, rcfeningto Bagilishema Judgement, para. 65.
"'' Judsement. Dara. 949.
ttn tbii., pata.95o.
rre3 UN GA Resolution 260 A (lll) of9 December 1948 ("Genocide Convention").
frs In this regard, see Staki| Appeal Judgement, para. 22, which recalls that the drafters of the Genocide
Convention declined to include destruction ofpolitical groups within the definition ofgenocide,
rlns See ,9/atiC Appeal Judgement, pxa, 25i Muhimana Trial Judgement, para. 500; Ndindabahizi Trizl
Judgement, para. 468; Gacumbitsi Trial Judgement, para. 255; Kojelijeli Trirl Judgement, para. 813;
Bagilishema Triaf Judgement, pan. 65; Musema Trial Judgement, para. 16l; R taganda Trial Judgement,
Dara.56.
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order to find the Appeltants guilty of the crime of genocide. Thus the Judgement states that
"the killing ofTutsi civilians can be said to have resulted, at least in part, from the message of
ethnic targeting for death t}rat was clearly and effectively disseminated through RTLM,
Kangura and CDR, before and after 6 April 1994"''t% that the Appellants "acted with intent
to destroy, in whole or in part, the Tutsi ethnic group"r'e and that they should be held
responsible for the "killing of Tutsi civilians".r''8 In these circumstances, the Appeals
Chamber is not convinced that the Appellants have demonstrated that there was an error,
even if, to avoid any ambiguity, the Trial Chamber should have refrained from discussing the
killing of Hutu political opponents in the section ofthe Judgement dealing with genocide. In
any case, even if it were considered that the Trial Chamber effectively found that the killing
of Hutu political opponents amounted to acts of genocide, such error would not be sufficient
to invalidate the verdict on the count of genocide, which can be upheld on tle basis of acts
committed against the Tutsi ethnic group.

3. Instisation of acts of egnocide b), RTLM. Kanryra and the CDR

(a) Arzuments of the Parties

498. The Appellants argue that the Trial Chamber ened in finding that RTLM broadcasts,
Kangnra publications and CDR activities instigated the commission of acts of genocide
within the meaning of Article 6(1) of the Statute, because the required causal link between
these broadcasts, publications and activities and the acts of genocide had not been adequately
established.rrs

499. Appellant Nahimana argues specifically that the Trial chamber committed an enor of
fact in finding that there was a causal link between RTLM broadcasts prior to 6 April 1994
and the acts of genocide and extermination committed after that date.r2m He submits that the
causal link between three broadcasts prior to 6 April 1994 and killings after 6 April 1994
rests on testimonies tiat clearly have no probative value,'2o' and that the existence ofa causal
link between these murders and RTLM broadcasts is therefore purely hypothetical.'2o2

500. Appellant Ngeze submits that the Trial Chamber has not established the existence ofa
causal link between the issues of Kangura before 6 April 1994 and the crimes of genocide
and extermination committed after that date.''ot He asserts that an in-depth analysis of the
evidence shows that no causal link can be established between the articles published in
Kangura and the anti-Tutsi attacks committed from May 1990 to April 1994.t2u With regard
to the articles, "The Appeal to the Conscience of the Hutu" and "The Ten Commandments",
Appellant Ngeze recalls that these were published before 1994 and are thus excluded from

rrs Judgement, para. 953.
tte7 lbid., para. 969.
I t"E I bid., pans. 973-97 5, 977 nd 977 A.

"t Nahimana App€llant's Brief, paras.233-241, 568-573; Barayagwiza Appellant's Brief, paras. 168-169,
194-195; Ngeze Appellant's Brief, paras .339-345,347-351 .
r2m Nahimana Notice ofAppeal, p. 16; Nahimana Appellanfs Brief, para. 572.
I 20' Nahimana Appellant's Brief, paru. 237 -240.
t2o2 lbid., pxa.24l.
tzot lbid.. naras.347 and 350.
t2u lbid,',iara.348.
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the temporal jurisdiction of the Tribunal.'2o5 As for the other articles and editorials, Appellant
Ngeze takes issue with the imprecise approach adopted by the Trial Chamber, which merely
asserts that "other editorials and articles published in Kangura echoed the contempt and
hatred for Tutsi found in The Ten Commandments" .t26

501. The Prosecutor does not respond to Appellant Ngeze's submissions. By contrast, he
responds to Appellant Nahimana by submitting in the first place that it is not necessary that
the acts charged against an accused constitute a necessary condition to the commission of the
crime; it is suffrcient that the accused's conduct "substantially and directly contributed to the
crime".r2o? He points out that several factual findings in the Judgement examine in detail the
context in which RTLM was able to exert an influence on the public and address Nahimana's
submissions on the alleged lack of causal link between RTLM and the acts of genocide. The
Prosecutor concludes that the Trial Chamber examined RTLM activities in their globality and
could find that its broadcasts played a primordial role in the perpetration of the genocide and
other acts of violence targeting Tutsi, thereby directly and substantially contributing to the
killings and other acts of violence for which Appellant Nahimana was held responsible. ''ot

(b) Analysis

502. The Appeals Chamber recalls that it suffrces for Kangura publications, RTLM
broadcasts and CDR activities to have substantially contributed to the commission of acts of
genocide in order to find that those publications, broadcasts and activities instigated the
commission of acts ofgenocide; they need not have been a pre-condition for those acts.r'z@

(i) Causal link between RTLM broadcasts and the acts of eenocide

503. Paragraph 949 ofthe Trial Judgement reads as follows:

The Chamber found, as set forth in paragraph 486, that RTLM broadcasts engaged in
€thnic stereo0?ing in a manner that promoted contempt and hatred for the Tutsi population
and called on listeners to seek out and take up arms against the enemy. The enemy was
defined to be tlre Tutsi €thnic group. These broadcasts called explicitly for the
extermination ofthe Tutsi ethnic group. In 1994, both before and after 6 April, RTLM
broadcast the names of Tutsi individuals and their families, as well as Hutu political
opponents who supported the Tutsi ethnic group. In some cases these persons were
subsequently killed. A specific causal connection between the RTLM broadcasts and the
killing of these individuals - either by publicly naming them or by manipulating their
movements and directing that they, as a group, be killed - has been established (see
paragraph 487).

504. The Appeals Chamber notes that the first part of paragraph 949 ofthe Judgement, in
an attempt to summarise the factual findings contained in paragraph 486, seems to have
altered their meaning so that statements inciting contem.pt and hatred are characterised,
without further explanation, as explicit calls for the extermination ofTutsi. Paragraph 486 of

t2o5 lbid,. oala.342.
126 lbid., para.343. see also para. 35 | .
r20t Respondent's Brief, paras. 453-455 (quotation taken from para. 455; italics in original version), referring to
Kayishema and Ruzindana Appeal ludgement, para. 198.
tzw lbid.,pa:3.456.
t2@ See supraxl. A.
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the Judgement thus states that, initially, RTLM promoted conlempt and hatred for the Tutsi
population, the Tutsi group being constantly perceived as the "enemy"; but that it was only
after 6 April 1994 lhat tlre virulence and intensity of RTLM broadcasts increased and the
broadcasts explicitly called for the extermination ofthe Tutsi.

505. The Appeals Chamber also notes the last sentence of paragraph 949 of the
Judgement, which appears to conclude that the causal link between the acts of genocide and
RTLM broadcasts had been established only for the killings of certain Tutsi announced on the
airwaves, or whose movements had been manipulated.'2'0 Nevertheless, the paragraphs which
follow paragraph 949 conclude more generally that RTLM broadcasts contributed to the
massacre of Tutsi civilians. In this regard, it should be noted that the Trial Chamber finds at
pamgraph 953 of the Judgement that "the killing of Tutsi civilians can be said to have
iesulted, at least in part, from the message of ethnic targeting for death that was clearly and

effectively disseminated through RTLM [...] before and after 6 April 1994" and subsequently
finds Appellants Nahimana and Barayagwiza responsible for the "killing of Tutsi
civilians".,t,' Thus it appears that the conclusion contained in the paragraphs following
paragraph 949 is not entirely consistent with that provided in the last sentence of that

laragaph. In these circumstances, the Appeals Chamber believes that it should be presumed

that the requisite causal link between RTLM broadcasts and the acts of genocide was
established only for the cases described in the last sentence of paragraph 949 of the

Judgement.'t'' Thus, contrary to what Appellant Nahimana avers,r2r3 the Appeals Chamber
beliives that the Trial chamber did indeed identiff the RTLM broadcasts, and the acts of
genocide to which those broadcasts contributed'

506. The Appeals Chamber will examine in the following sections whether the Trial

Chamber ened in finding that certain RTLM broadcasts substantially contributed to killings,

and thus instigated the commission of acts of genocide. For this purpose, it will distinguish
between broadcasts before 6 April 1994 and those after that date, this distinction being

relevant in connection with the criminal responsibility of Appellants Nahimana and

Baruyagwiza, which will be analysed in the last section of this chapter'

a .@

50?. In light of the Trial chamber's factual findings, the Appeals chamber can identifr in

the Judgement four cases in which persons of Tutsi origin were killed after their names were

mentioned in RTLM broadcasts made before 6 April 1994: Charles Shamukiga, killed on

r210 The last sentence of paragraph 949 refers to Paragraph 487 ofthe Judgement, which reads:

Both before and after 6 April 1994, RTLM broadca$ the nam€s of TuBi individuals and
their families, as well as Hutu political opponents. In some cases, these PeoPle were
subsequently killed, and the Chamber finds that to varying degrees their deaths were
causaliy linked to the broadcast of their names. RTLM also broadcast messages
encouraging Tutsi civilians to come out of hiding and to retum home or to go to the
roadblocks, where they were subs€quently killed in accordance with the direction of
subsequent RTLM broadcasts tracking their movement.

r2" Judgement, Duas. 9'13-97 4.
'2'2 In t-his regard, the Appeals Chamb€r recalls that it has alr€ady found that only murders of Tutsi could

constitute actsof genocide (see supra XII. B. 2. (b) ). Hence, only denunciations of persons of Tutsi origin

could have substantially contributed to the commission ofacts ofgenocide.
r2r3 Nahimana Appellanfs Brief, paras. 568-570.
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7'Apil 1994, whose name was mentioned on RTLM from December 1993 and "in the first
few months of 1994"t2t4 and who voiced his concem following tlese threats;r2r5 the children
of Manzi Sudi Fahdi - Espdrance, Clarisse and Cintrd - who were identified by name in an
RTLM broadcast of 14 March 1994, which reported that their father was a member of the
RPF:''zr6 Daniel Kabaka. whose name was mentioned in RTLM broadcasts in the second half
of March and after 6 Apil 1994 and who was killed a few days after 7 April 1994;12'? the
Medical Director of Cyangugu, denounced in a broadcast of 3 April 1994 for having
organised a meeting of a small goup of Tutsi, and bumt alive in front of his house a few days
later.r2rE

508. Appellant Nahimana argues that there is no probative value in the three testimonies on
which the Trial Chamber based its findings. He submits in the first place that evidence of the
death of Manzi Sudi Fahdi's children rests exclusively on the single testimony of Expert
Witness Chrdtien, and that his testimony to this effect :rmounts to third-degree hearsay
evidence.r2rn The Appeals Chamber notes that the Trial Chamber appears to have relied
exclusively on the testimony of Expert Witness Chr6tien to make its finding on the death of
Manzi Sudi Fahdi's children, and this part of his testimony was itself apparently based on
information obtained from Manzi Sudi Fahdi by a Prosecutor investigator.r22o

509. The Appeals Chamber recalls first that it is settled jurisprudence that hearsay evidence
is admissible as long as it is of probative value,tttt and that it is for Appellant Nahimana to
demonstrate that no reasonable trier of fact would have taken this evidence into account
because it was second-degree hearsay evidence,r222 which he has failed to do. Nevertheless,
the Appeals Chambers agrees with the Appellant that the fact that evidence of the death of
Manzi Sudi Fahdi's children was given by Expert Witness Cbrdtien does pose a problem. The
Appeals Chamber recalls that the role of expert witnesses is to assist the Trial Chamber in its
assessment of the evidence before it, and not to testiff on disputed facts as would ordinary
witnesses.ra The Appeals Chamber notes that the Appellant had raised objections about this
part of Expert Witness Chr6tien's testimony at the hearing, but that the Trial Chamber had
closed the discussion by deciding that the issue would be resolved when the Prosecutor
investigators filed their report.rz However, the Judgement does not mention any such report

l2la Judgement, para. 366
tzts lbid., pan.478 relying on the statement by Witness Nsanzuwera; see also i6id., paras. I 19, 364-366, 444
and 470.
tzt6 lbid.. oar:a.477.
t2t7 lbid., paras. 478-479; see also ibid., paras. I 19, 446-448. The Appeals Chamber notes that in paragraph I 19,
the Trial Chamber aflirms that Daniel Kabaka died on 7 April 1994, while paragraph 447 indicates that
Kabaka's house was attacked with grenades on 7 April 1994, that Kabaka was wounded and that gendarmes
came to kill him a few days later. It is this last version that comes closest to the testimony of Witness FY: T.
9 July 2001, pp. 3l-37.
t2tt Ibid.. oarsf,.384-385 and 476.
l2lo Nahimana Appellant's Brief, pans. 237-238.
1220 Judgement, pua. 477. The broadcast is refened to in paragraphs 377 eittd 378 of the Judgement;
T. I July 2002, pp. 165-166.
r22r See references mentioned supr4 footnote 521.
1222 Appellant Nahimana claimed that it was third-degree hearsay. The Appeals Chamber disagrees. If Manzi
Sudi Fahdi had appeared to confirm the death of his children before the Tribunal, his testimony would not have
constituted hearsay. Since the information was given by Manzi Sudi Fahdito the Prosecution investigators, who
then reported it to Expert Witness Chrdtien, it is only second-degree hearsay.
1223 See sxpralY. B. 2. (b) .
t22a T. I July 2002, pp, 165-173.
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as a source of information on the death of Manzi Sudi Fahdi's children, the only source
mentioned being the testimony of Expert Witness Chr6tien.'tts In these circumstances and in
the absence of any indication that the investigators' report was indeed filed, the Appeals
Chamber cannot conclude that the murder of Manzi Sudi Fahdi's children was sufficiently
proved, and the discussion which follows will make no mention of it.

510. Appellant Nahimana further submits that Dr. Blam's account, taken from a book by
Expert Witness Chrdtien, and not supported by testimony from its author, has no probative
value."tu The Appeals Chamber notes that Dr. Blarn's account was fianslated in full by
Expert Witness Cludtien in his work "Le dili de I'ethnisme" lThe Challenge of Ethnicisnl,
and that this translation was admitted into evidence.r22? The Appeals Chamber notes that this
account briefly refers to the circumstances surrouniing the death of the Medical Director of
Cyangugu a few days after RTLM broadcasts on 3 April 1994,t22E which - wrongly,
according to Dr. Blam - linked the doctor to the RPF. r"e The Appeals Chamber is of the
opinion that the Trial Chamber could admit this evidence, even if Dr. Blam himself did not
testiS at the hearing.'tto However, the Appeals Chamber is of the view that a reasonable trier
offact could not rely solely on the short account by Doctor Blam in order to establish beyond
reasonable doubt proof of the murder of the Medical Director of Cyangugu, of the
circumstances sunounding it and of its date. In the absence of other evidence conoborating
Doctor Blam's account, the Trial Chamber consequently erred in finding that the murder of

1225 See Judgement, para. 477 .
r226 Nahimana Appellanf s Briee pra.239.
r22t Exhibit P164. The Appeals Chamber notes that the reference to the "book by Wolfgang Blam" at
paragraph 385 ofthe Judgement seems to be wrong, since the Exhibit in fact cites a collective work in German,
entitled t,, Volk verkjsst sein Land, Krieg und VdlkBrmord in Rwanda lA Land Forsaken by its People: War

and Genocide in Rwandal, edited by H. Sch0rings and published in 1994 in Cologne.
r22E The Appeals Chamber notes that Dr. Blam's account makes reference to a broadcast of4 April 1994 (see

Exhibit pla4, p. 106 ofthe book, p. 28925 in the Registry numbering), whereas Exhibit Pl03ll92B containing
the French translation ofthis broadcast indicates that the broadcast was made on 2 April 1994. The tianscript of
the broadcast in Kinyarwanda (P103/192A) 6nd the English translation ofthe transcript (P103/192D) give a date
of3 April 1994).
'"'Exhibit P164, p. 106 ofthe book, p.28925 in the Registry numbering:

Par tdldphone on avait ddjd atd mis au couranl des massacres de Kamembe-Cyangugu, au cours
desquels par exemple le midecin rdgional de Cyangugu que nous connaissons svait dtd brili vd devant
sa maison. Sur la radio incendiaire RTLM du parti extAmiste CDR" juste trois jours plus tdt, le lundi
(4 avril), il qvait AtA insuhA comme complice des rebelles, organisaleur de rdunions de rebelles d
Cyangugu. Lors d'un entretien Ie mardi qvant I'attentat, donc le 5 avril, je ne lui avais pas parli de ces
difamations, parce que je connaissais son honnateti el que je tenais ces accusalions pour tolqlement
absurdes.
[l'd already heard on the phone about the Kamembe-Cyangugu massacres, during which the Medical
Director for Cyangugu Region, whom we knew, had been bumed alive in front of his house. Just three
days earlier, on the Monday (4 April), on RTLM, the inflammatory radio station of the extremist CDR
party, he had been vilified as an accomplice of the rebels, accused of organising rebel meetings in
Cyangugu. When I met him on the Tuesday before the murder, I didn't mention these libels, because I
knew him as an honest man, and regarded the accusations as totally absurd.l

'"0 Dr. Blam's account could be admitted under Rule 89(C) of the Rules. This would also be the case today:
since th€ account wss not specifically written for proceedings in the instant case, it could be admitted without
necessarily complying with the standards of Rule 92 Dis of the Rules, which was added to the Rules on
6 July 2002: see Naletilit and Marlinovii Appeal Judgement, pwaf, 222-223; Pr$ecutor v. Stanislav Galii,
Case No. IT-98-29-AR73.2, Decision on lnterlocutory Appeal Concerning Rule 92 ,,:,s(C) of the Rules,
7 June 2002, paras. 28-31.
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i,. ':. '. '; j ', '. I O lel'o;slfi' the Medical Director of Cyangugu was proved. The paragraphs which follow will therefore
not refer to this incident.

5l 1. With regard, lastly, to Appellant Nahimana's argument that Witness FY's testimony
did not prove the existence of a causal link between RTLM broadcasts and the murder of
Daniel Kabaka,''? the Appeals Chamber considers that the fact that Daniel Kabaka was
allegedly arrested as a suspect in 1990 and that soldiers linked to a "crisis committee" were
allegedly responsible for his murder, which was committed after 6 April 1994, does not
suffice to demonstrate that it was unreasonable to find that the mention of this person on
RTLM had substantially contributed to his murder. Moreover, the Appellant omits to indicate
the specific references to the transcripts which mention these acts, and hence has not
complied with the requirements for making submissions at the appeal stage. The appeal on
this point is dismissed.

512. The Appeals Chamber will now determine whether it was reasonable for the Trial
Chamber to find that the RTLM broadcasts prior to 6 April 1994 which mentioned Charles
Shamukiga and Daniel Kabaka substantially contributed to the commission of acts of
genocide.

513. In the opinion of the Appeals Chamber, evidence of a link between the broadcasts
aired on RTLM before 6 April 1994 and the acts of genocide committed against the
individuals so named seems, at the very least, tenuous, especially when the date of the
broadcast in question is not provided or when the period between the broadcast denouncing a
person and the killing of that person is relatively long. This applies notably to the killing of
Charles Shamukigar232 and Daniel Kabaka.ras Thus the longer the lapse of time between a
broadcast and the killing ofa person, the greater the possibility that other events might be the
real cause ofsuch killing and that the broadcast might not have substantially contributed to it.
Moreover, even though RTLM was widely listened to in Rwanda, there is no evidence that
the unidentified persons responsible for killing Charles Shamukiga and Daniel Kabaka heard
the RTLM broadcasts denouncing them. The Appeals Chamber is therefore of the opinion
that it has not been sufficiently demonstrated that RTLM broadcasts before 6 April 1994
substantially contributed to the killing of these individuals. Therefore, the Trial Chamber
committed an error which partially invalidates the verdict in finding in paragraph 949 of the
Judgement that RTLM broadcasts prior to 6 April 1994 substantially contributed to the
commission of acts of genocide.

b. Broadcasts after 6 April 1994

514. The Appeals Chamber observes that Appellant Nahimana does not appear to dispute
that the broadcasts after 6 April 1994 contributed to the commission of acts of genocide.r23{
For his part, Appellant Barayagwiza contends, without elaborating, that no link was

r23l Nahimana Appellant's Brief, puar,. 240-241.
'"'Charles Shamukiga "had been mentioned often on RTLM in the first few months of 1994" (Judgemenr,
p-ara. 366): he was killed on 7 April 1994 by Presidential Guard soldiers (Judgement, paras. 366 and 478).'"' Daniel Kabaka was named on RTLM "beginning in mid-March", and also after 7 April 1994 (Judgement,
pa\a"s. 446,447 and 467); he was killed a few days after the beginning ofthe genocide.
'"' See Nahimana Appellant's Brief, paras, n324l, 572-573. The Appellant only disputes that broadcasts
before 6 April 1994 could have contributed to the commission of acts ofgenocide.
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established between the RTLM broadcasts and the killings.r'z3s In the absence of any
arguments in support of this contention, it cannot sufftce to demonstrate that the Trial
Chamber erred in finding that the RTLM broadcasts after 6 April 1994 substantially
contributed to the commission of acts of genocide.

515. The Appeals Chamber notes that the Trial Chamber found that in several instances
after 6 April 1994 the naming of persons of Tutsi origin on the airwaves contributed to the
commission of acts of genocide. Such persons included the brother of Witness FS, who was
named on RTLM on 7 April 1994 and was later killed with his wife and his seven children,r236
and D6sird Nsunguyinka, who was killed at a roadblock with his wife, his sister and his
brother-inlaw after RTLM broadcast tle licence number of the cal they were travelling in,
announcing that a vehicle with these plates was carrying Inkotanyi.tz3l The Appeals Chamber
also notes the case of Father Muvaro, Father Ngoga and Father Ntagara, whose names were
mentioned in a broadcast of 20 May 1994;t23s the three of them were subsequently killed.r23e
The Trial Chamber also refened to instances of RTLM broadcasting information designed to
facilitate the killing of Tutsi. Thus Charles Kalinjabo was killed at a roadblock after RTLM
called on all Tutsi who were not Inkotanyi to join their Hutu comrades at the roadblocks.''z4o
The neighbours of witness FW, including "Rubayiza Abdallar" and "sultan", were killed on

11 Aprii 1994, when they retumed home after an RTLM broadcast aired on the same day
telling all the Tutsi who had fled their homes to retum because a sealch for guns was to be

conducted and the houses of all those who were not home would be destroyed.r'?a' The

Appeals Chamber is of the opinion that it has not been demonstated that it was umeasonable
foi-the Trial Chamber to find that the RTLM broadcasts after 6 April 1994 substantially
contributed to the killing ofthese individuals. r'zo'z

516. Paragraph 950 ofthe Trial Judgement reads as follows:

950. The Chamber found, as set forth in paragraphs 245 and 246, that The Appeal to the

Conscience of the Hutu and The Ten Commandmenls, published in Kangura No 6 in

December 1990, conveyed cont€mpt and hafied for the Tutsi ethnic 8loup, and for Tutsi

t2t5 Buayagwiza Appellanfs Brief, para. 169.
r23. Judgemlent, paru. +tZ; see also paras. 445 and 895. The witness' Tutsi origin is mentioned in paragraPh 890

ofthe Judgement.
t2t1 ldemi see also para. 444.
tn ldem', see also paras. 410-41 1 . The Appeals Chamber notes that only Father Muvaro's Tutsi origin is

specifically confirmed by the Trial Chamber on the basis of Appellant Nahimana's testimony: Judgement,

paras. 4l I and 482. The Appeals Chamber notes however that the remarks made in the broadcast - in panicular

ihe sentence ,.We could not imagine that a priest would ever dare take up a gun, begin to shoot or even distribute
guns ro people taking refuge in ihe church, th€ latter then begin launching sporadic attacks in order_to eliminate
the Hutus, and then retreat into the church ... daring to desecrate God's house" - s€ems to indicate that the three
priests were Tutsi: Judgement, para. 410, refening to Exhibit Pl03/1328
lt$ Futhe, Ngoga, who had earlier managed to escape, was killed in Butar€ ll days after the broadcast:

Judgement, para. 4l I .
I2a0 Judgement, para.482i see also para.449.
tut lbid.. Da'las. 449 and 482.
lt, As heid above ( sugalv. A. 2. (c) (iii) ), the testimony of Wimess FS has been excluded with respect to
Appellant Barayagwiza. The Appeals chamber is however of the view that the finding that the RTLM
bioadcasts after 6 April 1994 substantially contributed to the commission of acts ofgenocide should be upheld
on the basis ofother evidence mentioned here.
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women in particular as enemy agents, and called on readers to take all necessary measures
to stop the enemy, defined to be the Tutsi population. Other editorials and articles
published in Kangura echoed the contempt and hatred for Tutsi found in The Ten
Commandments and were clearly int€nded to fan the flames of ethnic hased, resentment
and fear against the Tutsi population and Hutu political opponents who supported the Tutsi
ethnic group. The cover of Kangura No. 26 promoted viol€nce by conveying the message
that the machet€ should be used to eliminate the Tutsi, once and for all. This was a call for
the destruction of the Tutsi ethnic group as such. Through fear-mongering and hate
propaganda, Kangura paved the way for genocide in Rwanda, whipping the Hutu
population into a killing frenzy.

The Trial Chamber thus found tbat Kangura contributed, at least in part, to the killing of
Tutsi civilians,''?a3 and that Appellant Ngeze must be held responsible on this account.r244

517. The Appeals Chamber is of the view that these findings are problematic in several
respects. First, the Appeals Chamber recalls that the provisions on the temporal jurisdiction
of the Tribunal precluded the Trial Chamber ftom relying on acts of instigation dating ftom
before I January 1994 in convicting Appellant Ng eze.t245 T\e Appeals Chamber has also held
that the Appellant could not be convicted on the basis of publications of Kangura prior to
I January 1994, allegedly re-circulated or repeated as a result of the competitio;organized in
1994.t206 Thus the question which should have been addressed by the Trial Chamber was
whether the Kangura articles published in 1994 (and not all of the articles published in
Kangura) did, in effect substantially contribute to the commission of acts of genocide in 1994.

518. Further, the Trial Chamber considered that, even though '1he evidence does not
establish a specific link between the publication and subsequent events, [...] a link was clearty
perceived by many witnesses such as Witness AHI, Witness ABE and Nsanzuwera,
suggesting that Kangura greatly contributed to the climate leading to these events, if not
causing them directly".r2n? The Trial Chamber then adds that "[a]t times Kongara called
explicitly on its readers to take action. More generally, its message of prejudice and fear
paved the way for massacres of the Tutsi population".''nt The Appeals Chamber emphasizes,
however, that the specific examples given by Witness Nsanzuwera and Witness ABE of
attacks on individuals following the publication of Kangura articles date back to 1990 and
l99l and do not fall within the temporal jurisdiction of the Tribunal. Moreover, none of the
testimonies makes explicit reference to the impact of Kangura issues published after
I January 1994.

519. While there is probably a link between the Appellant's acts, because of his role in
Kangura, and the genocide, owing to the climate of violence to which the publication
contributed and the incendiary discourse it contained,r2ae the Appeals Chamber considers that
there was not enough evidence for a reasonable trier of fact to find beyond reasonable doubt

'2or Judgement. para. 953.
"* tbii.. oua.611A.
r2al See szpra VIII. B. 2.
t2a6 See siora lX. E. 3.
'2ot Judsement. para. 242.
t 'o ' tb i i . .oarc. )43.
t2o" See liangura plblications mentioned in paragraphs 136-243 ofthe Judgement. See also the Trial Chamber's
findings in paragraphs 245,246,950 and 1036 ofthe Judgement, which make specific reference to "The Appeal
to the Conscience ofth€ Hutu" and "The Ten Commandments", and to t(dngua No. 26.
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that the Kangura publications in the first months of 1994 susbstantially contributed to the 7, ' '

commission of acts of genocide between April and July 1994. Therefore, the Appeals
Chamber is of the opinion that the Trial Chamber ened in finding Appellant Ngeze guilty of
the crime of genocide under Article 6(l) of the Statute for having "instigated" the killing of
Tutsi civilians as founder, owner and editor of Kangura.t"o

(iiD Link between CDR activities and lhe acts of senocide

520. Appellant Barayagwiza contends that no causal link was established between the
activities ofthe CDR and the acts of genocide.r25l

521 . The Trial Chamber explained in paragraph 95 I of the Judgement that:

[t]he Hutu Power movement, spearhead€d by cDR, created 
" 

poiiti."i framework for the
killing of Tutsi and Hutu political oPponents. The CDR and its youth wing, the
ImpuzamugambL convened meetings and d€monstrations, established roadblocks,
disfibuted weapons, and systematically organized and canied out the killing of Tutsi
civilians. The genocidal cry of "tubatsembatsembe" ot "let's exterminate them", refening
to the Tutsi population, was chanted consistently at CDR meetings and demonstrations. As
well as orchestrating particular acts ofkilling, the CDR promoted a Hutu mindset in which
ethnic hatred was normalized as a political ideology. The division of Hutu and Tutsi
entrenched fear and suspicion of the Tutsi and fabricated the perception that the Tutsi
population had to be destroyed in order to safeguard the political gains that had been made
by the Hutu majority.

It then found that the massacre of Tutsi civilians resulted, at least in part, from the message of
ethnic targeting for death disseminated through the cDR before and after 6 April 1994.r,'
However, the Appeals Chamber understands that the Trial Chamber found Appellant
Barayagwiza guilty of genocide only on the basis of acts of genocide committed by CDR
militants and Impuzamugambi (and not on account of alleged acts of instigation to genocide

by the CDR which would have substantially contributed to the commission of genocidal

a;ts).rrs3 In the circumstances, the question whether the extermination discourse of the CDR
substantially contributed to the massacre of Tutsi civilians is not relevant. The important
point is that the Trial Chamber concluded that militants of the CDR and Impuzamugambi
themselves committed acts of genocide. As explained below,r25a the Appellant has failed to
show that this conclusion was unreasonable.

C, Genocidal intent of the Aopellants

522. The Trial Chamber found that the Appellants "acted with intent to destroy, in whole
or in part, the Tutsi ethnic group".'t55 The Appellants appeal against this finding. Before

r25o Judgement, para. 9??A.
r2tr Barayagwiza Appellant's BrieI paras. 194-195.
'"' Judgement, para. 953.
t25t tbid., paras. 9?5 ('the Chamber finds Jean-Bosco Barayagwiza guilty of instigating acts of genocide

committed by cDR members and Impuzamugamri, pursuant to Article 6(l) of its statute") and 977 ("For his
active engagement in CDR, and his failure to take necessary and reasonable measures to prevent the killing of
Tutsi civilians by CDR members and Impuzamugamri, the Chamber finds Barayagwiza guilty of genocide
pursuant to Article 6(3) of its Statute").
t25a See inlra Xll. D. 2. (b) (vii) .
1255 Judgement, para. 969.
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.;".j"t, *rt. respective grounds of appeal, the Appeals Chamber considrr. i, tr.tpirflro6J 
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out the jurisprudence ofthe ad hoc Tibwla,ls on genocidal intent.

l. Apolicable law

523. Article 2(2) of the Statute defines genocidal intent as the "intent to destroy, in whole
or in part, a national, ethnical, racial or religious group, as such'.r256 It is the person who
physically commits one of the enumerated acts in Article 2(2) of the Statute who must have
such intent. However, an accused can be held responsible not only for committing the
offence, but also under other modes ofliability, and, the mens rea will vary accordingly. r'zs'

524. The jurisprudence accepts that in most cases genocidal intent will be proved by
circumstantial evidence.'258 In such cases, it is necessary that the finding that the accused had
genocidal intent be the only reasonable inference from the totality ofthe evidence.r25e

525. Furthermore, the Appeals Chamber recalls that it will defer to the findings of the Trial
Chamber unless a party shows that no reasonable trier of fact could have found that genocidal
intent was proved beyond reasonable doubt.''*

2. Appellant Nahimana

526. The Appeals Chamber concludes below that Appellant Nahimana's conviction for
genocide based on Article 6(l) of the Statute must be set aside.r26r Consequently, there is no
need to examine whether the Trial Chamber could conclude that the Appellant had the intent
to destroy, in whole or in part, the Tutsi ethnic group.

3. AppellantBaravaewiza

527. The Trial Chamber found that Appellant Barayagwna had genocidal intentr2t2 based
on the following elements: he said "let's exterminate them" at public meetings,'lhem" being

1256 The Appeals Chamber recalls that genocidal intent must be distinguished from motive:

The personal motive of the perpetrator of the crime of genocide may be, for example, to
obtain personal economic benefits, or political advantage or some form of power. The
existence of a personal motive does not preclude the perpetrator from also having the
specific intent to commit genocide. In the Tadii app€al judgement the Appeals Chamber
stressed the inelevance and "inscrulability ofmotives in criminal law".

Jelisit Appeal Judgement, para. 49 (footnote omitted). See also Statii Appeal Judgement, para. 45; Kayishema
and Ruzindana Appeal Judgement, para. 16l; Tadit Appeal Judgement, para. 269.
1251 Suora Xl,
t258 dacumbitsi Appeal Judgement, paras. 40-41; Krstit Appeal Judgement, para. 34; Rutaganda Appeal
Judgement, p?fa. 525; Jelisii Appeal Judgement, parc.47; Kayishena and Ruzindana Appeal Judgement,
oara. 159.
125e Gacumbitsi Appeal Judgement , para. 4l; Ntagerura er al. Appeal Judgement, paras. 306 and 399; Stakit
Appeal Judgement, para.2l9; Krstit Appeal Judgement, para.4li Vasiljevit Appeal Judgement, paras. 120, 128
and l3l; Celebiti Appeal Judgement, para. 458. For examples of elements which may be taken into account,
see, inter alia, Gacumbitsi Appeal Judgement, paras. 40-41 nd 44; Stakit Appeal Judgement, para. 52t KrstiC
Appeal Judgement, paras. 20, 33-34; Rutaganda Appeal Judgement, para. 525; Jelisit Appeal Judgement,
paras. 4748; Kalishema and Ruzindana App€al Judgement, paras. 159-160.
t2@ Stakit Appeal ludgement, paras, 52,56 and 2l9i Vasiljevit Appeal ttdgement, para. l3l.
t25t See infra Xll. D. l.
1262 Judgunent, para. 969.
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understood by those who heard it as a reference to the Tutsi population;''z6r his threats and
intimidations towards the Bagogwe Tutsi;r2s and more generally, his involvement in RTLM
and the CDR, which both conveyed an explicitly genocidal discourse.r'u'

528. Appellant Barayagwiza contends that the finding of the Trial Chamber is
erroneous.'tt First, he submits that the following facts have not been established: (l) the use
of the expression "tubatsembatsembe" ot "let's extemtinate them";r267 and (2) his acts and
utterancei against the Bagogwe Tutsi.td He further contends that the Trial Chamber ened in

assessing exculpatory evidence, which allegedly shows that he did not have genocidal
intent,f2@ and in considering evidence prior to I January l994.tz70

(a) lJse of the terms "tubatsembatsembe". "wtsembotsemba" and "tuzitsembatsembe"

(i) Appellant Barayagwiza's submissions

529. Appellant Barayagwiza submits that the Trial Chamber erred in finding that he had

used the term "tubatsembatsembe" ("let's exterminate them"),r2?r since the evidence adduced
at trial does not support such a conclusionlr2?2

Contrary to what is stated at paragraph 308 of the Judgement, the only inference from
Witness AFB's testimony is that the Appellant used the term
"tuzabatsembatsemba" and not "tubatsembatsembe", which, in the Appellant's view'
makes an important difference, since "tuzabatsembatsembd' means "nous vous

exterminerons" or "we shall exterminate tlem", a wording using the future tense and
,.conditional on other events".r2?3 witness AFB's testimony merely establishes that the
Appellant said that the Inyenzi would be exterminated if they did not change, ,which
does not constitute a clear extermination threat.r2?a Moreover, these utterances did not
call for the extermination of Tutsis but rather the Inyenzi and their accomplices, thus
including Hutu;'??5

While Witness X testified that the Appellant had used the term "gutsembatsemba" at
a CDR meeting in February or March 1992, the Trial Chamber erred in holding that

,2tt lbid., para. 967. See also irid., para. 719 ("Barayagwiza himself said 'tubatsembatsembe ' or 'let's

exterminate them' at CDR meetings").
tze ldem. See also ibid.,pan.719.
t265 I bid.. D8ras. 963 -965.
'2* Bariyagwiza Notice of Appeal, pp. l-2 (Grounds 6-ll); Barayagwiza APpellant's Brief, paras.-l0E-139;
Bxayagwiza Brief in Reply, paras. 80-89. Appellant Barayagwiza's Ground l0 is examined in the chapter on
direct and public incitement to commit genocide.
'2u7 Barayagwiza Appellant's Brief, Ground 7, paras. I I l-124; Barayagwiza Brief in Reply' paras. 80'82.
rbE /brd., Grounds 8-9, paras. 125-l3l; Barayagwiza Brief in Reply' paras. 83-86.
126" 1614, Ground ll,paras. 134-138.
'z'o lbid., Grotnd I l, para. 139.
t27t lbid..oara.lll.
'u' Ibid...ourus.l I I and 122.
,2rt lbid.,'paras. I l2-l l5 and I 19; see also Barayagwiza Brief in Reply, para. 80. The Appellant further submits
that the English version of the transcripts of Witness AFB'S testimony cites the term '\ulabatembatemba",

which does not exist in Kinyarwanda; see Barayagwiza Appellant's Brief, para. I 12'
t"n lbid., puas. I 16-118. The Appeals Chamber notes that Appellant Barayagwiza does not give any specific
reference to the relevant tsansoripts.
t2" lbid.,parx.l2o and 123.
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this meant "kill the Tutsis", since this word is simply the infinitive of the verb ,,to
exterminate"lr2T5

- Even if some CDR members did use the term "tuzazitsembatsemba" or
"tuzitsembatsemDe", the President of the CDR explained at a meeting held in Butare
on 5 and 6 December 1992 that these terms targeted the Inyenzi and notthe Tutsi.'2"

530. The Appellant frrther contends that it would have been impossible to call for the
extermination of Tutsi, since the Ministry of Justice was at the time controlled by the PL
[Liberal Party], the majority of whom were Tutsis and allied to the RPF.r'??E

(ii) Analvsis

531. The Appeals Chamber observes that minor linguistic discrepancies or typographical
errors may occur in the process of tanslating and transcribing witnesses' testimonies and
other judicial documents into the two working languages ofthe Tribunal.''?t It is nevertheless
important to assess whether the purported linguistic discrepancies between the English and
French versions of the transcripts on the one hand, and between the hanscripts and the
Judgement on tie other, led the Trial Chamber to make erroneous findings occasioning a
miscarriage of justice.

532. At the outset, the Appeals Chamber dismisses Appellant Barayagwiza's argument that
the President of the CDR, Martin Bucyana, explained at a meeting held in Butare in
December 1 992 that the terms "tuzazitsembatsemba" or "tuzitsembatsembe" did not target the
Tutsi but onfy the Inyenzi.t2w Tlte evidence relied on by the Appellant is not part of the record
on appeal and has not been admitted as additional evidence pursuant to Rule I 15 of the
Rules.l28l

533. The Appeals Chamber observes that the Trial Chamber expressly relied on the fact
that Appellant Barayagwiza had uttered slogans calling for the extermination of Tutsi in order
to find that he had genocidal intent.'262 To reach that finding, the Trial Chamber appears to
have based itself on the testimonies of Witnesses AFB, X and AAM.|283

534. The Appeals Chamber specilically notes that the Trial Chamber relied on the
testimonies of Witnesses AFB and X to find that the Appellant used the Kinyarwanda
exDression "tubatsembatsembe" ('let's exterminate them")r2e. The Trial Chamber also

'lLl nia., paru. l2l, citing paragraph 310 ofthe Judgement; see also Barayagwiza Brief in Reply, para. 80.
''" Ibid..uara. I23. referrins to "Ca,rseffes KV00-0024".
'.1'-"^ tbid,,para.124; Barayalwiza Brief in Reply, para.82.
'''' The ICTY Appeals Chamber has considered such issues in many cases; see for instance Kuprclkie ec al.
Ap^peaf JudBement, para.209, foohote 343,nd Kmoielac Appeal Judgement, pan.227, footnote 364.
''"" Barayagwiza Appellant's Brief, para. | 23.
''"' The Appellant had requested that new evidence relating to that meeting be admitted on appeal (The
Appellant Jean-Bosco Barayagwiza's Motion for Leave to Present Additional Evidence (Rule ll5), filed
confidentially on 28 December 2005, paras. 7l-73). His motion was dismissed because the Appellant had failed
to show good cause for its late filing: Decision on Appellant Jean-Bosco Barayagwiza's Motion for Leave to
Present Additional Evidence Pursuant to Rule I 15, 5 May 2006, paras. 25-28.
r2E2 Judgement, para. 967, see also paras. 340,719 and 964.
''"t lbid., paras. 308, 319 and 708 conceming Witness AFB; paras. 310,336 and 708 conceming Witness X;
paras. 702, 718 and 797 concerning Witness AAM.
t2u lbid.. ora. 336.
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mentions on various occasions in its findings that the Appellant used the term
"tubatsembatsembe", without referring to a particular testimony''2t' The Appeals Chamber
observes, however, that the transcripts of the testimonies of witnesses AIB and X do not
explicitly state that Appellant Barayagwiza used the tgmt "tubatsembatsembe".t286 The

Appeals Chamber also detected other discrepancies in the translations while examining this
ground of appeal."tt

535. Following requests for re-certification by the Pre-Appeal Judge,r2E8 tle translation
services confirmed that:

- Witness AFB did not use the term "tubatsembatsemDe", as stated in paragraph 308 of
the Judgement, but used the term "twabatsembatsemba", which was conectly
translated as "nous les exterminerons" and "we shall exterminate them"'r28e

- witness X, who testified by videoJink and spoke in French with simultaneous
interpretation into English, used the terms "gutsembstsemba" and
"tuzabatsembatsemba", not the expression "tubatsembatsembe", as stated in
paragraph 336 of the Judgement;r2{

- Witness AAM used the term "tuzitsembatsembe" as indicated in the French version of
the transcripts, and not "tuzatsembatsemDe", as indicated at paragraph 702 of the

Judgement and in the English version of the transcripts; the witness also used'they",
which shows that he was not solely referring to Appellant Banyagwiza, but also to
lhe I mpuzamugamb i;t2e I

' Witness AGK used the terms "tuzitsembatsembe" and "tubatsembatsembe", as
indicated in the English version of the transcripts; the term "tuzitsembambe" is simply
a mistake by the interpreter.r2q

536. The translation services also confirmed that "tubatsembatsembe" and
,,tuzitsembatsembe" mean ,'let's exterminate them"; "tuzabatsembatsemba" and

"tuzazitsembatsemba" mean "we shall exterminate them"; "gutsembatsemba" means "to

exterminate,': and,,tuzatsembatsembe" means "let's exterminate" [in the future]. They also

tzE5 lbid., pwfls.34O, 697,719,975 and 1035. Some paragraphs mention the telm "tubatsembasembe"; see
paras. 708 and 964, probably due to a b?ographical enor (see Respondent's Brief, pala. 480, footnote 467),
1286 Although the eipressions "nous les exrerminerors" or "we shall exterminate them", as cited in the Fr€nch
and Englis[ versioni of the transcripS of Witness AFB'S testimony, appeax to conespond to.the translation of
,,tubd$,mbatsembe", this term is not specifically mentioned in the transcripts, while oth€r Kinyarwanda terms
are; see T. 6 March 2001, pp. 21, 5l-52. The transcript of Witness X's testimony does not appear to contain the

Kinyarwanda ltrjtm "tubais,mbatsembe" or its translation, but refers to the expression "gutsembatsemba":
T. tiFeUruary 2002, pp. 72-73, 75-76. See also T. 19 February 2A07, p. 120 (closed session);
T.2l February 2002, p. 48.
1267 Compare for instance Cn{ du t2 fCvrier 2001, p. 106, with T. 12 February 2001' p. 103 (witness AAM'S
testimony;; CRA du 2l juin 200t, P. t04, 106 et 107, with T. 2l June 2001, pp.96'97,99 (Witness AGK's
testimony).
r288 Order of6 December 2006, pp.2-3.
tzs supports Audio pour confirmation des timoignages [Audio Confirmalion of Testimony], 4 January 2007,
o . 2 .
l'n lbid., 4 tanuary 2oo7 , pp. 4-5.
t2et lbid.,pp. l-2.
tzez lbid.,pp.34.
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confirmed that the expressions "tulabatembatemba", "tabatsembatsembe,, and
"tuzitsembambe" do not exist in Kinyarwanda.'2e3

537 . While recognizing that the Trial Chamber ened in finding that Appellant
Barayagwiza had used the term "tubatsembatsemDe" on the basis of the testimonies of
Witnesses AFB and X, the Appeals Chamber is not satisfied that this enor occasioned a
miscarriage of justice for the Appellant. As confirmed by the translation services, the
expressions cited above have in common that they all relate to the notion of extermination,
whether future or conditional, whether imperative or not. The Appeals Chamber is of the
opinion that a reasonable trier of fact could consider that the aforementioned terms called for
the extermination of Tutsi and not just the extermination of members and accomplices of the
RPF. Thus Witnesses X and AAM confirmed that the Appellant talked about exterminating
the Tutsi.'2q The Appeals Chamber also notes that the Appellant's speech during the CDR
meeting at Umuganda stadium in 1993, as reported by Witness AFB, is particularly revealing
in this respect:

[Barayagwiza] continued with his speech; he started off by explaining from where the Tutsis came, he
said that the latter came from Ethiopia and that the Hutu were the inhabitants of Rwanda before the
arrival of the Tutsis. He explained that the Tulsis were bad people and that it was difficult to know

I!:l i!:IlPlc-hl119nf ,:#d 
h", if the lryenzi and their accomplices did not change their ways they

were gorng to be crushed.''

538. Tuming to the argument that it was impossible to say these words in public at the
time, the Appeals Chamber is not convinced that the fact that the Ministry of Justice was
controlled by the PL party and that prosecutions had been initiated by the Rwandan
authorities against L6on Mugesera following his inflammatory speech of 22 November 1992
show that it was impossible to publicly utter threats against the Tutsi.r2% In any event, the
Appeals Chamber considers that the Appellant's argument is manifestly unfounded in view of
its vagueness and the absence ofany reference in the Appeal Brief to one or more parts ofthe
appeal file.

539. The Appeals Chamber finds that the Trial Chamber could reasonably conclude from
the totality of the evidence relied on by it that, at CDR meetings, Appellant Barayagwiza had
himself used slogans calling for the extermination of Tutsi, such as "gutsembatsemba",
"tuzabatsembatsemba" and "tuzitsembatsemDe" and that the use of these expressions was a
determining fact for the purpose of proving his genocidal intent. This ground of appeal is
dismissed.

(b) Humiliation and death threats against the Baeoewe Tutsi

(i) Appellant Baravaswiza's submissions

540. In his eighth ground of appeal, Appellant Barayagwiza submits that the Trial
Chamber ened in finding in paragraph 967 ofthe Judgement that he had humiliated the Tutsi
by forcing them to perform the lkinyemera, their traditional dance, since the evidence on file

t2e3 lbid.. oo. 5-6.
''* t. t ti i"eUruary Z 002, pp.72-73,75-76 (Witness X) ; T. l2 February 2001, p. 103 (Witness AAM).'"' T. 6 March 200l. p.20: see also pp. 5l-53.
''- See Barayagwiza Appellanfs Brief, para. 124.
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merely shows that he had asked them to do so (and not that he had forced them), as the Trial
Chamber acknowledged in paragraph 7 I 9 of the Judgement. I 2e7

541. In his ninth ground of appeal, Appellant Bat3yagttiza argues that the Trial Chamber
further ened when it stated that the Appellant had intimidated and threatened the Bagogwe
Tutsi at several public meetings.r2es He contends that only Witress AAM alleged that he had

threatened the Bagogwe Tutsi during a meeting in 1991, but this meeting could not have been
held. because the cDR did not exist at the time.rD Further, the Appellant oontends that, when
it considered Witness AAM's testimony, the Trial Chamber wlongly reversed the burden of
proof, and, sinoe Witness AAM's testimony was not corroborated, the Trial Chamber could
not have found that he had intimidated and threatened the Bagogwe Tutsi.r3s

(ii) Witness AFX's credibilitv

542. In his eighth and ninth grounds of appeal, Appellant Bamyagwiza disputes the Trial

chamber's findings based in part on witness AFX's testimony. It is thus for the Appeals

chamber to consider whether the witness AFX's credibility has been impugned by the

additional evidence admitted on appeal pursuant to Rule 115 of the Rules. In this respect,

Appellant Barayagwiza submits that both Witness EB and the Prosecutor's investigator, Mr'

Sanogo, challenged Witness AFX'S integrity, and he asks that the totality of this witness'

testimony be dismissed.'to'

543. The Appeals chamber observes that witness EB's accusations against witness AFX

do not concem the reliability of Witriress AFX's testimony regarding Appellant Barayagwiza'

Rather, Witness EB alleges that Witness AFX was involved in attempts to subom

witnesses.''o and that he had stated - falsely, according to Witness EB - that he had received

a letter from witness EB.'ro, Similarly, according to information obtained by Mr. Sanogo,

Witness AFX allegedly asked Witness EB and another person to come and testifr in favour

of Appellant Ngize 
-in 

retum for money, and both of them accepted'''* Moreover,

Mr. Sanogo saw Witness AFX again in July 2006, after an informant had offered to introduce

him to mJet someone who had information. Mr. Sanogo states that he had the impression that

Witness AFX hoped to make money by "inventing a story", but that the witness changed his

mind after recognizing him. Mr. Sanogo got the impression that both Witness EB and

witness AFX appeared to have made a business out of the genocide.r3o5 All of this was

confirmed by Mi. Sanogo when he testified before the Appeals Chamber.r36

544. Having already found that witness EB lacked credibility, the Appeals chamber
considers thai the fact that Witness EB put forward a number of matters potentially casting

t2e7lbid., ptas.125-128; Barayagwiza Brief in Reply, paras. 83-84.
t2eE lbid.,para.129.
' -  ID|A.- OArZ. t5V.
tt* Ibid.,pan.l3l; Barayagwiza Brief in Reply, para. 86, refening to his fortieth ground ofappeal.
rr0r Appeliant Barayagwiza's Conclusions Following Second Expert Report' paras. l9-22.
',ot T(A; l6 January 2007, p. 45 (closed session). The Appeals Chamber further notes that the recantation letters

allegedly signed by Witnesi EB, as well as some of his statements, mention Witness AFX and the hct that he

had also recanted his testimony at trial (see Confidential Exhibits CA-3D3 and CA-3D4).
t3o1 lbid., pp.9,l l and 45 (closed session).
f3e Confidential Exhibit CA-P2, paras. 8-9. See srpra X. c. 2. (a) .
t36 lbid.,pans.3642 (Quotation taken from pan. 42).
136 T(A) l6 January 2007, pp. 5o-65.
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doubt on Witness AFX's testimonyr3o is irrelevant. However, Mr. Sanogo's statements are
problematic, although the Appeals Chamber has conceded that Mr. Sanogo's feeling that
"Witnesses EB and AFX seem to have made a business out of the eenocide" was a mere
"impression".rsot

545. The Trial Chamber found that, despite some inconsistencies, Witness AFX had given
reasonable responses to the questions put to him in cross-examination, and held that his
testimony was credible.r3@ In the view of the Appeals Chamber, even if the investigation
report and Mr. Sanogo's testimony are insufficient to establish with certainty that Witness
AFX was paid for his testimony against Appellant Barayagwiza, it is nonetheless difncult to
ignore this possibility, which undeniably casts doubt on the credibility of this u/itness. The
Appeals Chamber considers that if the Trial Chamber had been aware of the fact that the
Prosecutor's investigator questioned the witness' moral character, suspecting him of having
been involved in the subomation of other witnesses and ofbeing prepared to testiry in retum
for money - the Trial Chamber would have been bound to find that these matters cast serious
doubt on Witness AFX's credibility. Hence, like any reasonable trier of fact, it would have
disregarded his testimony, or at least would have required that it be corroborated by other
credible evidence. The Appeals Chamber accordingly decides to dismiss Witness AFX's
testimony insofar as it is not corroborated by other credible evidence.

(iii) Examination of the alleeed enors of fact

546. On the basis of the testimonies of Witnesses AAM and AFX,lrro the Trial Chamber
found, in paragraph 719 of the Judgement, that Appellant Barayagwiza "order[ed] the
separation of Hutu and Tutsi present at a meeting in Mutura commune in 1991, and asking
Bagogwe Tutsi to do their traditional dance at this meeting and at another meeting in Mutura
commune in 1993, publicly humiliating and intimidating them and threatening to kill them".
This factual finding is repeated at paragraph 967 ofthe Judgement in the following terms, in
order to demonstrate the Appellant's genocidal intent: "[a]fter separating the Tutsi from the
Hutu and humiliating the Tutsi by forcing them to perform the lkinyemera, their traditional
dance, at several public meetings, Barayagwiza threatened to kill them and said it would not
be diffrcult."

547. The Appeals Chamber concluded in the previous section that it would only accept
Witness AFX's testimony insofar as it is conoborated by other evidence. The Appeals
Chamber recalls in this respect that two testimonies corroborate each other when one prima
/ocie credible testimony is compatible with fire olher prima facia credible testimony regarding
the same fact or sequence of linked facts.rlrr ln the present case, the Appeals Chamber notes
that, although the Appellant's statements as reported by Witness AFX and Witness AAM are
in similar terms, the two witnesses did not attend the same meetings. Witness AAM gave
evidence on a meeting held in 1991, while Witness AFX refened to a meeting held in 1993.
Since the two testimonies refer to different events, which took place two years apart, it is
diffrcult to conclude that Witness AAM conoborates Witness AFX. Accordingly, the

M?ohsln

',:i:, 
:'X, r^ | t (closed session).

''1i'iiiil*, p".. zrz.
'."'.' Ibid., paras. 701, 704, 7 l l-7 12,'l 16.
''" See sapra X. B. 3.
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Appeals Chamber will not consider further submissions based on Witness AFX'S testimony'
It will rely solely on Witness AAM's testimony in the analysis which follows.r3r2

548. In the part of his testimony conceming the statements about the Bagogwe Tutsi,r3r3
Witness AAM explained that, after the killings of Tutsi in Mutura commune in 1991,
Appellant Buayagwiza arrived with the sous-prdfet arrd the two of them convened a meeting
with the entire population. At this meeting, the Appellant "said that all the Hutus should stay
on one side and the Tutsis on the other side" and 'lhen requested the Tutsis to dance for him
and they danced a lot, a dance that is called lkinyemera".rt'o According to Witness AAM, the
Appellant allegedly threatened the Tutsi:

He then told - said that you are saying that you are dead - a lot of people have been killed
from among you but I can see that you are many. Theie ar€ nany ofyou, where as you are
saying that a lot of people are being killed from among you, we heard that on radio but if
we hear that once again, we are going to kill you, because killing you is not a difficult task
for us.lslJ

549. The Appeals Chamber considers that, even if the transcripts of Witness AAM's
testimony do not explicitly mention that Appellant Barayagwiza forced the Bagogwe Tutsi to
dance, the Trial Chamber could reasonably conclude, on the basis of that testimony' that the
Appellant's request was not just aimed at humiliating the Tutsi but also at intimidating them,
thus giving it a compulsory character.

550. Tuming to the argument that the aforementioned meeting could not have taken place
in 1991 because the CDR did not exist at the time, the Appeals Chamber observes that
Witness AAM never said that this was a CDR meeting."'u Nor does Paragraph 716 of the
Judgement state that the meeting refened to by Witness AAM was a CDR meeting' Thus,
even if the language of paragraph 719 ofthe Judgement seems to imply that the meeting held
in 1991 was a CDR meeting, that interpretation must be rejected.

551. Finally, the Appeals Chamber has already dismissed tie contention that the Trial
Chamber reversed the burden of proof when it assessed Witness AAM's credibility.r3rT

552. Accordingly, the Appeals Chamber is not satisfied that the Appellant has shown that
the Trial Chamber erred when it accepted Witness AAM's testimony. The finding that, at a
meeting in 1991, the Appellant humiliated and threatened the Bagogwe Tutsi is therefore

"'' The Appeals Chamber has also recalled several times that the jurisprudence of the Tribunal does not in
principle require corroboration of a single testimony: Muhimana Appeal Judgement, para. l0l; Gacumbitsi
Appeal Judgement, pua. 72; Semanza Appeal Judgement, para. 153; Nlakirutimana Appeal Judgement,
p&a.132; Niyitegeka App€al Judgement, para.92; Rutaganda Appeal Judgement, pua. 29; Musema Appeal
Judgement, para. 36 Kayishema and Ruzindana Appeal Judgement, para. 154. See- also Limai et al. Appeal
Judlement, para. 203; kvoika et al. Appeal Judgement, para. 5761; Kordil and Cerkzz Appezl Judgement,
paras.274-275 Kunarac et al. Appeal Judgement, para.268i Kuprelkit et al. Appeal Judgement, para.33;
Celili6i Appeal Judgement, pans. 492 and 506; lleisovstt Appeal ludgement, para, 621, Tadie Appesl
J-uqgement, para. 65.
'' ' ' See Judgement, paras.70l and 716.
r' 'o T. t2 Fi'bruary iool, p. 94.

"tt ldem.
tr"t.6 lbid.,pp.94-95. See also Judgement, para. 701.
''" See suors IV. B. l.
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upheld. Moreover, the Appeals Chamber is of the view that this finding is evidence of the
Appellant's genocidal intent.

(c) Exculoatorvevidence

553. In his eleventh ground of appeal, Appellant Barayagwiza contends that, in order to
determine whether he had genocidal intent, the Trial Chamber should have taken the
following exculpatory evidence into account:rrrE (1) the Appellant's previous writings, in
particular his book, "Le sang hutu est-il rouge ?" lls Hutu Blood Red?l;|3" (2) various
documents attributed to him, including annotations to a speech by the President of the CDR,
Martin Bucyana;'3'?o (3) statements by the Appellant at the constituent assembly of the
CDR'rr2r (4) statements by the Appellant in an RTLM broadcast of 12 December 1993.1322

554. The Appeals Chamber recalls that the Trial Chamber is not required to refer to all the
evidence considered in reaching its findings. Moreover, only evidence that might suggest the
innocence or mitigate the guilt of the accused or affect the credibility of Prosecution evidence
may be considered exculpatory evidence.""

555. As regards the first item of exculpatory evidence, the Appeals Chamber notes that the
content of Appellant Barayagwiza's book, "Le sang hutu est-il rouge?", is analysed in detail
in the Judgement,r32a and observes that the Appellant does not explain how this book shows
that the Trial Chamber ened in finding that he had the intent to destroy the Tutsi ethnic group
in whole or in part. In the view ofthe Appeals Chamber, the Trial Chamber could reasonably
conclude that the views expressed in this book did not conflict with its finding that Appellant
Barayagwiza had genocidal intent.

556. The same applies to the annotated speech of the President of the CDR (Pl4l) and to
the letter sent to the Belgian newspaper, La Libre Belgique @136) both of which are
mentioned in the Judgement;r3'?5 the Appellant does not explain how this evidence adduced at
trial by the Prosecutor demonstrates an absence of genocidal intent. I 32u

l3r8 Barayagwiza Appellant's Brief, paras. 134-138; Barayagwiza Brief in Reply, paras. 88-89.
'' ' ' l6id, paras. 134-135.
"^ Ibid., para. 136, refening to T. 2l May 2002, pp. 64-65 (mentioning Exhibit P136, a letter dated
I I Julyl992 to a B€lgian newspaper), l0l-124 (mentioning Exhibit Pl4l, a speech drafted by Manin Bucyana
and allegedly annotated by Appellant Barayagwiza), 154-162 (Appellant Barayagwiza's speech). The Appeals
Chamber notes that the document discussed at pp.l54-162 was not admitted to the case-fiIe, and will not
therefore refer to it in subseouent discussions.
r32r Barayagwiza Appellant's Brief, para. 137.
'"'Ifum.
1323 See Article 68(4) ofthe Rules.
r32n Judgement, pzras. 736-742. See paragraph 280 of the Judgement, which summarizes Expert Wihess Des
Forges' analysis of the €thnic dimension of the conflict through Appellant Barayagwiza's writings and
statements and cites an extract from the book, "Le sang hutu est-il rouge?", and paragraph 289 of the
Judgement, also summarizing Expert Witness Des Forges'analysis conceming similarities between this book
and other documents attributed to Appellant Barayagwiza.
f325 See Judgement, paras. 278-280, conceming the letter to La Libre Belgique, and para. 260, concemmg
M-artin Bucyana's speech annotated by Appellant Barayagwiza.
'"' The Appeals Chamber notes that the speech annotated by Appellant Bzrayagwiza mainly shows the real
power ofthe Appellant within the CDR hierarchy and in the formulation ofCDR ideology. In his letter to the
editor of Za Libre Belgiqre, the Appellant expresses his views on the goals and true nature of the RPF and
clearly indicates that, "although the party [CDR] will use peaceful methods for its political action, it will defend
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557 . The Appeals Chamber finds itself bound to reach a similar conolusion with respect to
the statementi made by Appellant Barayagwiza during the constituent assembly of the
CDRI32? - also referred to by the Trial Chamberr32s - since the Appellant similarly fails to
substantiate his argument conceming the alleged evidence of lack of genocidal intent

558. Finally, regarding the tapes of the RTLM broadcast of 12 December 1993,rt' the
Appeals Chamber notes that the Trial Chamber accepted that what Appellant Buayagwiza
.aia diA not, as such, constitute incitement to commit genocide,'3to but conveyed the

Appellant's personal experience and aimed at raising awareness about the discrimination
sufiered by the Hutu.'"' There was thus nothing in the Appellant's statements inherently
incompatible with an intent to destroy the Tutsi ethnic group in whole or in part, and capable
of refuting the Trial Chamber's findings with respect to his genocidal intent.

559. The Appeals Chamber concludes that the Trial Chamber was entitled to find that none

of this evidence contradicted its finding that Appellant Buayagwizahad, beyond reasonable

doubt, genocidal intent. This ground of appeal must fail.

(d) Temporal jurisdiction of the Tribunal

560. Appellant Barayagwiza contends that the findings from which the Trial Chamber

infened his genocidal intent are based on facts outside the Tribunal's temporal jurisdiction'

and that the i.ial Chamber's findings that he had genocidal intent must be quashed.""

561. The Appeals Chamber recalls that it has already considered the Trial .Chamber's
interpretation oi the Tribunat's temporal jurisdiction and reaffrrmed that Article 7 of the

Statute does not prevent the admission ofevidence of events prior to I January 1994, insofar

as the Trial Chamber deemed such evidence relevant and of probative value, and there was no

compelling reason to exclude it.''33 This applies inter alia to evidence of criminal intent.r33a

by all means the interests ofthe majority, the popular majority, th€ H-utu popular majority against the hegemonic

and violent obiectives ofthe Tutsi minority" (P136, p. 3. See also T.2l May 2002' p 66)'
'rtt The Appeils Chamber notes that the conect reference is Exhibit lD66B, "Annotations de la video cassette

Ky00 - (iigg", submitted by the Defence and admitted on 12 septembel 2001, and not Exhibit 2Dl2 as

indicated by Appellant Buiyagwin in his Appellant's Brief at foomote 138. This document sets out the

Appeflant's vie;of the objeciiv;s ofthe CDR and inter alia restates his position as to the impossibility ofunity

bitween Hutu and Tutsi and the need to root out all trouble-makers and to create a party to address the problems

of the Hutu, finally reiteraring his categorical refusal to accept the integration of Inkotanyi into the national

armed forces.
1328 Judgement, para. 259.
r32e Exhibit Pl03/lolB.
r33o Judgement, paras. l0l9-1020; see also paragraphs 345, 468 ofthe Judgement for the factual analysis.
t33t lbid.,para,468.
'332 Barayagwiza Appellant's Brief, para l39.
1333 See szpra VIII. B. 3.
,33aldem, citing Aloys Sinba v. the Prosecutor, Case No. ICTR-01-76-AR72.2, Decision on lnterlocutory

Appeal RegarJing iemporal Jurisdiction, 29 luly 2004, p. 3; Emmanuel Rukundo v. the Prosecutor, Case

Nb. lCfn-jOO t -ZO -AR72, DCcision (Acte d'appel relatif d la Dicision du 26 l€vrier 2003 relattue au

exceptions prdjudiciettes) [Decision (Notice of Appeal fiom the Decision of 26 February 2003 on the
preliminary Objections)], 17 October 2003,p.5',Juvdnal Kaielijeli v. The Proseczlor, Case No. ICTR-9E44A-

T [sic], Appeaf Jud gement (Appel de la DCcision du I3 mars 2001 rcietat t /a "Defenoe Motion Objecting to the

luiisdiction of the Tribunal" [Appeal from the Decision of 13 March 2001 dismissing the "Defence Motion

objecting to the Jurisdiction of the Tribunal"l), 16 November 2001, p. 4; sePamte opinion of Judge

Shahabuddeen to the Decision of5 September 2000' paras.9-17.
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The Appeals Chamber accordingly takes the view that consideration of evidence of events
prior to I January 1994 in order to establish Appellant Barayagwiza's criminal intent in 1994
is not a breach of Article 7 ofthe Statute. This ground of appeal is dismissed.

(e) Conclusion reeardine Appellant Bara]'aswiza's eenocidal intent

562. Appellant Barayagwiza has not shown that the Trial Chamber erred when it found that
he had the intent to destroy, in whole or in part, the Tutsi ethnic group.

4. Appellant Neeze

563. The Trial Chamber found that Appellant Ngeze acted with the intent to destroy, in
whole or in part, the Tutsi ethnic group, on the basis of the following elements: articles and
editorials published in Kangura, of which the Appellant was the owner, founder and editor-
in-chief, in particular the articles and editorials he himself wrote; the Radio Rwanda
interview of 12 June 1994; the statements made at Martin Bucyana's funeral and on other
occasions in Gisenyi; and the fact that he ordered an attack on Tutsi civilians in Gisenyi.'"'
Appellant Ngeze challenges this finding.r336

(a) Witinss in Kantura

564. Appellant Ngeze contends that the Trial Chamber could not rely on articles published
in Kangura in order to infer his genocidal intent, since: (l) it was not entitled to rely on
articles written by others;r33t (2) the articles published before 1994 are outside the temporal
jurisdiction of the Tribunal, and the Trial Chamber accepted that the articles published in
1994 did not instigate the commission of genocide;'338 and (3) the articles did not target the
Tutsi but only RPF members and sympathisers.r33o

565. With respect to the first argument, the Appeals Chamber is of the view that any
reasonabfe trier of fact would have considered the articles written by others in Kangura in
order to determine whether Appellant Ngeze had genocidal intent. As owner, founder and
editor-in-chief of Kangura, Appellant Ngeze exercised control over all the articles and
editorials published in Kangura. Accordingly, all of these articles and editorials could
legitimately be ascribed to him personally and directly."oo As for the argument relating to
temporal jurisdiction, the Appeals Chamber recalls that it has already concluded that the Trial
Chamber committed no elror in accepting evidence prior to I January 1994 in order to
establish the Appellant's genocidal intent.rrar As for the assertion that the Kangura articles
did not target the Tutsi population as a whole, it has not been substantiated and can be
dismissed summarily. The fact is that the Trial Chamber identified the writings in Kangura,
which, in its view, targeted the Tutsi population as a whole;''n2 it refened in particular to one
such article in which Appellant Ngeze wrote that the Tutsi "no longer conceal the fact that

r33t Judgement, paras. 965, 968-969
1136 Ngeze Notice ofAppeal, paras. 89-93; Ngeze Appellant's Brief, paras. 275-285.
'"'Ngeze Appellant's Briei para.276(a), read in conjunction with para.275(b).
tstt ! bid., para. 2801a7.
t}lo lbid.,parc.282.
134 See Judgement, paras. 135,977A and 1038.
l3al See snpra VIII. B. 3.
I3a2 Judgement, paras. 961 -963.
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this war pits the Hutus against the Tutsis".r3a3 The Appellant has failed to demonstrate that the
Trial Chamber's conclusions were unreasonable. This ground of appeal is dismissed'

(b) Appellant's statements

566. Appellant Ngeze contends'that statements made by him at Martin Bucyana's funeral
"were isolated and do not demonstrate any genocidal intent".r3{ He further submits that the
broadcast of 12 June 1994 on Radio Rwanda does not constitute a call to kill, and therefore
cannot be evidence that he had genocidal intent.r3a5

567. The Trial Chamber found on the basis of Witness LAG's testimony that the Appellant
stated at Bucyana's funeral that "if Habyarimana were also to die, we would not be able to
spare the Tutsi'.1346 Appellant Ngeze does not explain how these remarks were taken out of
context and could not be relied upon in determining his genocidal intent. The appeal on this
point is dismissed.

568. As for Appellant Ngeze's interview on Radio Rwanda, to which reference is made in
paragraph 968 of the Judgement, the Trial Chamber considered that:

[...] through the Radio Rwanda and ntLU broaicasts, Ngeze was trying to send a
messag€, or several messages, to those at the roadblocks. One clear message was: do not
kill the wrong people, meaning innocent Hutu who might be mistaken for Tutsi because
they had Tutsi features, or because they did not have identification, or because they had
identification marked "RPF". ln the broadcasts is also the message that there were enemies
among the Hutu as well, even some al th€ roadblocks. ln mentioning Kanyarengwe, the
Hutu RPF leader, Ngeze reminded listeners that the enemy could be Hutu as well as Tutsi.
This is not the same as saying that the Tutsi is not the enemy and should not be killed. ln
the broadcasts, Ngeze did not tell those at the roadblocks not to kill the Tutsi. The message
was to be careful and bring suspects to the authorities, as much to ensure that the enemy
does not mistakenly get through the roadblock as to ensure that the wrong people, meaning
innocent Hutu, are not killed. In his testimony, Ngeze provided many explanations for
what he said, describing various scenarios, including one to suggest he was trying to tlick
those at the roadblock into letting him pass with Tutsi refugees carrying false Hutu identity
cards. Nevertheless, in the Chamber's view, Ngeze also made it clear in his testimony that
his message was not to kill Hutu by mistake.

The Chamber is of the view that in telling those at the roadblock not to kill Hutu by
mistake, Ngeze was also sending a message that there was no problem with the killing of
Tutsi at the roadblock. Such a message was implicit in the broadcasts, which repeatedly
urged that suspects not be killed but rather be brought to the authorities. In these
convoluted circumstances, the Chamber does not find that these broadcasts constituted a
call to kill as alleged.rsaT

569. The Appeals Chamber considers that this last paragraph is unclear, since the Trial
Chamber concluded, first, that tlere was an implicit message in the broadcasts, namely that

"tt lbid., para.968, refening specifically to Kangura No. 40, which is analysed in paragraph l8l of the
Judeement.
'r*-Ngeze Appellant's Briefi para. 280(c).
I345 /rd, para. 280(b).
r!6 Judgement, paras. 800, 835, 837 and 968. Paragraph 800 ofthe Judgement refers to the cross-examination of
Witness LAG, T. 3 September 2001, pp. 24-25; see also examination-in-chief of Wihess LAG,
T. 30 August 2001, pp, 50-57, which confirms these statements.
1347 rdd., paras. ?54-755.
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"'in telling those at the roadblock not to kill Hutu by mistake, Ngeze was also sending a
message that there was no problem with the killing of Tutsi at the roadblock", but then
declined to conclude that these "broadcasts constituted a call to kill". The Trial Chamber thus
seems to have implicitly excluded the notion that these statements could amount to evidence
of Appellant Ngeze's genocidal intent. The Trial Chamber therefore erred in citing in its legal
findings on genocidal intent the fact that the Appellant called on listeners not to mistakenly
kill Hutu instead of Tutsi.r3aE The Appeals Chamber considers, nonetheless, that this enor
does not affect the Appellant's conviction for the crime of genocide, having regard to the
entire body of evidence accepted by the Trial Chamber in establishing his genocidal intent.r3ae

(c) Exculpatorvevidence

570. Appellant Ngeze contends that the Trial Chamber ened in law and in fact in refusing
to consider the acts and words proving the absence of a genocidal intent on his part.'350 He
argues in particular that he personally saved the lives of thousands of Tutsi and publicly went
on record many times to say that not all Tutsi were bad.'35'

571. The Appeals Chamber considers that Appellant Ngeze fails to substantiate his vague
submission in relation to the Trial Chamber's purported enor in its assessment of the weight
to be afforded to the exculpatory evidence. The Appeals Chamber further notes that the Trial
Chamber considered the allegation that the Appellant saved thousands of Tutsi, but
concluded that "a small circle of individuals were saved by his intervention, in particular
Tutsi of the Muslim faith and Tutsi close relatives [...], the Chamber considers it highly
improbable that Ngeze saved over 1,000 Tutsi individuals, as he claimed".rr52 The Trial
Chamber added:

The Chamber also notes that in saving Witness AEU and her children, Ngeze extorted her
employer, extracting the price of $1,000 for their lives. Moreover, Witness AEU testified
that those who joined in another initiative of Ngeze, presented to them as a humanitarian
interuention, were in the end lured to their death by Ngeze rather than saved by him. The
Chamber notes that Ngeze's innovative method ofsaving Tutsi through transport by banel
also involved lucrative trading in much needed fuel that he brought back to Rwanda in the
banels. At the time of his anesl by his own admission Ngeze had a bank balance in the
region of g 900,000.t353

The Trial Chamber then concluded that the Appellant's "role in saving Tutsi individuals
whom he knew does not, in the Chamber's view, negate his intent to destroy the ethnic group
as such".r3s The Appellant has failed to demonstrate that these findings were unreasonable. In
the opinion ofthe Appeals Chamber, it was reasonable for the Trial Chamber to find that the
Appellant had a genocidal intent while also recognizing that he had saved Tutsi.r355

tta8 Ibid., para.968.
t119 lde^.
r3r0 Ngeze Appellant's Brief, para. 276(b).
'."-'- lbid., para.285, no reference provided.
'"' Judsement. para. 850.
"" ldem.
t3e lbid., para.968.
1355 In this respect, see Muhimana Appeal Judgement, para. 32; Rutaganda Appeal Judgement, para.537.
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Lastly, the Appellant cites no evidence in support of his claim that he went on record 
t ' '

many times to say that not all Tutsi were bad. In any event, the Appeals Chamber is of the

opinion that, even if this were true, it would not be sufficient to raise a reasonable doubt in
rigard to the Appellant's genocidal intent as established by the Prosecution evidence. This
ground of appeal cannot succeed.

(d) Conclusion

573. The Appeals chamber recalls that it has already quashed the finding th3t the

Appellant ordired an attack on Tutsi civilians in Gisenyi on 7 April 1994.1356 That finding

cannot therefore constitute proof of the Appellant's genocidal intent' However, the Appeals

Chamber is ofthe opinion tlat there is suf;ficient evidence to conclude that the Appellant had
genocidal intent in 1994, and affirms the Trial Chamber's findings in this regard'

D. Criminal liabilitv of the Apnellants for qenocide

l. Individual criminal Responsibility of Appellant Nalhimana wlder Article 6(l) of the
Statute

(a)
1 January 1994

574. Appellant Nahimana alleges that the Trial Chamber committed errors of law and fact

that invalidate the Judgement by holding him responsible fot RTLM on the basis of facts
prior to 1 January 1994, which are outside the temporal jwisdiction of the Tribunal.r3s? The

Appellant *guej thut these facts are not relevant and lack probative value for purpo-ses of

assessing hiJ responsibitity from I January 1994,t158 and that the Trial Chamber's factual

findings confirm that he played an active role in RTLM "only when it was created and

technically put in place, that is, well before I January 1994'.t35e

575. The Appeals Chamber reiterates that Appellant Nahimana's responsibility could not

be based on criminal conduct prior to I January 1994, but that evidence of pre-1994 facts

could nonetheless have probative value.'360 With regard to the Appellant's arguments, the

Appeals Chamber considers tlat a mere reference to a series of paragraphs in the Judgement

does ttot meet tle requirements for the presentation of arguments on appeal, and that the

broad allegation that the Trial Chamber ened in law and in fact by taking into consideration
pre-1994 iacts in order to find him responsible cannot succeed, since the Appellant fails to

demonstrate that his conviction for genocide was based on pre-1994 facts, or that the

evidence ofpre-1994 facts had no probative value for purposes of finding him responsible for

RTLM broadcasts.

1356 See szpra IX. D.
rlst Nahinana Appelant's Brief, parau,,79-82, Paragraph 79 refers to paragraph 52 ofthe same brief, whicl lists

the following paragraphs of the Judgement that cite facts falling outside the Tribunal's temporal jurisdiction:

paras. +so+iz, a9i4t9, 506-507, 509-511, 514, 554-556, 567, 5?2-583, 609-61 I ' 617' 619, 970-971 and974.
l35E /Did, para. 81.
t35e lbid.,pan.80.
lr@ See szrra VIll. B. 3.
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i,,i.. .; t: 1o6t!k{n' 576. The Appeals Chamber notes moreover that the Trial Chamber relied on post-1994
facts in assessing Appellant Nahimana's contol over RTLM, such as: his panicipation in the
Steering Committee and his role as President of the Technical and Program Committee;r36r his
alleged role as Director of RTLM;"" his intervention in order to halt the attacks on UNAMIR
and General Dallaire;r353 the interview with the Appellant broadcast on Radio Rwanda on
25 April 1994; and his conversation with Witness Dahinden in June 1994.r3n For the same
reasons, the assertion by the Appellant that the factual findings of the Trial Chamber confirm
that he played an active role in RTLM "only when it was created and technically put in place,
that is, well before 1 January 1994",136r must be rejected. The Appeals Chamber is therefore
not persuaded that it has been demonstrated that the Trial Chamber exceeded its temporal
jurisdiction by taking account ofthe Appellant's role in the setting up of RTLM in 1993 and
in its management from the time of its creation, in order to assess the criminal responsibility
ofthe Appellant after I January 1994. This ground of appeal is dismissed.

(b) Conviction for the crime ofqenoside

577. In various sections of his Appellant's Brief, Appellant Nahimana presents several
arguments related to paragraph 974 of the Judgement, which are grouped and analyzed
together below. Although the Appellant submits most of these arguments in relation to the
crime of direct and public incitement to commit genocide, the Appeals Chamber has decided
to analyze all of them in relation to the conviction for the crime of genocide, since they all
relate to paragraph 974 of the Judgement, which is included in the section devoted to the
responsibility of the Appellants for that crime. The effect of this analysis on the convictions
on the other counts will be examined in the chapters dealing with these.

(i) Arguments of the oarties

578. Appellant Nahimana argues first that, on the count of genocide, he was indicted only
under Article 6(l) of the Statute, and he claims that the Trial Chamber committed serious
errors of law and fact in its legal findings, since there is no fact supporting the finding of his
"direct and personal participation in acts ofgenocide".'36

5'19. The Appellant alleges the following legal enors:

- The Trial Chamber holds him responsible under Article 6(l) of the Statute not by
virhre of his personal and direct intervention in the commission by RTLM of the
uime of instigation, but rather because he was "responsible of RTLM's
programming"; the Trial Chamber thus confuses responsibility under Article 6(l) with
superior responsibility under Article 6(3) ofthe Statute;r367

r36r Judgement, paras.56l-562 and 567.
tt" Ibid.,paraf'.553,565 and 567.
tt"t lbid.,oaras.563 and 565.
t3$ Ibid.,pr:a.564.
r355 Nahimana Appellant's Brief, para. 80.
"* Ibid., patu.575-577 (quotation drawn from para.577). The Appellant refers back to his arguments relaung
to his responsibility for direct and public incitement to commit genocide (paras. 296-336 with regard to his
responsibility under Article 6(l) of the Statute). The argument developed at paragraph 297 deals only with the
re_gonsibility ofthe Appellant for direct and public incilement to commit g€nocide.
'"o' Ibid., paras.298-299. See also T(A) l7 January 2007, pp. l5-16.
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- The Judges did not find that the Appellant had himself made statements directly and
publicly inciting the commission of genocide, or that he had ordered that such
declarations be broadoast or had participated in any other way in their broadcasting.rr6'
The only allegation of direct intervention on his part - that, in March 1994, he had
ordered an RTLM joumalist to read on air a telegram which accused the Prosecutor-
General of Rwanda of plotting against the Presidentrs6e - does not refer to broadcasts
of statements instigating the commission of genociden but to "comments [which]
concem a political controversy involving a high judicial authority from the Hutu
community".r37o In these circumstances, the assedion that "RTLM was Nahimana's
weapon ofchoice, which he used to instigate the killing ofTutsi civilians", cannot be
linked to any specific act of the Appellant;r3?r

- In the absence of direct participation, the Trial Chamber bases the Appellant's
responsibility on tle fact that he was "satisfied" with RTLM broadcasts and that
"RTLM did what Nahimana wanted it to do".rr72 Even if this fact were established,
"[i]t is not possible to establish tlat the Appellant personally participated in the
criminal act by alleging that he was 'satisfied' with the crime committed",t:z: -O *t
fact that he might have expressed in such manner an opinion or intent cannot
constitute 'bhe actus reas of participation in the crime"r3Ta because "opinion and
intention are never punishable as long as they do not materialize into a specifically
identifi ed criminal act": | 3'5

- The Trial Chamber erred in finding him responsible for RTLM broadcasts
6 April 19941376 without providing any paxticulars of his involvement in
broadcastsr3T? and in finding him responsible for acts committed by others, solely on
the ground that such acts were a continuation of similar acts which he had allegedly
committed earlier.r376 Such responsibility for the acts of others is not provided under
the Statute, and conflicts with the principles laid down by intemational and domestic
law.'"t

580. With regard to factual errors, the Appellant Nahimana contends that:

r368 lrid.. Daras. 300-301.. . .'"' See Judeement. oaras. 5 l7 and 557.
'"0 Nahima-na Appillant's Brief. para. 302. The Appellant also argues that this finding was enoneous in fact
because it resufted from a "single hearsay testimony without any probative vahe": infra Xlll D' l. (b) (ii) a.
, and Nahimana Appellant's Brief, paras.303,441-442.

"' ' Ibid.,pNa.304, citing paragraph 974 ofthe Judgement. See also Nahimana Appellanl's Bri€f, para.334
tt'2 Ibid.,para.3O5, citing paragraph 974 ofthe Judgement.
r3?3 lbid, para.3o8.
t31a lbid. . oan. 3og .
t315 lbid..oan.307.
t.t"'-l t b id., pwa. 3 t 3.
" " I bid.. naras. 3 l l-3 12.
'3?8lrrd., p. 3t, sub+itle 2.4 and para. 313.
t37e lbid., paru.314-3 t 6. See also T (A),17 fnuary 2007,p.7.
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The finding that he was satisfied with the RTLM broadcasts is erroneous, because he
personally condemned RTLM for becoming a "tool for killing" during the
genocide;'3to

- The Trial Chamber wrongly found that he exercised control over RTLM s.a. and the
RTLM radio station in his role as founder of RTLM, in asserting that the "RTLM was
a creation that sprang from Nahimana's vision more than anyone else" and that "it
was his initiative and his design",r3Er whereas the only evidence related to the genesis
ofRTLM is his testimony at trial, and he challenges this analysis.''8'Furthermore, the
mere fact that he was "one of the key founding members of a radio station which was
subsequently used as an instrument of hatred and violence does not suffrce to
establish criminal responsibility of any sort";r3E3

- The finding that he was the principal ideologist of RTLM is too vague, thus
preventing the Appeals Chamber from exercising its power of reviewr3e Furthermore,
the evidence adduced at trial did not support such a finding by the Trial Chamber:
Witness Kamilindi simply expressed an opinion, which was not supported by any
evidence and, on the contrary, confirmed that the Appellant had only a limited role in
RTLM before 6 April 1994;1385 Witness Strizek conceded that his opinion on this point
did not result from his own research, but that he had merely lifted it from other
publications.'"u In any event, the Appellant did not express his views on air and his
political activities and scientific analyses were neither commented on nor supported
by the joumalists;rs7

- There was no justification for the Trial Chamber's finding that "RTLM was
Nahimana's weapon of choice, which he used to instigate the killing of Tutsi
civilians",r3E' since it was established that the Appellant (l) spoke only once on
RTLM, "on 20 November 1993 when he made statements that have been endorsed by
the Judges"; (2) never intervened on air between I January and 31 December 1994;
and (3) stopped all contacts with the radio station after 8 April 1994, that is, before it
became a weapon "in the war, the civil war and genocide";r3Ee

- There is no evidence suggesting any type of involvement on his part in RTLM after
6 April 1994.r3m To the contrary, it has been demonstrated that he had severed
relations with RTLM and had no contact with the joumalists after 8 April 1994.r3e1
This severance of contact refutes the argument of the Prosecutor, endorsed in
paragraph 974 of the Judgement, that the Appellant had used RTLM as a weapon to
instigate the killing of Tutsi, since, if this had been the case, the Appellant would not

ts8o lbid., para.306.',ii)",;,X,.3y1tr;Sandsub-headingprecedinsthisparasraph.

t1E3 lbid..oaru.121.
t1"o- tbid., paras. 322 xd 328, refening to paragraph 974 ofthe Judgement.
tlEs lbid.. Daras. 324-326.
t3E6 lbid., para. 327 .
13t1 lbid., per:a. 328.
t3EE Ibid.,para.304 and sub-title 3.4 preceding paragraph 334.
t3Ee lbid.. oan.335.
t.tn lbid , paras.329-330, which refers to paragraph 974 ofth€ Judgement in its Fanslation of 5 April 2004.
' " '  /6 id .  oara.331.
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have severed contact with the radio station at the very moment when this alleged
project was being implemented.r3'2

581 . Appellant Nahimana thus submits that there was no positive, personal act'
substantially linked to the instigation of genocide by RTLM, which could be attributed to
him."tt

582. The Prosecutor responds that the arguments of Appellant Nahimana are unfounded.''*
He refers to his arguments on the responsibility of the Appellant for direct and public
incitement to commit genocide and for persecution as a crime against humanity.rt" A general
reference of this kind presents problems, since the Prosecutor fails to make it clear whether
all of those arguments apply also to the Appellant's responsibility for instigation to commit
genocide pursuant to Article 6(l) of the Statute. However, it is the Appeals Chamber's
understanding that the Prosecutor's position is as follows.

583. The Prosecutor submits that Appellant Nahimana was rightly found guilty of having
instigated the commission of genocide, since he used RTLM and its joumalists to accomplish
his criminal purpose.r3s In this respect, the Prosecutor argues that the Appellant participated
in the creation of RTLM; that he was a member of its Steering Committee; that he played a
role in its financial management; that he presided over the Technical and Program
committee; that he represented RTLM at meetings with the Minister of Information; and that
he had the last word over all of the activities of RTLM, including its broadcasts and its
editorial polioy, even after 6 April 1994.13e1 The Prosecutor adds that the Appellant

"unambiguously supported RTLM's activities of directly and publicly inciting the killings of
Tutsis both in meetings with the Minister of Information, as well in his public statement on
Radio Rwanda at the height of massacres", and that'he "acquiesced to the incitement
perpetrated by joumalists".'3s The Prosecutor maintains that, contrary to what the Appellant
appears to argue, the Trial Chamber did not rely on purely intentional elements in order to
convict him: it considered the statements made by the Appellant in the interview of
25 April 1994 as an admission of guilt, not as an element of the offence'"*

584. The Prosecutor further argues, in the altemative, that, on the basis of the acts
discussed above, the Appellant could have been found guilty of having instigated others to
instigate genocide, of having aided and abetted others in instigating genocide, or having

r3e fbid, paras. 332-333.
t3e3 lbid.. oarz.336.
I3ea Respondent's Brief, paras. 458-459.
'3et !bii.,pan.459.
t3% Ibid., pzra.352. See also pzra.336, where the Prosecution submits that the Appellant "both intended and
facilitated" the broadcasting of genocidal messages before and after 6 April 1994 (although the certified French

translation teads: "Il I'Appelantl a bel et bien plan{l4 el encouragd la diftuion de messages ginocidaires par

Ia RTLM ayant et apras Ie 6 awil 1994', the English version - being the authoritative one - states: 'rThe

genocidal messages in the broadcasts of RTLM both prior to and after 6 April 1994 were something that he [the
Appellantl both intended snd fscilitsted"), and para. 423, in which th€ Prosesution submits that the Appetlant
.used the RTLM as communication weaponry" in order to instigate the commission ofcrimes against the Tutsi.
See also T(A) l8 January 2007, p. 12.
tt" Ibid.,oaras.337-338,35l-352, 361 ud 423.
t3q lbid.,pat:a.423.
ttn !bid., parz.366.
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planned the instigation of genocide.ram The Prosecutor recalls in this regard that several
modes of liability may be supported by the same set of facts and that the Appeals Chamber
may substitute one form of responsibility for another.'to'

585. Appellant Nahimana replies that the Prosecutor himself acknowledges the
Judgement's deficiencies, and seeks to address them by invoking for the first time in his
Respondent's Brief modes of responsibility which are mentioned neither in the Indictment
nor in the Judgement.r@ The Appellant submits that the Indictment pleads only one mode of
liability, namely the mode of commission, thereby implicitly excluding any other type of
criminal participation,r43 and that any attempt at invoking other forms of responsibility would
adversely affect his defence rights.'@

586. The Appellant argues in this respect that he cannot be held liable of having instigated
the commission of genocide through "indirect participation', because the Statute does not
provide for such a mode of liability and the Prosecutor did not plead it as such at rial.'no' He
further submits that the Akoyesu Appeal Judgement, as well as the tavaux prdparatoires of
the Genocide Convention, show that an act of instigation to genocide which does not meet the
criteria of direct and public incitement to commit genocide cannot entail criminal
responsibility;'o* the Prosecutor's thesis that the Appellant had, through indirect participation
in RTLM, "instigated" the joumalists to commit genocide must therefore be rejected.r{t

587. With regard to the compounded modes of liability proposed in the altemative by the
Prosecutor, the Appellant maintains that:ro

'n* Ibid., paru. 351, 353-354, 424430. Par:a8l,:aphs 351,353 and 354 suggest that the Appellant could be
convicted not only of having "committed" direct and public incitement to commit genocide, but also of having
instigated or aided and abetted the commission ofthe crime ofdirect and public incitement to commit genocide.
(The Appeals Chamber notes in this respect that the French translation of paragraph 353 of the Respondent's
Brief is inaccurate in that it refers to "inciration directe et publique d commettre le gdnocide" while it should
have refened to "l'incitation d I'incitatiot, directe et publique d commettre le ginocide": see original English
version of para. 353 of the Respondent's Brieo. Paragraphs 424 to 430 suggest that the Appellant could be
found responsible for having planned or aided and abetted persecution as a crime against humanity. Since the
Prosecutor refers to his arguments concerning direct and public incitement to commit genocide and persecution
in relation to the Appellant's responsibility for genocide (see Respondent's Brief, para.459), the Appeals
Chamber understands that the arguments presented at paragraphs 351, 353, 354 Nrd 424 to 430 of the
Respondent's Brief must also be applied to the criminal conduct of RTLM staff in instigating to commit
senocide.
r4or Respondent's B rief, para. 425.
'oo2 Nahimana Brief in Reply, paras. 90-91 .
taos !bid., para.94.
tov !bid,, parz.95.
'*t !bid., paras. 96 to l0l . In these paragraphs, the Appellant replies to the Prosecution argument that the
Appellant used RTLM joumalists to commit the crime of direct and public incitement to genocide. Since the
Appeals Chamber has transposed this argument to the question ofthe Appellant's responsibility for instigation
to commit genocide under Anicle 6(l) ofthe Statule, the Reply must likewise be transposed.
tnw lbid., pans. 108- 109, refening to para. 480 ofthe ltayesr Appeal Judgement.
tno' Ibid., para. | | 0. See also paras. 96-101, where the Appellant argues that his "indirect participation" cannot
be assimilated to the crime ofdirect and public incitement to commit genocide.
raoE The Appellant further submits that there cannot be any criminal liability for having instigated others to
commit direct and public incitement to genocide, or for having aided and abetted others in directly and publicly
inciting the commission of genocide: Nahimana Brief in Reply, paras. 102-107 and I l5-l 17. The arguments
presented by the Appellant in these paragaphs relate exclusively to th€ modes of liability applicable to the
crime of public and direct incitement to commit genocide (Article 2(3)(c) of the Statute) and cannot be
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- He could not be found guilty of having, by omission, aided and abetted direct and

public incitement to commit genocide.'ot Liability for an omission can exist only in
two exceptional cases: where there has been a failure to discharge a legal duty to act
under criminal law,r{o or in the case of the "approving spectator", where, by virtue of
his superior position, "the accused's mere presence on the scene of the crime
constitutes a positive act of aiding and abetting, which had a direct and significant
effect on the commission of the crime".ra However, these situations are not relevant
here: in the first case, there was no legal rule, under either Rwandan or intemational
law, which imposed a duty to act upon the Appellant;rar2 in the second case, the
jurisprudence requires that the accused be present at the scene of the crime, in close
proximity to the principal perpetrator,rar3 which was not the case here, since the
Appellant had no contact witl RTLM after 8 April 1994; 'ar'

- He could not be found responsible for having planned direct and public incitement to
commit genocide, because this form of responsibility in the third degree is not
recognized under intemational criminal law and, in any event, there could be no such
form of responsibility in the present case, since he "never gave orders or directives to
staff of the radio [station]".rnr5

(ii) Analvsis

588. The Appeals Chamber recalls that it has already concluded that some of the RTLM
broadcasts after 6 April 1994 instigated the commission of acts of genocide.ro't The question

which must be addressed now is whether Appellant Nahimana can be held responsible for

these acts of instigation under Article 6(l) of the Statute.

589. At the outset, the Appeals chamber notes that there is no evidence on file suggesting

that Appellant Nahimana played an active part in broadcasts after 6 April 1994 which
instigaied the killing of Tutsi.ror? However, in paragraph 974 of the Judgement, the Trial

tsansposed to the question of instigation to instigat€ genocide (Article 6(l) of the Statut€), or of aiding and

abetting the instigJtion of genocide (Article 6(l) of the Statute). It might nonetheless be thought aPPropriate to

conside.-r whethei a defendant can be found guilty of having instigated others to instigate genocide under

Article 6(l) ofthe Statute, or ofhaving aidod and abetted others in instigating genocide under Article 6(l) ofthe

Statute. iowever, for th€ reasons set out below, the Appeals Chamber finds that it is unnecessary to rule on this

issue in the Dresent case.
t@ Nahimana Brief in Reply, paras. I l8-123.
lato lbid., par?6. I l8-l19, refening to paragraph 188 ofthe Tadie Appeal Judgement, to paragraph 334 ofthe
celibici Appeal Jugement, to parigraph 601 of the Krsrrc Trial Judgement and to paragraph 663 of the BIaSkii

Appeal Judgement.
tatt lbid.,pra. l2l.
totz lbid., para. l2o.
,ntt lbid.,'para. l2Z, rcfening to paragraph 35 of the Bagilishen a Trial Judgement, to paragraphs 452, 689 and

693 of the Akayesu Trial Judgement, and to paragraph 657 oflhe BIaSkit Apped Judgement.
t4t4 lbid., pan. 123.
t4t5 lbid.. oara. 127 .
rar6 See szpra xU. B. 3.
ro" The only example of intervention by the Appellant with RTLM after 6 April 1994 is his action to pul an end

to the atta;ks on LJNAMIR and General Dallaire. As explained below (XIII. D'1. (b) (iD a. (iii.)), this
intervention confirms the Appellant's effective confol of RTLM after 6 April 1994, but it do€s not prove that

the Appellant played an active role in the broadcasts instigating the killing ofTusi.
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Ferdinand Nahimana, Jean-Bosco Barayagwiza, Hassan Ngeze v. The Prosecutor,Case No. ICTR-99-52-A . ,'\."11.; ';; " lo676hisffr' Chamber cites the following facts in order to convict Appellant Nahimana under Article 6(1)
ofthe Statute on account ofall RTLM broadcasts which instigated the killing ofTutsi:

- The fact that he was one of the founders of RTLM:

- His role as principal ideologist of RTLM;

- The fact that the Appellant was "satisfied with his work", according to the view
expressed in his interview of 25 April 1994 with Radio Rwanda, at a time when the
massacre of the Tutsi population was ongoing;

- The fact that the RTLM "did what Nahimana wanted it to do", playing a key role in
the "awakening of the majority people" and in "mobilizing the population to stand up
against the Tutsi enemy".

The Trial Chamber concluded that "RTLM was Nahimana's weapon of choice, which he
used to instigate the killing of Tutsi civilians" and that Nahimana was "guilty of genocide
pursuant to Article 6(1) of [the] [Sltatute".rlrt The Appeals Chamber understands that the
Trial Chamber found that the Appellant had himself instigated the commission of genocide,
by using RTLM as a tool for this purpose.

590. The Appeals Chamber will examine first whether the Trial Chamber's factual findings
were reasonable, and will then determine whether Appellant Nahimana's conviction can be
upheld.

a. The Aopellant's "satisfaction".

591. In paragraph 564 ofthe Judgement, the Trial Chamber held as follows:

Nahimana testified that when he met Phocas Habimana in July in Gisenyi, he asked him
how he could do what he was doing at RTLM. According to Nahimana's testimony,
RTLM was hi.iacked and trmed into a 'tool for killing'. This testimony stands in sharp
contrast to the other evidence of what Nahimana said at the time. Not a single witness
other than Nahimana himself testified that Nahimana had concems about RTLM
broadcasting between April and July 1994, or expressed such concerns. On 25 April 1994,
in a public broadcast on Radio Rwanda" Nahimana associated himself with RTLM as one
of its founders and said he was happy that RTLM had been instrumental in raising
awareness. He indicated that he had been listening to the radio. He was clearly aware of
the concem others had, as he quoted the former Burundian Ambassador as having
expressed this concem. The Chamber notes that RTLM broadcasts were particularly
vehement in the weeks immediately following 6 April and that Nahimana made reference
in the broadcast to information on the radio about the population having "worked" with the
armed forces, "work" being a code word that was used by the radio to refer to killing.

592. The Appeals Chamber is of the view that Appellant Nahimana's alleged
condemnation of RTLM for having become a "tool for killing" does not suffice to
demonstrate that the Trial Chamber's factual finding was unreasonable, particularly as the
Trial Chamber had specifically addressed this part of the Appellant's testimony.

IarE Judgement, para. 9?4.
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593. The Appeals Chamber agrees, however, that the sole fact that the Appellant expressed
his satisfaction over broadcasts having allegedly instigated the killing of Tutsi could not
support the finding that he was responsible under Article 6(1) of the Statute. This fact cannot
in-itself represent an act or omission capable of constituting the actus re6 of one of the

modes of liability provided under Article 6(l) ofthe Statute.

b. The Appellant's Role in the creation of RTLM

5g4. For the reasons set out below,rar' the Appeals Chamber is of the view that Appellant

Nahimana has failed to demonstrate that the Trial Chamber could not reasonably have

concluded that he had played a key role in the creation and the setting up of RTLM.

However, even though the role of founder ofRTLM could be taken into consideration by the

Trial Chamber in order to show that the Appellant had certain powers within RTLM' the

Appeals Chamber finds that this fact is not sufficient to support the Appellant's conviction

under Article 6(l) ofthe Statute. This was not an act or omission capable of constituting the

actus reus of one of the modes of liability provided under that provision, and the role of

founder of RTLM does not in itself suffrciently establish that the Appellant substantially

contributed to the commission of the crime of genocide.

c. The Appellant was the ideoloeist of RTLM and used it as his weapon of

choice

595. As noted above, the Trial chamber found that Appellant Nahimana was the principal

ideologist of RTLM, that RTLM did what Nahimana wanted it to do and that RTLM was his

weapoi of choice to instigate the killing of Tutsi civilians.'42o The Appeals Chamber notes

that the Judgement does not indicate clearly which facts support these legal findings..The

Appeals Chimber recalls that, for the Appellant to be convicted under Article 6(l) of the

Statute, it must have been established that specific acts or omissions of t}re Appellant

themseives constituted an instigation to the commission of genocide. An altemative would be

that specific acts or omissions of the Appellant may have substantially contributed to

instigation by others.

596. The Appeals Chamber observes that the Trial Chamber concludes in paragraph 567 of

the Juclgement that, in addition to his executive functions at RTLM, 'Nahimana also played

an activi role in determining the content of RTLM broadcasts, writing editorials and-giving
joumalists texts to read". The Appeals Chamber understands that it is on this basis that the

h.iul Chutnb.r found that the RTLM did what Nahimana wanted it to do and that RTLM was

his weapon of choice to instigate the killing of Tutsi civilians. However, the Appeals

Chambei is of the opinion that these two conclusions can only be upheld if the fact that the

Appellant played an active role in the broadcasts instigating the commission of genocide was

established beyond reasonable doubt.

5g7. On this point, the Appeals Chamber recalls that there is no evidence that Appellant

Nahimana playid an active part in the broadcasts after 6 April 1994 which instigated the

commission of genocide. Furthermore, the appeal record contains no evidence that Appellant

Nahimana had, before 6 April 1994, given instructions to RTLM joumalists to instigate the

rare See iny'a XIII. D. l. (b) (ii) a. ii.
ra2o Judgement, para. 9?4.

certified
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titting of Tutsi. The Appeals Chamber observes that, although Witness Kamilindi affirmed in
general terms that the Appellant was the real boss and that he was the one who gave
orde$,ra2r he did not specifically state that the Appellant had ordered joumalists to instigate
the killing of Tutsi.

598. With regard to the factual finding, based on the testimony of Witness Nsanzuwera,
that the Appellant had written editorials and given texts to joumalists to be read out on air,ro22
it is not suffrcient to demonstrate that the Appellant played an active role in broadcasts which
instigated the killing of Tutsi. The statements by Kantano Habimana reported by Witness
Nsanzuwera related to the fact that the Appellant had written certain editorials read out by
RTLM joumalists or had given them texts to read, but in the absence of any further precision
on the content of these editorials, the Appeals Chamber has diffrculty in finding that there is
sufficient evidence to show that such editorials or texts instigated killings of Tutsi. The only
concrete example given in the testimony of Witness Nsanzuwera is the telegram accusing the
Prosecutor-General of Rwanda ofplotting against the President. The Appeals Chamber notes,
however, that the Trial Chamber made no finding that the text of the telegram had instigated
the killing of Tutsi, which is reasonable, since the ethnicity of Prosecutor-General Nkubito is
not specified in the Judgement.ra23 The Appeals Chamber must therefore conclude that there
is no proof that the editorials and other texts that the Appellant allegedly asked to be read out
on air instigated the killing ofTutsi.

599. In the view of the Appeals Chamber, the present analysis shows that no reasonable
trier of fact could have concluded, on the basis of the evidence before it, that the Appellant
had played an active role in broadcasts instigating the killing of Tutsi, or that he had used
RTLM for such purpose. There is therefore no need to determine whether, in law, the
Appellant could be found guilty of instigation to commit genocide because he used the radio
- and in particular its joumalists - to instigate the killing of Tutsi, just as if he had instigated
the killings himself.

d. Apoellant Nahimana "set the course" for RTLM

600. The Trial Chamber nonetheless appears to take the view that Appellant Nahimana was
responsible under Article 6(l) of the Statute for the broadcasts after 6 April 1994 because
they did not "deviate from the course" that he had set before 6 April 1994.'o'?o Since the
Appeals Chamber has already concluded that it has not been established beyond reasonable
doubt that the Appellant had, before 6 April 1994, "set" such a "course" in order to instigate
the killing of Tutsi, it follows that the finding that the broadcasts after 6 April 1994 had not
deviated from that course must likewise be set aside. Consequently, there is no need to
determine whether, in law, the Appellant could be held responsible under Article 6(l) of the
Statute for broadcasts which had not deviated from the course set before, or which were
"built on the foundations created for it before 6 Anril".r'r

r12r 1rrd. oams. 510 and 554.
tn22 lbid.','pans. 516-517, 557 and 567. In this respect, the Appeals Chamber concludes below that this finding
must be maintained: see infra Xlll. D. l. (b) (ii) a. ii.
ra23 The Appeals Chamber notes that the Appellant alleges that Mr. Nkubito was a Hutu: Nahimana Appellant's
Brief, para. 302.
la2a Judgement, para, 974.
t42t lde;.
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e. Conclusion

601. The Appeals Chamber reverses the finding ofthe Trial Chamber that, through RTLM,
Appellant Nahimana instigated the commission of genocide pursuant to Article 6(l) of the
Statute. The Appeals Chamber does not deem it necessary to address the Prosecutor's
arguments that the Appellant could also be found responsible for having planned, instigated,
or aided and abetted instigation to genocide by RTLM joumalists, since the facts of the case
cannot in any event support a conviction based on these other modes of liability.ra'?6 The
above analysis shows that it has not been sufficiently established that the Appellant had
carried out acts of planning, instigation or aiding and abetting with a view to instigating the
commission of genocide.

602. The Appeals Chamber accordingly reverses the conviction of Appellant Nahimana on
the count of genocide. In light of these conclusions, tlere is no need to address his other
grounds of appeal.

2. AppellantBarayaewiza

(a) Indivi4ual criminal responsibilitv for RTLM broadcasts under Article 6(3) of the Statute

603. Appellant Barayagwiza submits that the Trial Chamber committed several errors in

finding that he incuned superior responsibility for the crimes committed by the employees
and joumalists of RTLM.rn"

(i) The law

604. Appellant Barayagwiza submits that the Trial Chamber incorrectly applied the test for

superior ieiponsibility. ,.ri The P.or"crrtor responds that the Appellant doeg nq demonstrate
how the Trial Chamber ened and that, in any event, the facts as found by the Trial Chamber
satisfi the test for superior responsibility.r42e In reply, the Appellant argue: thlt the Trial

Chamber failed to apply the superior-subordinate relationship test, since it identified no

specific facts showing his effective control over RTLM and its joumalists.ra3o

605. The Appeals Chamber has previously recalled the requirements for convicting a

defendant undii erticle 6(3) of the Statute. rl3 r In his twelfth ground of appeal, Appellant

Barayagwiza outlines his interpretation of the effective control test without explaining the
nature;fthe Trial Chamber's alleged error. This ground of appeal therefore cannot succeed.
Moreover, the Appeals Chamber recalls that, contrary to what the Appellant seems to
assert,ra32 the case-law of the ad hoc Tribunals affrrms that there is no requirement that the de
jure or de facto control exercised by a civilian superior must be of the same nature as that

ra26 For tiis reason, the Appeals Chamber does not deem it necessary to examine whether the modes of liability
invoked by the Prosecution are recognized under Article 6(l) of the Statute, or und€r intemational customary
law.
ta27 Brayagwiza Notice of App€al, p.2 (Grounds 12-14); Barayzgwia Appellant's Brief, paras. 140-167;

Barayagwiza Brief in Reply, paras. 3-4, 90-108.
ra2E Barayagwiza Appellant's Brief, paras l40-149 (Ground l2).
ra2e Respondent's Brief, paras. 507-516.
la30 See in particular Barayagwiza Brief in Reply, paras. 94-95.
ra3r See szpra Xl. B.
rar2 See Barayagwiza Appellant's Brief, paras. 146 and 149.

Translation certified bv LSS. ICTR
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exercised by a military commander in order to incur superior responsibility: every civilian
superior exercising effective control over his subordinates, that is, having the material ability
to prevent or punish the subordinates' criminal conduct, can be held responsible under
Article 6(3) of the Statute.tl33 The Appeals Chamber further considers it worth recalling that
"it is appropriate to assess on a case-by-case basis the power of authority actually devolved
upon the Accused in order to determine whether or not he had the power to take all necessary
and reasonable measures to prevent the commission of the alleged crimes or to punish the
perpetrators thereof '. ! a3a

606. As to the argument raised in reply, the Appeals Chamber is of the opinion that the
Trial Chamber systematically identified the facts permitting it to find that the Appellant had
superior responsibility over the employees and joumalists of RTLM. With regard to the
Appellant's superior status and effective control, paragraph 970 of the Judgement cites the
following facts:

- Appellant Barayagwiza was 'No. 2" at RTLM;

- The Appellant represented the radio at the highest level in meetings with the
Ministry of Information;

- The Appellant controlled the finances ofthe company;

- The Appellant was a member of the Steering Committee, which functioned as
a board of directors for RTLM. to which RTLM announcers and ioumalists
were accountable;

- The Appellant chaired the Legal Committee.

607. Paragraph 971 of the Judgement deals with the criminal nature of the RTLM
broadcasts - also described in greater detail in paragraph 949 of the Judgement - and relies
on the facts below as establishing that the Appellant knew or had reason to know that his
subordinates had committed or were about to commit criminal acts. and that he failed to take
the necessary and reasonable measures to prevent such acts or to punish the perpetrators:

Appellant Barayagwiza was fully aware, as early as October 1993, of the fact
that the message conveyed by RTLM was causing concem;

He nonetheless defended RTLM's editorial policy at meetings with the Ministry
of Information in 1993 and 19941

He acknowledged that there was a problem and tried to address it, thereby
demonstrating his own sense of responsibility for RTLM programming;

'0" Kaieliieli Appeal Judgement, paras. 85-87; Bagilishema Appeal Judgement, paras. 50-55. See also Celebiti
Appeal Judgement paras. I93-197.
toto Bagilishema Appeal J udgement, para. 51, r€fening to Mff ena Trial Judgement, para. t 35.
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- Ultimately, the ooncem was not addressed and RTLM programming followed

its trajectory, steadily increasing in vehemence and reaching a pitched frenzy
after 6 April.

608. Similarly, in paragraph 972 of +he Judgement the Trial Chamber held that, even after
6 April 1994, Appellants Nahimana and Barayagwiza (l) still had the powers vested in them
as offrce-holding members of the goveming body of RTLM and the de facto authority to give

orders to RTLM employees and joumalists, as evidenced by Appellant Nahimana's
intervention to halt RTLM attacks on UNAMIR and General Dallaire; (2) "knew what was
happening at RTLM,'; and (3) failed to exercise the authority vested in them "to prevent the
genocidal harm that was caused by RTLM programring".tsr

609. Appellant Barayagwiza's twelfth ground of appeal cannot therefore succeed.

(ii) Responsibiliw of Appellant Barayaewiza fior RTLM broadcasts

a. Areuments of the Parties

610. Appellant Barayagwiza contends that the Trial Chamber erred in law and fact in

concluding, in paragaph 973 of the Judgement, that he had superior responsibility at
RTLM.IO]U

6l l. The Appellant challenges the finding that he was 'No. 2" at RTLM, and argues that

the Trial Chamber failed to analyse correctly his role and responsibilities as a member ofthe
Steering Committee of RTLM.'o3t In this respect, he contends that, by virtue of Article 20 of

the Statutes of RTLM,ra38 responsibility for the administration, management and supervision
of the company lay with the Director-General, under delegation from the Board of

Directors,ra3e and that only "specific limited authority to implement decisions taken by the

Steering Committee was delegated to Kabuga, Nahimana and Appellant on 24 May 1993 for

emergency matters necessary for the setting up of the company".'*o The Appellant_statgs that

it was for'that reason that he was authorized to sign documents and cheques, and that he had

been given no decision-making power.rar The Appellant acknowledges that he was in charge

of the rules committee that had been set up within the Steering Committee, but claims that
there was no evidence tlat he gave legal advice to the company or that he was in charge of its

r'3s See also Judgement, paras. 561-565 and 568, which support the findings in paragraph 972'
'rru Barayagwiza Appeliant's Brief, paras. 150-167 (Grounds 13 and l4). These two grounds are examined

together:'both the argument developed under Ground 13, that the APPellant was not "No. 2" at RTLM, and the

arguments in Ground 14 seek to show that the Trial Chamber ened in finding that he was a superior with

effective control over RTLM employees andjoumalists.
rar? Barayagwiza Appellant's Brief, paras. 150-156.
'nrs BxhibiilDll. ln paragraph ljl of his Appellant's Brief, Appellant Barayagwiza enoneously refers to

Exhibit p53, entitle d"Organisation et structwe du comi6 d'initiative dlarg? lorganization and Structure of the

Exoanded Steerins Committeel.
'nr, Barayagwiza 

-Appellant's -Brief, 
para. l5l. In this respect, Appellant Buayagwiza contends that Phocas

Habimana was appointed as Director-General at the RTLM General Assembly held on I I July 1993, which was
presided over by FClicien Kabuga: Barayagwiza Appellant's Brief, para. 154, refening to the testimony of
Appellant Nahimana (T. 23 September 2002, pp. 164-166)'
fs Barayagwiza Appellant's Briei para' 152.
tgt ldem;Bxayagwiza Brief in Reply, para. 106; T(A) 17 lallluary 2007,p.73.
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Legal Committee. He denies having had anything to do with the management of RTLM or its
programming and claims that he had nothing to do with the administrative affairs of RTLM
outside the Steering Committee,'*'
612. Appellant Barayagwiza further submits that the finding that he was the 'No. 2" at
RTLM is based solely on the hearsay evidence of Witness Dahinden, following an interview
with Gaspard Gahigi in August 1993, and that it is clear that, in the interview, Gaspard
Gahigi was speaking of the period prior to the setting up of the company.ra3 He contends that
Witnesses GO, Nsanzuwera. X and Kamilindi did not state that he was No. 2 at RTLM. but
simply testified to his functions as founding-member of RTLM (Witness GO), in charge of
public relations (Witness X) and advisor (Witness Kamilindi).'a

613. The Appellant argues further that the evidence presented in paragraph 970 of the
Judgement was not sufficient to establish that he was a superior exercising effective control
over RTLM employees and joumalists. He submits in this respect that:

- The mere fact that he participated in meetings with the Minister of Information
only indicates his influence and was not sufficient to establish that he had
superior responsibility;'*t

- If RTLM joumalists were ultimately accountable to the Steering Committee
(as found in paragraph 970 of the Judgement), this Committee acted as a
collective organ and by consensus;r'6

- As noted in paragraph 556 of the Judgement, of the four committees working
under the Steering Committee, only the Technical and Program Committee -
which was chaired by Appellant Nahimana - had any responsibilities for
RTLM programming.r{? Appellant Barayagwiza was not a member of this
Committee and no evidence was adduced that he was involved in determining
the content of RTLM broadcasts.'{E

614. Appellant Barayagwiza further alleges that the Trial Chamber failed to distinguish
between the periods before and after 6 April 1994, arguing that it accepted that the Steering
Committee did not meet after 6 April 1994.t{e In the Appellant's view, the Trial Chamber
found that he exercised effective control over RTLM after 6 April 1994 on the basis of his
alleged remark, at a meeting in Geneva with Witness Dahinden on 15 June 1994, that RTLM
was to be hansfened to Gisenyi.ra5o The Appellant contends that it was not possible for the
Trial Chamber to conclude that the Appellant had said this, since Witness Dahinden had
stated in cross-examination that it was Appellant Nahimana who made this remark.'n''

t*2 lbid.,pan.l53; T(A) l? lanuxy 2007,p.73.
r43 /rrd, paras. 155-156.
tw lbid., pata. 155, refening to paragraphs 5?3, 608, 617 of the Judgement; see also Barayagwiza Brief in
Reply, paras. 103- 105.
t45 lbid.,p$a. 158.
tffi lbid.,pa|a. 159.
t47 lbid.,para.l60; Barayagwiza Brief in Reply, para. 100.
tq8 lbid.,pua.16l.
t*e lbid.,para.162; refening to Judgement, para. 561.
ra50 Barayagwiza Appellant's Brief, para. 162.
t45t lbid.. oarcs. 163-165,
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Appellant Barayagwiza adds that, in any event, this testimony was inconsistent with Witness
Dahinden's written statement.ros2 The Appellant further alleges that the Trial Chamber
wrongly infened from a statement by Witness Dahinden - to the effect that Appellant
Barayagwiza suggested that the radio station that Dahinden wanted to set up would be in
competition with RTLM - his "identification with, rather than dissociation from, RTLM",'453
since this statement was uncorroborated, and the witness had not been cross-examined on
i t . 'n5n

615. Appellant Barayagwiza submits, finally, that the Trial Chamber merely concluded
that, if Appellant Nahimana "exercised de jure power over RTLM, then the appellant must
also have done so",rn5t which amounts to guilt by association and to an error of law and
fact.'o'u

616. The Prosecutor responds that the Appellant's authority as a high level manager of
RTLM gave him powers of a superior over those who worked under him and the material
ability to control the nature of RTLM broadcasts.ra5? He submits in this regard that the
Appetlant was an active member of the Committee, which functioned as a board of directors,
that he controlled the finances of the company, that he was one of three representatives of
RTLM at meetings with the Govemment and that as such, "he had the material ability to
affect a change of the prograrnming, to sanction reporters who did not abide by the Steering
Committee's policies or to recommend disciplinary action for such reporters".r4tE

617. The Prosecutor firther submits that the evidence supports the finding that Appellant
Barayagwiza was No.2 at RTLM.rore He argues that, in challenging this finding, the
Appellant extrapolates many inferences and conclusions that have no basis in the Statutes of
RTLM or in any of the evidence produced at trial, and even attempts to introduce new
evidence without complying with the Rule 115 procedure, conceming the reason he was
authorized to sign cheques and his responsibilities as head of the Legal Committee.rm The
Prosecutor therefore moves that the substance of paragraphs 152 and 153 of Barayagwiza
Appellant's Brief be entirely disregarded.'a6r The Prosecutor further argues that, even though
not all the witnesses described the Appellant as having been No. 2 at RTLM, the important
point is that these witnesses presented evidence of the Appellant holding an extremely high
position within RTLM.'a', Additionally, he maintains that Gaspard Gahigi's testimony that

tot' Ibid.,pan.l65; see also Barayagwiza Brief in Reply, para. 108.
tnsr lbid., para. | 66, refening to Judgement, para. 564; Barayagwiza Brief in Reply, paras. 107-108'
Ia5a Barayagwiza Appellant's Brief, para. 166.
ta55 lbid.-oaru. 167.
t455 ldem.'
ra5? Respondent's Brief para.5l2.
tatE lbid.. oara.5l3.
t45e lbid., oarcs. 517 -523.
rffi /rrd., paras. 518-519.
t46t lbid.,pwa.519.
t*2 lbid., pans.520-521, arguing (l) that Witness GO testified that the Appellant was one of the top three
persons of the management team ofRTLM attending very imporlant me€tings with the Minister of lnformation
on the very topic of the content of the RTLM broadcasts (see also Respondent's Brief, para' 528) and (2) that
Witness X described a meeting of RTLM, attended by 1,000 people, where Barayagwiza was one ofthe small
group ofpeople who presided over the meeting.
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the Appellant was No. 2 at RTLM also applies to the period after 6 April 1994, in the absence
ofany evidence that the Appellaot's position had changed after this date.'63

618. The Prosecutor further submits that the Trial Chamber's finding that Appellant
Barayagwiza was 'No. 2" at RTLM cannot be divorced from the totality of the factual
findings regarding the Appellant's superior responsibility at RTLM'n6o and that "it is not
decisive, nor is it treated as such by the Trial Chamber, in the ultimate finding of guilt".'65

619. The Prosecutor maintains that it was reasonable for the Trial Chamber to find that
Appellant Barayagwiza continued to exercise control over RTLM after 6 April 1994. He
argues, first, that, contrary to the Appellant's assertion, the Trial Chamber simply observed
that it was not established that the Steering Committee met after 6 April 1994, without
however, excluding the possibility that it might have done so.r6 The Prosecutor submits that,
in any event, the crucial part of this finding is that there was no evidence that the Steering
Commiftee was disbanded, on the basis of which the Trial Chamber found that both the
Committee and the Appellant continued to have de jure goveming authority over RTLM's
operations.r6' As for Witness Dahinden's testimony, the Prosecutor submits that "[a]t no time
was tle witness asked to distinguish what was said by Nahimana or Barayagwiza, nor did the
witness provide such distinctions", but simply confirmed a proposition put to him by Defence
Counsel.r68 Further, even though Witness Dahinden's oral testimony differed from his
written statement, the Trial Chamber could accept his testimony and '1he fact that the Trial
Chamber may not have specifically mentioned an alleged inconsistency does not render the
futding of the Trial Chamber regarding the witness' credibility an enor".ra6e Finally, as for the
Appellant's joke about the competition that a new radio station would represent for RTLM,
the Prosecutor argues that "it was reasonable to conclude that only someone with an interest
and connection to RTLM would be thinking about competitive issues", and that
"Barayagwiza was identifring himself with RTLM through this comment".ra7o

620. Appellant Barayagwiza replies that the assertion that he exercised control at the
highest level at RTLM is based on an eroneous interpretation ofthe functions of the Steering
Committee and the respective roles of each of its members.ra?r He challenges the Prosecutor's
suggestion that the Steering Committee was an executive committee'ot2 or a board of
directors.ra?3 The Appellant also rejects the allegation that he attempted to introduce new
evidence in violation of Rule 115 of the Rules, since he was simply explaining the enors
committed by the Trial Chamber.ro'a As to whether he had effective control after

Io63 Respondent's B rief, para.522.
t@ Ibid.,Dara.517.
t45 lbid.,para.523.
t6 lbid.. Da:ia. 527 .
161 ldem,'refening to the Judgement, para. 561. See also Respondent's Brief, para. 522, where the Prosecutor
submits that "[i]n the absence of evidence that their positions [rneaning those ofBarayagwiza and Nahimana] in
the company had changed, the Trial Chamber made a reasonable finding, based on the record before it, that their
roles continued after 6 Aoril 1994".
'o6t Respondent's Brief , para. 529, refening to T. 24 October 2000, pp . 144 and 147.
tn6e lbid..oara.530.
t,o'o Idem,'refening to the Judgement, para. 564.
'"" Barayagwiza Brief in Reply, para. 100.
'"'' Ibid.- oara. l0l .
ta13 lbid.,para.106.
tnla lbid.. oara. lo2.
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6 April 1994, Appellant Barayagwiza replies that the Prosecutor failed to prove that the 

'

Steering Committee continued to exist after this date.ra75

b. Analysis

621. The Appeals Chamber will first consider whether Appellant Barayagwiza has
demonstrated that the Trial Chamber erred in finding that he was a superior exercising
effective control over RTLM employees and joumalists before 6 April 1994. It will then tum
to situation which prevailed after that date.

i. Superior responsibilitv before 6 April 1994

622. As noted supra,tol6 the Trial Chamber finding that Appellant Barayagwiza was a
superior exercising effective control over RTLM employees and joumalists before
6 April 1994 is based on the factual findings set out in paragraph 970 of the Judgement.

623. Appellant Barayagwiza submits first that the Trial Chamber ened in concluding that
he was No. 2 at RTLM.|$? In the opinion of the Appeals Chamber, the Judgement does not
clearly indicate if this finding is based solely on Gaspard Gahigi's interview with Witness
Dahinden in August 1993, as is asserted by Appellant Barayagwiza,raTE or also on the
Appellant's role as a member of the Steering Committee of RTLM, on the fact that he
represented RTLM to outsiders in an official capacity, or on the fact that he exercised control
over the company's finances and oVersaw the activities of RTLM, taking remedial action
when necessary to do so.'ote In any event, the Appeals Chamber is not satisfied that the
Appellant has demonstrated that the Trial Chamber ened in relying on Gahigi's interview
with Witness Dahinden. First, the mere fact that the matter may have been hearsay cannot be
sufficient ground for excluding this evidence.'o8o Secondly, the Appeals Chamber is of the
opinion that a reasonable trier offact could find such evidence to be credible and relevant: (l)
Gaspard Gahigi was the editor-in-chief of RTLM; (2) a video recording of Witness
Dahinden's interview with Gaspard Gahigi was tendered into evidence;raE' (3) even though
the interview took place in August 1993, it demonstrated at the very least that Appellant
Barayagwiza was considered to be one of the main leaders when RTLM first started. The
Appeals Chamber observes further that the fact that Witnesses GO, X and Kamilindi refened
to Appellant Bwayag*iza, respectively, as "founding-member" of RTLM, "in charge of
public relations" and "adviser" to RTLM is not necessarily ineconcilable with the fact that he
was "No. 2" at RTLM.

624. In any event, the Appeals Chamber agrees with the Prosecutor that this question is not
"decisive", and that, as noted by the Trial Chamber, the "question of title" is somewhat
artificial.ras2 First, it does not seem that the Trial Chamber meant to say that Appellant held de
jzre a position which made him No. 2 at RTLM; rather, it seemed to be concemed about the

1175 lbid., para. lo7 .
ta76 See supra Xll. D. 2 (a) (i).
In?? This factual finding was first made in paragraph 567 ofthe Judgement and then repeated in paragraph 970.
IntE Barayagwiza Appellant's Brief, para. 155.
'"' ' Judgement" para. 567. See also paras. 552, 554, 555, 558-560.
Inrc See the references provided supra, footnote 521.
uEr Exhibit P3.
r42 Judgement, para. 554.
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de facto position, which was the correct approach. Also, the key issue is whether the
Appellant was a superior exercising effective control over RTLM employees and journalists.
In the opinion of the Appeals Chamber, the Appellant's core argument in his thirteenth and
fourteenth grounds of appeal is that the Trial Chamber failed to analyse conectly his role and
responsibilities as a member of the Steering Committee, and that hence the finding that he
was No. 2 at RTLM and exercised effective control is eroneous. He adds that the real power
was held by the Director-General or by the Steering Committee acting collectively, and that
the powers delegated to him were not suffrcient to support the conclusion that he exercised
effective control over the employees and joumalists of RTLM. The Appeals Chamber will
now examine these arguments.

625. The Appeals Chamber notes first of all that, athough the Statutes of RTLM provided
that '[t]he Board of Directors vests the power of management in the Director-General" rat3

this does not demonstrate that the Trial Chamber en d in concluding that the Appeliant
exercised de facto control over the staff of the RTLM. The test for effective control is not the
possession of de jure authority, but rather the material ability to prevent or punish the proven
offences. Possession of de jure authority may obviously imply such material ability, but it is
neither necessary nor suffrcient to prove effective control. Furthermore, it is clear from the
Statutes of RTLM that powers of management were not exclusively vested in the Director-
General, and that the Director-General was accountable to the Board of Directors.raEa In
effect, the Steering Committee, of which Appellant Barayagwiza was a member, acted de
facto as the Board of DirectorsraEs and exercised overall control over RTLM,r4E6 a fact that the
Appellant does not dispute.

626. The Appellant, however, contends that he could not exercise effective control simply
as a member of the Steering Committee and that effective control was vested in the Steering
Committee as a collegiate body. Here again, the Appeals Chamber is of the opinion that,
while it has been established that the Steering Committee had power to intervene collectively
in order to control RTLM, this did not relieve the Appellant of his responsibility to approach
tle Committee, and if necessary object to the editorial policy of the editor-in-chief and the
joumalists; nor did it exclude the possibility that the Appellant himself had suffrcient de facto
authority to exercise effective control over the staff of RTLM.

627. The Appellant argues that his powers and attributions in practice were limited, as he
had no decision-making power and was only authorised to sign cheques in order to
implement decisions taken by the Steering Committee.raET However, he does not explain how
the only evidence he cited in this regard - Exhibit P107i 1 - invalidates the Trial Chamber's
finding that he controlled RTLM's finances together with Appellant Nahimana. This Exhibit
in fact confirms that the Steering Committee had authorized Appellants Nahimana and

r1E3 Exhibit I Dl l. Anicle 20 (excemu.
tau ldem, which further pto"id., ihut the Director-General "shall be responsible for executing the decisrons
taken by the Board of Directors" and that "[tlhe Board of Directors or the General Assembly can remove him at
any time".
Ia65 See Judgement, paras. 552 and 567. In hct the Appellant acknowledges that the Steering Committee acted
as an interim board ofdirectors (see Barayagwiza Appellant's Brief, para. 152).
'"oo 1brd, paras. 558-559 and 567.
taET Banyagwiza Appellant's Brief, para. 152 Banyagwiza Brief in Reply, para. 106, refening to Exhibit
Pt07/ t .
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Barayagwiza, as well as Fdlicien Kabuga, to manage RTLM's finances.'nrt Moreover, even
though- the authorization was initially given "until the next General Assembly", the
Prosicutor produced numerous documents to prove that Appellants Nahimana and
Barayagwiza continued to manage the finances long after the General Assembly of
ll July 1993,'as' and Appellant Nahimana acknowledged that, even after the General
Assembly, at which an interim administrator was named, Appellant Buayagwiza, Fdlicien
Kabuga and he himself continued to sign cheques.ro$ The Appeals chamber is ofthe opinion
that it was reasonabl€ for the Trial Chamber to find that Appellants Nahimana and
Barayagwiza "controlled the financial operations" of RTLM at least until 6 April l994.rtnl

628. Appellant Barayagtiza further asserts that, even though he was in charge of the
committee responsible for drafting the rules and regulations, that committee was not a legal
committee as iuch and had no responsibility over RTLM programming, unlike the Technical
and Program Committee, which was chaired by dppellant Nahimana' The Appeals Chamber
notes tlrat Appellant Banyagwiza provides no evidence to prove that the committee he

headed was not a legal committee. Moreover, the Appeals chamber notes that the term Legal
Committee was used by Appellant Nahimana.rae2 In any event, regardless
responsibilites of the committee chaired by Appellant Buayagtiza, the Trial

of the name or
Chamber found

that, together with Appellant Nahimana, he supervised all the activities of RTLM, including
programming, and that they took remedial action when they considered it necessary to do

io.'it This finding was based not only on the exercise by the Steering committee of its power

over RTLM programming,raq but also on the fact that Appellants Nahimana and Barayagwiza
represented RTLM at meetings with the Minister of Information, "defending RTLM
programming and undertaking to correct mistakes that joumalists had made".rae5

r.tt Exhibit pl07/1, p. 9 (numbered.'8"). In any case, even if, as the Appellant claims, he only had.the power to

sign cheques to put into effect the decisions ofthe Steering Committee ofthe RTLM, the fact would remain that,

as a member ofihat same Steering Committee, he had a say in these financial decisions.
rase See Judgement, para. 506 and the exhibits cit€d there. In particular, the Prosecutor produced RTLM cheques

signed by ippellants Nahimana and Barayagwiza in January and February 1994, and a letter to RTLM's bank,

ctitecl 7 nebiuary 1994, signed by both Appellants (Exhibit Pl07/1, pp.7,22-24 (pp. 6,2l-23, according to the

actual Dasination)).
'n* T. )3ieptembe r 2QQ2, pp. 183- | 87; Judgement' Paras. 499 and 555
faer Judgement, para. 567 .
rnt2 ln h'is testimony, Appellant Nahimana stated that Appellant Barayagwiza was given the chairmanship ofthe

Legal Comminee not oniy because he was a well-known lawyer, but also because ofhis contacts, notably within

thJGovemment, which could be helpful "in bringing in shaleholders to the company': Judgement, pua. 494,

refening to T. 23 Sept€mber 2002, p. 120. As to the reliability ofAppellant Nahimana's testimony, the Appeals

Chambeir is mindful ofthe Trial Chamber's reservations in its assessment ofthis Appellant's credibility. There

is, however, little doubt that the Trial Chamber considered the portions of Nahimana's testimony conceming the

structur€ and duti€s of RTLM's decision-making organs to be generally reliable.
rae3 Judgement, para. 567.
'otn Whlle taking account ofAppellant Nahimana's testimony that discipline was exercised first and foremost by

the head of section, then by the editor-in-chief, and lastly by Phocas Habimana, the Trial Chamber nonetheless
quoted concrete examples, ieported by Nahimana, ofthe exercise bylhe Steering Committee ofeffective control

over RTLM programming (Judgement, para. 558). It notably referred to one incident where the Steering

Committee to'ok action following a broadcast in February or March 1994 r€porting that a man who had left

Kigali for Cyangugu had Inkotaiyi in his vehicle, The Steering Committee decided that this kind of broadcast

*i un""..itubi" 
--d 

insfucted Kantano Habimana to enswe that the person mentioned in the broadcast be

found (Judgement, para. 501).
raei Judgement, para. 558.
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629. The Appellant argues that his participation in meetings with the Minister of
Information merely showed that he had influence. The Appeals Chamber considers, on the
contrary, that the Trial Chamber could reasonably find that the Appellant's participation in
meetings with the Minister of Information on 26 November l993ro5 and l0 February l994ra'7
demonstrated his superior responsibility and effective control over RTLM , as well as his
knowledge oftle concern caused by RTLM programming.

630. The Appeals Chamber considers that the Appellant has failed to show that it was
unreasonable for the Trial Chamber to find that he was a superior exercising effective control
over employees and joumalists of RTLM before 6 April 1994.

ii. Appellant Barayaewiza's responsibility for RTLM broadcasts after
6 April 1994

631. The Trial Chamber found in paragrdph 972 ofthe Judgement that:

[a]fter 6 April 1994, although the evidence does not establish the same level of active support, it
is nevertheless clear that Nahimana and Barayagwiza knew what was happening at RTLM and
failed to exercise the authority vested in them as office-holding members of the governing body
ofRTLM, to prevent the genocidal harm that was caused by RTLM programming. That they had
the de facto authority to prevent this harm is evidenced by the one documented and successful
intervention of Nahimana to stop RTLM attacks on IiNAMIR and General Dallaire. Nahimana
and Barayagwiza informed Dahinden when they met him in June 1994 that RTLM was being
moved to Gisenyi. Together with Barayagwiza's jovially competitive remark about Dahinden's
radio initiative, this conversation indicates the sense of continuing connection with RTLM that
Nahimana and Barayagwiza maintained at that time.raeE

Finally, the Trial Chamber found that Appellant Barayagwiza incurred superior responsibility
"[flor his active engagement in the management of RTLM prior to 6 April, and his failure to
take necessary and reasonable measures to prevent the killing of Tutsi civilians instigated by
RTLM'.I4" This finding is somewhat ambiguous in that it is unclear if the Trial Chamber
found that Appellant Barayagwiza was only responsible for the broadcasts prior to 6 April or
if it simply wanted to make it clear that it was only until 6 April that the Appellant was
"actively involved in the daily affairs of RTLM",r5oo but that he nonetheless incurred
responsibility for the broadcasts after 6 April 1994. In view of the analysis in paragraph 972
of the Judgement, the Appeals Chamber considers that it was this latter view that the Trial
Chamber took. The Appeals Chamber will now examine the Appellant's submissions on this
point.

632. The Appellant submits, first, that he could not be held responsible for the broadcasts
after 6 April 1994, since the Trial Chamber accepted that the Steering Committee did not

ton ldem; see also paras. 573-583, 617-619, specifically paragraphs 574 and 5?8, which mention the remarks
made by Appellant Barayagwiza at the meeting held on 26 November 1993, and paragraphs 591, 597 and 618,
reporting Appellant Barayagwiza's vehement reaction to the criticism from the Minister of Information at the
meeting of I0 February 1994.
rae? Judgement, para. 558; see also paras. 584-60?, 6 | 7-61 9.
'0"" Ibid.. oaras.55l-565 and 568.
ton lbid.,'pra.973. The Appeals Chamber notes that the term "instigated" as used in the English original of
paragraph 973 of the Judgement should have been translated as "inc A A commettre" (the French hanslation of
"instigated" in Article 6(l ) ofthe Slatute) and not as "encourag€'.
''- Emohasis added.
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meet after that date.'5or The Appeals chamber notes that, in its factual analysis, the Trial
chamber held that tie corporate and management structue of RTLM did not change after
6 April 1994, that, "[a]lthough there is no evidence that the Steering Committee met, nor is
there evidence that it was disbanded", and that, "as RTLM continued to operate, the Steering
Committee as a corporate entity continued to have de iure goveming authority over these
operations",'502 such that Appellant Barayagwiza "had particular responsibility to take-action"
al a member of the Steering Committee and Chairman of the Legal Committee.'tot In the
opinion of the Appeals Chamber, the mere fact that there was no evidence that the Steering
Committee met after 6 April 1994 does not invalidate the findings of the Trial Chamber. In
any event, the Appeals Chamber recalls that the key question is whether the Appellant had
effective control; even if the Steering Committee did not meet after 6 April 1994' this would
not be sufficient to demonstmte that the Appellant could not exercise effective control over
RTLM after 6 April 1994.

633. As to the Trial Chamber's findings arising out of Witness Dahinden's testimony, the
Appeals Chamber recalls first that it is settled case-law that, save in particular circumstances,
a witness' testimony need not be conoborated in order to have probative value; a fact can be
established by a single testimony.'r* The Appeals Chamber further notes that the fact that this
witness was not cross-examined by Counsel for Appellant Barayagwiza does not affect the
validity of his testimony. The Appeals Chamber refers to its analysis of Appellant
Barayagwiza's appeal submissions regarding his representation from 23 october 2000 to

6 February 2001 and recalls that the Appellant himself instructed his Counsel not to cross-
examine the witnesses heard during this period.r5os

634. As to the argument that it was unreasonable for the Trial Chamber to find that

Appellant Barayagwiza had spoken to Witness Dahinden about the relocation of RTLM, the
Appeals Chamber notes first that, in examination-in-chief, Witness Dahinden stated that he
was informed of the transfer by Appellants Nahimana and Barayagwiza.rs* In cross-

examination, Counsel for Appellant Nahimana asked him to confirm that, in his written

statement and in examination-in-chief, he had stated that Appellant Nahimana had told him

of the hansfer, to which witness Dahinden answered in the affirmative.'so? In the opinion of
the Appeals Chamber, the apparent inconsistency between the witness' examination-in-chief
and cross-examination is due to the way the question of Counsel for Appellant Nahimana was
phrased, as it referred exclusively to his client. As to the alleged inconsistency between

rtor Barayagwiza Appellant's Brief, para. 162, refening to Judgement, para. 561.
'"' Judgement, para. 561.
t5o3 lbid.,para.562.
Itq In this connection, see the case-law cited in footnote 1312.
tsot See supra IV. A. 2. (b) . Witness Dahinden testified fiom 24 October to I November 2000.
t16 T. 24 dctober 2000, p. 143:

Ferdinand Nahimana and Jean-Bosco Barayagwiza confirmed that it was about to be
transfened. I cannot remember exactly, but I think they said it was going to be transfened
from Kigali to Gisenyi.

l5o7 T. I November 2000, p. 90:

Q: You said in your written testimony that "Ferdinand Nahimana confrmed ,o me that
RTLM had withdrawn and moved lrom Kigali to Gitarama because of the bombing" and
you also testified that Nahimana had told you that RTLM was in the process of being
transfened, is that conect, being moved?

A: Yes [ . . . ] .
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Witness Dahinden's testimony and his written statement on this subject, the Appellant does
not even provide the reference to the witness' wdtten statement.'5ot The appeal on this point is
dismissed.

635. That said, the Appeals Chamber agrees with Appellant Barayagwiza that the
statements made during the conversation with Witness Dahinden regarding the relocation of
RTLM, and the joke about competition between RTLM and the witness' planned radio
station, were not sufficient to demonstrate that the Appellant continued to exercise effective
conhol over RTLM after 6 April 1994. Further, the fact that Appellant Nahimana was able to
intervene to halt the broadcast of attacks on LINAMIR and General Dallaire, even if it were
considered suffrcient to demonstate effective control on the part of Appellant Nahimana,
does not necessarily imply that Appellant Barayagwiza too could exercise effective control
over RTLM after 6 April 1994. In this respect, the Appeals Chamber recalls that Appellant
Barayagwiza occupied de facto the second position after Appellant Nahimana within the
structure of RTLM, and could not therefore be regarded as having as much authority as
Appellant Nahimana. Lastly, even though the Trial Chamber held that the Steering
Committee had continued to have de jure authority to manage the activities of RTLM, no
evidence was led at hial regarding the existence of effective conhol by the Steering
Commiftee or regarding interventions by Appellant Barayagwiza's on behalf of the Steering
Committee after 6 April 1994. In these circumstances, the Appeals Chamber finds that the
Trial Chamber erred in finding that Appellant Barayagwiza was able to exercise effective
control over the joumalists and employees ofRTLM after 6 April 1994.

iii. Conclusion

636. The Appeals Chamber recalls that it has previously found that only the RTLM
broadcasts after 6 April 1994 instigated acts of genocide.rst The Appeals Chamber has also
found that Appellant Barayagwiza could only be held liable on the basis of superior
responsibility for RTLM broadcasts before 6 April 1994. It follows that Appellant
Barayagwiza's convictions on account ofthe RTLM broadcasts must be reversed.

(b) Aooellant Baravaewiza's individual criminal responsibilitv resultine from CDR
activities

637 . Appellant Barayagwiza takes issue with several findings of the Trial Chamber
underlying the overall finding relating to his conviction on account ofCDR activities.

(i) The CDR was not a pa4v exclusively reserved for Hutu

638. In his sixteenth ground of appeal, Appellant Barayagwiza argues that the Trial
Chamber erred in finding at paragraph 339 of the Judgement that the CDR was a party
reserved exclusively for Hutu and that recruitment of Tutsi was not allowed.'5'o The
Appellant alleges that this finding rested on testimonies that were confused and often

r50E See Barayagwiza Appellant's Brief, para. 164, refening to a question by Nahimana's defence, cited in the
p-revious footnote; T. I November 2000, p.90.
''* See szzra XII. B. 3.
f5f0 Barayigwiza Notice of Appeal, p.2; Banyagwiza Appellant's Brief, paras. l7l-l?2; Barayagwiza Brief in
Reply, paras. I I l-l13.
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contradictory, and based on "individual opinions and rumour rather than solid fact".r"' He
further contends that the Trial Chamber itself admitted that there may have been some
members of CDR who were Tutsi,r5r2 as testified by several witnesses.rs'3 ln reply, the
Appellant adds that this supposed policy of exclusion was not reflected in the speech of
23 March 1993 by the CDR President, nor in tie CDR Constitution, or in the CDR
Manifesto.r5ra

639. The Appeals Chamber not€s that Appellant Barayagwiza does not suppo( his
allegation that the Trial Chamber based its finding on testimonies that were confused and
contradictory.rsri The Appellant merely - very often without giving any specific references -

mentions evidence which, in his opinion, establishes that the CDR was open to Tutsi. This
does not, however, suffice to demonstrate that the Trial Chamber's finding that the general
policy of the CDR was that party membership was not open to Tutsi was umeasonable,'r'6
especially since the Trial Chamber itself noted that "there may have been a few Tutsi
individuals who attended CDR meetings or were even referred to as CDR members", adding
that, "based on the evidence, [...] such number would be negligible and would not render the
characterization of the CDR as a Hutu party inaccurateD. r5r7 The appeal on this point is
dismissed.

(ii) The CDR had no militia

640. In his seventeenth ground of appeal,rr" Appellant Barayagwiza alleges that the Trial
Chamber erred in finding that the CDR had a "youth wing" called Impuzamugambi' which
became the CDR militia,'s'e and that "the Appellant had any involvement in it'.t520 According
to the Appellant, the Constitution of the CDR indeed shows that the word Impuzamugambi
was used in the party's very name and means "coalition", and that, in such circumstances, all
CDR members could properly be refened lo as Impuzamugambi.tt2t Tlte Appellant submits
that the CDR did not have an organized youth wing at the end of 1993' or even on
6 April1994.t5u He asserts that "[t]here was no evidence produced to explain how the CDR
youth could have spontaneously transformed themselves into an organized militia"; that the
allegations by Expert witness Des Forges in this regard are not supported by any evidence
and there was never any mention of the existence of a cDR militia in his book, "Le sang hutu

r5rr Barayagwiza Appellant's Brief, para. l7l. See also Barayagwiza Brief in Reply' para. I 13.
t5'2 Bariyigwiza Aipellant's Brief, para. l7l, and Barayagwiza Brief in Reply, para. l12, both refening to
Judsement. oara.335.
't't -Barayagr"i- 

eppellant's Brief, para. l7l, and Barayagwiza Brief in Reply, para' I 13'
rrra Barayagwiza Brief in Reply, para. I I l. The App€llant does not provide any precise reference concerning the
allesed speech ofthe CDR President.
'5'sbarayagwiza Appellant's Brief, para. l7l. In paragraph ll3 of his Brief in Reply, the Appellant explains
that he "contests the credibility given to the testimonies of the Ptosecution's witnesses in the Ground 40". The
Appeals Chamber has already dismissed Ground 40 ofappeal: see srpra IV. B. l.
' ' '" Judgement, para. 339.
tt\1 Ibid., para.335.
l5rE Barayagwiza Notice of Appeal, p. 2', Barayagwiza Appellant's Brief, paras. 113-1771' Barcyagwiza Brief in
Reolv.  oras.  I  14- l17.
rtrt l iarayagwiza Appellant's Brief, para. 173.
t52o lbid.,patu. 177.
tt2t lbid..oara,174.
ttn lbid., pans.175-176; see also Barayagwiza Brief in Repty, para. I 16.

Translation cenified bv LSS. I
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est-il rouge?""'r In conclusion, the Appellant states that he was contesting the credibility of
other testimonies supporting this finding in his fortieth ground of appeal.'r2o

641. The Appeals Chamber recalls, first, that it has already dismissed the Appellant's
arguments raised under his fortieth ground.'"' With regard to the meaning of the word
Impuzamugambi, the Appeals Chamber considers that the Trial Chamber specifically
addressed this issue in paragraph 337 of the Judgement, noting that the word was also
included in the party's name proper, but also finding, on the basis of the testimonies of
several witnessesr5'z6 - including Expert Witness Des Forgesr52T - and the Appellant's views in
his book entitled "l,e sang hutu est-il rouge?",t'29 that "Impuzamugambi refened, to the youth
wing of the CDR and was generally understood as such".r52e The Appellant has not shown
that this finding was unreasonable.

642. Conceming the issue of the formal organization of this "youth wing", the Appeals
Chamber observes that the Trial Chamber admitted that "the formal structure of the CDR
youth wing does not emerge from the evidence".rs3o The Appellant does not show how this
should have impelled the Trial Chamber to different conclusions.

643. Lastly, tegarding the finding by the Trial Chamber that the Impuzamugambi had
become the CDR militia,r53r the Appeals Chamber considers that Appellant Barayagwiza has
not demonstrated the unreasonable nature of this finding, which is based on testimony from
Witnesses 83, AHI, BI, AAM, ABC, AHI, LAG and Serushago.'"'The Appeals Chamber
remarks further that Witnesses BI, AAM, ABC, AHI, LAG and Serushago specifically
indicated that tle attacks led by the Impuzamugambi clearly targeted the Tutsi civilian
population and were attributed to the CDR,'533 thus confirming that the Impuzamugambi
played in actual fact, if not formally, the role of an armed militia of the CDR. This ground is
dismissed.

(iii) The Aopellant had no authoriw to oreanise public meetines and rallies

r523 Barayagwiza Appellant's Brief, para. l?6; see also Barayagwiza Brief in Reply, para. I15.
'"" Barayagwiza Brief in Reply, para. I17. The Appeals Chamber notes that the Appellant states in this same
paragraph that "none of the witnesses gave any precise evidence on any specifically identified member of the
CDR party or of its youth in relation to massacres which occuned after 6 April 1994 with precise information on
the involvement of the CDR party or the Appellant himself'. The Appeals Chamber refers in this regard to its
analysis ofCround 28 ofAppellant Barayagwiza's appeal; see infra Xll. D. 2. (b) (vii) .
'r25 See saara lV. B. l.
1526 Judgement, para. 319, relying on the testimonies ofProsecution Witnesses AHI, AFB, AGX and Serushago
and of Defence Witness ASl.
t52'Ibid.,para.32o.
tt2" Ibid.,- pans. 320 and 337. The Appelant Barayagwiza stated in his book, "Le sang hutu est-i! rouge?"
(Exhibit P148, p. 99), that the Impuzamugambi were the youth wing ofthe CDR party, even though he denied
thal this vouth wine had been organised as a militia.
't" Judeement. par;. 337.
'stoldei: see alio para. 320. summarising the relevant points of the testimony of Expert Witness Des Forges
conceming the steps taken to restructue the youth wing ofthe parly.
ts3t lbid.,para.34l.
tt'z lbid., para.337; see also ibid, p*a.317, summarising the testimony of Witness 83; para. 319, summarising
the testimony of Witness AHI; para. 325 summarising the testimony of Witness BI; para. 324 summarising the
testimony of Witness AAM; paras. 316 and 324 summarising the testimony of Witness ABC; paia. 326
s.ummarising the testimony of Wimess LAG; para. 327 summarising the testimony of Witness Serushago.
'"' Judgement, paras. 319 and 337.
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644. In his twenty-third ground of appeal, Appellant Buayagtiza contends that the Trial
Chamber committed enors of fact and of law in convicting him on account of CDR meetings
and demonstrations on the basis of unsafe inferences, and without establishing the specific
role that he had played.rssa According to the Appellant, the witnesses' testimonies on which
these findings are based are vague, contradictory and imprecise; the meetings referred to wsre
in general outside the temporal jurisdiction of the Tribunal; the evidence adduced was not
probative of the allegations in the Indictment; and the witness testimonies "have [...] been
distorted and wrongly relied on [...] in finding t]rat the Appellant's presence and/or
participation was consistent with genocidal intent".'es Furthermore, the Appellant argues that
no evidence was produced to show that he had authority to organise CDR meetings, and that
he had no official position in the CDR prior to his election as President ofCDR in Gisenyi on
6 February 1994.t536 The Appellant also disputes the finding in paragraph 714 of the
Judgement that he participated in the planning of a CDR demonstration in May 1993, acted in
unison with the demonstrators and was in a position of control over them.r537 For the
Appellant, this finding does not rest on direct evidence; it is pure speculation, and was not
established beyond reasonable doubt.rt8

645. In paragraph 714 of the Judgement, the Trial Chamber uses the fact that Appellant
Barayagwiza walked freely out of the Ministry of Foreign Affairs during a demonstration
organized by the CDR in May 1993 - at a time when no one else was able to leave for several
hours - to infer that "he was nevertheless in a position of coordination with or confrol over
the demonstrators". The Trial Chamber adds in the same paragraph "[t]hat he was a
participant in the planning of the demonstration could be infened from the evidence of his
leadership role in the CDR". The Trial Chamber finds, moreover, in paragraph 719 of the
Judgement that "Jean Bosco Barayagwiza convened CDR meetings and spoke at these
meetings"; that he intimidated and threatened Tutsi during some meetings in Mutura in l99l
and 1993; that he was present at and participated in demonstrations where CDR
demonstrators armed with cudgels chanted "Tubatsembatsembe" or "let's exterminate them",
and that he supervised roadblocks manned by the ImpuzamugamDi, set up to stop and kill
Tutsi.

646. The Appeals Charnber further notes that, in its legal findings on the individual
criminal responsibility of Appellant Barayagwiza on account of his involvement in the CDR,
the Trial Chamber relies on the fact that "the killing of Tutsi civilians was promoted by the
CDR, as evidenced by the chanting of "tubatsembatsembe" or "let's exterminate them" by
Barayagwiza himself and by CDR members in his presence at public meetings and
demonstrations. The reference to'1hem" was understood to mean tlte Tutsi population."'53e It
continues its reasoning by emphasizing "the direct involvement of Barayagwiza in the
expression of genocidal intent"; that he "was at the organizational helm"; and that "he was on
site at the meetings, demonstrations and roadblocks that created an infrastructure for and
caused the killing of Tutsi civilians." Finally, it finds "Jean-Bosco Barayagwiza guilty of

r53a Barayagwiza Appellant's Brief, para. 197, refening to the testimonies of Witnesses ACK, AHI, AAM, AAJ,
Serushago, X, ABE, AFX, AAJ, and AFB.
r95 ,Did, para. 198,
1536 lbid., p8r:a'. 199,
t5t7 lbid., pafts. 200-2ol .
ttt" Idem,
r53e Judgement, para. 975.
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instigating acts of genocide committed by CDR members and ImpuzamugamDi, pursuant to
Article 6(1) of its Statute".r5e

647. The Appeals Chamber points out, however, that the events described in paragraphs
714 to 719 refer to meetings and rallies that took place before I January 1994. The Appeals
Chamber considers that paragraph 975 of the Judgement is ambiguous because it does not
clearly explain whether the Appellant's participation in CDR meetings prior to
I January 1994 is cited as a material element of instigation for which the Appellant incurs
individual responsibility pursuant to Article 6(l) ofthe Statute - which wolld be ultra vires -
or whether this fact is simply mentioned as a contextual fact, or as evidence demonstrating
the Appellant's criminal intent in 1994 - which is permissible.r5ar The Appeals Chamber
holds that the Trial Chamber ened in failing to be specific in its legal findings. However,
such error is not sufficient to invalidate the Appellant's conviction for genocide, since the
Trial Chamber also based its finding on this count on the fact that the Appellant supervised
"roadblocks manned by the lzpuzamugambi, established to stop and kill Tutsi".rs2

(iv) The Aooellant's role in the distribution of weapons and particioation in the
planninq of massacres

648. In his twenty-fourth ground of appeal, Appellant Barayagwiza alleges that the Trial
Chamber ened in paragraph 730 ofthe Judgement in relying on the uncorroborated testimony
of Witness AHB to find that he had distributed weapons in Gisenyi, because this testimony
was not credible.r5a3 In his twenty-fifth ground of appeal, Appelant Barayagwiza alleges that
the Trial Chamber committed an error of fact in finding in paragraph 954 of the Judgement
that the role he played in the distribution of weapons proved that he "was involved in the
planning of the killings which took place in Gisenyi".'*

649. The Appeals Chamber notes that paragraph 954 ofthe Judgement endorses the finding
in paragraph 730 of the Judgement that Appelant Barayagwiza orchestrated a distribution of
weapons which were then used to kill Tutsi. However, the Trial Chamber does not rely on
this finding in order to convict the Appellant ofthe crime of genocide in paragraph 975 of the
Judgement. Accordingly, the Appeals Chamber consider that it is not necessaf,y to address
here the submissions put forward by the Appellant in this regard.r5a5

(v) Suoervisionofroadblocks

650. In his twenty-sixth ground of appeal, Appellant Barayagwiza submits that the Trial
Chamber committed an error of fact in relying on the testimony of Witness ABC in order to
find in paragraph 719 ofthe Judgement that the Appellant "supervised roadblocks manned by
the ImpuzamugamDi established to stop and kill Tutsi."'15 He submits that the testimony of

"* Idem,
r5ar See sznra VIll. B.
ria2 Judgement. para. 975.
l 5a3 Barayagwiza Appellant's Brief, par as. 2OE -21 7 .
t 5M I bid.. Da'las. 208-219.
l5a5 The Appeals Chamber notes, however, that the conviction of Appellant Barayagwiza for extermination r€sts
on this distribution ofweapons: Judgement, para. 1067, which refers to paragraph 954. The arguments advanced
b;r_the Appeflant in regard to this disnibution of weapons are therefore reviewed infraXY.B.2.
''"o Barayagwiza Appellant's Brief. paras. 220 -227.
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Witness ABC was unconoborated, that the witness was unable to give the precise date whel
this was alleged to have occurred, or any particulars ofthose manning the barricades, and that
his testimony therefore lacked probative value.r5o? The Appellant further argues that neither
Witness X, Witness Ruggiu nor Witness Bemeriki reported his presence at roadblocks in
Kigali, even though they were well informed of what was happening at these roadblocks
between April and June 1994.r5aE He firther argues that, if he had actually supervised the
roadblocks in Kigali, it would have been mentioned by Witness Nsanzuwera who, as Kigali
Prosecutor, conducted investigations into "what had occuned during the war".'tn' The
Appellant also claims that it was impossible for a civilian organization such as
Impuzamugambi to erect barricades in the area indicated by Witness ABC, because of the
heavy Rwandan, Belgian and French military presence around tle various intemational
institutions.r55o "Further or in the altemative", the Appellant submits that the burden of proof
has been inconectly applied in assessing the credibility of this witness, since the Trial
Chamber ignored the fact that the witness dissociated himself from his previous statement
and that he (the Appellant) was either out of Kigali or abroad during the relevant period.'t"

651. The summary of the relevant section of the testimony of Witness ABC is found in
paragraph 707 of the Judgernent, which reads as follows:

Witness ABC, a Hutu from Kigali, t€stified that sometime in the middle of April 1994 he
saw Barayagwiza at the road below Kiyovu hotel leading to the French school, where there
was a roadblock that was manned by Impuzanugambi. Barayagwiza was in a white Pajero
vehicle with a soldier from the Presidential Guard, who was his bodyguard, and he was
speaking to the Impuzamugambi. Witrless ABC was about 2 to 3 metses away from
Barayagwiza and heard him tell them not to allow Tutsi or persons from Nduga to pass the
roadblock unless these individuals showed that they had CDR and MDR party cards;
otherwise, they were to be killed. The wihess explainod that Nduga refened to the region
of Gitarama and Butare. He said there were about 15 people manning the roadblock'
carrying machetes, grenades and firearms, with a radio set tuned to RTLM, which was
encounging them to pursue Tutsi. The witness was at the roadblock becaus€ his employer
was in hiding and had sent him to buy a drink. He was there for about five minutes.
Barayagwiza was there before the witness anived and left before the witness left. Witness
ABC was allowed through the roadblock because his identity card stated he was a Hutu,
and because the witness was employed and was a refugee. He said that there were three
roadblocks on that road at estimated intervals of one kilometre. The witness said that the
roadblocks were manned by the Impuamuganri and members of CDR and Barayagwiza
supervised the roadblocks in that location. After this incident, Witness ABC would see
Barayagwiza passing by in his vehicle, supervising the roadblocks. He deduced that he was
supervising the roadblocks as they were manned by CDR members and Barayagwiza was
the CDR boss in that district. He said his observation that Barayagwiza monitored the_work
being done, to see ifTutsi were being killed, was confirmedby the Inpuzanuganbi.""

The Appeals Chamber notes that the Trial Chamber concluded in paragraph 331 of the
Judgement that the testimony of Witness ABC was credible'

t547 Ib id.. o$as. 220-221,
tsnE lbid^', para.222.
t51e lbid.,para.223.
t5n lbid..osr:a.225.
tsst lbid.', pan.227 .
1552 Footnotes omitted.
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652. The Appeals Chamber is of the view that many of the arguments raised by Appellant
Barayagwiza can be dismissed without further consideration. First, it is established case-law
that, baning special circumstances, the testimony of a witness does not need to be
conoborated for it to have probative value.r5t3 Furthermore, even if certain witnesses did not
say that the Appellant supervised roadblocks in Kigali, this would not be sufncient to show
that the testimony of Witness ABC was not reliable.r5so The Appeals Chamber further notes
that the Appellant cites no evidence to support the assertion that roadblocks were unlikely to
have been set up at the locations mentioned by Witness ABC; this argument cannot therefore
succeed. The Appeals Chamber also rejects the argument that the Trial Chamber ignored the
fact that Witness ABC had dissociated himself from his previous statement, noting that
paragraph 331 of the Judgement discusses inconsistencies between this statement and his
testimony at trial and then concludes "none of the issues raised on cross-examination
effectively challenged the credibility of the witness". Lastly, the Appeals Chamber will not
consider the contention that the testimony of Witness ABC was not credible because the
Appellant "was either out of Kigali or abroad during the relevant period", since no evidence
has been provided to support this assertion.

653. Regarding the vagueness of the dates on which Witness ABC is alleged to have seen
Appellant Barayagwiza, the Appeals Chamber observes that the witness stated in his
testimony that he saw the Appellant in the middle of the month of April 1994'555 and,
subsequently, in May and June 1994, close to a roadblock where he used to go.'t'u The
Appeals Chamber further notes that this witness was also cross-examined in relation to the
dates on which he allegedly saw the Appellant.rrr? The Appeals Chamber is of the opinion
that the relative imprecision of Witness ABC as to these dates may be explained by the
prevailing circumstances and the passage of time between the acts and his testimony. The
Appeals Chamber is not satisfied that a reasonable trier of fact would not have found this
witness credible solely because he failed to give specific dates on which certain events
occurred. The Appeals Chamber also rejects the argument that the witness failed to give
particulars of the individuals manning the roadblocks, noting that the witness described them
as Impuzamugamrr, CDR members and Interahamwe,r55E armed with machetes, grenades and
firearms'"'and that, generally, they were about 15 in number.''* Clearly, the Trial Chamber
found this description adequate and the Appellant has failed to show that such an assessment
was uffeasonable.rsu' This ground is rejected.

(vi) "Shouting Match" with the US Ambassador

rtt' In this regard, see case-law quoted in footnote 1312.
I55a lt should furthermore be recalled that the testimonies of Witnesses Ruggiu and Bemeriki were rejected in
their entirety (Judgement, paras. 549 and 551), and that the Appellant has not shown on appeal that it was
unreasonable for the Trial Chamber to have done so.
1555 T.28 August  2001.  p.21.
1556 lbid., op.30-31.
t551 lbid.,pp.56-58.
'sst lbid., DD.22,24-26 and 30.
"tn lbid.. o'.23.

"* Id"riT.29 Argust 2ool, pp.43-44.
r55t The Appellant moreover fails to cite any evidence to shorv that the wihess was allegedly pressed to provide
particulars ofthe identity ofth€ militiamen manning the roadblocks, but was unable to do so.
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654. In his twenty-seventh ground of appeal, Appellant Barayagwiza accuses the Trial
Chamber of having committed an error of fact in inferring, in paragraph 336 of the
Judgement, that he sought to justiff the violence attributed to CDR members, on the basis of
Alison Des Forges's evidence that the Appellant had had a conversation with US
Ambassador Rawson that was virtually a "shouting match'.r562 The Appellant algues that
such inference is unreasonable, because it relies only on a single hearsay report, and the
witness refused to produce her notes.''ut The Appellant contends that, in any event, the Trial
Chamber could not reasonably rely on this evidence to find that he had defended the acts of
violence attributed to CDR members.r5ft

655. The Appeals Chamber has already rejected Appellant Barayagwiza's submissions
relating to this conversation in its consideration of his forty-first ground.'tut It will therefore
confine itselfto considering whether the Trial Chamber could reasonably find, on the basis of
this conversation, that the Appellant had defended the acts of violence attributed to CDR
membets.tt*

656. In the opinion of the Appeals Chamber, the language used by the Trial Chamber in
paragraph 336 of the Judgement is ambiguous,.and it is diflicult to determine with certainty
whether the Judges found beyond all reasonable doubt that Appellant Barayagwiza, in his
conversation with Ambassador Rawson, defended the acts of violence perpetrated by some
CDR members, or whether they were simply putting forward a hypothesis which had no
irnpact on their subsequent findings. The Appeals Chamber observes, in any event, that the
factual findings in paragraphs 339 to 341 of the Judgement do not rely on the impugned
finding and are based, as concems the Appellant's involvement in the acts of violence
perpetrated by CDR members, on other more precise factual findings relating to the
Appellant's calls for the murder of Tutsi, his direct supervision of the Impuzamugambi at
roadblocks and his supplying of weapons to the Impuzamugambi. Thus the conversation in
question does not go to the root ofany factual or legal finding that led to the conviction of the

Appellant. The appeal on this point is dismissed.

1yi1; Causal link between the Appellant's acts of instiqation and the killine of Tutsi

657. In his twenty-eighth ground of appeal, Appellant Barayagwiza contends that the Trial

Chamber made an error of law in "finding the Appellant guilty of genocide pursuant to

Article 6(l) in respect of CDR', without first having found that the acts of instigation

attributed to him actually caused the killing of Tutsi''u' and without identifring the specific
acts of instigation attributable to him.'568 The Appellant stresses that, although the Trial
Chamber found - wrongly, in the Appellant's view - that he supervised roadblocks
established to stop and kill Tutsi, the Trial Chamber could not point to any evidence that he

1562 Barayagwiza Appellant's Brief, para 228.
,t"t lbid., para.229. The Appellant also appears to criticise the Appeals Chamber for refusing any funher
investigation into this matter in its Decision of 4 October 2005 (Decision on J€an-Bosco Barayagwiza's

Extreniety Urgent Motion for Leave to Appoint an lnvestigator), but does not explain in what way this decision
was wTong.
t5@ Ibid.,iara.230.
t565 lbid., p*a. 336. See supra Iv. 8. 2. (b)
156 Judgement, para. 336.
156? Barayagwiza Appellant's Brief, para 23l.
158 lbid.. nara.233.
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was actually present when any Tutsi was killed, and it was not established that he ordered the /
killing of any person, or that any person actually killed anyone because of what he allegedly
said.r'6n The Appellant also criticizes the vague language used by the Trial Judges and
contends that "what is required is proof that the Appellant instigated a particular killing or
series of killings".r5'o

658. The Trial Chamber found the Appellant guilty of genocide for "instigating acts of
genocide committed by CDR members and ImpuzamuganDi, pursuant to Article 6(1) of its
Statute"."t' This finding results from an analysis set out in paragraphs 951, 953, 954 and 975
of the Judgement. Certain of these paragraphs have been cited above, but it is worth
reproducing them here for greater convenience:

951. The Hutu Power movement, spearheaded by CDR, created a political framework for
the killing of Tutsi and Hutu political opponents. The CDR and its youth wing, the
Impuzamugambi, convened meetings and demonstrations, established roadblocks,
distributed weapons, and systematically organized and canied out the killing of Tutsi
civilians. The genocidal cry of "tubatsembatsembe" or "let's exterminate them", refening
to the Tutsi population, was chanted consistently at CDR meetings and demonstrations. As
well as orchestsating particular acts ofkilling, the CDR promoted a Hutu mindset in which
ethnic hafed was normalized as a political ideology. The division of Hutu and Tutsi
enhenched fear and suspicion of the Tutsi and fabricated the perception that the Tutsi
population had to be destroyed in order to safeguard the political gains that had been made
by the Hutu majority.

953. The Defence contends that the downing of the President's plane and the death of
President Habyarimana precipitated the killing of innocent Tutsi civilians. The Chamber
accepts that this moment in time served as a trigger for the events that followed. Cela est
ivident. But ifthe downing ofthe plane was the trigger, then RTLM, Kangura and CDR
were the bullets in the gun. The higger had such a deadly impact because the gun was
loaded. The Chamber therefore considers the killing of Tutsi civilians can be said to have
resulted, at least in part, from the message ofethnic targeting for death that was clearly and
effectively disseminated through RTLM, Kangura and CDR, before and after 6 April 1994.

954. As found in paragraph 730, Banyagwiza came to Gisenyi, one week after 6 April,
with a tuckload of weapons that were distributed to the local population and used to kill
individuals of Tutsi ethnicity. Barayagwiza played a leadership role in the distribution of
these weapons, which formed part of a predefined and sfiuctured plan to kill Tutsi
civilians. From Barayagwiza's critical role in this plan, orchesfiating the delivery of the
weapons to be used for destruction, the Chamber finds that Barayagwiza was involved in
planning this killing. As set forth in paragraph 719, Banyagwiza supervised roadblocks
manned by the /rrpuzamugambi, estzblished to stop and kill Tutsi.

975. As found in paragraphs 276,301, 339-341, Jean Bosco Barayagwiza was one ofthe
principal founders ofCDR and played a leading role in its formation and development. He
was a decision-maker for the paay. The CDR had a youth wing, called the
Impuzamugambi, which undertook acts of violence, often together with the Interahamwe,
the MRND youth wing, against the Tusi population. The killing of Tutsi civilians was
promoted by the CDR, as evidenced by the chanting of "tubatsembatsemre" or "let's
exterminate them" by Barayagwiza himselfand by CDR members in his presence at public
meetings and demonstrations. The reference to "them" was understood to mean the Tutsi
population. Barayagwiza supervised roadblocks manned by the Impwanugambi,

t56e lbid., para.232,
t57o Ibid.,para.234.
l5?l Judgement, para. 975.
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established to stop and kill Tuai. The Chamber notes the direct involvement of
Barayagwiza in the expression of genocidal intent and in genocidal acts undertaken by
members of the CDR and ils Impuzamugambi. BarcyagwiTa was at the organizational
helm. He was also on site at the meetings, demonsfations and roadblocks that created an
infrastructure for and caused the killing of Tutsi civilians. For this reason, the Chamber
finds Jean-Bosco Barayagwiza guilty of instigating acts ofgenocide committed.

659. The Appeals Chamber notes that paragraph 975 refers back to paragraphs 276,301
and 339 to 341 ofthe Judgement. Paragraphs 276 and 301 contain factual findings relating to
Appellant Barayagwiza's career within CDR as founder, leader and, as of February 1994,
CDR Chairman, and to CDR opposition to the Arusha Accords and its assimilation of Tutsi to
the RPF and enemies of the Hutu, thereby defending the recourse to violence against them.
The following are the factual findings contained in paragraphs 339 to 341 ofthe Judgement:

- The Appellant publicly expressed that CDR membership was open only to
Hutu;'5t2

- During the year 1994, and in particular the period 6 April to 17 Jnly 1994,
Barayagwiza exercised effective leadership over the CDR and its members;r5?3

- The CDR and the Appellant promoted the killing of Tutsi, using slogans at
mass rallies which openly called for their extermination;'"n

- The Appellant supervised CDR militants and the party's youth wing' the
Impuzamugambi, which became a militia;'tt'

- The Impuzamugambi, together with CDR militants, acted under the
Appellant's orders when they perpetrated killings and acts ofviolence;'5?6

- The Appellant ordered the Impuzamugambi at roadblocks not to allow the
Tutsi to pass and to kill them unless they had CDR or MRND cards;r57'

- The Appellant supplied weapons to the Impuzamugambi to kill the Tutsi;r57E

- The Impuzamugambi, together with the Interahamwe, killed large numbers of
Tutsi civilians in Gisenyi prifecture.tsle

660. The Appeals Chamber recalls that, for a defendant to be convicted of instigation to
commit a crime under Article 6(l) of the Statute, it must be established that the acts charged
contributed substantially to the commission of the crime, but they need not be a sine qua non
condition for its commission. The Appeals Chamber firther recalls that, contrary to what the

t57z lbid.,para.339,
tt1t lbid.,p a.34o.
t51o lden.
t515 lbid.,para,34l.
ts16 ldem.
tsr, Idem.
's1E ldem.
,s1e ldem,
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Appellant appears to contend,'rEo the accused does not need to be actually present when tle
instigated crime is committed.

661. The Appeals Chamber notes that paragraph 975 of the Judgement relied on the
following acts to find the Appellant guilty of instigation to commit genocide : (l) 'the

chanting of 'tubatsembatsembe' or 'let's exterminate them' by Barayagwiza himself and by
CDR members in his presence at public meetings and demonstrations"; (2) the Appellant
supervised roadblocks manned by the Impuzamuganbi, set up to stop and kill Tutsi.

662. The Appeals Chamber notes that it has already found that there was no proof that the
chant "tubatsembatsembe" or "let's exterminate them" was sung by the Appellant, or by CDR
members in his presence, at CDR public rallies in 1994;r5Er tle Appellant could not therefore
be convicted of instigation to commit genocide on that basis. The Appeals Chamber adds that
it has, however, rejected the Appellant's arguments relating to his supervision of roadblocks
in Kigali. It remains to be determined whether the Trial Chamber could reasonably find that
such supervision contributed substantially to the commission ofacts ofgenocide.

663. The Appeals Chamber notes that the Trial Chamber did not expressly find that the
Impuzamugambi at the roadblocks supervised by Appellant Barayagwiza in Kigali actually
killed large numbers of Tutsi.r5E2 However, it is of the opinion that such a finding was implicit
and it could reasonably be based on tle testimony of Witness ABC. This witness specifically
described a number of murders of Tutsi by the ImpuzamugamDi at roadblocks supervised by
the Appellant,rs83 and it has not been shown that his testimony lacked probative value.
Consequently, the Appeals Chamber is of the view that the Trial Chamber could reasonably
find that, because of his involvement in the supervision of roadblocks erected during the
genocide, and of the instructions given to the ImpuzamugamDi manning those roadblocks to
stop and kill the Tutsi who came there - instructions that were in fact followed - the
Appellant instigated the commission of genocide. The Appeals Chamber adds obiter that it
would in all probability have been open to the Trial Chamber to rely also on other modes of
responsibility, such as planning, ordering or aiding and abetting. This ground of appeal is
dismissed.

(viii) Conclusion on Aopellant Baravaqwiza's responsibility under Article 6(1) of
the Statute

664. The Appeals Chamber finds that it has not been shown that the Trial Chamber was in
error when it found that certain of Appellant Barayagwiza's acts in the context of his CDR
activities instigated the commission ofgenocide. However, as explained earlier, the Appellant
can only be convicted on this head if he can also be shown to have intended to instigate
others to commit acts of senocide.r5&

r5E0 See Barayagwiza Appellant's Brief, para.232.
r5EI  Seesapra XI I .  D.  2.  (b)  ( i i i )  .  See a lso ny 'a XI I I .  D.2.  (b)  ( i ) .
''"' 

4 Judgement, para. 341, which state s that the Impuzamuganri, together with the Interahamwe, killed large
numbers ofTutsi civilians in Gisenyi prifecture.
1583 Judgement, para. 316: see also T. 28 August 2001, pp. 3l-33.
'5t see-sr.rzra xi. A.
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665. The Trial Chamber did not state expressly that the Appellant had been shown to have
such intent, confming itself to holding that it had been shown that the Appellants "acted with
intent to destroy, in whole or in part, the Tutsi ethnic group".'ttt The Appeals Chamber has
already rejected the Appellant's arguments against this finding.'s85 On this basis and of the
acts proved against Appellant Barayagwiza, the Appeals chamber is of the view that there
can be no doubt that the Appellant had the intent to instigate others to commit genocide. The
Appellant's conviction for instigating the commission of genocidal acts by members of the
CDR and its Impuzamugan bi is therefore upheld.

(ix) The Trial Chamber could not convict the Apoellant under both paraeraphs (l)
and (3) of Article 6 ofthe Statute

666. In his twenty-ninth ground of appeal, Appellant Barayagwiza contends that the Trial
Chamber erred in law in convicting him of genocide both under Article 6(1) of the Statute for
instigating acts of genocide committed by CDR members and under Article 6(3) on account
of his alleged superior responsibility. r56?

661 . The Appeals Chamber recalls that a defendant cannot be convicted under Article 6(1)
and (3) of the Statute for one and the same conduct under one and the same count.r588 In
convicting Appellant Barayagwiza under Article 6(1) and (3) ofthe Statute on account of acts
of genocide by CDR members and Impuzamugambi, the Trial Chamber committed an elror.
It should have convicted him solely under Article 6(l) of the statute, and treated the
Appellant's abuse of his superior position as an aggravating circumstance to be considered
during sentencing.r58e Since the Appeals Chamber has found that Appellant Barayagwiza was
properly convicted under Article 6(1) of the Statute, it will not consider in this chapter
Appellant Barayagwiza's responsibility based on his superior position.

3. Individual criminal responsibility ofAopellant Neeze on account ofhis personal acts in
Gisenvi

668. The Appeals Chamber has already set aside the conviction of Appellant Ngeze for
having ordered the commission of acts of genocide,''t and there is therefore no need to
consider the Appellant's arguments against this conviction.rser However, the Appeals
Chamber recalls that its findings on the Appellant's alibi do not affect the following factual
findings, which are set out in paragraph 837 of the Trial Judgment and which, in certain
instanies, form the basis for the Appellant's conviction for aiding and abetting genocide:r5'2

rJE5 Judgement, para. 969.
r5E5 See szpra XII. C. 3. (e) .
f5E Barayigwiza Appellant's Brief, para s.237 '239.
l5EE See surra Xl. C.
r5te Stotre Appeal Judgement, para. 4l l; Kamuhanda Appeal Judgement, para. 347; Jokit Appeal Judgement,
pans.23-2E Kajetijeli Appeal Judgement, paras. 8l-82; Kv ocka et al. Appeal Judgement, para. 104; Kordit and
C-erkez Appetl lldgement, paras. 34-35; Blaikit Appeal Judgement para. 91.
''- See srpra X. D.
rter See Ngeze Appellant's Brief, paras . 356-362, 372-387; Ngeze Brief in Reply, paras. 85-89.
r5e See Judgement, paras. 956 and 9774.
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- The Appellant stored weapons at his home before 6 April 1994;15'3 /

- The Appellant "set up, manned and supervised roadblocks in Gisenyi in 1994 that
identified targeted Tutsi civilians who were subsequently taken to and killed at the
Commune Rouge";

- The Appellant "often drove around with a megaphone in his vehicle, mobilizing the
Hutu population to come to CDR meetings and spreading the message that the Inyenzi
would be exterminated, Inyenzi rneaning, and being understood to mean, the Tutsi
ethnic minority";

- "At Bucyana's funeral in February 1994, Ngeze said that if President Habyarimana
were to die, the Tutsi would not be spared."

669. The first of these factual findings is based on the testimony of Witnesses AFX and
Serushago. However, the Appeals Chamber has already concluded that, because of the new
evidence admitted on appeal, the testimony of Witness AFX cannot be relied on in the
absence of corroboration by other credible evidence.'t'n The same applies with respect to the
testimony of Witness Serushago.r5es These two testimonies are not capable of conoborating
one another, and the Appeals Chamber accordingly reverses the finding that the Appellant
stored weapons at his home before 6 April 1994.

674. Appellant Ngeze does not raise any specific arguments conceming the last two factual
findings, and those are tlerefore upheld. However, the Trial Chamber did not base its
conclusion that the Appellant aided and abetted the massacre of Tutsi civilians on these
findings, but rather on tle fact that the Appellant had "helped secure and distribute, stored,
and transported weapons to be used against the Tutsi population" and that he had "set up,
manned and supervised roadblocks in Gisenyi in 1994 that identified targeted Tutsi civilians
who were subsequently taken to and killed at the Commune Rouge" .15% The Appeals
Chamber has already reversed the finding that the Appellant "helped secure and distribute,
stored, and transported weapons to be used against the Tutsi population"; therefore, the only
remaining issue is whether the Appellant could be convicted for aiding and abetting genocide
for having "set up, manned and supervised roadblocks in Gisenyi in 1994 that identified
targeted Tutsi civilians who were subsequently taken to and killed at the Commune Rouge".

671. This finding is based on the testimonies of Witnesses AHI and Serushago, which are
summarized as follows by the Trial Chamber:

'Jq As explained in footnote 1150, the Trial Chamber concluded in paragraph 83? of the Judgement that the
Appellant "helped secure and distribute, stored, and transported weapons to be used against the Tutsi
population". This conclusion is based on the testimonies of Witnesses AHI, AFX and Serushago (see
Judgement, para. 831). Since the Appeals Chamber has concluded dlat the testimony of Witness AHI cannot be
relied upon with respect to the distribution ofweapons by the Appellant on 8 April 1994, only the testimonies of
Witnesses AFX and Serushago remain. Witn€ss AFX only stated thal at an unspecified date before the killings
in April 1994, Appellant Ngeze showed him the weapons which he was storing (see Judgement, paras. 796 and
831). The testimony of Witness Serushago can be accepted only insofar as it is conoborated by other evidence
(Judgement, pa:.a. 824r. Hence the only remaining finding is that the Appellant stored weapons before
6 April 1994.
r5qSeeszpraXI I .  c .  3 .  (b)  ( iD .
I Je5 Judgement, para. 824.
''- lbid. para. 956.
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Witness AHI saw Ngeze at roadblocks in Gisenyi in 1994 and named him as among those
who had set up additional roadblocks in 1994. He testified that Ngeze manned or
monitored a roadblock and gave instructions to others at the roadblocks: to stop and search
vehicles, to check identity cards, and to "set aside" persons of Tutai ethnicity. These Tutsi
were transported to and killed at the Commune Rouge. Qmar Serushago testified that
Ngeze was moving around Gisenyi town selecting Tutsi at roadblocks and directing them
lo the Commune Rouge to kill them. He said he personally saw Ngeze selecting Tutsi at
roadblocks several times. The Chamber notes that the testimony of Witness AHI
corroborates the testimony of Serushago that Ngeze played an activ€ and supervisory role
in the identification and targeting of Tutsi a1 roadblocks, who were subsequently killed at
lhe Commune Rouge.tsel

672. The only specific argument raised by the Appellant in this respect is that it has not
been shown that he exercised authority over the persons present at the roadblocks.rrs The
Appeals Chamber would begin by recalling that, in order to convict a defendant of aiding and
abetting another in the commission ofa crime, it is unnecessary to prove that he had authority
over that other person;'rt it is sufficient to prove that the defendant's acts or omissions
substantially contributed to the commission of the crime by the principal perpetrator.ro In the
instant case, the Appellant himself identified and selected Tutsi at the roadblocks; he also
gave instructions to those manning the roadblocks to stop and search every vehicle which
passed, to ask for identity cards from those in the vehicles, and to set aside those whose
identity cards indicated that they were Tutsi, who were then taken to Commune Rouge and
killed.r@r The Appellant has failed to show that it was unreasonable to conclude that his acts
substantially contributed to the massacres of Tutsi civilians at the commune Rouge. ln
particular, the Appeals Chamber rejects Appellant Ngeze's argument that the fact that he
gave instructions at the roadblocks does not imply that these instructions were followed,
noting that it is clear from the testimony of Witness AHI that the Appellant's instructions
were indeed followed,rs'? and that the Appellant has cited no evidence suggesting the
contrary. The Appeals Chamber is of the view that the Trial Chamber was entitled to
conclude on the basis of these factual findings that the Appellant aided and abetted the
commission ofgenocide. Furthermore, there is no doubt that the Appellant was aware that his
acts were contributing to the commission ofgenocide by others. This conviction is upheld.

"n' Ibid., pata.833. See also para. 792, refeningto T. 4 September 2001, pp. 69-74 (testimony of Witness AHI)'
and para. 786, refening to T. l6 Novembel 2001, pP. 53-60 (testimony of Witness Serushago).
'tnt see Ngeze Appellant's Brief, paras. 356,376'387; Ngeze Brief in Reply, paras. 87-89. ln particular, the
Appellant asserts that the fact that he was "seen at roadblocks monitoring and giving instuctions to others does
not mean that the orders were followed by the people io whom they were addressed, if at all" (Ngeze
Appellanfs Brief, para. 377).

"n Muhinana Appeal Judgement, para. 189; Blagoievi| and Johit Appeal Judg€ment, para. 195. However, it
could be necessary to establish an accused's authority over another person in some particular circumstances, for
example if it is alleged that the accused had authority over the principal p€rp€Fator of the crime and that,
through his failure to act, he aided and abetted the commission of the crime; see Brdanin Appeal Judgement,
para.273, and Karishena and Ruzindana Appeal Judgement, ptas.20l-202.
l* See szpra xl. A.
rof See Judgement, paras.786,792,833 and 837.
r@z T. 4 September 2001, pp. ?9-86. Witness AHI explains that the p€rsons manning the roadblocks effectively
identified Tutsi, who were then taken to the Commune Rouge and killed.
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XIII. CRIME OF DIRECT AND PUBLIC INCITEMENT TO COMMIT

GENOCIDE

673. The Trial Chamber considered that RTLM was systematically engaged in incitement
to commit genocide.ro3 On this basis, it found Appellants Nahimana and Barayagwiza guilty
of direct and public incitement to commit genocide under Article 2(3Xc) of the Statute,
pursurnt to Article 6(l) and (3) of the Statute in the case of Appellant Nahimana and to
Article 6(3) of the Statute in the case of Appellant Barayagtiza.'*

674. Appellant Barayagwiza was also convicted of direct and public incitement to commit
genocide pusuant to Article 6(1) of the Statute on account of his personal participation in
calls for genocide made by the CDR, and under Article 6(3) of the Statute for his "failure to
take necessary and reasonable measurcs to prevent the acts of direct and public incitement to
commit genocide caused by CDR members".rff5

675. The Trial Chamber further found that Kangura lnd directly incited the commission of
genocide and found Appellant Ngeze guilty of direct and public incitement to commit
genocide pursuant to Article 6(l) ofthe Statute.rffi The Chamber also found Appellant Ngeze
guilty of direct and public incitement to commit genocide under Article 6(l) on account of
his personal acts, "which called for the extermination ofthe Tutsi population".r@?

676. The Appellants contend that the Trial Chamber committed errors of law and of fact in
finding them guilty of direct and public incitement to commit genocide,r@E and consequently
request that their convictions on this count be overtumed.r@

A. Constituent elements of the crime of direct and oublic incitement to commit
genocide

677. A person may be found guilty of the crime specified in Article 2(3Xc) ofthe Statute if
he or she directly and publicly incited the commission of genocide (the material element or
actus reus) and had the intent directly and publicly to incite others to commit genocide (the
intentional element or zens rea). Such intent in itself presupposes a genocidal intent.1610

678. The Appeals Chamber considers that a distinction must be made between
instigationr6'r under Article 6(1) of the Statute and public and direct incitement to commit

r@3 Judgement, para. 1031.
te lbid., paras. 1033-1034. The French translation of paragraph 1034 ofthe Judgement refers to Appellant
Barayagwiza's responsibility under Anicles 6(l) and 6(3) of the Statute, but this is a translation error; the
original English version mentions only Anicle 6(3) ofthe Statute.
'@r tbid.,piua. t035.
tffi lbid., para, 1038.
t@7 lbid.,pua.1039.
re8 Nahimana Notice of Appeal, pp. 12-13,15-17; Nahimana Appellant's Brief, paras. 55-60, 7l-73, 186-536;
Nahimana Brief in Reply, paras.96-107, ll5-ll7; Barayagwiza Notice of Appeal, p. 3 (Grounds 32-33);
Barayagwiza Appellant's Brief, paras. 257-270; Ngez-e Notice of Appeal, paras. 9, 7l-87; Ngeze Appellant's
Brief, paras. 14,24-33,217-272,227 and27SiNgeze Brief in Reply, paras.26,29-38,80-83.
r@ Nahimana Appellant's Brief, para. I l5; Barayagwiza Appellant's Briei para. 270; Ngeze Appellant's Briei
oara. 10.
1610 ln this respect, see AkoyesuTrial ludgement, para. 560, quoted and approved in the Judgement, para. 1012.
16tt 

"lncit[ationJ' in the French version of Article 6(l) ofthe Statute.
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genocide under Article 2(3)(c) of the Statute. In the first place, instigation under Article 6(1)
of the Statute is a mode of responsibility; an accused will incur criminal responsibility only if
the instigation in fact substantially contributed to the commission of one ofthe crimes under
Articles 2 to 4 of the Statute.r6r2 By contrast, direct and public incitement to commit genocide
under Article 2(3)(c) is itself a crime, and it is not necessary to demonstrate that it in fact
substantially contributed to the commission of acts of genocide.r6r3 In other words, the crime
ofdirect and public incitement to commit genocide is an inchoate offence, punishable even if
no act of genocide has resulted therefrom. This is confirmed by the travaw prdparatoires ro
the Genocide Convention, from which it can be concluded that the drafters ofthe Convention
intended to punish direct and public incitement to commit genocide, even if no act of
genocide was committed, the aim being to forestall the occurrence of such acts'r6ra The
Appeals Chamber further observes - even if this is not decisive for the determination of the
state of customary intemational law in 1994 - that the Statute of the Intemational Criminal
Court also appears to provide that an accused incurs criminal responsibility for direct and
public incitement to commit genocide, even if this is not followed by acts of genocide.'u''

679. The second difference is that Article 2(3Xc) ofthe Statute requires that the incitement
to commit genocide must have been direct and public, while Article 6(l) does not so require.

t6t2 See suoraXl. A.
t6'3 Kaieliieti Trial Judgement, para. 855; Npitegeka Trial Judgement, Para. 431; Musema Trial ludgement,
paJ.. i2O; Rutaganda Trial Judgement, pta 38; Akayesu Trial Judgemenl Pan. 562. The Trial. Chamber
Lndorsed this.lurisprudence (Judgement, paras. l0l3 and l0l5) and the Appellants do not challenge this finding:

see Nahimant Appellant,s Brief, para. 189; Barayagwiza Appellant's Brief, para. 259; Ngeze Appellant's Brief,

Daras. 255-256; Ngeze Brief in Reply, para. 3l .
lu'o The United States proposed amendment to remove incit€m€nt from the list of punishable acts (see UN

ORGA, Sixth Committ€e, Third Session, 846 meeting, UN Doc. A,/C.6/3/SR. 84,26 October 1948,,pp.213-214)

was rejected by 2? vot€s to 16, with 5 abstentions: UN ORGA, Sixth Committee, Third Sesion, 85'meeting, UN

Doc. tc.6/3/SR. 85, 27 Octob€r 1948, p.229. Many delegations which voted to r€ject this amendmenl

explained that it was important to make direct and public incitement to commit genocide punishable even when

it was not followed by acts, so that the Convention should be an effective instrument for the pr€v€ntion of

lenocide: see uN ORCA, Sixth Committee, Third Session, 84d and 85h meetings, uN Doc. A/C.6/3/SR. 84 and

[tN Doc. A/C.6/3/SR.85,27 nd 27 October 1948, p.208 (Venezuela),215 and 226 (Poland),216 (Yugoslavia),

219 (Cuba),219,227 and 230 (USSR),222 (Urug!ty),223 (EWt).
The Appeals Chamber notes that the Drafl Code of Crimes against the Peace and Security of Mankind by the
lntemational Law Commission in 1996 provides that direct and public incitement to commit genocide is
punishable only ifthe act in fact occurs: see Articles 2(f; and l7 ofthe Draft Code of Crimes against the Peace
ind Security of Mankind and the comments relating thereto, | 996, Repon of the International Law Commission
on the deliberations of its 48h meeting, 5l UN ORGA Supp. (No. l0), reproduced in the Yearbook ofthe
lntemational Law Commission, 1996, vol. II (Part Two) (hereinafter "Draft Code of Crimes against the Peace
and Security of Mankind"). However, the Appeals Chamber considers that this position does not reflect
customary intemational law on the matter. Indeed, the Intemational Law Commission itself specified that this
limitado;,'does not in any way affect the application ofthe general principles independently ofthe Code or of
similar provisions contained in other instruments, notably article tll of the Convention on the Prevention and
punishment of the Crime of Genocide": Draft Code of Crimes against the P€ace and S€curity of Mankind,
foomote 45 (para. 6, p. 20).
1615 Indeed, erticte 25(3)(b) of the Statute of the lntemational Criminal Court provides that any person who
..orders, solicits or induces" the commission of a crime falling under the jurisdiction of the Court shall be
individually responsible for such a crime "which in fact occurs or is attempted". However, Article 25(3Xe) of
the Statute ofthe lntemational Criminal Court provides that a person may incur criminal responsibility for direct
and public incitem€nt to commit genocide and it does not require the "commission or att€mpted commission of
such a crime".
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I . Arsuments of the Parties

680. Appellants Nahimana and Ngeze contend that the Trial Chamber ened in referring to
the intemational jurisprudence on incitement to discrimination and violence in order to
analyse and define the elements of the crime of direct and public incitement to commit
genocide.r5r6 They argue that "intemational criminal law does not consider as international
crimes hate speeches or appeals for violence which do not constitute a direct and public call
for genocide".16rT In this regard, Appellant Nahimana submits that:

- The International Military Tribunal C'IMT) made a clear distinction, on the one
hand, between the virulent anti-Semitic propaganda of Hans Fritzsche ("Fritzsche")
which incited fighting against the "Judaeo-Bolshevik enemy", but did not appeal
directly to extermination, and, on the other hand, the direct appeals for extermination
of Julius Streicher ("Streicher"), broadcast, with knowledge, at the very time of the
actual extermination;t6t'

- The suggested amendments to the Genocide Convention criminalizing hate speeches
aimed at instigating the commission of genocide were rejected by a very large
majority, and only direct and public incitement to commit genocide was retained as a
crime;'u't

- Tllre Akayesn Trial and Appeal Judgements have punished only direct appeals to
exterminate;r620

- The Statute of the Intemational Criminal Court makes incitement a crime only insofar
as it is direct and public, and is aimed at the commission of tle crime of genocide
alone, and not simply one of the other crimes within its jurisdiction.r6'?'

681. Appellant Ngeze further argues that the Trial Chamber erred in holding that the crime
of direct and public incitement to commit genocide required a different approach when the
media were involved.'"'

l6l6 Nahimana Appellant's Brief, paras. l9l-19E; Ngeze Appellant's Brief, pans.233-234.
'"" Ibid., pzra. 192. See also Ngeze Appellant's Brief, para. 233. Appellant Nahimana adds that, below this
exceptional level of gravity, intemational law leaves it to States to prosecute and punish hate propaganda and
calls for violence (Nahimana Appellant's Brief, para. 193) and that, although this type of propaganda may form
part of a process leading to genocide, that does not suffice to make it a crime punishable under Article 2 of the
Statut€ (Nahimana Appellant's Brief, para. 197). He submits that, even if the factual findings of the Trial
Chamber were accepted (findings which he disputes), the Prosecution evidence relied on by the Judges (the
broadcast ofethnic stereotypes inciting disdain and hatred against the Tutsi population; broadcasts equating the
Tutsi population to the enemy; broadcasts generating concem, heightening a sense of fear and danger "giving
rise to the need for action by listeners"; broadcasts denigrating the Tutsi ethnic group and describing its
membets as accomplices of the enemy; and broadcasts denouncing individuals by name as being members of
the rebellion) cannot constitute a direct appeal to exterminate the Tutsi population, which the crime ofdirect and
p_ublic incitement to commit genocide would presuppose (Nahimana Appellant's Brief, paras. 194-196).
' ' '" Nahimana Appellant's Briel paras. 192 and 199.
'."' '^ lbid.,pan. 192.
'"'" Idem.
'at ldem.
1622 Ngeze Appellant's Brief, para. 236, refening to paragraphs 978-980 and 1000 ofthe Judgement.
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682. Furthermore, Appellants Nahimana and Ngeze submit that the Trial chamber ened in
accepting that language that is equivocal or ambiguous, and consequently open to differing
interpretations, can constitute the crime of direct and public incitement to commit
genocide.r62r They assert that "[t]he requirement that the incitement be direct, which further
iequires that attention be paid to the immediate and unequivocal meaning of the speech, aims
at avoiding risks of interpretation of an equivocal pronouncement that is necessarily subject
to controversy".'u2n Appellants Nahimana and Ngeze submit that the Nuremberg Judgement
demonstrates that only unequivocal calls for genocidal extermination fall under direct
incitement to commit genocide.'t2t Appellant Nahimana also notes that a Canadian Court
decided in the Mugesera case that an equivocal speech which was open to differing
interpretations could not constitute direct and public incitement to commit genocide.'t"

683. Lastly, Appellants Nahimana and Ngeze submit that the Trial Chamber erred in
holding that the intention of the perpetrator is critical in asSessing the criminal nature of the
speech itself 'urt In this regard, they argue that "a speech which does not contain, as such, any
dlrect appeal to extermination cannot be considered to be the actus reus of the crime of
incitement simply because its author was alleged to have a criminal intent",r62E because this
position would clearly run counter to the general principle of criminal law that intent alone is

not punishable.'6,, Appellant Nahimana adds that the Trial Chamber ened, when deciding
whether a speech constituted direct incitement to commit genocide, in referring to the notion
of potentialiy dangerous actsr630 and to the political or community affrliation of the author of

the speech.r63t

684. In response, the Prosecutor submits that the distinction between "hate speech" and

language which incites to genocide is a false one: the real question is whether the statement in
q".rti*, "given its ordinary meaning and considered in context", incites to genocide.'t32

1623 Nahimana Appellant's Brief, paras. 199-207; Nahimana's Response to the Amicus Curiae Brief, p. 3; Ngeze

Appelfant's Briei, p aras.222-232;Ngeze Brief in Reply, paras. 38 and 83. Appellant Nahimana alleges that 'the

Jud'ges base their argument on glu!!gg4iQ!: according to the Chamber, RTLM broadcasts plig P-ltApli! 1994

weri criminal because the expreisions 'lnyenzi' oJ 'lnhotanyi' used by Radio RTLM joumalists to describe the

RpF armed rebellion might, in some cases. be interpreted as targeting the entire Tutsi population in an equivocal

and undifferentiated manner" (Nahimana Appellant's Brief, para. 203, emphasis in original). Similarly,

Appellant Ngeze submits that the speeches cited by the Trial Chamber were equivocal, and that the Chamber

";rid 
in 

"oniidering 
that Inyenzi and Inkotanyi designated one and the same thing, namely the Tutsi (Ngeze

Appellant's Briee para. 228).
r6x Nahimana Appellant's Brief, para.202.
tas lbid., paras. 199-201; Ngeze Appellant's Brief, Para. 223
turo lbid.', par*. 206-20i, referring to the Judgement of the Canadian Fed€ral Court of Appeal,

8 September 2003, in Mugesera v. canada (Minister ofcitizenship and Immigration), [2004] I F.C.R. 3, 2003

FCA 325.
"" lbid.. paras.208-210; Ngeze Appellant's Brief, paras. 238-239.
t628 tbid.. oara.2Q9-
t62e lbid.', parr.. Zll:Ngeze Appellant's Bdef, para' 239'
t63o I bid., pans. 2l l -213.
'.r' I6i,4,'paras. 214-216. Appetlant Nahimana submits that the Judges were proposing a discriminatory and

political aiproach t o the actus reus of the offence ofdirect and public incitement to commit genocide when they

.trt a tnut'ttr. rules of intemational law protecting freedom of expression needed to be applied more

restrictively where the speech in question €manates from a majority group enjoying government support.
1632 Respondent's Brief, para. 306.
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685. In the Prosecutor's view, the Appellants are effectively arguing that incitement has to
be explicit, that is, each statement must incite genocide, with no need for it to be interpreted
or considered in context.r63r However, according to the Prosecutor, tle meaning ofany speech
or pronouncement must be gauged by its own style within its particular context.r63a For the
Prosecutor, "the directness ofspeech is confirmed by the fact that its meaning is immediately
appreciated by its intended audience and must be gauged by reference to the way speech is
used in its society and country oforigin".1635

686. The Prosecutor submits that the Trial Chamber made a conect analysis of the
Streicher and Fritzsche cases by showing that the conviction of the former and the acquittal
of the latter was not, as claimed by the Appellants, based on the distinction between direct
speech on the one hand and implied or ambiguous speech on the other, but that Hans
Fritzsche was acquitted because he was considered a "conduit" of propaganda, not a legally
responsible participant, and because it was not proven that Fritzsche had genocidal intent and
there was no proof that Fritzsche knew that his news reports were false.'t" Concerning the
Mugesera case, the Prosecutor points out that the Supreme Coud of Canada has ovemrled the
Federal Court of Appeal and held that Mugesera's speech did constitute direct incitement to
commit genocide.r637 The Prosecutor notes that the Supreme Court of Canada held that the
direct element of incitement should be viewed in the light of its historical, cultural and
linsuistic context.r63E

687. The Prosecutor submits that the assertion that the Trial Chamber found no direct
appeal to extermination but assumed lhe actus reas of the crime on the basis of the supposed
intent of the Appellants is "bald and badly referenced and oversimplified". r63e He submits that
the Chamber correctly found that not only was genocidal language used but that the
Appellants possessed the necessary specific intent for the existence of the crime of
incitement.rso He also submits that the Trial Chamber conectly considered the potential
danger ofa speech, as the crime in Article 2(3)(c) is an inchoate offence.rnr

688. Appellant Nahimana replies that the position of Fritzsche in the hierarchy of the
Propaganda Ministry played no role in the Intemational Military Tribunal's decisiorr as to
whether or not his speeches were of a criminal nature.rs2 He contends that the Tribunal
considered separately the anti-semitic propaganda broadcast by the radio station for which
Fritzsche was responsible and the speeches made by the accused himself.re! Appellant

t633 lbid.,para.3ol.
t634 lbid. . oa.:a. 3oo .
t6r5 lbid., pzf:a.3o5.
t616 lbid., puas. 3l l -31 4.
t"t' Ibid.,ozras.308 and 317.
tu3' I bid., paras. 3 l 8 and 3 1 9.
t63e lbid.- para. 320, footnote 288. The French translation of the first sentence of paragraph 320 of the
Respondent's Brief contains an enor and should have rcad: "Nahimana afirne que la Chambre de premidre
instance n'a relevd aucun appel direct d I'e ermination mais a prCsund I'existence de I'ilCment mold el fnot
"moral"l sur la base de I'intenlion supposdn des appellants" ('Nahimana asserts that the Trial Chamber found
no direct appeal to extermination but assumed the actr.r rezs ofthe crime on the basis of the supposed intent of
the appellants").
'* Respondent's Brief, para. 320.
tut lb id . ,pa ' :a .3 l l .
rs2 Nahimana Brief in Reply, para. 72.
'n" Iden.
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Nahimana emphasises that, in relying on the fact that Fritzsche had not been shown to have
been aware that the extermination was in progress, the Tribunal's judges had clearly indicated
that the incitement must be of a direct nature.rs Appellant Nahimana submits that Streicher
was convicted only on account of his direct calls for extermination broadcast at the time of
the extermination and not because of his prior publications.rss Lastly, Appellant Nahimana
maintains that the decision ofthe Supreme Court of Canada in the Mugesera case strengthens
his argument, because, in his opinion, the differing views expressed by the various judges

demonstrate the uncerlainties and dangers of any attempt at interpreting speech.r6'46

2. The lzicns Czriae Brief and the responses of the Parties

689. Amicus Curiae submits that the Judgement could be interpreted to subsume hate
speech that does not contain a call to action of violence under the rubric of direct and public
incitement to commit genocide.rnT Amicus Curiae further submits that, for the interpretation
of Article 2(3)(c) of the Statute, the Trial Chamber should first have tumed to the Genocide
Convention and to the relevant travaux priparatoires, rather than to certain intemational
treaties that allow or require States parties to proscribe hate speech in their domestic law'rsE
Amicus Curiae submits on this subject that the drafters of the Genocide Convention explicitly
considered and repeatedly rejected the notion tlrat hate speech that did not call for genocide
should be criminalized.'*t Amicus Curiae concedes that, in examining the specific charges
against the Appellants, the Trial Chamber seems to have drawn a distinction between simple
hate speeches that do not call for violence and actual incitement to commit genocide;
however, Amicus Curiae calls on the Appeals Chamber to clariS this distinction and to
reaffirm that speech that does not incite its audience to commit genocide does not constitute
the crime of direct and public incitement to commit genocide.rt5o

690. The Appellants mark their agreement with the position and arguments raised by
Amicus Curiae in this regard.r65r For his part, the Proseoutor responds that the Trial Chamber
did not confuse speech which amounted to an incitement to commit genocide and speech
which did not.r652 The Prosecutor observes that Amicus Curiae did not identi! any instance
where the Trial Chamber misidentified speech which was merely discriminatory and wrongly

rs Nahimana Brief in Reply., para. 74.
ra5 l6id, para. ?5.
lffi lbid.,par:a.77.
tq? Amicw Curiae Brief, pp. 2, 3, 9-18. In this rcgad, the Amicus Czr,ae submits that an ambiguous definition
of the crime of direct and public incitement to commit genocide could be exploited by some authoritites
(particularly in Africa) to suppress overly critical speech (Amicus Cunae Brief, pp. 2-8). The Appeals Chamber
is not coivinced by this argument, and it notes that Article 20(2) ofthe ICCPR and Article 4 ofthe Int€mational
Convention on the Elimination of All Forms ofRacial Discrimination ("ICERD") already obliges States parties
to these treaties (at least those that have not filed reservations to these provisions) to prohibit or even criminalize
hate sDeech.
'*' Anicus Curiae Brief, pp. 9, 10, 13 and 14. See also pp. 17-18, where the Amicus Czrrbe emphasises the
fundamental difference between the Genocide Convention (which defines a crime in intemational law and
represents customary int€rnational law) and covenants like the ICCPR or the ICERD, whose provisions on hate
speech do not represent customary international law according to the Amicus Curise.
tse Amicus Curiae Brief, pp. l0-13.
t65o lbid.,pp,15-17.
165r Nahimana's Response to Amicus Czrrae Brief (FV), p. 4; Barayagwiza Reply to Amicus Curiae Brief,
paras. ?- 14 and 20; Ngeze's Response to Anicw Curiae Brief, pp. 2-5 (paras. 2-3).
r552 Prosecutor's Re sponse lo Amicus Curfue Briel paras. 5, l3-20.
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suggested that it amounted to an incitement to commit genocide.r553 The Prosecutor submits t

that reference to intemational covenants such as the ICCPR and CERD does not cause any
confusion, uncertainty or ambiguity.'64 He posits that hate speech and incitement to commit
genocide are not mutually exclusive categories; in particular, an incitement to commit
genocide must inevitably amount to hate speech, and therefore jurisprudence conceming hate
speech may be useful in analyzing the crime of incitement to commit genocide.r65r The
Prosecutor also believes that the Trial Chamber did not err in its interpretation of the
Genocide Convention debates, in that, while the proscription of hate speech was rejected,
there was a genuine concem that hate speech could lay the foundation for genocide.r656

3. Analvsis

691. Since the Appellants do not allege that the Trial Chamber ened with regard to the
meaning of "public" incitement, the Appeals Chamber will focus on the meaning of "direct"
incitement to commit genocide.

(a) Hate speech and direct incitement to commit eenocide

692. The Appeals Chamber considers that there is a difference between hate speech in
general (or inciting discrimination or violence) and direct and public incitement to commit
genocide. Direct incitement to commit genocide assumes that the speech is a direct appeal to
commit an act referred to in Article 2(2) of the Statute; it has to be more than a mere vague or
indirect suggestion.r65? ln most cases, direct and public incitement to commit genocide can be
preceded or accompanied by hate speech, but only direct and public incitement to commit
genocide is prohibited under Article 2(3)(c) ofthe Statute. This conclusion is conoborated by
the travaux prCparatoires to the Genocide Convention.r6sE

1653 16id. oaras. S and 13.
'"to lbid.. oaras. 14 and 20.
tust lbid., paru'.l4-16. See also para. l9:

In the end, the use made by the Trial Chamber of the "hate speech" jurisprudence is both
logical and uncontroversial. It was simply used to assist in determining the limits of free
speech, a universally recognized human right, when considering criminal liability. The
question ofthe limits of freedom ofspeech was a live issue in the trial. This is particularly
so where the speech being examined may not explicitly call for genocide, but is capable of
being interpreted that way when examined in context.

1656 lbid., parc. 17.
t6t1 Kaieliieli Trial ludgement, para. 852 i Akayesu Trial ludgement, pa'a. 557' Mugeseru v. Canada (Minister of
Citizenship and Immigration), [2005] 2 S.C.R. 100, 2005 SCC 40, para. 87. See also Comments of the
Intemational Law Commission on the Draft Code of Crimes Against the Peace and Security of Mankind, p. 22:
"The element of direct incitement requires specifically urging another individual to take immediate criminal
action rather than merely making a vague or indirect suggestion."
'ut' Articfes 2(2) and (3) of the Statute reproduce Articles 2 and 3 of the Genocide Convention. The trovaux
priparatoires of the Genocide Convention can therefore shed light on the interpretation of Articles 2(2) and (3)
of the Statute. ln particular, the travaux prdparatoires demonstrate that Article 3(c) (Article 2(3)(c) of the
Statute of the Tribunal) is intended to criminalize only direct appeals to commit acts of genocide and not all
forms of incitement to hatsed. Indeed, the first draft of the Convention, which was prepared by a group of
experts on behalfofthe United Nations Secretary General (UN Doc. E/447), contained provisions criminalizing
not only direct and public incitement to commit genocide (Anicle n0D(2.)), but also all forms of public
propaganda tending by their systematic and hateful character to promote genocid€, or t€nding to make it appear
as necessary, legitimate or excusable (Article III). The second draft of the Convention (prepared by the ,{d Hoc
Committee ofthe Economic and Social Council, UN Doc. En94), contained only one provision criminalizing
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693. The Appeals Chamber therefore concludes that when a defendant is indicted pursuant
to Article 2(3)(c) of Statute, he cannot be held accountable for hate speech that does not
directly call for the commission of genocide. The Appeals Chamber is also of the opinion
that, to the extent that not all hate speeches constitute direct incitement to commit genocide,
the jurisprudence on incitement to hatred, discrimination and violence is not directly
applicable in determining what constitutes direct incitement to commit genocide. However, it
is not entirely clear if the Trial Chamber relied on this jwisprudence in defining direct
incitement to commit genocide. The Trial Chamber held:

The present case squarely addresses the role ofthe media in the genocide that took place in
Rwanda in 1994 and the related legal question of what constitutes individual criminal
responsibility for direct and public incitement to commit genocide. Unlike Akayesu and
others found by the Tribunal to have engaged in incitement through their own speech, the
Accused in this case used the print and radio media systematically, not only for their own
words but for the words of many others, for the collective communication of ideas and for
the mobilization ofthe population on a grand scale. In considering the role of mass media,
the Chamber must consider not only the contents of particular broadcasts and articles, but
also the broader application of these principles to media programming, as well as the
responsibilities inherent in ownership and institutional control over the media.

To this end, a review of intemational law and jurisprudence on incitement to
discrimination and violence is hetpful as a guide to the assessment of criminal
accountability for direct and pu-blic incitement to genocide, in light of the fundamental
right offreedom of expression.'o"

694. After recalling the jurisprudence of the IMT, the United Nations Human Rights
Committee and the European Court of Human Rights, the Trial Chamber held that:

- Editors and publishers have generally been held responsible for the media they
control:rffi

- It is necessary to review whether the aim of the discourse is a lawful one, having
regard, for example, to the language used and to the content of the text (in particular'
whether it is intended to establish a critical distance fiom the words ofothers);'6'

dir€ct and public incitement to commit genocide, regardless of whether it was made in public or in private, and
of whethei it was successtul or not (Article IV(c)). The Soviet delegate had suggested the inclusion of a
provision criminalizing hate propaganda and propaganda tending to incite acts of genocide, but the suggestion
was rejected by the m;ioity of the Ad Hoc Committee (UN Doc.En94,p.23). Later, the Soviet delegate again
suggested to the 6th Committee of the General Assembly an amendment of Article III (UN Doc.
NC.at2tSnev.l) criminalizing "all forms ofpublic propaganda (press, radio, cinem4 ets.) that tend to incite
racial, national or religious hatred" and "all forms ofpropaganda that are aimed at provoking_the commission of
acts of genocide". Thi amendment was rejected (UN ORGA, 6* Comminee, 3' Session' 87' meeting, p. 253).
The reasons for rejecting the two parts ofth€ amendment seem to have been the same as those for rejecting th€
Soviet amendment presented to the Ad Hoc Committee: the first part of the amendment fell outside the
fTamework ofthe Genocide Convention (see addresses ofthe delegates ofGreece, France, Cuba, lran, Uruguay
and India) while the second part was a duplication of the provision prohibiting incitement of direct and public
incitement to commit genocide (see addresses of the delegat€s of Greece, Cuba, lran, Uruguay, Egypt, the
United States of America). See UN ORCA, 6' Committee, 3' Session, 86" meeting, UN Doc. A"/C.6/3/CR. 86,
28 October 1948, pp.244-248, and LJN ORGA,6h Committee,3d Session, 87h meeting, LJN Doc. A"/C.6/3/CR.
87, 29 October 1948, pp.248-254.
r65e Judgement, paras .979-980.
t6 lbid.,paru.l00l and 1003.
t6t lbid., parcs. l00l-1003.
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The speech must be considered in its context when reviewing its potential impact;'62

- It is not necessary to prove that the speech at issue produced a direct effect.r63

695. Although the Trial Chamber then characterised these elements as "a number ofcentral
principles [...] that serve as a useful guide to the factors to be considered in defining elements
of 'direct and public incitement to genocide' as applied to mass media",rffi it did in fact
articulate cedain broad guidelines for interpreting and characterizing media discourse. The
Appeals Chamber considers that the Trial Chamber did not alter the constituent elements of
the crime of direct and public incitement to commit genocide in the media context (which
would have constituted an error).

696. Furthermore, the Appeals Chamber notes that several extracts from the Judgement
demonstrate that the Trial Chamber drew a distinction between hate soeech and direct and
public incitement to commit genocide, for example:

- The Trial Chamber held that one RTLM broadcast constituted hate speech, but that
'1his broadcast. which does not call on listeners to take action of anv kind. does not
constitute direct incitement";r65

- After holding that the RTLM broadcasts as a whole denigrated the Tutsi,r6 the Trial
Chamber cited a broadcast which, in its view, did constitute public and direct
incitement to commit genocide;t*t

- The Trial Chamber concluded that "[m]any of the writings published in Kangura
combined ethnic hatred and fear-mongering with a call to violence to be directed
against the Tutsi population, who were characterized as the enemy or enemy
accomplices".r6E It then noted that "not all of the writings published in Kangura and
highlighted by the Prosecutor constitute direct incitement", citing the example of an
article "brimming with ethnic hatred but [that] did not call on readers to take action
against the Tutsi population".'tre

697. The Appeals Chamber will now tum to the Appellants' submissions that the Trial
Chamber ened (l) in considering that a speech in ambiguous terms, open to a variety of
interpretations, can constitute direct incitement to commit genocide, and (2) in relying on the
presumed intent of the author of the speech, on its potential dangers, and on the author's
political and community afliliation, in order to determine whether it was of a oiminal nature.
The Appellants' position is in effect that incitement to commit genocide is direct only when it
is explicit and that under no circumstances can the Chamber consider contextual elements in

t62 Ib id., paru. 1004-1006.
'-' l6id, para. 1007.
t@ Ibid.,pa':a. looo.
165 Ibid., oarz. lo2l .
tffi lbid.-oarc. lo3l.
tu' Ibid.,'pata. 1032. See also, for example, Judgement, para. 483, which identifies broadcasts that explicitly
called for extermination.
t6E lbid.. Dar:a. 1036.
t6e lbid., pua. lo37 .
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determining whether a speech constitutes direct incitement to commit genocide. For the
reasons given below, the Appeals Chamber considers this approach overly restrictive.

(b) Speeches that are open to several interpretations

698. In conformity with the Akayesz Trial Judgement, the Trial Chamber considered that it
was necessary to take account of Rwanda's culfure and language in determining whether a
speech constituted direct incitement to oommit genocide.'u?o In this respect, the Trial Chamber
quotes the following excerpts from the Akayesz Trial Judgement:

However, the Chamber is of the opinion that the direct element of incitement should be
viewed in the light of its cultural and linguistic content. Indeed, a particular speech may be
perceived as "direct" in one country, and not so in another, depending on the audience. The

Chamber further recalls that incitement may be direct, and nonetheless implicit. [...]

The Chamber will therefore consider on a case-by-case basis whether, in light of the
culture ofRwanda and the specific circumstances ofthe instant case, acts of incitement can
be viewed as direct or not, by focusing mainly on the issue of whether the-Persons for
whom the message was intended immediat€ly grasped the implication thereof''""

699. The Appeals Chamber notes that this approach has been adopted in several other
judgementst6T2 and by the Supreme Court of Can ada in Mugesera'1613

?00. The Appeals Chamber agrees that the culture, including the nuances of the

Kinyarwanda lunguuge, should be considered in determining what constitutes direct and
pubiic incitemeni to commit genocide in Rwanda. For this reason, it may be helpful to

examine how a speech was understood by its intended audience in order to determine its true

message,'tt'

701. The principal consideration is thus the meaning of the words used in the specific

context: it does not mat$er that the message may appear ambiguous to another audience or in

another context. On the other hand, if the discourse is still ambiguous even when considered
in its context, it cannot be found beyond reasonable doubt to constitute direct and public

incitement to commit genocide.

702. The Appeals Chamber is not persuaded that the Sfteicher and Fritzsche cases

demonstrate ttrat only discourse explicitly calling for extermination, or discourse that is

entirely unambiguous for all types of audiences, can justifi a conviction for direct and public

t67o lbid..o8'.a.loll.
t67t AkrryrrruT:.lial ludgemenq paras. 557-558 (footnote omitted).
tun Mriutryi Trial Ju-clgemeni para. 502; Kqieliieli T1;al Judgement, para. 853; Niitegeka Trial Judgement'
oara. 431.
i"t Mug"r"ro v. Canada (Minister of Citizenship and Immigration), [2005] 2 S.C.R. 100' 2005 SCC 40'

paras. gi and 94. The Appeals Chamber summarily dismisses Appellant Nahimana's submission that the

contrary conclusions of 1irl Federal Court of Appeal and the Supreme Court of Canada demonstsate the

unceftainties and dangers of seeking to interpret speech, the Judg€ment ofthe Supreme Court of Canada having

reversed that ofthe Federal Court ofAppeal.
r6?a In this respect, while it is not necessary to prove that the pronouncements in question had actual effects, the

fact that they did have such effects can be an indication that the receivers of the message understood them as

direct incitement to commit genocide. ff infra Xlll. A. 3. (c) (i) .
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incitement to commit genocide. First, it should be recalled that Streicher and Fritzsche were
not charged with direct and public incitement to commit genocide, as there was no such crime
under intemational law at the time. Second. it should be noted that the reason Fritzsche was
acquitted is not because his pronouncements were not explicit enough, but rather because
they did not implicitly or explicitly, "[intend] to incite the German people to commit
atrocities on conquered peoples".r675

703, The Appeals Chamber therefore concludes that it was open to the Trial Chamber to
hold that a speech containing no explicit appeal to commit genocide, or which appeared
ambiguous, still constituted direct incitement to commit genocide in a particular context. The
Appeals Chamber will examine below if it was reasonable to conclude that the speeches in
the present case constituted direct and public incitement to commit genocide ofthe Tutsi.'676

(c) Reliance on the intent of the speech's author. its potential daneers and the author's
oolitical and communit)' affi liation

(i) Intent

704. Referring to paragraphs 1000 to 1002 of the Judgement, Appellants Nahimana and
Ngeze contend that the Trial Chamber erred in holding that speech containing no direct
appeal to extermination could nevertheless constitute the actus reus of the crime of
incitement simply because its author had a criminal intent.r6?'

16?5 Nuremberg Judgement, pp. l6l-163:
War crimes and crimes against humanity
The prosecution has asserted that Fritzsche incited and encouraged the commission ofwar
crimes, by deliberately falsi$ing news to arouse in the German people those passions
which led them to the commission ofatrocities under Counts Three and Four. His position
and oflicial duties were not sufficiently important, however, to infer that he took part in
originating or formulating propaganda campaigns.
Excerpts in evidence from his speeches show definite anti-Semitism on his part. He
broadcast, for example, that the war had been caused by Jews and said th€ir fate had tumed
out "as unpleasant as the Fuehrer predicted". But these speeches did not urge persecution
or extermination of Jews. There is no evidence that he was aware oftheir extermination in
the East. The evidence moreover shows that he twice attempted to have publication ofthe
anti-Semitic "Der Sturmer" suppressed, though unsuccessfu lly.
In these broadcasts Fritzsche sometimes spread false news, but it was not proved he knew
it to be false. For example, he reported that no German U-boat was in the vicinity of the
"Athenia" when it was sunk. This information was untrue; but Fritzsche, having received it
from the German Navy, had no reason to believe it was untrue.
It appears that Fritzsche sometimes made strong statements of a propagandistic nature in
his broadcasts. But the Tribunal is not prepared to hold that they wer€ intended to incite th€
German people to commit atrocities on conquered peoples, and he cannot b€ held to have
been a participant in the crimes charged. His aim was rather to arouse popular sentiment in
support of Hitler and the German war effort.

1576 In particular, the Appeals Chamber will examine wheth€r it was reasonable for the Trial Chamber to find
that the words Inkolanyi and ltryenzi as used in certain RTLM broadcasts refened to the Tutsi population as a
whole.
'ttt Nahimana Appellant's Brief, paras.208-210; Ngeze Appellant's Brief, paras. 238-239. The Appeals
Chamber notes thar Appellant Nahimana also makes references to paragraph 1029 of the Judgement, but
considers that this paragraph raises a different issue, which is addressed below
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705. The Appeals Chamber is not satisfied that the Trial Chamber held that speech
containing no direct appeal to commit genocide constituted direct and public incitement to
commit ginocide simply because its author supposedly had a criminal intent. The relevant
paragraphs ofthe Trial Judgement read as follows:

1001. Editors and publishers have generally been held responsible for the media they
control. In determining the scope ofthis responsibility, the importance of intent, that is the
purpose ofthe communications they channel, emerges from the jurisprudence - whether or
not the purpose in publicly transmitting the material was of a bona lide natur€ (e.g.

historicai reiearch. the dissemination of news and information, the public accountability of
govemment authorities). The actual language used in the media has often been cited as an
indicator of intent. For example, in the Faurisson case, the term "magic gas chamb€r" was
seen by the UN Human Rights Committee as suggesting that the author was motivated by

anti-semitism rather than pursuit of historical truth. In the Jersild case, the comments of

the intewiewer di$ancing hims€lf from the racist remarks made by his subject vere a

critical factor for the European court of Human Rights in determining that the purpose of

the television program was the diss€mination of news rather than propagation of racist
vlews.

1002. In the Turkish cases on national security concems, the European Court of Human
Rights carefully distinguishes betw€en language that explains the motivation for tenorist

activities and language that promotes terrorist activities. Again, the actual language used is

critical to this determination. ln siirek (No. t), the court held a weekly review responsible
for the publication of letters from readers critical of the Govemment, citing the strong
languagi in these letters, which led the Court to view the letters as "an appeal to bloody

t.uingi by stining up base emotions and hardening already embedded prejudices " ln

cont;q i; Siirek-and Ozdenir the European Court upheld the right of the same weekly
review to publish an interview with a PKK leader, in which he affirmed his determination
to pursue iis objective by violent means on the grounds that the text as a whole should be

considered newsworthy rather than as "hate speech and the glorification of violence". The

sensitivity of the court to volatile language goes to the determination of int€nt, as

evidenced by one of the questions put forward in a concurring opinion in this case: "was
the language intended to inflame or incite to violence?"

706. It is apparent from Paragraph l00l of the Trial Judgement that the Trial Chamber

employed the-ierm "intent" with reference to the purpose of the speech, as evidenced, irter

alti, by the language used, and not to the intent of its author.r6TE The Appeals Chamber is of

the opinion that the purpose of the speech is indisputably a factor in determining whether

there is direct and public incitement to commit genocide, and it can see no elror in this

respect on the part ofthe Trial Chamber. It is plain that the Trial Chamber did not find that a

speech constitutes direct and public incitement to commit genocide simply because its author
had criminal intent.

707 . Appellants Banyagirza and Ngeze further submit that the Trial Chamber erred in
finding in paragraph 1029 of the Judgement that the media's intention to cause genocide was
evidenced ln part by the fact that genocide did occur.'utt The Prosecutor responds that the

1678 See also Judgement, para. 1003 ("A critical distance was identified as the key factor in evaluating the
purpose of the publication").
l67e'Barayagwiza Appellant's Brief, paras. 132-133; Barayagwiza Brief in Reply, para. 87; Ngeze Appellant's
Brief , paru. 277 -278 .
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Trial Chamber committed no enor and submits that the fact that genocide was perpetrated
can be one of many indices of mens rea.t6o

708. Paragraph 1029 ofthe Trial Judgement reads as follows:

With regard to causation, the Chamber recalls that incitement is a crime regardless of
whether it has the effect it intends to have. In determining whether communications
represent an intent to caus€ genocide and thereby constitute incitement, the Chamber
considers it significant that in fact genocide occuned. That the media intended to have this
effect is evidenced in part by the fact that it did have this effect,

709. The Appeals Chamber is not persuaded that the mere fact that genocide occurred
demonstrates that the joumalists and individuals in control of the media intended to incite the
commission of genocide. It is, of course, possible that these individuals had the intent to
incite others to commit genocide and that their encouragement contributed significantly to the
occurrence of genocide (as found by the Trial Chamber), but it would be wrong to hold that,
since genocide took place, these individuals necessarily had the intent to incite genocide, as
the genocide could have been the result of other factors.'ut' However, the Appeals Chamber
notes that paragraph 1029 of the Judgement concludes that the fact that'1he media intended
to [cause genocide] is evidenced in part by the fact that it did have this effect". The Appeals
Chamber cannot conclude that this reasoning was eroneous: in some circumstances, the fact
that a speech leads to acts of genocide could be an indication that in that particular context
the speech was understood to be an incitement to commit genocide and that this was indeed
the intent of the author ofthe speech. The Appeals Chamber, notes, however, that this cannot
be the only evidence adduced to conclude that the purpose of the speech (and of its author)
was to incite the commission of senocide.

(ii) Potential dansers

710. As noted above, Appellant Nahimana contends that the Trial Chamber erred in relying
on the potential dangers ofa speech in determining whether it constitutes direct incitement to
commit genocide.'utt He argues that, even though some speeches inciting hatred may contain
inherent dangers, they do not necessarily qualifu as direct and public incitement to commit
genocide, which, he contends, presupposes an unequivocal call for extermination.1683

711. The Appeals Chamber is not persuaded that the Trial Chamber took the view that any
potentially dangerous hate speech constitutes direct incitement to commit genocide. The Trial
Chamber referred to the possible impact of certain remarks in its analysis of the context in
which such remarks were made. As explained above, the meaning of a message can be
intrinsically linked to the context it which it is formulated. In the opinion of the Appeals

r6E0 Respondent's Brief, para. 499. At paragaph 500, the Prosecutor cites several elements which, in his view,
demonstrat€ that it was reasonable for the Trial Chamber to find that Appellant Barayagwiza had the requisite
criminal intent.
166r For example: the fact that many civilians were killed in the course of a military offensive does not
necessarily mean that the attackers intended to target civilians, as civilians could have been killed as a result of
misdirected fire.
'ut2 Nahimana Appellant's Brief, paras. 211-213, refening to the Judgement, paras. 1004, 1006, 1007, 1015,
1022.
t69x lbid., para.212,
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Chamber, the Trial Chamber was correct in concluding that it was appropriate to consider the
potential impact in context - notably, how the message would be understood by its intended
iudience - in determining whether it constituted direct and public incitement to commit
genocide.rsl The appeal on this point is dismissed.

(iii) Political or communiw afftliation

712. Appellant Nahimana submits that the Trial Chamber erred in evaluating the criminal
character ofa speech on the basis ofthe political or community affiliation of its author.'"t He
bases his submission on paragraphs 1008 and 1009 of the Judgement:

1008. The Chamber notes that intemational siandards .restricting hate speech and the
protection of freedom of expression have evolved lcgely in the context of national
initiatives to control the danger and harm represented by various forms of prejudiced
communication. The protection of free expression of political views has historically been
balanced in th€ jurisprudence against the interest in national security. The dangers of
censorship have often been associated in particular with the suppression of political or
other minorities, or opposition to the govemment. The special protections developed by the
jurisprudence for speech of this kind, in intemational law and more particularly in the
Ameiican legal tradition of free speech, recognize the power dynamic inherent in the
circumstances that make minority groups and political opposition vuln€rable to the
exercise of power by the majority or by the govemment. These circumstances do not arise
in the present case, where at issue is the speech ofthe so-called "majority population", in
support of the govemm€nt. The special protections for this kind of speech should
aciordingly be adapted, in the Chamber's view, so that ethnically specific expression
would be more rather than less carefully scrutinized !o ensure that minorities without equal
means ofdefence are not endangered

1009. Similarly, the Chamb€r considers that the "wider margin of appreciation" given in
European Court cases to govemment discretion in its restriction of expression that
constitutes incitement to violence should be adapted to the circumstance of this case. At
issue is not a challenged restridion of expression but the expression itself. Moreover, the
expression charged as incitement to violence was situated, in fact and at the time by its
spiakers, not as a thr€at to national security but rather in defence of national security,
aiigning it with state power rather than in opposition to it. Thus there is justification for

adiptation of the application of intemational standards, which have evolved to protect the
right ot ttre govemment to defend itself from incitement to violence by others against it,
rather than incitement to violence on its behalf against others, particularly as in this case
when the others are members ofa minortty grouP.

713. The Appeals Chamber has a certain diffrculty with these paragraphs. It notes, on the
one hand, thai the relevant issue is not whether the author ofthe speech is from the majority
ethnic group or supports the govemment's agenda (and by implication, whether it is
necessary to apply a stricter standard), but rather whether the speech in question constitutes
direct incitement to commit genocide. On the other hand, it recognises that the political or
community affiliation of the author of a speech may be regarded as a contextual element
which can assist in its interpretation.

l6e In this respect, th€ Appeals Chamber points out that the crime of direct and public incitement to commit
genocide is punishable as such precisely because of the potential dangers inherent in discourse directly and
publicly inciting the commission ofgenocide.
l6E5 Nahimana Appellant's Brief, parcs. 214-216.
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714. In the final analysis, the Appeals Chamber is not persuaded that the Trial Chamber
was in effect more inclined to conclude that certain speeches constituted direct incitement to
commit genocide because they were made by Hutu or by individuals speaking in support of
the Govemment at the time. In this respect, the Appeals Chamber notes that, in its analysis of
the charges against the Appellants, the Trial Chamber made no reference to their political or
community affiliation.r6s The Appeals Chamber concludes that no error has been shown.

(iv) Conclusion

715. The Appeals Chamber is of the opinion that the Trial Chamber did not confuse mere
hate speech with direct incitement to commit genocide. Moreover, it was conect in holding
that the context is a factor to consider in deciding whether discourse constitutes direct
incitement to commit genocide. For these reasons, the Appeals Chamber concludes that the
Trial Chamber committed no enor with respect to the notion of direct incitement to commit
genocide.

B. Is incitement a continuine crime?

716. The Trial Chamber held that the crime of direct and public incitement to commit
genocide "is an inchoate offence that continues in time until the completion of the acts
contemplated",r6sT and that "the entirety of RTLM broadcasting, from July 1993 through July
1994, [...] falls within the temporal jurisdiction of the Tribunal to the extent that the
broadcasts are deemed to constitute direct and public incitement to genocide".rffi The
Appellants contend that these findings amount to enors of law. ' "'

l. Submissions of the Parties and oflmiczs Clriae

717. The Appellants submit that the Trial Chamber confused the notion of an inchoate
crime and that of a continuing crime; that the crime of direct and public incitement exists
independently of whether or not genocide is committed; that it is consummated in all its
elements through the public dissemination ofa speech and is hence precisely situated in time,
even if it can be repeated and its effects may continue over a period; that it cannot be
compared to the crime of conspiracy to commit genocide; and that the commission of
genocide in 1994 thus cannot justiry the inclusion within the jurisdiction of the Tribunal of
crimes of incitement committed before 1 January 1994.'6s The position adopted in the
Amicus Curiae Brief is to the same effect.ruel

r5e Judgement, paras. l0l6-1039.
'""' Ibid., para, 1017. See also para. 104 (the crime of incitement "continues to the time ofthe commission ofthe
acts incited").
r@ Judgement, para. 1017.
rse Nahimana Appellant's Brief, paras, 55-60,71-73; Nahimana's Response to the Amicus Curiae Briel p, 4;
Barayagwiza Appellant's Brief, paras. 258-261; Barayagwiza Brief in Reply, paras. 2l-22; Barayagwin's
Response to lhe Amicus Curiae Brief, para. 15; Ngeze Appellant's Brief, paras. 14, 15, 24-33, 43, 255-257i
Ngeze Brief in Reply, paras. 26, 29-38; Ngeze's Response to the Ambus Curiae Brief, p. 6.
''- Nahimana Appellant's Brief, paras. 55-60,7l-73; Barayagwiza Appellant's Brief, paras. 259 and 26ll
Barayagwiza's Response to the Amicus Curiae Brief, para. l5; Ngeze Appellant's Brief, paras. 14, 24-33,256;
Ngeze Brief in Reply, paras. 26, 29-38; Ngeze's Response to the Amicus Curiae Brief, p.6.
'o'' Amicus Czriae Brief, pp. 19-24. The Aziars Criae submits that the crime is consummated as soon as an
individual publicly encourages his audience to commit genocide with the intent to incite; it maintains that the
Trial Chamber did not have jurisdiction to convict the Appellants on the basis ofincitement prior to 1994.
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718. Appellant Nahimana further submits that the Trial Chamber criminalized RTLM
"programming" in general without speciSing the speeches constituting the crime of direct
and public incitement to commit genocide.'6n2 He submits that the Trial Chamber improperly
extended criminalization to "the collective and continuing programming of speeches, which
in themselves were not criminal and were by different authors", thereby implying a form of
collective responsibility that is imperrnissible in intemational law and setting "no clear-cut
criteria whereby a joumalist can be aware, at the time when he is speaking, of the extent of
his right to free speech".'6e3

719. The Prosecutor responds that the Trial Chamber did not en, since direct and public
incitement to commit genocide can be characteri zed as a continuing crime.r6q In this respect,
he argues that there is a continuing offence when "an accused commits a number of acts
separated in time and place but connected by lis mens rea; the acts form the constituent parts
of a larger design".'6er He contends that the definition of genocide and that of direct and
public incitement to commit genocide can encompass a penistent or ongoing course of
conduct.r6s The Prosecutor accordingly submits that the Trial Chamber was conect in relying
on acts occurring before 1994 in order to conclude that a violation of intemational
humanitarian law took place in 1994.'ue1 He contends that, with respect to the continuing
crime of direct and public incitement to commit genocide, it would be difficult to distinguish
between events prior to 1994 and those in 1994, since, when an accused "embarks upon a
course directed towards inciting, or instigating genocide, every discrete act which is done in
the pursuit of that goal necessarily builds upon and renews the preceding acts done for the
same purpose".r6" Hence, for the Prosecutor, the publicati ons of Kangura and the broadcasts
ofRTLM formed part of a continuous transaction calculated to incite genocide.'ut

2. Analvsis

(a) Inchoate and continuine crimes

720. The Appeals Chamber considers that the notions "inchoate" and "continuing" are
independent of one another. An inchoate offence ("uime formel" in civil law) is
consummated simply by the use of a means or process calculated to produce a harmflrl effect,
irrespective of whether that effect is produced.rtm In other words, an inchoate crime penalizes
the commission of certain acts capable of constituting a step in the commission of another

'6e Nahimana Appellant's Briei paras. 189-190. Nahimana's Response tothe Amicus Cwiae Brief' pp.2'3
r6er Nahimana's Response to the ,{nt icrs Curiae Brief, p.3. See also T(A) I E January 2007, pp. 37-38.
l6q Respondent's Brief, paras. 127-140; Prosecutor's Response to the,4 micus Curiae Brief' pans.22-24.
t6e5 lbid.,parc. l3o.
'6n lbid., paras. 134-135 ("ln the present case, if an accused publishes or broadcasts a number of messages on
the same theme, why cannot they be considered to be the one act of incitem€nt?"). ln paraglaph 136, the
prosecutor submits that this approach is consistent with that in the case of Streicher, who was convicted of
incitement to murder and extermination for the dozens of articles he published demanding the annihilation and
extermination of th€ Jews.
r6e7 Respondent's Brief , para. 137.
t8E ldem.ln p&agraph 138. the Prosecutor adds that incitement to commit genocide is "a substantial task".
r6s Respondent's Brief, paras. 138- 140; Prosecutor's ResPonse to the ,{ micus Curiae Btief, pta.22.
17@ See Roger Merle et Andr6 Yitu, Traiti de droit criminel, T^' idilion, Tome l, Paris, 1997, No.' 514. See
also MusemaTrial ludgement, para. 193, md AkayesuTrial Judgement, para. 562.
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crime, even if that crime is not in fact committed.t?Qr As stated at the beginning of this
chapter, the crime of direct and public incitement to commit genocide is an inchoate offence,
like conspiracy to commit genocide (Article 2(3)(b) of the Statute) and attempt to commit
genocide (Article 2(3Xd) of the Statute).

721. A continuing crime implies an ongoing criminal activity. According to Black's Law
Dictionary, a continuing crime is:

l. A crime that continues after an initial illegal act has been consummated; a crime that
involves ongoing elements [...] 2. A crime (such as driving a stolen vehicle) that continues
over an extended period.rTo2

(b) Is direct and public incitement to commit genocide a continuing crime?

722. The Appeals Chamber considers that the IMT decision in Streicher sheds no light on
this question, as the IMT did not rule on the question of continuity. Nor does the
jurisprudence of the Tribunal appear to have addressed this issue. In particular, the Trial
Chamber in the Akoyesu case stated that the crime of direct and public incitement to commit
genocide is an inchoate offence, but did not consider whether it was a continuing crime.'to'

723. The Appeals Chamber is of the opinion that the Trial Chamber ened in considering
that incitement to commit genocide continues in time "until the completion of the acts
contemplated".rTq The Appeals Chamber considers that the crime of direct and public
incitement to commit genocide is completed as soon as the discourse in question is uttered or
published, even though the effects of incitement may extend in time. The Appeals Chamber
accordingly holds that the Trial Chamber could not have jurisdiction over acts of incitement
having occuned before 1994 on the grounds that such incitement continued in time until the
commission of the genocide in 1994.

724. The Prosecutor submits, however, that the Kangtra articles and the RTLM broadcasts
constituted one continuing incitement to commit genocide, and that the Trial Chamber could
therefore convict the Appellants on the basis of the totality of the articles published in
Kangura, and of the RTLM broadcasts, even those prior to 1994. The Appeals Chamber is
not convinced by this argument. It recalls that, even where offences may have commenced
before 1994 and continued in 1994, the provisions of the Statute on the temporal jurisdiction
of the Tribunal mean that a conviction may be based only on criminal conduct having
occuned during 1994.'?05 Thus, even if it could be concluded that the totality of the articles
published in Kangura and of the RTLM broadcasts constituted one continuing incitement to
commit genocide (a question that the Appeals Chamber does not consider necessary to
decide here), the fact would remain that the Appellants could be convicted only for acts of
direct and public incitement to commit genocide carried out in 1994.

'to' ln this respect, see Black's Law Dictionary (86 ed.,2004), definition of"inchoate offense" ('A step toward
the commission ofanother crime, the step in itselfbeing serious enough to merit punishmenf'),
t'o'Bryan A. Gamer (ed.), Black's Law Dictionary, 86 ed. (Saint Paul, Minnesota: Thomson West Publishing
p.o-mpany, 2004). p. 399.
"'" AkayesuTrial ludgement, paras. 549-562.
r?a Judcement. para. 1017.
r?05 seelzoro vill. B. 4.
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725. The Appeals Chamber would, however, add that, even if a conviction for incitement
could not be based on any of the 1993 RTLM broadcasts, the Trial Chamber could have
considered them, for example as contextual elements of the 1994 broadcasts.rT6 Thus the
Appeals Chamber is of the opinion that the 1993 broadcasts could explain how the RTLM
listeners perceived the 1994 broadcasts and the impact these broadcasts may have had.
Similarly, the pre-1994 Kangura issues were not necessarily inadmissible, since they could
be relevant and have probative value in certain respects.

1c; The acts constituting direct and public incitement to commit eenocide must be specified

726. The Appeals Chamber agrees with Appellant Nahimana that an accused cannot be
convicted simply on the basis of "programming". As noted supra, it appears from the travaux
prdparatoires of the Genocide Convention that only specific acts of direct and public
incitement to commit genocide were sought to be criminalized and not hate propaganda or
propaganda tending to provoke genocide."ot Thus the Appeals Chamber is of the opinion that
the acts constituting direct and public incitement to commit genocide must be clearly
identifted.

727. In the present case, it is not certain that the Trial Chamber convicted Appellant
Nahimana on the basis of "programming". The Trial Chamber does not appear to have
considered that the entirety of RTLM broadcasting constituted direct and public incitement to
commit genocide, but rather that certain broadcasts did.'tot However, the Appeals Chamber
agrees with the Appellant that the Trial Chamber should have identified more clearly all of
the broadcasts which, in its opinion, constituted direct and public incitement to commit
genocide. Thus the Trial Chamber ened in this respect'

C. Aoolication ofthe lesal principles to the facts of the case

728. The Appellants contend that the Trial Chamber ened in convicting them of direct and
public incitement to commit genocide.'tt The Appeals Chamber will now consider whether

thr Ttial Chamber could find that certain RTLM broadcasts in 1994, statements made by

some CDR members and Kangura articles published in 1994 constituted direct and public

incitement to commit genocide. The issue of each Appellant's responsibility is addressed in

the following section.

l. TheRTLMbroadcasts

(a) Submissions of the Parties

729. Appellants Nahimana and Barayagwiza contend that RTLM broadcasts prior to
6 April 1994 did not constitute direct and public incitement to commit genocide.r?ro

r?6 See sapra Vlll. B. 3.
r?07 See szpra, footnote 1658.
f708 See Judgement, parc. 1032 (refening to the broadcast of4 June 1994 as "illustrative ofthe incitement
engaged in by RTLM"). See also para. 483 (refening to the broadcast of 13 May 1994 and the one of
5 June 1994 as explicitly calling for extermination).
ftt Nahimana Appellant's Brief, paras. 186-536; Barayagwiza Appellant's Brief, paras. 262-270i Ngeze
Appellanfs Brief, paras.2l7-285, Ngeze's Brief in Reply, paras. 8l-82.
r7r0 Nahimana Appellant's Brief, paras. zl7-232iBarcyaglniza Appellant's Brief, para. 263.
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730. Appellant Nahimana first argues that the historical and political context precludes
considering the broadcasts made prior to 6 April 1994 as calls for the extermination of the
Tutsi population: the editorial policy prior to 6 April 1994 was not to target Tutsi civilians for
extermination but to denounce in a time of war the actions and intentions of the RPF.r'rr He
further argues that an unbiased analysis of the l8 excerpts from broadcasts made before
6 April 1994, which were admitted by the Judges as evidence against the Accused, does not
reveal any utterance amounting to incitement to hatred and violence against the Tutsi
population and much less direct and public incitement to commit genocide.'t'' He further
contends that RTLM joumalists' statements were ambiguous (in particular in the use of the
terms Inyenzi and Inkotanyi) and could not therefore constitute direct incitement to commit
genocide against the Tutsi.r?r3

731. Appellant Nahimana argues that the recordings of RTLM broadcasts constitute the
"best evidence" to assess the existence of the crime of incitement, that their huge volume,
covering the entire period of activity of Radio RTLM, reinforces their probative value and
that the testimonies of Prosecution witnesses are not sufficiently reliable and precise for
making an assessment of the actual content of the broadcasts, let alone overturning the
conclusions emerging from the recordings themselves.rtro That said, Appellant Nahimana
contends that a significant number of Prosecution witnesses, including Witnesses
Nsanzuwera and GO, confirmed that up to 6 April 1994 there was no call for killings,r?r5 and
that Witnesses AGR and Ruggiu also confirmed that prior to 6 April 1994 the terms Wenzi
and Inkotanyi referred only to RPF combatank and not to the Tutsi population as a whole.r'r6
Appellant Nahimana further contends that Expert Witness Des Forges had no competence in
media issues, particularly for linguistic reasons; her evidence on the meaning and scope of
the broadcasts is simply "hearsay", the source of which is not specified.'trt He also argues
that Expert Witness Ruzindana did not have the requisite independence for his testimony to
be deemed credible, since he had been employed by the Prosecutor to select, transcribe and
hanslate broadcasts intended to bolster the Prosecution case.'t't

732. Appellant Barayagwiza adds that the Trial Chamber erred in concluding that, after
6 April 1994, RTLM entered systematically into a process of incitement "to take action
against the enemy and enemy accomplices, equated with the Tutsi population",r?re since no

t?t' Ibid., paru.217-220. ln paragraph 198, the Appellant adds that "the fact of targeting individuals by name
and identiffing them by name on the basis ofperceived membership ofa rebellion is insumcient to establish the
crime, even though the ethnic identity of the individual in question would constitute a determining factor in
disclosure of his identity".
r?r2 Nahimana Appellant's Brief, patns,222-224. See also paras. 194-196. Appellant Nahimana further submits
that it has not been established that RTLM broadcasts prior to 6 April 1994 resulted in attacks against Tutsi
(Nahimana Appellant's Briei paras. 233-241). However, as explained above (szpra XIII. A.), direct and public
incitement to commit genocide is punishable as such, and it is not nec€ssary to show that the speech in question
substantiallv conhibuted io the commission ofeenocidal acts.
't'3 Nahimana Appellant's Brief, paras. 203-20J. See also Barayagwiza Appellant's Brief, para. 264, and Ngeze
Appellanfs Brief. oara. 228.
"li I b id. - oaru. 225-227.
t7t5 lbid., oer;as, 229-230.
t1t6 lbid.. oara,228.
t-1_t-'- Ibid., para.231 .
"'" lbid.- oara.232.
lTle Barayagwiza Appellant's Brief, para. 265.
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evidence was adduced that RTLM joumalists directly and specifically equated the Tutsi with
the enemy and that the terms Inyenzi and Inkotanyi varied according to the context.r?2o In
particular, Appellant Barayagwiza argues that the broadcast of4 June 1994 (cited by the Trial
Chamber as an example of direct and public incitement to commit genocide) did not call on
people to kill the Tutsi, but rather to take action against those whom RTLM perceived as
enemies."2' Appellant Barayagwiza further contends that the Trial Chamber failed to take
into account the fact that "these broadcasts were made at a time when tle country was under
attack, and lthat] it could therefore be expected that their virulence would increase in
response to fear of what the consequence would be if the RPF invasion were successful".1722

733. The Prosecutor responds that the testimonies of Witnesses Nsanzuwera and CO as
well as others show that genocidal discourse was the substance ofbroadcasts made by RTLM
from its inception.rTa He argues that it was within the Trial Chamber's discretion to admit
Expert Witness Des Forges' evidence and. give it such probative weight as it deemed
appropriate, recalling that the Trial Chamber has a wide discretion in admitting heanay
evidence.'t'o He argues that Alison Des Forges had proven expertise in the study of the
Rwandan conflict and knew from her personal experience that the "RTLM had an enormous
impact in encouraging the killing of the Tutsis and of others who might support and protect
the Tutsis during this genocide".'?2r The Prosecutor further submits that Appellant Nahimana
failed to adduce any evidence to show that Expert Witness Ruzindana's testimony lacked
credibility and was unreliable.rT26

734. The Prosecutor does not respond directly to Appellant Barayagwiza's contention that
RTLM broadcasts after 6 April 1994 were not direct and public incitement to commit
genocide, but submits elsewhere in his Respondent's Brief that RTLM broadcasts both before
and after 6 April 1994 incited the population to take action against the Tutsi.r?27

(b) Broadcasts prior to 6 April 1994

735. As stated above, the Trial Chamber did not clearly identifr all broadcasts which it
deemed constituted direct and public incitement to commit genocide, but merely mentioned
one broadcast after 6 April 1994 as an example of this crime.'?" Paragraph 486 of the
Judgement - in which the Trial Chamber found that: "After 6 April 1994, the virulence and
the intensity of RTLM broadcasts propagating ethnic hatred and calling for violence
increased" - could give the impression that the Trial Chamber found that it was only from
6 April 1994 that RTLM incited the population directly and publicly to commit genocide. on
the other hand, this same excerpt - notably read in the light of paragraphs 473 to 480' 487
and 949 of the Judgement - clearly suggests that RTLM was already calling for violence

t72o I b id.. Derlas. 265 -267 .
t12t lbid.. oan.265.
t122 lbid.'. oarz.267 .
r?23 Respondent's Brief, para. 326. See also ibid., parc.397 ('Both the pre and the post 6 April 1994 RTLM
broadcasts, explicitly identified the enemy as the Tutsi, or equated the RPF (lnkotanyi or Inyenzi) vtith all
Tutsis, and called upon the public to take action").
r72a Respondent's Brief, para. 328.
t12t lbid.. oarz.329.
t7% Ibid.', pal:'.330.
f727 See, for example, Respondent's Brief,pua.397.
r72E Judgement, paras. l03l-1032, refening to the broadcast of4 June 1994.
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against the Tutsi prior to 6 April 1994, which could constitute direct and public incitement to
commit genocide.

736. The vagueness of the Judgement, in itselfan enor on the part of the Trial Chamber,r?2e
compels the Appeals Chamber to examine the broadcasts between I January and 6 April 1994
refened to in the Judgement in order to determine whether one or more of them directly
incited the commission of genocide. As recalled in the Introduction,rT3o when the Trial
Chamber errs in law, the Appeals Chamber must determine whether it is itself satisfied
beyond reasonable doubt in regard to the disputed finding before it can affirm it on appeal.

(i) Historical context and editorial oolicy up to 6 April 1994

737. The Appeals Chamber will begin by considering Appellant Nahimana's submission
that the historical and political context shows that the broadcasts prior to 6 April 1994 did not
call for the extermination ofthe Tutsi population but rather denounced the RPF's actions and
intentions. To this end, the Appellant refers back to the arguments in his Closing Brief at
trial.'?3r The Appeals Chamber first recalls that an appellant's brief must contain all his
submissions.rt32 However, even if the submissions in Nahimana's Closing Brief at trial were
to be considered, they would not suffrce to show that the Trial Chamber ened: an appellant
may not merely reiterate arguments that were not accepted by the Trial Chamber; he must
demonstrate the enor committed by the Trial Chamber. In any event, the Appeals Chamber
notes that the Trial Chamber did take into account the historical and political context and
accepted that certain RTLM broadcasts expressed a legitimate fear in the face of the armed
insunection by the RPF.|?33

(ii) The broadcasts

738. The Appeals Chamber notes that Appellant Nahimana's arguments as to the content
and meaning of the broadcasts prior to 6 April 1994 are only developed in Annex 5 of his
Appellant's Brief.rra As already explained, those arguments should have been made in the
body of the Brief.'t3t The Appeals Chamber will therefore disregard them.

r?2e As recalled in th e Naletilit and Martinovr'i Appeal Judgemenq paragraph 603 , and in the Linoj e, al. Appeal
Judgement, paragraph 81, a trial judgement must be sufficiently reasoned to allow the parties to exercise their
right ofappeal and the Appeals Chamber to assess the Trial Chamber's conclusions.
"'" See szara I. E.
fur See N-ahimana Appellant's Brief, para. 220, refening to pp. 239-244 and 380-388 of Nahimana's Closing
Brief.
1732 See Practice Directions on Formal Requirements for Appeals from Judgement, para. 4. An appellant may
not circumvent the provisions regarding the length ofbriefs on appealby incorporating arguments made in other
documents (Practice Direction on the Length ofBriefs and Motions on Appeal, para. 4 by analogy).'"' See. for example, Judgement. para. 468.
"" Nahimana Appellant's Brief para.224, refening to Annex 5 ofthe same brief. The Appellant refers also to
pp. 231-244, 380-388 of his Closing Brief before the Trial Chamber.
lttt The Appeals Chamber recall's that annexes to an appeal brief cannot contain submissions, but only
"references, source materials, items from the record, exhibits, and other relevant, non-argumentative material":
Practice Direction on the Length of Briefs and Motions on Appeal, para. 4. See Order Expunging from the
Record Annexures "A" Through "G" of Appendix "A" to the Consolidated Respondent's Brief Filed on
22 November 2005, 30 November 2005. See also Prcsecutor v. Naser Orii, Case No. IT-03-68-A, Decision on
the Motion to Strike Defence Brief in Reply and Annexes A-D, 7 June 2007, paras. 6, 8-l l.
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739. The Appeals Chamber would begin by pointing out that the broadcasts must be
considered as a whole and placed in their particular context. Thus, even though the terms
Inyenzi and Inkotanyi may have various meanings in various contexts (as with many words in
every language), the Appeals Chamber is of the opinion that it was reasonable for the Trial
Chamber to conclude that these expressions could in oertain cases be taken to refer to the
Tutsi population as a whole.r736 The Appeals Chamber further considers that it was reasonable
to conclude that certain RTLM broadcasts had directly equated the Tutsi with the enemy'rt3t

740. The Judgement specifically considers the following broadcasts made between
1 January and 6 April 1994:

- The broadcast of I January 1994'738

741. This broadcast is referred to in paragraphs 369 and 370 of the Judgement. The Trial
Chamber found that this RTLM broadcast "heated up heads".'"n The Appeals Chamber
agrees with the Trial Chamber: the hoadcast of 1 January 1994 encouraged ethnic hatred.
The Appeals Chamber notes that the broadcast also wanted the Hutu majority
against an impending 'lhreat". The implicit message was perhaps that the Hutu had to take
action to counter that "threat". However, in the absence of other evidence to show that the
message was actually a call to commit acts of genocide against the Tutsi, the Appeals
Chamber cannot conclude beyond reasonable doubt that the broadcast was a direct and public
incitement to commit genocide.

1736 For example, the broadcasi of 5 January 1994, extracts from which are cited below in foohote 1740 (see

also Judgement, paras. 351, 355 and 4?l) and those of 30 November 1993 (Exhibit c7, cD 104, K0159514,
cited in paragraph 358 ofthe Judgement: "Earlier you hewd an Inkotanyi woman who telephoned to insult me.
you heard how she warned me, but I cannot stand the atrocities committed by the Inkotanyi. They are people

like everyone else. We know that most ofthem are Tutsi and that not all Tulsis are bad. And yet, the latter rather
than help us condemn them, support them.") and I December 1993 (Exhibit c7, cD 104, c5lK95, RTLM 0142,
K0159515, cited in paragraph 359 ofthe Judgement: "Inkotanyi is an organization ofrefugees who left in 1959
and others even following that. But it is mainly an ethnic organization") clearly equated the Tutsi with
Inkotanvi.
l?37 See Judgement, pan. 362 (broadcast of I February 1994, extracts from which are cited below in foomote
1742. where Kantano Habimana stat€d that "Tutsis and the RPF are the same"), paras. 369-370 (broadcast of
I January 1994, extracts fiom which are cited below in footnote 1738, where Kantano Habimana presented the

Tutsi as enemies ofthe majority people, ie. the Hutu).
r?38 The Judgement cites the following excerpt from Exhibit P36/38D, pp. 12 -13:

Very small children, Tutsi small children came and said: "Good moming Kantano. We like
you but do not heat up our heads." I split my sides with laughter and said: "You kids, how
do I heat up your heads?" They said: "You see, we are few and when you talk ofTutsis, we
feel afraid. We see that CDR people are going to pounce on us. Leave that and do not heat
up our heads."

You are really very young... That is not what I mean. However, in this war, in this hard
tum that Hutus and Tutsis are tuming together. some colliding on others, some cheating
others in order to make them fall fighting... I have to explain and say: "This and that...The
cheaters are so-and-so..." You understand... If Tutsis want to seize back the power by
tricks... Everybody has to say: "Mass, be vigilant... Your property is being taken away.
What you fought for in '59 is being taken away."... So kids, do not condemn me. I have
nothing against Tutsis, or Twas, or Hutus. I am a Hutu but I have nothing against Tutsis.
But in this political situation I hav€ to explain: "Beware, Tutsis want to take things from
Hutus by force or tricks." So, there is not any connection in saying that and hating the
Tutsis. When a situation prevails, it is talked of.

r73e Judgement, para. 370.
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742. This broadcast is refened to in paragraphs 351 to 356, 471 and 472 of the Judgement.
The Trial Chamber found that the broadcast was an "example of inflammatory speech", that
the joumalist's obvious intention '\ as to mobilize anger against the Tutsis" and to make fun
of them.'?ar However, the broadcast contains no direct and public incitement to commit
genocide against the Tutsi.

- The broadcast of 1 February 1994r?"

743. This broadcast is refened to in paragraph 362 of the Judgement. Even ifthe broadcast
equated the Tutsi with the RPF, it was not a direct and public incitement to commit genocide
against the Tutsi.

r?00 The Judgement cites the following excerpt from Exhibit lD9, pp. 3354 ,ts-3 352 bis, p.3347 bis
The Inkotanyi said, "Kantano hates the Inkotanyi so much; he hates the Tutsi. We really
want him. We must get that Kantano of RTLM. We must argue with him and make him
change his mind. He has to become a partisan ofthe /ntotanyi ideology;' All the Inkotaryi
wanted to see that Hutu who "hates the Tutsi." I do not hate the Tutsi! I do not think it is
their real opinion. It is not. Why should I hate the Tutsi? Why should I hate the lnhotanyf'!
The only object of misunderstanding was that the Inkotanyi bomb shelled us. They chased
us out of our property and compelled us to live at a loss on wastelands like Nyacyonga.
That was the only reason for the misunderstanding. There is no reason for hating them
anymore. They have now understood that dialogue is capital. They have given up their
wickedness and handed in their weapons. . .
Then I met Dr. Ruaremara Tito.. . That tall Tutsi, from those species commonly called
"prototypes", that man from Murambi is one ofthose haughty men who would say: "Shehe
yewe sha!" [Hey, small Sheikh!]. . . Then he [Rutaremaral asked me to share a glass of
beer with him. I briefed him on the situation here on our side. Their hotel was full of
Inkotanyi fmalesl and Inkotanyikazi lfemalesl. . . lt was a big coming and going crowd of
drinking people. Most of the people were drinking milk... [inaudible] Some drank milk
because they simply had some nostalgia of it. It is surprising to see someone drinking 2 or
3 liters ofNyabisindu or Rubilizi dairy and so forth. There should have been a shortage of
milk in the dairies. Someone wrote to me: "Please, helpl They are taking all the milk out of
the dairy!" I saw this myself. They hold a very big stock of milk.

You can really feel that they want also to get to power. They want it [...1
He (Rutaremara) thought that his ideas could not be transmitted on RTLM. I want to prove
him the confary. An individual's ideas or an Inkotanyi's ideas can be transmitted on
RTLM. Yes. They are also Rwandans. Their ideas would at least be known by other
people. If we do not know their ideas, we will not know them either [...]
I hope that he now understood that even the Inkotanyi cur speak on our radio. We do not
want anybody to be silenced. Even the lnkotanyi can speak on our radio...
So, those who think that our radio station sets people at odds with others will be amazed.
You will find out that you were wrong. At the end, it will prove to be the mediator of
people. It is that kind of radio that does not keep any mncor. Even its joumalists do not
have any ill feelings. So, the truth is said injokes. lt is not a radio to create tension as it is
believed to. Those who believe [sic] that it "heats up heads" are those who lost their heads.
They cannot keep on telling lies.

r?al Judqement. oara. 471.
I?n2 ThJJudgement cites the following excerpt from Exhibit P36l44C:

Y-ou cannot depend on PL party Lando. PL Lando is Tutsi and Tutsis and the RPF are the
same.
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744. This broadcast is discussed in paragraphs 377 to 379 and 477 of the Judgement. The
broadcast named a person said to be an RPF member and his family members. The broadcast
did not directly call on anyone to kill the children, although it was perhaps an implicit call to
do so. However, in the absence of other evidence to that effect, the Appeals Chamber cannot
conclude beyond reasonable doubt tlat the broadcast directly and publicly incited the
commission of genocide.

- The broadcast of 15 March 1994trq

f7'3 The Judgement cites the following extracts fiom ExhibitP36lS4Bt (The French translation ofthe full text of
this broadcast (Exhibit P36/548) was admitted into evidence by Trial Chamber Decision of3 June 2003.)

At RTLM, we have decided to remain vigilant. I urge you, people of Biryogo, who are
listening to us, to remain vigilant. Be advised that a weevil has crept into your midst. Be
advised that you have been infiltrated, that you must be extra vigilant in order to defend
and protect yourself. You may say: "Gahigi, aren't you trying to scare us?" This is not
meant to scare you. I say that people must be told the tuth. That is useful, a lot bett€r than
lying to them. I would like to tell you, inhabitants of Biryogo, that one of your neighbors,
named Manzi Sudi Fadi, alias Bucumi, is no longer among you. He now works as a
technician for Radio Muhabura. We have seized a letter he wrote to Ismael Hitimana, alias
Safari,. . . heads a brigade of Inkotanyi there the [sic] in Biryogo area, a brigade called
Abatiganda. He is their coordinator. lt's a brigade composed of Inkotarryi over th€re in
Biryogo.

Our investigations indicate that brigades like this one exist in other parts of Kigali. Those
living in the other areas of Kigali must also be vigilant. But, for thos€ who may be inclined
to think that this is not true - normally, I'm not supposed to read this letter on RTLM
airwaves, because we respect the confidentiality of those documents - but let me tell you
that in his letter - I'll read you a few excerpts just to prove that the letter is not something I
made up - Manzi Sudi Fadi, alias Bicumi Higo, wrote: "The young people within
Abatiganda brigade, l, once again, salute you, ... you the young people who aspire for
change in our country, and who have come together in the Inkotaryi RPF family, I say to
you: "Love one another, be ambitious and courageous."'He asks: "How are you doing in
Biryogo?"... Such is the greeting ofManzi Sudi Fadi, alias Bicumbi to the young members
ofthe brigade in Biryogo. As you can see, the brigade does exist in the Biryogo area. You
must know that the man Manzi Sudi is no longer among you, that the brigade is headed by
a man named Hitimana Ismagl, coordinator of the Abatiganda brigade in Biryogo. The
Manzi Sud also wrote: "Be strong. I think ofyou a great deal. Keep your faith in the war of
liberation, even though there is not much time left. Greetings to Jum4 and Papa Juma.
Greetings also to EspCrance, Clarisse, Cintrd and her younger sister, ... Umutoni".

r?{ The Judgement cites the following excerpt from Exhibit C7, CD 126, K0146968-69, translation from
French:

But in Bilyogo I carried out an investigation, there are some people allied with the
Inkotanyi, the last time, we caught Lt Eric there, I say to him that if h€ wants, that he
com€s to see where his beret is because there is even his registration, we caught him at
Nyiranuma's house in Kinyambo. There are others who have become Inkotanyi, Marc
Zuberi, good day Marc Zuberi (he laughs ironically), Marc Zuberi was a banana hauler in
Kibungo. With money from the Inkotanyi he has just built himself a huge house there,
therefore he will not be able to pretend, only several times he lies that he is lnleraham\/ei
to lie that you are,lzlerahamwe fid, when the people come to check you, they discover that
yo\ are Inkotanyi. This is a problem, it will be like at Ruhengeri when they (lnhotanyi)
came down the volcanoes taking the names of the CDR as their own, the population
welcomed them with joy believing that it was the CDR who had come dovn and they
exterminated them. He also lies that he is Inlerahamwe and yet he is Inkotanyi, it's well-
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745. This broadcast is discussed in paragraphs 375,376 and 474 of the Judgement. The
Trial Chamber found that this broadcast named Tutsi civilians not because they were RPF
members or because there were reasons to believe son but simply on the basis of their
ethnicity.'tot The Appeals Chamber notes the following statements from the broadcast: "How
does he manage when we catch his colleague Nkotanyi Tutsi? Let him express his grief'.
Those statements were perhaps intended as an incitement to violence against the Tutsi.
However, in the absence of more precise evidence to show that that was the case, the Appeals
Chamber cannot conclude beyond reasonable doubt that this was a direct and public
incitement to commit genocide.

- The broadcast of 16 March 1994r'46

746. This broadcast is discussed in paragraphs 371, 372 and 473 of the Judgement. The
Trial Chamber, after initially finding that there was nothing to support the view that the term
Inkatanyi as cited in the broadcast refened to the Tutsi as a whole, even though that might be
the case in other broadcasts,r?o? later stated the following:

Although some of the broadcasrc refened to the Inlatanyi or hryenz i as distinct ftom the
Tutsi, the repeated identification ofthe enemy as being the Tutsi was effectively conveyed
to listeners, as is evidenced by the testimony of witnesses. Against this backdrop, calls to
the public to take up arms against the Inkotaryi or Inyenzi were interpreted as calls to take
up arms against the Tutsi. Even before 6 April 1994, such calls were made on the air, not
only in general terms, such as the broadcast by Valerie Bemeriki on 16 March 1994, saying
"we shall take up any weapon, spears, bows" [...]

At first sight, the Trial Chamber's findings may appear contradictory. However, the Appeals
Chamber understands that what the Trial Chamber meant was that, if the broadcast of
16 March 1994 were to be taken in isolation, it could not be concluded that the term Inkotanyi
refened to the Tutsi as a whole; when other broadcasts were taken into account as contextual

known. How does he manage when we catch his colleague Nkotanyi Tutsi? Let him
express his grief.

Let's go to Gitega, I salute the council, let them continue to keep watch over the people
because at Gitega there are many people and even lnkotanyi. Th€re is even an old man who
often goes to the CND, he lives very close to the people from MDR, near Mustafa, not one
day passes without him going to th€ CND, he wears a robe, he has an eye nearly out of its
socket, I do not want to say his name but the people of Gitega know him. He goes there
everyday and when he comes from there he brings news to Bilyogo to his colleague's
house, shall I name them? Gatarayiha Seleman's house, at the hous€ ofthe man who limps
'Ndayitabi".

'tttJudqement. oaras.376 and 474.
'tnu ThJ Judg#ent cites the following excerpt from Exhibit P36/60B:

We know the wisdom ofour armed forces. They are careful. They are prudent. What we
can do is to h€lp them whole-heartedly. A short while ago, some listeners called to confirm
it to me saying: 'We shall be behind our army and, if need be, we shall take up any
weapon, spears, bows'. ...Tradidonally, every man has one at home, however, we shall
also rise up. Our thinking is that the lnkotanyi must know that whatever they do,
destruction of infrastructure, killing of innocent people, they will not be able to seize
power in Rwanda. Let them know that it is impossible.They should know, however, that
they are doing harm to their children and grand-children because they might one day have
to account for those actions.

t t 4 ' t .  .
Juogemenr, pata. J tz.
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(those naming the enemy as the Tutsi or equating the Inkatanyi ^u r^r!r?,#&/n
the Tutsi population), the broadcast of 16 March 1994 could in fact be understood as a call to
take up arms against the Tutsi. However, the Appeals Chamber is not satisfied that this was
the only reasonable interpretation of the broadcast: it is possible the joumalist was calling for
arms to be taken up only against the RPF. The Appeals Chamber cannot therefore conclude
beyond reasonable doubt that the broadcast represented a direct and public incitement to
commit genocide.

- The broadcast of 23 March I 994r 'nE

747. This broadcast is refened to in paragaphs 361 and 362 of the Judgement. The Trial
Chamber noted that this broadcast wamed RTLM listeners about a long-standing plan in
process of execution by the RPF. The Appeals Chamber cannot conclude beyond reasonable
doubt that this broadcast was a direct and public incitement to commit genocide.

- The broadcast of I April 1994'?0'q

rTaE The Judgement cites the following excerpt from Exhibit P36/73B:

All this is pa* ofan existing plan, as Kagame himself said, even if the armies are merged,
the Inkoranyi still have the single objective: to take back the power that the Hutus seized
from them the Tutsis in 1959; take back power and keep it for as long as they want. They
tell you that the transitional period should serve as a lesson to us.

rTae The Judgemenr cires the following excerpt from Exhibit Pl03/1898, K0165912'13:

Let us now talk about the death of Katumba, which has sparked off a lot of concern... It is
being reported that yesterday, Kigali to\.vn came to a stand-still because of his death...
Apart from misleading public opinion, was it only Katumba who died in this town Kigali?
Or wasn't it, on the other hand, because ofthe death ofa Tutsi called Maurice? Surely, was
it the death of Katumba, a Hutu, which caused the stoppage of all activities in Kigali?
Can't such a situation be brought about by the death of a Tutsi? Let them not deceive
anybody. Are Katumba's assassins not the same people who killed Maurice to cause
confusion, that is to say, in order to give the impression that a Tutsi and a Hutu lost their
lives in the same circumstances? W€ are not stupid. Let them not spread confusion,
because from the rumours I have just received, Dr. AndrC Nyirasanyiginya (slc), a
radiologist at King Faygal Hospital, the most modern hospital in the country, ...he also
works at the CHK on part-time basis,...huh...people are saying: "From what we know
about him, ha!, he has never stopped saying,... even when he was still in Brussels, that he
would support the InkDtanyi. Let us assume that those are rumou$, but if it is true, let his
neighbouB telephone us again and tell us that the doctor and his family are no longer in his
house. Huh...Dr. Piene lyamuremye is a native ofCyangugu..' huh...his molher is a Hutu
and the father is a Tutsi, not so? But then (laughter)... he works at the ENT (Ear, Nose &
Throat) Department of CHK (laughter)... As a result, the flight of people who were in the
habit of talking about Katumba, could serve as a clue in the investigation to find the real
assassin. The same inquiry could help reveal whether the doctors, in case some people can
confirm that Katumba used to disturb the doctors in their duties - for Katumba was a
driver...huh... in the Ministry of Health. If it is revealed that the doctors used to talk of
him saying: "this CDR bastard who is disturbing us." Therefore, if they indeed ran away
because of Katumba's death, then they are the ones who know the cause ofth€ man's death
and who did it, huh. .. (laughter).

So, my dear AndrC, if you are within the CND and are listening to RTLM, you should
know that you are to be held responsible for Katurnba's death, because you were not on
good terms with each other and everyone at your work place is awate ofthat. lf, as a result
of that, you fled,...but if at all you are at home, ring us or come here and ask us to allow
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748. This broadcast is refened to in paragraphs 381 to 383 alrtd 474 ofthe Judgement. The
Trial Chamber found that the broadcast falsely accused certain doctors (one of whom was
clearly a Tutsit75o) of the murder of a Hutu called Kahrmba and added that it "note[d] the
request that if rumours of Dr. Ngirabanyiginya's support for the Inkntanyi were true, 'let his
neighbours telephone us again and tell us that the doctor and his family are no longer in his
house', a request, in the Chamber's view, that action be taken against the doctor and his
family".rn' In the Appeals Chamber's view, the Trial Chamber failed to show the evidence on
which it based its assessment, and its findings thus appear speculative. In the absence of other
evidence that this broadcast was indeed an incitement to kill designated individuals
principally because they were of Tutsi ethnicity, the Appeals Chamber cannot conclude
beyond reasonable doubt that this broadcast was a direct and public incitement to commit
genocide.

- The broadcast made between I and 3 April 1994'75'?

749. This broadcast is discussed in paragraphs 380 and 381 of the Judgement. lt is possible
that the persons accused in the broadcast of being Inkotanyi accomplices were so accused
simply because of their Tutsi ethnicity and that the broadcast's real message was to call for
their murder (which would amount to direct and public incitement to commit genocide).
However, in the absence ofevidence that these individuals had been falsely accused, and that
the real reason for their being singled out was their ethnicity, the Appeals Chamber cannot
conclude beyond reasonable doubt that this broadcast was a direct and public incitement to
commit eenocide.

- The broadcast of3 April 1994r?rl

you use our radio to clear your name by saying that you and Katumba were on good terms
and declare personally that you, Doctor Andrd lyamuremye, are physically present.

I meant Dr. Ngirabanyiginya. As for lyamuremye, his first name is Piene. Hum! Both of
them had personal problems with lGtumba and it seems they are both on the run.
Therefore, ifthey have left, then they have automatically betrayed themselves. They have
betrayed themselves and as a result, the circumstances sunounding Katumba's death seem
to be getting clearer.

"to Dr. Piene lyamuremye. Dr. Andrd Nyirasanyiginya's (sic) ethnicity was not explicitly mentioned but the
RTLM joumalist appears to suggest his Tutsi ethnicity through a number of references (for example, the
suggestion that he had always called himself "an Inkolanyi supporter" and the suggestion that he was at the'cND").
t75r See Judsement. Dara. 383.
'tt2 The Judlemeniiites the following excerpt from Exhibit C7, CD9l, K0198752, translation from French:

There are the people that we see collaborating with the Inkotanyi, we have made a note of
them, here ar€ the people that we see collaborating with the Inkotanyi: Sebucinganda from
Butete in Kidaho, Laurence the woman from Gakenyeri, the named Kura from Butete. The
councillor from Butete also collaborates with the /nloranyi, and Haguma an Inkotanyi who
has an inn in the Kidaho commune in the house ofthe woman ftom Gakenyeri and she who
speaks English with the people from UNAMIR to disconcert the population, it's Haguma
who speaks English. And the young people of Gitare sector, known as Rusizi, and the
young people ofBurambi, it seems that they know each other.

1753 The Judgement cites the following excerpt from Exhibit Plo3llg2D:

There is a small group in Cyangugu, a small group ofTutsis who came from all over, some
came from Bujumbura. Yesterday,2 April 1994, beginning at 10:00 a.m., at the lzuba
hotel, I said lzuba. I meant the Ituze hotel, an important meeting took place at the Ituze
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750. This broadcast is discussed in paragraphs 384 to 387 and 4'16 of the Judgement. The
Trial Chamber noted that reference was made in this broadcast to a "meeting of Tutsis", but
that "other than the ethnic references, no indication is given in the broadcast as to the basis
for concluding that the meeting was an RPF meeting".r75a As stated above,'75s it does not
appear that tlere was any basis for accusing the named persons of meeting to support the
RPF's objectives. The broadcast perhaps implicitly called for the murder of the named
persons. However, in the absence of any other evidence to show that this was the true
message, the Appeals Chamber cannot conclude beyond reasonable doubt that the broadcast
was a direct and public incitement to commit genocide.

- The broadcast of3 April 1994r?56

hotel, it was the venue ofan important me€ting of Tutsis - some ofwhom had come ftom
Bujumbura - under the chairmanship of the Medical Director of the Cyangugu regional
health disficl. He was the one who chaired the meeting, something he does not deny... in
the company of Emilien, hmm, yes, he was with Emilien, Emilien came secretly from
Bujumbura. ,.. The people ofCyangugu came to know about him recently before he fled to
Burundi. He is now back, and is in Cyangugu.

He should deny that he was not with Venuste, Kongo, Kongo, son of Kamuzinzi, and some
people claim that he is a Hutu. He should come out and say that he was not with them.

These people were gathered to lend their support to the RPF's objective, hmm. They were
with other people, many of them, and I can name them: Karangwa, the financial
comptrollers and tax inspectors. Huml

These nativ€s of Cyangugu tell me, "Tell those people not to tamish our region. They
continue to tarnish our region by organizing meetings. They should look for another venue
for their meetings, th€y should go to Bujumbura or elsevhere, but not Cyangugu. .... >.

If I name the people who informed me about that, there is a danger of setting Cyangugu
ablaze. That's not good, it's not good but the people are vigilant.

I?50 Judsement. oara. 3E7.

"5t seirupro itt. B. 3. (b) (i) a.
r756 The Judgement cites fte following excerpt from Exhibit Pl03/192B

They want to carry out a little something during the Easter period. In fact' they're saying:
"We have the dates hammered out." They have the dates, we know them too.

They should be careful, we have accomplices among the RPF. . . who provide us with
information. They tell us, "On the 3rd, the 4th and the 5th, something will happen in Kigali
city." As from today, Easter Sunday, tomorow, the day after tomonow, a little something
is expected to happen in Kigali city; in fact also on the 7th and Sth You will therefore hear
gunsho6 or grenade explosions.

Nonetheless, I hope that the Rwandan armed forces are vigilant. There are Inzirabwoba

[fearless], yes, they are divided into several units!. The Inhotanyi who were confront€d
with them know who they are...

As concerns the protection of Kigali, yes, indeed, we know, we know, on the 3'd, the 4t
and the 50, a little something was supposed to happen in Kigali. And in fact, they were
expected to once again take a rest on the 6h in order to carry out a little something on the
7h and the 8h ... with bullets and grenades. However, they had planned a major grenade
atlack and were thinking: "After wrecking havoc in the city, we shall launch a large-scale
attack, then..."

Translation certified bv LSS, ICTR
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751. This broadcast is discussed in paragraphs 388 and 389 ofthe Judgement. Even ifthis
broadcast was calculated to cause fear among the population by predicting an imminent
attack by the RPF, the Appeals Chamber cannot conclude beyond reasonable doubt that it
was a direct and public incitement to commit genocide.

(iii) The witness evidence

752. The Appeals Chamber notes Appellant Nahimana's argument that the recordings
constitute the "best evidence" and that testimonies cannot be deemed to be suffrciently
reliable and precise for making an assessment of the actual content of the broadcasts.rT5T
Appellant Nahimana further argues that some Prosecution witnesses confirm that RTLM did
not call for killings of Tutsi before 6 April 1994r?5E and that others confirmed that before
6 April 1994, the terms "Inyenzf' aln.d "lnkotanyi" referred to RPF combatants and not to the
Tutsi population as a whole.rTse

753. The Appeals Chamber has already found that the broadcasts between I January and
6 April 1994 examined in the Trial Judgement did not directly incite the commission of
genocide against the Tutsi. After examining the evidence discussed in paragraphs 434 to 485
of the Trial Judgement, the Appeals Chamber is not satisfied that the testimonies discussed
are capable of showing beyond reasonable doubt that the broadcasts made between 1 January
and 6 April 1994 represented a direct incitement to commit genocide against the Tutsi. Thus:

- Witness GO, whose testimony is summarized at paragraphs 435 to 438 and 455 of the
Trial Judgement, asserted that "at one stage" - seemingly around the month of
October 1993'?60- "RTLM then continued to incite Rwandans",rT5r but the incitement
consisted, in the witness' view, in "call[ing] the Hutus to be vigilant"rt" and in
"incit[ing] division within the population based upon et]nic differences".r?6
Moreover, the Trial Chamber did not cite from her testimony any specific example of
one or more direct incitements to commit genocide broadcast by RTLM between
1 January and 6 Aprit 1994;

- Witness FW, of whom the Trial Chamber noted at paragraph 438 of the Trial
Judgement that he said that he had heard an RTLM broadcast mention "The Ten
Commandments", could not date this broadcast'?d and he did not report any other
example of direct incitement to commit genocide;

rt31 Nahimana Aupellant's Brief. Daras. 225-227.
"tt lbid., par?f,.'229 Gefening to the testimony of Witness Nsanzuwera, T. 24 April 1994 (sic) [2001],
pL.4041) and 230 (refening to the testimony of witness GO, T.6 June 2001, pp. 35-37).
' ''" Ibid., para. 228 (refening to the testimony of Witness ACR (T. 22 February 2001, pp. I 19-120) and of
Wimess Ruggiu (T. 27 February 2002, pp. 87-88 and T.4 March2002, pp. 124-125)\.
" -  T.5 Apr i l  2001,  p.81,  see a lso pp.  106-108andp.  l l l .
" " '  lb id . ,p .8 l .
'.1-6.1 t b id.. p. 90, l 07-1 09.
"" Ibid., p. 129; see also T. 5 April 2001, p.85, 103,159-160, 162;T.9 April 2001, pp. 23-24,27-28; T.
l0 April 2001, pp. I l8-120; T. 24 May 2001, pp. 70-?2; T. 6 June 2001, p. 36. The Appeals Chamber notes that
Witness GO clearly mentioned that, after 7 April 1994, RTLM broadcasts were "constantly asking people to kill
other people, to look for those who were in hiding, and to describe the hiding places of those who were
d-escribed as being accomplices" (T. l0 April 2001, pp.58-61;see also T.4 June 2001, pp. 30-31).
' ' *  Judgement ,  para.  438:  T.  I  March200l ,pp,  122-124.
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- As the Trial Chamber noted at paragraph 439 of the Trial Judgement, Witness AGX 

'

indicated that RTLM "ma[de] [people] aware or, rather, to raise discord between the
Hutus and the Tutsi",r?us but there is nothing in his testimony to indicate that RTLM
directly incited the commission of genocide against Tutsi between I January and
6 April 1994;

- Witness BI, whose testimony is discussed at paragraphs 441 to 443 ofthe Judgement,
refened to RTLM broadcasting and stressed how the Tutsi were being identified with
Inkotanyi.tl* She testified that RTLM had on several occasions (in December 1993,
January or February and March 1994) pointed to her as an accomplioe, a "member" or
"instrument" of the Inkotanyi and that, following this, she had been assaulted several
times.r?67 However, in the absence of details regarding these broadcasts, the Appeals
Chamber is unable to conclude beyond reasonable doubt that they constituted direct
incitement to commit genocide. Furthermore, since'Witness BI is a Hutu, calls for
violence against her could not be regarded as acts of incitement to commit genocide;

- In the view of Witness Nsanzuwera, whose testimony is discussed at paragraphs 440,
444, 449 and 455 of the Trial Judgement, direct calls for killing by RTLM only
started after 7 Apil 1994, and the previous broadcasts rather contained "messages of
hatred and incitement to violence";r76E

- The Trial Chamber noted, in paragraphs 446 to 448 of the Trial Judgement, that
Witness FY had said that he "first started hearing the names of [...] persons being
mentioned towards the end of March, and [he] also heard their names mentioned
during April 1994'.n6e RTLM had named people suspected to be Inkotanyi or theit
accomplices, including Daniel Kabaka, a builder, a physician and a woman who
worked at the Belgian Embassy. Once again, since there were no detailed particulars
of what was said during these broadcasts, the Appeals Chamber cannot find beyond
reasonable doubt that they constituted direct incitement to commit genocide;

- A review of the trial transcripts shows that the facts reported by Witness Kamilindi
and summarized at paragnph 452 of the Judgement occurred after 6 April 1994;t770

r765 /6rd, para. 439; T, I I lune 2001, p. 54 and 5?; T. 14 June 2001, pp' ?0-71.
r?6 T. 8 May 2001, pp. 63-65;T. 14 May 2001, pp. 126-127.
I76? T. 8 May 2001, p. 105, see also pp. 90-95; T. l4 May 2001, pp. l5l-162, 163-169. Wihess Bl also said that
women had been asiaulted in a neighborhood of Kigali prdfecture following an RTLM broadcast which had
mentioned that'they were disturbing the Hutu men" living in this neighborhood. However, the wihess could
not speciry the date ofthis event (T. l4 May 2001, pp' 147-152).
r76E T. 24 Aprif 2001. p. 40-41. See also T. 23 April 2001,pp.39-40,43,50-51;T.24 APril 2001'pp. 162-164:

Q.: Mr. Nsanzuwera [...] would you be able to give us even one broadcast where an
RTLM joumalist would have asked Hutus to massacrc the Tutsis before 7 April 1994?

A. : I spoke of incitement to hatred, and Possibly to killing, and later I made a distinction
between the time before April 7 and the period after April ?, which to me is a distinct
period or the period before April, where there was incitement and preparations, was the
period after April 7, the programs are true broadcasts in which there was call for people to
be killed.

'?ue T.9 Ju ly  2001,  pp.  231 see a lso pp. l6-18.  pp.2 l -23.
r7?o T. 2l May 2ool, pp. 87-103.
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- As to the remaining evidence refened to by the Trial Chamber in paragraphs 434 to

485 of the Trial Judgement (namely the testimonies of Witnesses ABE, ABC, X,
Braeckman, Dahinden and Des Forges), there is no report of any direct incitement to
commit genocide by RTLM against Tutsi between I January and 6 April 1994.

(iv) Conclusion

754. The Appeals Chamber thus finds that, although it is clear that RTLM broadcasts
between I January and 6 April 1994 incited ethnic hatred, it has not been established that
they directly and publicly incited the commission ofgenocide.

(c) Broadcasts after 6 April 1994

755. Appellant Barayagwiza submits that the RTLM broadcasts made from 7 Apil 1994
did not amount to direct and public incitement to commit genocide against the Tutsi. The
only specific argument that Appellant Barayagwiza raises is that the broadcast of4 June 1994
could not be interpreted as a call to kill the Tutsi, because this broadcast used the term
Inkotanyi, and that was not synonymous with Tutsi. For the reasons cited earlier,'1?' the
Appeals Chamber considers that it was reasonable to find that, in certain contexts, the term
Inkotanyi was used to refer to the Tutsi. In particular, the Appeals Chamber considers that it
was reasonable to find that the broadcast of 4 June 1994, which described the Inkotanyi as
having the physical features popularly associated with the Tutsi, equated the Inkatanyi with
the Tutsi, and that it amounted to direct and public incitement to commit genocide against the
Tutsi.'??2

756. The Appeals Chamber further notes that, although paragraph 1032 of the Judgement
only mentions the broadcast of 4 June 1994 to illushate the incitement engaged in by RTLM,
the Trial Chamber also considered that other broadcasts made after 6 April 1994 explicitly
called for the extermination of the Tutsi:

Many of the RTLM broadcasts explicitly called for extermination. ln the 13 May 1994
RTLM broadcast, Kantano Habimana spoke of exterminating the Inkotanyi so as "to wipe
them from human memory", and exterminating the Tutsi "from the surface ofthe earth...
to make them disappear for good". In the 4 June 1994 RTLM broadcast, Habimana again
talked of exterminatingthe Inkotanyi, adding "the reason we will exterminate them is that
they belong to one ethnic group". In the 5 June 1994 RTLM broadcast, Ananie Nkurunziza
acknowledged that this extermination was underway and expressed the hope that "we
continue exterminating them at the same pace". On the basis of all the programming he
listened to after 6 April 1994, Witness GO testified that RTLM was constantly asking
people to killother peopl€, that no distinction was made betlxeen the Inyenzi and the Tutsi,
and that listeners were encouraged to continue kiljng them so that future generations
would have to ask what Inyenzi or Trtsi looked like.'"'

These broadcasts constitute, as such, direct and public incitement to commit genocide.
Appellant Barayagwiza does not raise any argument relating to them.

r77r Szpra XIll. C. I . (b) (iD.
"'' Judgement" paras. 396 and 1032.
"" Ibid.,pzra.483.
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757. Regarding the assertion by Appellant Barayagwiza that "the country was under attack,
and it could therefore be expected that the virulence of the broadcasts would incrcase in
response to fear of what the consequences would be if the RPF invasion were successful",'ttn
this has no impact on the finding that the RTLM broadcasts in fact targeted the Tutsi
population. As the Trial Chamber noted, RTLM broadcasts exploited '$e fear of armed
insurection, to mobilize the population, whipping them into a ftetlzy of hatred and violence
that was directed largely against the Tutsi ethnic group".'ttt

758. The Appeals Chamber finds that it has not been demonstrated that the Trial Chamber
ened in considering that some of the RTLM broadcasts after 6 April 1994 called for the
extermination of Tutsir??6 and amounted to direct and public incitement to commit genocide.

2. Direct and public incitement bv the CDR

759. The Trial Chamber found that CDR members had promoted the killing of Tutsi
civilians (l) by the chanting of "tubatsembatsembe" ("let's exterminate them!") at public
meetings and demonstrations; the reference to "them" was understood to mean the Tutsi
population; and (2) 'qthrough the publication of comrnuniqu6s and other writings that called
loi the extermination of the enemy and defined the enemy as the Tutsi population"''?7? The
Trial Chamber then found Appellant Barayagwiza guilty of direct and public incitement to
commit genocide on the grounds, inter alia, of these factual findings.'??8 In his grounds of
appeal relating to direct and public incitement to commit genocide, Appellant Barayagwiza
does not directly challenge the finding that the cDR promoted the killing of Tutsi.
Nevertheless, he submits that he could not be found guilty of direct and public incitement to
commit genocide on the basis of acts which occuned before 1994.r7?e For the reasons given

earlier, the Appeals chamber concurs with this argument.rTEo The Appeals chamber will now
consider whether the acts cited in paragraph 1035 of the Judgement in order to convict
Appellant Barayagwiza occurred in 1994.

760. The Trial Chamber found that the words "tubatsembatsembe" or "let's exterminate
them" were chanted by CDR militants and ImpuzamuganDi during public meetings, without
specifying when these meetings were held.'?t' However, it seems that the Chamber
cbnsidered that these slogans were chanted both before and during 1994, as transpires from

t77a Banyagwiza Appellant's Brief, para. 267.
1775 Judgement, para. 488:

Radio was the medium of mass communication with the broadest reach in Rwanda. Many
people owned radios and listened to RTLM - at home, in bars, on the sfieets, and at the
roadblocks. The Chamber finds that RTLM broadcasts exploited the history of Tutsi
privilege and Hutu disadvantage, and the fear of armed insurrection, to mobilize the
population, whipping them into a fienry of hatr€d and violonce that was directed largely
against the Tutsi ethnic group. The Interahamwe and other militia listened to RTLM and
acted on the information that was broadcast by RTLM. RLTM actively encouraged them to
kill, relentlessly sending the message that the Tutsi were the enemy and had to be
eliminated once and for all.

t176 lbid.,pra.486,
t777 lbid.,pua.1035.
t"" Idem,
r??e Barayagwiza Appellant's Brief, paras - 258'261 .
r?80 See snpra VIII. B. 2. and XIll. B. 2. (b) .
lTEr Judgement, para. 340.
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its assessment of the evidence.!7E'? Appellant Barayagwiza has failed to show that it was
unreasonable to find that the words "tubatsembatsembe" or "let's exterminate them" were
chanted by CDR militants and ImpuzamugamDi during public meetings held in 1994; this
finding is therefore upheld.

761. Conceming the communiquds and other writings of the CDR which allegedly called
for the killing of Tutsi, the Appeals Chamber notes that the Trial Chamber referred only to
communiquds or writings that pre-dated 1994.n$ Consequently, these communiquds and
writings could not be relied on in order to find the Appellant guilty of direct and public
incitement to commit genocide.

762. The Appeals Chamber will consider later in the Judgement the consequences of these
findings in relation to Appellant Barayagwiza's conviction for the crime of direct and public
incitement to commit genocide.rTe

3. Kansura

(a) Areuments of the Parties

763. Appellant Ngeze submits that it was the exceptional events of 1994 which led to the
genocide; that the genocide would still have occurred even if the articles published in
Kangura had never existed, and that it has thus not been proved that these articles incited
genocide;'ttt moreover, at the time when the genocide was being committed Kangura was not
being published.rTE5

764. The Appellant argues that none of the Kangura articles considered by the Trial
Chamber could constitute direct and public incitement to commit genocide.rttt He submits, as
Expert Witness Kabanda explained, that the themes of the articles published in Kangura
consisted of: "(a) anti-Tutsi ethnic hatred; (b) the need for self-defence on the part of the
majority, which was threatened by the minority; (c) the struggle against Hutu who did not
tow [src] the line; (d) the mobilization of the Hutu population to fight this danger";r?88 and
that none ofthese themes "can be associated to a direct call to the extermination ofthe Tutsi
population as rcquired by the crime of direct and public incitement to commit genocide".rTEe
He further contends that the articles cited by the Trial Chamber were ambiguous (in particular
with regard to the meaning of the words Inkotanyi and Inyenzi), and that they thus could not

r?82 See Judgement, para. 336, which m entions, inter alia, the testimony of Appellant Nahimana that there were
complaints against the CDR at the end of 1993 and beginning of 1994 for singing a song using the word
"tnbatsembatsembe". The Appeals Chamber also notes that Witness BI, whose testimony was accepted by the
Trial Chamber (Judgement, para. 465), stated that in March 1994 InpuzamugamDl were going round
everynvhere singing "tubatsembatsembe" at the top oftheir voices: T. 8 May 2001, pp. 96-97, and Judgement,
para. 443.
''" See Judsement. oaras. 278-301.'t8o see izrti x . b. z. rut .
Itt5 Ngezi Appellant's Brief, paras.24l-253.
' 'oo 

lbid.- i8tr?.-267.
t7E7 lbid.,'paru. 258-268, ln particular, Appellant Ngeze submits that the article entitled "The Appeal to the
Conscience ofthe Hutu" and the cover ofNo.26 of Kangura could not constitute an unequivocal call to commit
genocide, Ngeze Appellant's Briei para. 261.
""" Ngeze Appellant's Brief, para. 263 (references to paragraphs ofthe Judgement omitted).
' 'o" Ibid.- Dara-264-
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constitute direct incitement to commit genocide.r?{ Finally, Appellant Ngeze contends that
the Trial Chamber erred in relying on witness testimonies in order to conclude that the
content of Kangura incited t}te commission of genocide.r?"'

(b) Analysis

765. The Trial chamber found that "[m]any of the writings published ia Kangura
combined ethnic hatred and fear-mongering with a call to violence to be directed against the
Tutsi population, who were characterized as the enemy or enemy accomplices"'r7e As

examples, it mentioned "Tlrc Appeal to the Conscience of the flzrz" (published in

December 1990) and the cover of Kangura No. 26 (November 1991), and it noted the

"increased attention in 1994 issues of Kangura to the fear ofan RPF attack and the threat that

[the] killing of innocent Tutsi civilians [...] would follow as a consequence".'tt' The Trial

chamber then recognized that not all ofthe writings published in Kangura and highlighted by

the Prosecutor oonstituted direct incitement.tt* Finally, it considered that, as founder, owner

and editor of Kangura, Appellant Ngeze was responsible for the content of Kangura, and it

found him guilty of direct and public incitement to commit genocide."nt

766. The Appeals Chamber summarily dismisses Appellant Ngeze's argument that the
genocide *ouid huu. occuned even if the Kangura articles had never existed, because it is

;ot necessary to show that direct and public incitement to commit genocide was followed by

actual consequences.rtq Regarding the argument that Kangura was not being published at the

time of the genocide, this is not relevant in deciding whether the Kangura publications

constituted direct and public incitement to commit genocide'

767. Appellant Ngeze further submits that tle testimony of Expert Witne-s^s f(abanda

shows thaf Kangara never made a direct call for the extermination of the Tutsi.r?e7 The Trial

Chamber summed up the testimony on these facts as follows:

Having read Kangura in its entirety, Prosecution Expert Witness Marcel Kabanda was

asked io identiff particular themes espoused by the newspaper. He enumerated four: anti-

Tutsi ethnic hatred; the need for self-defense by the majority, which was threatened by the

minority; the struggle against the Hutu who did not tow the line; and the mobilization of

the Hutu population !o fight this danger. Kabanda testified that in Kangura the enemy was

well defined as those threatening the majority population, the TttsiJnyenzi. While the

newspaper differentiated Tutsi in and outside the country, il underscored the fact that the

tr"o group. were in solidarity and working together to exterminate the Hutu and regain

power, enslaving Hutu who survived.""

t?q lbid.,paft.22E.
t?et lbid., para.266,
r?e2 Judgement, para. 1036.
,rn, Ide^.
r?qJudgement, para. 1037.
r?$ /rid, para. 1038.
l7% Snpra XIII. A.
r?e Ngeze Appellant's Brief, paras 263-264.
'?e8 Judgemem, para. 233, wrongly making referenc€ to T. 14 May 2002, pp. I l-13, whereas the corresponding
part is found on pp. l4-16.

Translation certified by LSS, ICTR
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768. It clearly appears that Expert Witness Kabanda considered that Kangura was calling
on the Hutu majority to use every means to fight the "danger" posed by the Tutsi.
Accordingly, the Appeals Chamber cannot see any inconsistency between this testimony and
the Triaf Chamber finding that cettain Kangura articles constituted direct and public
incitement to commit genocide.

769. The Appeals Chamber also dismisses the assertion by Appellant Ngeze that the Trial
Chamber erred in relying on witness evidence in order to find that the content of Kangura
had incited the commission of genocide. It notes that Appellant Ngeze has not raised any
specific argument to support this assertion, and agrees with the Trial Chamber that witness
evidence could be helpfirl in "assessfing] the impact of Kangura on its readership, and the
population at large". | 7e

770. However, the Appeals Chamber notes that the Trial Chamber did not clearly identify
afl the extracts ftom Kangura which, in its view, directly and publicly incited genocide,
confining itself to mentioning only exhacts from Kangura published before I January 1994
to support its findings.'t* The Appeals Chamber has already found that the Trial Chamber
ened in basing the convictions of the Appellant on pre-1994 issues.rEor Moreover, as
explained previously,'t@ the lack of particulars concerning the acts constituting direct and
public incitement to commit genocide represented an eror, and obliges the Appeals Chamber
to examine the 1994 issues of Kazgzra mentioned in the Judgement in order to determine,
beyond reasonable doubt, whether one or more of them constituted direct and public
incitement to commit genocide.

- "The Last Lie"

771. In an article headed the "Last Lie", which appeared in No. 54 of Kangura
(January 1994), Appellant Ngeze wrote:

Let's hope the Inyenzi will have the courage to understand what is going to happen and
realize that if they make a small mistake, they will be exterminated; if they make the
mistake of attacking again, there will be none of them left in Rwand4 not even a single
accomplice. All the Hutus are united...rE03

The Appeals Chamber agrees with the Trial ChamberrEq that the term "accomplice" refers to
the Tutsi in general, in light of the sentence which immediately follows this reference and
which was written by the Appellant: "All the Hutus are united...". The Appeals Chamber
considers that this article called on the Hutu to stand united in order to exterminate the Tutsi
if the RPF were to attack again. In the view of the Appeals Chamber, the fact that this call
was conditional on there being an attack by RPF does nothing to lessen its impact as a direct
call to commit genocide if the condition should be fulfilled; the Appeals Chamber finds that
this article constituted direct and public incitement to commit genocide.

t1e lbid., para.232.
t:-* I b id., parcs. 1 036-1 038.
'"' ' See szpra VIII. B. 2. and Xlll. B. 2. (b).
l8o2 See sapra Xlll. B. 2 (c).

"03 Exhibit Plo, p. K0151349. This article is discussed by the Trial Chamber in paras. 213-217 of the
Judeement.
reiudgement, para. 2l 7.
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772. An article headed "Who Will Survive the War of March?"' which appeared in issue
No. 55 (January 1994) and was signed Kangura, included the following passage:

lf the Inkotanyi have decided to massacre us, the killing should be mutually done. This boil
must be burst. The present situation warrants that we should be vigilant because they are
difficult. The presence of U.N. forces will not prevenl the Inkotanyi to start the war (...).

These happenings are possible in Rwanda, too. When the Inkotanyi must have sunounded
the capital of Kigali, they will appeal to those of Mulindi and their accomplices within the
country, and the rest will follow. It will be necessary for the majority peopl€ and its army
to defend itself ... On that day, blood will be spilled. On that day, much blood must have

been spilled.lEo5

The Appeals Chamber notes that t}is article contains an appeal to "the majority people" to
kll| thi Inkotanyi and their "accomplices within the country" (meaning the Tutsi) in case of
an atlack by the RPF. Accordingly, the Appeals chamber finds that this article constituted
direct and public incitement to commit genocide'

- "How Will the UN Troops Perish?"

773. An editorial signed by Appellant Ngeze and published in issue No. 56 of Kangura

(February 1994) stated that, after the departure of the United Nations $oops, *[a]ll the Tutsis

and cowardly Hutus will be exterminated-.'8* The Trial Chamber found that this editorial
was both a prediction and a thteat.Itot In the opinion of the Appeals Chamber, this article goes

even furthei: it implicitly calls on its readers to exterminate Tutsi (and "cowardly Hutus")
after the departure ofthe United Nations troops. The Appeals Chamber finds that this article
constituted direct and public incitement to commit genocide against the Tutsi.

- "One Would Say That Tutsis Do Not Bleed, That Their Blood Does Not Flod'

77 4. Paragraphs 227 to 229 of the Judgement also refer to an extract from an article headed
,.One Would Siy That Tutsis Do Not Bleed, That Their Blood Does Not Flod', published in

"or Exhibit Pl l7B, pp. 27163. This article is examined at p ar"s.220'224 of the Judgement.

"* Exhabit Pl 15/56-4' p. K0151339. The r€levant excerPt is as follo',vs:

As happened in Somalia where about two hundred UN soldiers were killed because of their partisan

stance, in Rwanda the Government will soon be formed and those who will be left out will fight against
it, and so will those participating in the Government but without recognizing it. The country will be
teeming with opponents. The United Nations troops will continue supporting the Arusha Accords
because they justiff their presence here. Those who reject the Accords will take it out on those soldieB
and will massacre them; they will throw grenades at them and they will die each day. A time will come
when thos€ soldiers would grow weary and leave. And it is after their departure that blood will really
flow. All the Tutsis and the cowardly Hutus will be exterminated. The Inyenzi would once more enlist
MUSEVENI'S support in attacking th€ Hutus, who will be tortured to death. The trag€dy would be as a
result of the ill-conceived accords.

The excerpt cited in ptagraph 225 of the French translation of the Judgement differs somewhat from Pl l5156-
A, pp. 80t2rrs and 808l6is; it would appear that it is a translation of the English version of Exhibit Pl l5/56-A,
o.  K0151339.
im7 Judgement, para. 226.
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issuti No. 56 of Kazgara (February 1994).rsos This article does not appear to threaten all the
Tutsi, but only the Tutsi who acclaimed Tito Rutaremara and who, in doing so, demonstrated
their support for an armed insunection. In the absence of any element demonstrating that all
the Tutsi were actually targeted by this article, or that some Tutsi were targeted on the sole
basis of their ethnicity, the Appeals Chamber cannot find that this article constituted direct
incitement to commit genocide.

(c) Conclusion

775, The Appeals Chamber finds that Kangura articles published in 1994 directly and
publicly incited the commission of genocide

D. Resnonsibilitv of the Anoellants

1. Resoonsibilitv of Aooellant Nahimana

(a) Responsibilitv pursuant to Article 6(l) of the Statute

776. Appellant Nahimana contends that he could not be convicted of direct and public
incitement to commit genocide pursuant to Article 6(1) of the Statute.rw The Appeals
Chamber has already concluded that the Appellant could not be convicted under Article 6(l)
of the Statute for RTLM broadcasts which instigated genocide.'tro For the same reasons, the
Appellant could not be convicted on the basis of Article 6(l) for RTLM broadcasts which
directly and publicly incited the commission of genocide; the Appeals Chamber also quashes
that conviction.

(b) Responsibilitv pursuant to Article 6(3) of the Statute

777, Appellant Nahimana asserts that the Trial Chamber ened in finding that he incuned
superior responsibility pursuant to Article 6(3) of the Statute for direct and public incitement
to commit genocide by RTLM employees and joumalists.'Err The Appeals Chamber will
examine in tum the enors of law and fact alleged by the Appellant.

rEot Footnote 132 ofthe Judgement makes reference to T. 3 April 2003, pp. 33-34, where App€llant Ngeze reads
the following excerpt from Kargzra No. 56:

What Kanyarengwe did to them must be true what was said ofthe Tutsis, that they are like
chifdren, that they are childish. During the press conference lhal the Inkotanyi rccently
gave at H6tel Diplomate, they stated things, which were surprising to the people in
attendance. Tito Rutaremara said,'l took arms to fight against the dictatorship. I will once
again take up those arms to fight against the dictatorship, the same dictatorship.' And there
was applause, there was sustained applause.

The Tutsis who acclaimed Rutaremara, do they remember that they themselves can have
their bloodshed? The war that was threatened by Rutaremara, it is obvious that he will be
the first victim instead ofthose related to him. That question should be put to him.

Once again, para. 227 ofthe French translation ofthe Judgement does not cite the precise words ofthe transcript
for 3 April 2003.
r@ Nahimana Appellant's Brief, paras. 296-336; Nahimana Brief in Reply, pams. 90-127 .
'"' ' See szpra XII. D. l. (b) (ii) e.
rErr Nahimana Appellant's Brief, paras. 337-535; Nahimana Brief in Reply, paras. 128-163. The arguments
raised by Appellant Nahimana on this issue also concem his conviction for the crime of persecution as a crime
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' The hlpeilant was responsible for RTLM editorial policy;r8z lo,tl Usfr+
- Appellants Nahimana and Barayagwiza were the two most active members of the

Steering Committee;rE"

- As a member of the Technical and Program Committee, the Appellant oversaw
RTLM programming;'"u

- After 6 April 1994, the Appellant had the authority to prevent the commission of
crimes;rt2?

- The Appellant maintained a continuing connection with RTLM until July 1994.tEzE

782. In his Brief in Reply, the Appellant adds that, in order to find that he had control over
RTLM staff after 6 April 1994, the Trial Chamber relied solely on facts from before that date,
ignoring the drastic changes that had occurred at that time and reversing the burden of proof
by requiring him to prove that he had no control after 6 April 1994, rather than determining
whether the Prosecutor had tendered positive evidence to show that the alleged power of
control prior to 6 April 1994 had remained effective after that date.rEze

783. The Appellant further maintains that the Trial Chamber erred in law in finding that the
fact that he knew that RTLM broadcasts were generating concem suffrced to establish the
mens rea required pusuant to Article 6(3) of the Statute, whereas, in his view, it had to be
shown that he had direct and personal knowledge of what was actually being said.'E3o

784. Finally, the Appellant appears to take issue with the Trial Chamber for its failure
sufficiently to explain what necessary or reasonable measures he omitted to take in order to
prevent or punish the commission of crimes by his subordinates.rE3r

b. Analysis

i. Superior oosition and effective control

t"23 lbid., paras,364-368, 3S3-385. The Appellant submis in this respect that the mere fact that he was a
member of the RTLM Steering Committee, a collegiate body, does not justiry the inference that he personally
had a power ofcontrol. He adds in paragraphs 436 and 437 that the fact that the Judges noted that the Steering
Committee convened a meeting with RTLM employees and joumalists to discuss an RTLM broadcast of
concem shows that none of its members personally possessed such a power ofconfol. See also Nahimana Brief
in Reply, paras. 128-132.
r82a Nahimana Appellant's Brief, para. 369.
'"' lbid.,para.371. The Appellant argues that'this assertion does not sufficiently establish the effective power
of coercion of a particularly high degree required to hold a civilian liable for the charge of a crime against
humanity or genocide under Article 6.3 ofthe Statute" (emphasis omitted).
'"u lbid.- o i.372.
t"" Ibid.,'pan 374. The Appellant argues in this respect that the power to prevent the commission of crrmes
does nol su{fice to establish his status as superior pursuanl to Article 6(3) ofthe Statute.
tE2t Ib id. , para. 37 5 .
rE2e Nahimana Brief in Reply, puas. 133-137.
'"" Nahimana Appellant's Brief, paras. 376-380.
'"' ' /6id. oaras. 389-391.

Translation certified bv LSS. ICTR
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a. The Aopellant's submissions
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778. Appellant Nahimana first submits that the Trial Chamber erred in law when it held
that mere civilians, acting in a purely private context and without any authority analogous to
that of military commanders, could be held responsible as superiors pursuant to Article 6(3)
of the Statute.rE'2 He argues that only civilian leaders possessing "excessive de jure or de
facto powerc in ordinary law similar to the powers of public authorities" have, so far, been
convicted on the basis oftheir superior responsibility.rEr3

779. Secondly, the Appellant asserts that the Trial Chamber committed an error of law in
failing to apply the effective control test,rEr4 which in his view requires a direct and
individualized relationship.r8r5 In this respect, the Appellant argues that international
jurisprudence confirms that "mere belonging to leading organs or a group of leaders" does
not suffice to establish effective control.rEr6

780. Thirdly, the Appellant submits that the Trial Chamber erred in concluding that he
possessed a de jure power over RTLM, since neither Rwandan law nor the Statutes of
RTLM, or any other official document, gives the Appellant a de jure power of control over
RTLM employees.rErT

781. The Appellant frrther argues that "none ofthe elements admitted by the Judges gives
room for establishing the existence of an effective and compelling superior-subordinate
nexus".rErE He accordingly contends that, in the absence of detailed evidence,'8'' none of the
following elements is capable of supporting the Trial Chamber's finding that he was a
superior exercising effective control over RTLM employees:

- The Appellant was "number one" in the management of RTLM'rE20

- The Appellant represented RTLM at meetings with the Ministry of Information;rE '

- The Appellant controlled the finances of RTLM;'82

- The Appellant was a member of the RTLM board of directors;r623

against humanity. The Appeals Chamber will examine the question ofthe Appellant's superior responsibility in
the present section and will assess the impact of its conclusions on the conviction for the crime ofpersecution as
a crime against humanity in the relevant chapter.
r6r2 Nahimana Appellant's Brief, paras. 337-348.
rErr /bid, paras. 340-347 (quotation taken from para. 345, emphasis omitted).
tEt4 lbid.,pua,353.
tEtt Ib id., puas. 349-352.
tEt5 lbid.,para.352.

"" Ibid., puu. 355- 359, 482.
tEtE lbid.,para,360.
rEre The Appellant submits that the finding that he had th€ material ability to prevent or punish the commission
of crimes by his subordinates is not sufficiently motivated: Nahimana Appellant's Brief, paras. 387-391.
r620 Nahimana Appellant's Brief, para. 361.
t82t lbid.. oara.362.
t822 lbid.. oan.363.
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785. The Appeals Chamber has already recalled the elements which must be proved in
order to establish superior responsibility.'E3'? It has also pointed out that civilian leaders need
not be vested with prerogatives similar to those of military commanders in order to incur such
responsibility under Article 6(3) of the Statute: it suffrces that the superior had effective
control of his subordinates, that is, that he had the material capacity to prevent or punish the
criminal conduct of subordinates.r833 For the same reasons, it does not have to be established
that the civilian superior was vested with "excessive powers" similar to those of public
authorities. Moreover, the Appeals Chamber cannot accept the argument that superior
responsibility under Article 6(3) of the Statute requires a direct and individualized superior-
subordinate relationship. I E3'

786. The Appeals Chamber is not convinced either by the Appellant's argument that the
Trial Chamber failed to apply the effective control test. Although the Trial Chamber did not
explicitly use the expression "effective coplrol", the Appeals Chamber is of the view that it is
clear from paragraphs 9?0 and 972 of the Judg€ment that it in fact applied that test.rE35

787. The Appellant further contends that the Trial Chamber could not conclude that he
possessed a de jure power, since neither the law of Rwanda, nor the RTLM Statutes or any
other oflicial document so provided. The Appeals Chamber recalls that a person possesses a
de jure powet when legally vested with such power.'ttu The Chamber is of the view that this
power can derive from law, from a contract or from any other legal document; it may have
been conferred orally or in writing and may be proved by documentary or any other type of
evidence. The Appeals Chamber will examine below whether the Trial Chamber could
conclude that the Appellant was vested with a de jure power over the RTLM staff, but
considers that, in any event, this is not a decisive factor for the issue ofeffective control.r83?

788. The Appeals Chamber further recalls that the authority enjoyed by a defendant must
be assessed on a case-by-case basis, so as to determine whether he had the power to take
necessary and reasonable measures to prevent the commission of the crimes charged or to
punish their perpetrators. Consequently, while the Appeals Chamber concedes that mere
membership of a collegiate board of directors does not sufftce, per se, to establish the
existence of effective control, it considers, nonetheless, that such membership may, taken
together with other evidence, prove control.

789. With respect to the Appellant's argument that none of the evidence relied upon by the
Trial Chamber supports the finding that he had superior status and effective control over
RTLM staff, the Appeals Chamber would point out that these are matten which, along with

lE'j2 See srpra xI. B.
rE33 See szpra xu.  D.2.  (a)  (D.
tE3a Halilovie Appeal Judgement, para. 59; Kordii and Cerkez Appeal Judgement, para. 828; Bla1kii Appeal
Judgement, para. 67; Celebiti Appeal ludgement, paras 25 l -252,303
rE35 In this respect, see supru Xll. D. 2. (a) (i).
's35 See the i"nnition of "de jure'in ilryan n. Garner (ed.), Elack's Low Dictionary,86 ed., Saint Paul,
Minnesota, Thomson West Publishing Company, 2004, p. 458 ("Existing by right or according to laur'). Thus,
the jurisprudence describes a ssperior de jure as one whose power derives from an official apPointm€nt:
Xaiiliiefi 4peal Judgement, para.85; Bagilishema Appeal Judgement, pan. 50; Celebiti Appeal Judgement,
p_ara. 193.
'ttt In this respect, see supra Xll. D. 2. (a) (ii) b. i., where the Appeals Chamber explains that, even if the
possession of de jure powers can certainly suggest a material capacity to prevent or punish criminal acts by
subordinates, it is neither necessary nor sufiicient to demonstrate such capacity.
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the other constituent elements of superior responsibility, must be established beyond
reasonable doubt on the basis of the totality of the evidence adduced."38 The Appeals
Chamber will examine below whether the Appellant's superior position and effective control
were, in the instant case, established beyond reasonable doubt.

790. Finally, the Appeals Chamber finds that there is no evidence that the Trial Chamber
reversed the burden ofproof and required the Appellant to show that he did not have effective
control after 6 April 1994. lt was indeed for the Prosecutor to prove the Appellant's effective
control over RTLM after 6 April 1994. The Appeals Chamber will examine below whether
the Trial Chamber could conclude that the Prosecutor had established this beyond reasonable
doubt.

Ii. The Mens Rea

791. Under Article 6(3) of the Statute, the mens rea of superior responsibility is established
when the accused "knew or had reason to know" that his subordinate was about to commit or
had committed a criminal act.r83e The "reason to know" standard is met when the accused had
"some general information in his possession, which would put him on notice of possible
unlawful acts by his subordinates"; such information need not provide specific details of the
unlawftl acts committed or about to be committed by his subordinates.r&o The Appellant is
therefore wrong when he contends that direct personal knowledge, or full and perfect
awareness of the criminal discourse, was required in order to establish his superior
responsibility. The Appellant cites no precedent and provides no authority to support his
assertion that the crime ofdirect and public incitement requires direct personal knowledge of
what is being said. The Appeals Chamber rejects this submission.

iii. Necessarv and reasonable measures

792. The Appeals Chamber is not satisfied that the Trial Chamber failed properly to
explain what necessary and reasonable measures the Appellant omitted to take in order to
prevent or punish the commission of crimes by his subordinates. Having found that Appellant
had the power to prevent or punish the broadcasting of criminal discourse by RTLM, the
Trial Chamber did not need to specifr the necessary and reasonable measures that he could
have taken. It needed only to find that the Appellant had taken none.

(ii) Enors of fact

793. The Appeals Chamber will address the alleged enors by reference to the criteria for
establishing superior responsibility under Article 6(3) of the Statute to which those errors
relate.

a. Superior oosition and effective control

t838 Nlagerura et al. Appeal Judgement, paras. 172-175,399.
tE3e Blaskii Appeaf Judgement, para. 62i Bagilishena Appeal Judgement, para. 28; Celebrii Appeal Judgement,
oans.216-241.
tt& Bagilishema Appeal Judgement, paras.28 and 42; Celebiii Appeal Judgement, paras. 238 and 241 .
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794. Before undertaking its examination, the Appeals Chamber observes that the Trial
Chamber relied on the following facts in order to find that Appellant Nahimana had superior
status and exercised effective control over RTLM employees from the station's creation until
6 April 1994:

- The Appellant was "nurnber one" at RTLM;

- The Appellant represented RTLM at the highest level in meetings with the Ministry of
Information:

- The Appellant controlled the finances of RTLM;

- The Appellant was a member of the Steering Committee, which functioned as a board
of directors for RTLM, and to which the staff and joumalists of RTLM were
accountable ;

- The Appellant was responsible for RTLM editorial policy.rEar

795. The Trial Chamber found, in paragraph 972 of the Judgement, tiat even after
6 April 1994 Appellant Nahimana retained the authority vested in him as an offrce-holding
member of the governing body of RTLM and had de facto authority to intervene with RTLM
employees and joumalists, as is evidenced by his intervention with RTLM personnel to halt
attacks on UNAMIR and General Dallaire.

i. The Aopellant's submissions

796. The AFpellant contends that the factual findings supporting the conclusion that he was
a superior and had effective control over RTLM employees before 7 April 1994 are elroneous
in several respects.'s2 In particular, the Trial Chamber allegedly erred:

- In failing to distinguish between RTLM s.a. and the RTLM radio station;rEa3

- In finding that the role played by the Appellant in establishing RTLM vested him with
the authority to control and manage. First, in his interview with Dahinden in
August 1993, Gaspard Gahigi did not refer to Nahimana as the Director of RTLM' but
as i'number one" among its founders or inceptors.rw Secondly, this interview of
August 1993 is irrelevant in determining the Appetlant's position in 1994.re5 Thirdly,
the Appellant did not admit that he personally had decided to create the radio; he had

rer Judgement, para. 970.
'*2 Nahimana Appellant's Brief, paras. 392478. The Appeals Chamber notes that the Appellant frequently
refers back to arguments developed by him in his Closing Brief at trial (see Nahimana Appellant's Brief,
paras. 393,414,428,440,446, 4?6, 503, 509, 527) As explained above (suprc XlIl. C. l. (b) (i))' an appellanfs
arguments must be presented in his appeal pleadings. Furthermore, a mere reference back to tsial submissions
cannot serve to establish an enor by the Trial Chamber. Hence, the Appeals Chamber will not consider such
ref€rences to arguments developed in Nahimana's Closing Briefat tial.
le3Nahimana Appellant's Brief , pa'a.394.
tw lbid.,pans.400404.
tvt lbid.,para.4o5,
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merely had this decision endorsed by the Steering Committee, which held the
decision-making power; | 8nu

- In holding that membership of the RTLM Steering Committee de jure gave the
Appellant power of control over RTLM's staff;'s?

- In finding that the Appellant controlled the company's finances, whereas he merely
possessed a power of signature for banking purposes, strictly circumscribed and
shared with two other members of the Steering Committee.re8 Furthermore, such
power of signature was not evidence of any power of control by the Appellant over
RTLM editorial policy and staff;rEae

- In finding that the Technical and Programme Committee of the Steering Committee
was responsible for overseeing RTLM programming, although there was no evidence
to support that finding;'tto

- In holding that his chairmanship of the Technical and Programme Committee gave
him authority to intervene with RTLM joumalists and management, and that it
imposed on him a particular obligation to take action;rE5l

- In finding that his participation in meetings at the Ministry of Information on
26 November 1993 and 10 February 1994 demonstrated his control over RTLM,
although he was not representing the company but merely accompanying its legal
representatives, the President, F6licien Kabuga, and its Director, Phocas Habimana;lE52

- In finding that he had the capacity to give orders, or that he played an active role in
determining the content of RTLM broadcasts, when there was no evidence to suppod
these findings;r853

- In relying o the testimonies of Witnesses GO, Nsanzuwera, Dahinden and
Braeckman, as well as on reports from the Belgian Intelligence Service and the

rE16 lrrd, paras. 406-408.
r&t Nahimana Appellant's Brief, paras. 409411,437. The Appellant states that the Ste€ring Committee's
powers could only be exercised on a sollegiate basis, and that only the Director-General had a de jure perconal
power ofdecision under Article 20 ofthe RTLM Statutes in regard to the way the company was run.
r*" Ibid., paru. 395, 412417.
tue Ibid.,para.418.
tEn lbid., paru.395,419425. See also Nahimana Brief in Reply, para. 145.
tsst lbid., pans. 426427.
tE52 lbid.,paru.430-432. See also Nahimana Brief in Reply, para. 148.
t"t' Ibid., puas.433-443. ln this respect, the Appellant argues that : (l) Witness Kamilindi's statement that the
Appellant was the "brain behind the operation" and that he was "the boss who gave orders" is a mere opinion
without factual basis (paras. 434435)t (2) the fact that the Steering Committee called in joumalists and
members of the board of directors to discusg an RTLM broadcast shows that none of the members of the
Steering Committee had, individually, the power to give orders (paras. 436 and 437); and (3) the Trial Chamber
should not have relied on Witness Nsanzuwera's testimony that an RTLM joumalist had told him that the radio
editorials were witten by the Appellant, because (a) Witness Nsanzuwera's testimony shows an appearance of
bias, since Nsanzuwera laterjoined the Prosecutor's Oftice of ICTR, (b) the statements attibuted to the RTLM
joumalist are highly suspect, since they were given in the course of criminal proceedings against him, doubtless
in the hope of exonerating himself of his own responsibility, and (c) his testimony is basically hearsay, and not
corroborat€d by oth€r evid€nce (paras. 438-443). See also Nahimana Brief in Reply, para. 146.
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t061tNtl
French National Assembly, to find that Appellant Nahimana was the Director of the
RTLM oompany, whereas the witnesses in question had no personal knowledge ofthe
intemal functioning of the company and the reports merely presented opinions
without speciSing their sources;'"4

In ignoring the evidence showrng the real hierarchical structure ofthe company and of
radi,o RTLM and stating the identity of the real managers,'trr in particular Witness
Bemeriki's testimonY.

797 . Appellant Nahimana further submits that the Trial chamber's conclusion that he
possessed de jure and de facto authority over RTLM radio after 6 April 1994 is based on
eroneous factual findings.'ttt He specifically contends that:

- The evidence shows that after 6 April 1994 RTLM radio was under the control of the
army, and managed by its Director, Phocas Habimana, and the Editor-in'Chief,
Gaspard Gahigi;'E5E

The Appellant, having had no de jure or de facto management authority prior to
O l,prii ief+, could not "continue" to exercise such powers after that date;r8se

The Appellant was under no obligation to act in lieu of the chairman of the Steering
Committee. who was in Rwanda and still in contact with RTLM joumalists even after
6 April 1994, as is clear from Witness Ruggiu's testimony;r*

rss Nahimana Appellant's Brief, paras.444-450. The Appellant further argues that: (l) Wimess GO's testimony

lacks credibility,'in particular because there are substantial inconsistencies between his statements to the
prosecution invistigators and his live testimony (para.446); (2) Witness Nsanzuwera abandoned any attempt to

present the Appellant as Director of RTLM and provided no indication of the position held by the Appellant

within RTLM (para. aa6); (3) Wihess Dahinden us€s metaphorical expressions ("spiritual father", "kingpin")
which make it impossible to ascertain the Appellant's pr€cise duti€s (para.446); (4) Witness Bra€ckman did not

describe the nppittant as Director of RTLM (para. 446); and (5) the Report of the French National Ass€mbly

Mission of Enquiry includes a letter from former Rwandan Prime Minister, Faustin Twagiramungu (Exhibit

lD54), formally stating that th€ Appellant had never been Director of RTLM, but the Trial Chamber failed to

consider it (Daras. 448-450). See also Nahimana Brief in Reply, para. 146.
'ttt Nahimana Appellant's Brief. paras.451478. The Appellant submits that the authorities who had effective

control over RTLM s.a. and RTLM radio were known: the President of RTLM s.a. was Fdlicien Kabuga, and its
Director-Ceneral was Phocas Habimana, while the Editor-in-Chief ofthe radio was Gaspard Gahigi (paras.45l,

452,472478, refening inter a/,4 to Exhibits lDl l, 1D39, P53, lDl48 A and B, lDl49). See also Nahimana
Brief in Reply, para. 147.
rstt Nahimani Appellant's Brief, paras. 454471.The Appellant asserts in this respect that the Judges wrongly

dismissed the in-Court testimony of Valerie Bemeriki, although (l) she was a direct witness in regard to the

m€eting at the Ministry of Information on l0 February 1994 and to the internal ftnctioning and hierarchical

structuie of RTLM during the period January to July 1994 (paras. 455457), and confirmed that the Appellant
never interfered with the management of the radio (paras. 458 and 459); (2) her qedibility in this respect was

not questioned by the Prosecution or th€ Judges (paras. 461-464); (3) contrary to what the Trial Chamber stated,

her iestimony was consistent with her sbtement to the Prosecution's investigators (paras. 465-467); and (4)

contrary to tire view taken by the Trial Chamber, none of the inconsistencies noted by the Judges concemed
matteri affecting the Appellant's defence (paras. 468471). See also Nahimana's Brief in Reply, para. 140.
rEst Nahimana Appellant's Brief, paras. 479'501,527-535
rE56 /Di.d, paras. 480,527-535, refening to testimonies of Witnesses Bemeriki and Ruggiu. See also Nahimana
Brief in Reply. paras. 160-163.
t8se lbid., pua. 482 (see also the heading preceding this paragraph).
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- Witness Dahinden's testimony cannot support the finding
maintained continuous links with RTLM. or been involved
station after 6 April 1994;'E5'

- The finding that the Appellant possessed de facto control over RTLM after
6 April 1994 is based solely on his alleged intervention to halt RTLM attacks on
General Dallaire and UNAMIR. However, this single "piece of evidence" relies solely
on Expert Witness Des Forges' testimony, which was inadmissible, since (1) an
expert witness cannot also testi$ as a factual witness; (2) Expert Witness Des Forges'
testimony was second-degree hearsay evidence collected more than five years after
the event, and (3) the Prosecutor did not call any direct witness, and the Judges
refixed to hear another direct witness, or an indirect witness, on this
point.re'z Furthermore, Expert Witness Des Forges' testimony on this issue has no
probative value, since (l) there was no evidence that the Appellant in fact intervened
with RTLM after being asked to do so, nor that it was such intervention, rather tlan
an order from the military, that caused the halting of the broadcasts; and (2) this
aspect of Expert Witness Des Forges' testimony is contradicted by the testimonies of
the Appellant and of Witness Bemeriki.rE63

ii. Effective control before 6 Aoril 1994

798. The Appeals Chamber will first examine the factual errors alleged by the Appellant
before determining whether the finding that he was a superior and exercised effective control
over RTLM staff before 6 April 1994 can be upheld in light of the confirmed factual findings.

- The distinction between the company RTLM and RTLM radio

799. With respect to the alleged confusion between the company RTLM and RTLM radio,
the Appeals Chamber notes that the Trial Chamber expressly stressed tlat it "finds no
significance in the distinction drawn by Nahimana between the company, RTLM s.a., and the
radio station RTLM",|Eq explaining that:

The radio was fully owned and controlled by the company as a matter of corporate
structure. When confront€d with ths public comment he made in 1992 on the responsibility
ofa media owner for the policy expressed through that media, Nahimana did not deny this
responsibility. He testified that when the RTLM board became aware of programming that
violated accepted principles of broadcasting, they stood up and raised these concerns with
management.'lE6t 

' '

rffi ltid, paras. 483-48?.
tt"t lbid,, pans.488494. The App€llant stresses in paJticular that (l) at the start ofthe meeting of June 1994
described by the witness, the Appellant indicated that he had no control over RTLM; (2) the witness did not
specif which, of Appellants Nahimana and Barayagwiza, told him that Radio RTLM was about to be
transfened to Gisenyi; (3) RTLM was only transfened to Gisenyi on 3 July 1994, which showed that the person
who provided the previous information was particularly ill-informed about the activities of RTLM and had no
connection with it. See also Nahimana Brief in Reply, paras. 152, 153, 156-159.
rez Nahimana Appellant's Brief, para. 496; Nahimana Brief in Reply, para. 154.
'*" Ibid., paras.497-499; Nahimana Briefin Reply, pras. 155, 158.
r@ Judgement, para. 559.
1665 lden, implicitly relying on evidence set out in paragraphs 504-505.
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800. In the view of the Appeals Chamber, the mere allegation of confusion cannot
demonstrate on appeal that it was unreasonable to conclude that the distinction betwen the
company RTLM and RTLM radio was of no significance. This contention by the Appellant is
therefore rejected.

- The Appellant's role in the creation of RTLM

801. The Appeals Chamber is not satisfied that the Trial Chamber misinterpreted the
interview with Gaspard Gahigi. During this interview, Gahigi described the Appellant as 'lhe

top man" or "the number one" at RTLM, and not just as number one arnong the founders or
inceptors of this project.rK Paragraph 554 of the Judgement gives a conect account of the
content of the interview, stating that: "Caspard Gahigi refened to Nahimana as 'the top
man"' at RTLM. The Appeals Chamber takes the view that the interview of August 1993
demonstrates at the very least the importance of the role played by the Appellant in the early
days of RTLM.

802. With respect to the alleged misinterpretation of Appellant Nahimana's testimony, the
Appeals Chamber notes that the latter declared during his examination-in-chief:

[..,] at my level, I was already working together with the small committee that we had
formed. I decided that the RTLM-to-be should, over and above the administrative section,
the accounting and so forth, should start off with the radio. So the priority for me and for
this RTLM was the setting up of the radio station. Once this selection, made by the small
technical and programming committee, had been discussed by the comit€ d I'initative F,cl
and adopted, my second level of involvement, together with my small committee-,-was the
selection ofequipment to be order€d. And then there was contact with suppliers.re'

However, contrary to what the Appellant asserts, paragraph 555 of the Judgement exactly
summarizes this portion of his testimony, explaining that "[b]y Nahimana's own account, he
was the one who decided that the first priority for the RTLM company was the creation of the
radio station and he brought this priority to the Steering Commiftee, which endorsed it".re'

803. In consequence, the Appeals Chamber is of the view that the Trial Chamber could
reasonably conclude that the evidence showed that the Appellant played a role of primary
importance in the creation of RTLM. Furthermore, although this fact alone would not suffice
to demonstrate that the Appellant was a superior exercising effective control over RTLM
staff in 1994, it was reasonable to find that that role suggested that the Appellant was vested
with a certain authority with respect to RTLM staff, even in 1994.

- Membership of the Steering Committee

804. In the view of the Appeals Chamber, although the Appellant's membership of the
Steering Committee did not vest him with a general de jure a hoity within RTLM, such

't* T. 3l October 2000, pp. 144-146. The Appeals chamber noles that Exhibit P3 consists of an audiovisual
recording of Wihess Dahinden's interview with Gaspard Gahigi. It is clear from the Exhibit itself and from the
transcripts of Witness Dahinden's testimony that this interview was in French (see T. 3l October 2000, pp. 27-
30, 145). Consequently, the Appeals Chamber considers that the French version of the court transcripts in
re_slect ofthis interview must prevail over their English version.
'-' T. 23 September 2002,p.6'7.
rE6E See also Judgement, pta.492.

Translation certified bv LSS, ICTR
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membership at least suggests that the Appellant possessed de facto a certain general
authority within RTLM. The Trial Chamber could therefore rightly rely on this fact in order
to determine whetler it had been established that the Appellant was a superior exercising
effective control over RTLM staff.

- Control over RTLM finances

805. The Appellant claims that he possessed no control over RTLM company finances, and
that all he had was a power of signature for banking purposes. The Appeals Chamber has
already rejected Appellant Barayagwiza's similar argument; it accordingly refers back to the
discussion supra,tuo and concludes that the Trial Chamber could reasonably rely on this
factual finding when determining whether the Appellant's superior position and effective
control were proven.

- The role of the Technical and Programme Committee and the capacity of its
Chairman

806. The Trial Chamber noted that a document tendered into evidence @xhibit P53)
indicated that the Technical and Programme Committee was inter a/ia responsible for the
"review and improvement of RTLM program policy".'tto The Trial Chamber then noted that
"[n]o other of the four committees working under the Steering Committee have
responsibilities relating to RTLM programming", and it concluded that the Technical and
Programme Committee had delegated authority from the Steering Committee, acting as a
board of directors, to ove$ee RTLM programming.rttr The Appeals Chamber is of the view
that this was a reasonable conclusion to reach, and that the Appellant has not shown that, in
so doing, the Trial Chamber wrongly rejected the evidence tendered by him in this respect.rE?2
In the absence of any argument on the point in the Appellant's pleadings, the Appeals
Chamber finds that it was equally reasonable to conclude that the Appellant's position as
Chairman of the Technical and Progamme Committee entailed a specific obligation to take
action to prevent or punish the broadcast of criminal discourse.

- The meetings at the Ministry of Information

807. The Appellant does not dispute that he attended meetings between RTLM and the
Ministry of Information in 1993 and 1994, but he submits that he was not representing RTLM
and was only accompanying its legal representatives. The Appeals Chamber is not convinced
by this argument. Even if, at a purely formal level, the Appellant may not have had authority
to represent RTLM, the Appeals Chamber considers that his presence at these meetings and
the views he expressed there are highly indicative of his role and real powers within RTLM.
In this respect, the Trial Chamber stated:

rE6e SeeszpraXll. D. 2. (a) (ii) b. i.
'"'' Iudgement, para. 556. See also Judgement, para. 507 and Exhibit P53, p.4.
'"" Judgement, para. 556.
'"'' In particular, the Appellant has not shown why any reasonable trier of fact would have accepted Wifiess
ZI's testimony or Exhibits lDl49 and 1D7. Nor does he show that this evidence contradicted the Trial
Chamber's finding. ln this respect, the Appeals Chamber notes that Witness ZI, who was a member of the
Technical and Program Committee according to Exhibit P53 (last page), said that he had taken part in the
restructuring of RTLM programming: T. 5 November 2002, pp 28-35 (closed session); see also Exhibit lDl49.
As to Exhibit I D7, it does not mention the Technical and Program Comminee and, a fortiori, do€s not show that
its powers were limited as contended by the Appellant.
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Nahimana and Barayagwiza participated in both meetings. Each acknowledged mistakes
that had been made by joumalists and undertook to correct them, and each also defended
the programming of RTLM witho-"ut any suggestion that they were not entirely responsible
for the programming of RTLM.'""

The Appellant does not show that these factual findings were eroneous. The appeal on this
point is accordingly dismissed.

- The Appellant's power to give orders and his role in determining the content of
RTLM broadcasts

808. First, the Appeals Chamber takes the view that a reasonable trier of fact could accept
Witness Kamilindi's testimony that the Appellant was "tle brain behind the operation" and
"the boss who gave orders". Witness Kamilindi identified Gaspard Gahigi as his source for
this information and gave precise indications as to the circumstances in which he received
it."'o Moreover, Witness Kamilindi himself ackdowl.edled that the Appellant held no official
function at the RTLM, but he maintained that he was "the brain behind the project" and "the
boss who gave orders".'8ts Accordingly, the Appellant's arguments are rejected.

809, Secondly, the Appeals Chamber finds that the fact that the Steering Committee called
in joumalists and memb€rs of the RTLM board of directors to discuss a broadcast does not
necessarily mean that the Appellant did not personally exercise effective control.

810. With respect to Witness Nsanzuwera's testimony, the Appeals Chamber recalls that,
except in special circumstances, there is no need for conoboration in order for a testimony to
have probative value.'ttt The Appeals Chamber also rejects the argument regarding Witness
Nsanzuwera's credibility. Since the witness was not a member of the Offrce of the Prosecutor
when he testified, the Trial Chamber could reasonably conclude that no appearance of bias
affected his testimony. Moreover, even assuming that it was in the context of a criminal
investigation that the RTLM joumalist told Witness Nsanzuwera that the Appellant had
ordered him to read a text on air, the Trial Chamber was informed of this circumstance, and
the Appeals Chamber is not satisfied that the Trial Chamber erred in relying on this portion of
Witness Nsanzuwera's testimony.

- The directorship ofRTLM

8l L Appellant Nahimana submits that the Trial Chamber could not rely on the testimonies
of Witnesses GO, Nsanzuwera, Dahinden and Braeckman, or on documents emanating from
the Belgian Intelligence Service and from the French National Assembly, in order to find in
paragraph 567 of the Judgement that he was the Director of RTLM s.a.

812. The Appellant argues that Witness GO's testimony lacked credibility because it was
inconsistent with his previous statements, without specifring what these inconsistencies
werel he has therefore failed to show that it was unreasonable to rely on this testimony.

1873 Judgement, para. 619.
rE?'See T. 2l May 2001, pp. 55 er seq.;hdgement, para. 510.
tt?s T.22Mzy2o0l,p.l25,aditdT.23 May 2001, pp.27,59. See also Judgement, pam. 510.
| 876 See slprc, footnote I 3 I 2 .
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813. Furthermore, contrary to what the Appellant submits, Witness Nsanzuwera did not
withdraw his description of the Appellant as Director of RTLM. On the contrary, during his
cross-examination by the Appellant's Counsel, he confirmed that, at a meeting at the Ministry
of Information in February 1994, the Appellant introduced himself as such.rE'?

814. With respect to the testimonies of Witnesses Dahinden and Braeckman, the Appeals
Chamber notes that Witness Dahinden stated:

I wanted to show in using that terminology ["kingpin"] that was out ofthe formal structure
that is the reality behind the said titles or formal positions of responsibility.rE?E

Similarly, Witness Braeckman indicated that Appellant Nahimana had been introduced as
Director of RTLM and took the floor "as the principal offrcial of the RTLM at the time"
during the conference which took place at the Kigali prdfecture on 15 March l994,tE1e
adding: "call it manager, call it director. There was no doubt for those who were present in
the hall and in the panel".rEe These twp wltnesses thus precisely stressed that they were
describing the position occupied by the Appellant de facto within RTLM. On this point, their
respective testimonies fully conoborate one other. The Appeals Chamber accordingly rejects
the Appellant's allegation that the Trial Chamber misinterpreted these two testimonies.

815. The Belgian Intelligence Service's report (Exhibit Pl53) is referred to at paragraphs
515 and 553 of the Judgement. This report is datedrsr and identifies its author by name as
well as its addressees. Review of the transcripts of the examination-in-chief - during which
the report was admitted into evidence - and cross-examination of Expert Witness Des Forges
reveal no question put to the witness as to the origin of Exhibit P153.'8E2 Only one objection
was raised by Appellant Ngeze's Counsel during the examination-in-chief, to which Witness
Des Forges responded.'tt' Nor does a review of the trial record show that a motion was ever
filed by Appellant Nahimana with the Trial Chamber, requesting the appearance of the author
of the report presented as Exhibit P153. In these circumstances, the Appeals Chamber finds
that the Appellant has failed to show on appeal that it was unreasonable for the Trial
Chamber to find that Exhibit P 153 had probative value when he himself had not challenged it
at trial. The Appeals Chamber accordingly rejects the Appellant's appeal on this point.

816. With respect to the report of the French National Assembly, which is refened to in
paragraphs 544 and 553 of the Judgement and was admitted as Exhibit P154,rsa the Appellant

1677 T. 25 April 200l, pp.4't48,61-62.
rETE T. I November 2000, pp. 122-123.
'E t T. 30 November 2001, pp. I l5-l l6 (quote at p. I l6).
IEEo /dem. See also Judsement. Dara. 512.
'tt' This repon is a sufplemeni dated 2 February 1994 issued by the Belgian Intelligence Services and initially
d^is^cussed in the Parliamentary Commission ofEnquiry on Rwanda, set up by the Belgian Senate.
'""' See T. 20 to 3 | May 2002, in particulr T. 22 May 2002, pp.215-221.
'"" See T.22 May 2002, pp.216-222.
fEe Exhact from the Rapport de la Mission d'information de I'Assemblde nationale lrangaise sur les op4rafions
militaires nenaes par la France, d'autres pays et I'ONU au Rwanda entre 1990 et 1994 [Report ofthe French
National Assembly Mission ofEnquiry into the Military Operations Conducted by France, Other Countries and
the United Nations in Rwanda between 1990 and 19941, citing statements by Jean-Christophe Belliard, French
repr€sentativ€ in an observer capacity at the Arusha negotiations.
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appears to question its probative value in light of Exhibit 1D54,'EE5 in particular criticizing the
Trial Chamber for having failed to examine this latter exhibit. However, the Appeals
Chamber is not convinced that the lack of a reference to Exhibit 1D54 in the Judgement
shows any error. The Appeals Chamber recalls that the fact that an item of evidence or a
testimony, even if inconsistent with the Trial Chamber's finding, is not mentioned in a
judgement does not necessarily mean that the Trial Chamber did not take it into account.rEE6
The Appeals Chamber takes the view that the Appellant has not shown that the finding that,
although not officially Director of RTLM, he was nevertheless "referred to as the Director of
RTLM, and [...] he refened to himself as t]re Director of RTLM" "" was uueasonable in
light of the inconsistency noted by him between Exhibits P154 and 1D54. First, Exhibit 1D54
could be understood as merely stating that the Appellant was never formally appointed
director of RTLM. Secondly, the fact that the witr:ess who spoke to the French parliamentary
mission repeatedly referred to Appellant Nahimana as Director of RTLM in Exhibit Pl54rE88
fully supports the Trial Chamber's finding that he was perceived as the station head. The
Appeals Chamber accordingly rejects the appeal on this point.

817. In light of the foregoing, the Appeals Chamber finds that the Trial Chamber was
entitled to find that the Appellant was referred to as the Director of RTLM, and that he
refened to himself as such, even if that was not his official title, and that this factual finding
could be taken into consideration when assessing whether the Appellant was a superior
exercising effective control over RTLM staff before 6 April 1994.

- Exculpatory evidence

818. The Appeals Chamber is not convinced that no reasonable trier of fact could have
concluded that the Appellant was a superior exercising effective control over RTLM
employees in light of Exhibits lDll, 1D39, P53, 1Dl48A, lDl48B and lDl49. It recalls
that, even if certain of these Exhibits are not referred to in the Judgement,r88e this does not
mean tiat the Trial Chamber failed to consider them. The Appeals Chamber further finds
that. even if Exhibits lDll, 1D39, P53 and lDl48A and B could provide an idea of the
structure and give information on who was formally responsible for RTLM, this is not
necessarily conclusive for purposes of assessing whether, in fact, the Appellant was a

rEEr Letter dated 25 May 1998 from Faustin Twagiramungu to President Paul Quiles, annexed to the Sappo de

Ia Mission d'idormation de I'Assemblie nationale frangaise [Report ofthe French National Assembly Mission
of Enquiryl. In this letter, Twagiramungu states that the Appellant was never RTLM Director, but that he was
"one ofthe principal promoters ofthe project for the creation and installation ofRTLM" (p. 2).
'"'u Ndindabahi"i Appeal Judgement, pa|€. 75, citing KvoCka et al. Appeal Judgement, para. 23 ("lt is to be
presumed that the Trial Chamber evaluated all the evidence pr€senied to it, as long as thet€ is no indi€ation that
tbe Trial Chamber completely disregarded any particular pi€c€ ofevidence.")
rE8? Judgement, para. 553.
'"' Thii description ofthe Appellant is repeated at pages 283 and 288 of Exhibit PI54.
'ttt Exhibits lDl48A and B and lDl49 are not mentioned in the Judgement. Exhibits lDl48A and B consist of
a diagram drawn by Appellant Nahimana himself, based on Exhibits lDl I and P53 (see T. 23 September 2002,
pp.96-97), mentioned above and showing the structure ofRTLM s.a. Exhibit lDl49 is a working document on
the restsucturing of the RTLM programming grid dated l0 March 1994 and signed by Gaspard Gahigi and
Froduald Ntawulikura. Exhibis P53 (€ntitled "Organisation et structure du ConitC d'initiative elargf'

["Organisation and Stucture of the Expanded Stee ng Committee" ]) and lD39 (copy of an employment
certificate signed by Phocas Habimana as RTLM Director-General) are respectively refened to in paragxaph 507
and footnote 548 of the Judgement. Paragraph 493 of the Judgement also refers to the RTLM articles of
incorporation [Statutes] (Exhibit lDl l).
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superior exercising effective control. Thus the Trial Chamber could reasonably rely on other
evidence which, in its view, established the real powers within RTLM. As to Exhibit lDl49,
the Appellant has in no way explained how this evidence was capable of affecting the
findings of the Trial Chamber; the Appeals Chamber accordingly rejects the appeal on this
point.

819. The Appellant further argues that the Trial Chamber improperly rejected Witness
Bemeriki's entire testimony. The credibility of this witness is addressed at paragraphs 550
and 551 ofthe Judgement. In rejecting this testimony in its entirety, the Trial Chamber relies
on (l) the witness' own admission that many statements made by her to the Prosecution
investigators were false - which is supported by Witness Bemeriki's cross-
examination transcripts;rEs (2) that she repeatedly testified in response to specific questions
that she did not know the answer when the answer was clearly of a nature that she would
know;'tor (3) the numerous evasions and lies in her testimony.'8t2

820. The Appeals Chamber considers that the fact that the Prosecutor did not cross-
examine Witness Bemeriki on some aspects of her testimony, or that the Judges did not put
questions to her on certain points cannot imply that the Trial Chamber should have accepted
as credible certain aspects ofher testimony.lEe The Trial Chamber could reasonably hold that
the above-mentioned discrepancies, silences and evasions discredited Witness Bemeriki's
testimony in its entirety. The Appeals Chamber will not consider the Appellant's argument
that Witness Bemeriki's testimony was conoborated at trial.r8q since he fails to substantiate
it.

821. Nor can the Appeals Chamber accept the argument
misintemreted Witness Bemeriki's testimonv when it concluded

that the
that her

Trial Chamber
testimony was a

rEs See in panicular T. 9 April 2003, pp. 3l -35; T. l0 April 2003, pp. l4-18, 25.
'o'' Judgemenl para. 55 | . The Trial Chamber mentioned the following example:

Her claim, for example, that there are many named Juvenal Habyarimana in Rwanda,
without acknowledging that one such person was the President of the Republic, does not
manifest a desire to tell the truth in full.

t'"t ldem',
In contrast, Bemeriki mixed her responses, often in answer to the same question, saying for
example that she remembered well h€r statement that Kangwa was an extremist
publication and shortly thereafter saying she did not remember making the statement [...]
ln her testimony, she lied repeatedly, denying that she rnade many statements, including
her own broadcast, until confronted with them. Evasive to the point of squirming, her voice
often reaching the feverish pitch of her broadcasts, which have been played in the
courlroom, this witness made a deplorable impression on the Chamber.

't" Moreover, contrary to what the Appellant appears to allege (see Nahimana Appellant's Brief, para. 463), the
Trial Charnber was under no compulsion to accept any part of a testimony which had not been directly
challenged during cross-examination. Notwithstanding the somewhat infelicitous language of paragraph 334 of
the Judgement, refened to by the Appellant, the Trial Chamber assesses the credibility ofa number of individual
testimonies, but does not lay down a general standard for assessment. It accepts that these testimonies were
credible on certain issues only, on the basis that these points were not challenged in cross-examination. The
Appeals Chamber recalls that it is not unreasonable for a trier of fact to accept some parts of a witness'
testimony, but reject others: see y'yragelura et al. Appeal Judgement, para. 214. Moreover, it is clear that a party
is under no obligation to challenge the credibility of a testimony during cross-examination; credibility can also
be impugned by other evidence. The party in question is entitled to take the view that cross-examination is
pointless, since there has already been enough to show that the witness is not credible.
IEq Nahimana Appellant's Bri€f, pua- 460.
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volte-face that accommodated the Appellant's defence. The Trial chamber noted that
Witness Bemeriki had acknowledged in earlier statements that the Tutsi had been victims of
genocide and that RTLM had played a role in this respect, but had denied this during her
iestimony.'8et The Appellant has failed to show that there was no such discrepancy.'t* The
Appeals Chamber finds, as did the Trial Chamber, that this represented an inconsistency on a
key issue,'ttt and concludes that the Trial Chamber could reasonably consider that Witness
Bemeriki's testimony was a volte-face that accommodated the Appellant's defence'

- Conclusion

822 . In light of the foregoing, the Appeals Chamber is of the view that a reasonable trier of
fact could have found, on the basis of the confirmed factual findings, that Appellant
Nahimana was a superior and had the material capacity to prevent or punish the broadcasting
of criminal discourse by RTLM staff at least until 6 April 1994.

iii. Control after 6 April 1994

- The Defence Position

823. Relying on the testimonies of Witnesses Bemeriki and Ruggiu, the Appellant asserts
that the Defence evidence establishes that from 6 April 1994 onwards RTLM was managed
by Phocas Habimana and Gaspard Oahigi, and that it was controlled by the army. Both
testimonies were rejected in their entirety by the Trial Chamber,'t* and the Appeals Chamber
has already concluded that the Appellant did not demonstrate that it was unreasonable to

reject Witness Bemeriki's testimony in its entirety'

824. Tuming to Witness Ruggiu's testimony, the Appeals Chamber observes that the Trial

Chamber rejected it in its entirety because of(1) the number of inconsistencies between pre-

trial statements and his trial testimony, which could not be reconciled; (2) the witness' own
admission that he had lied several times in his pre-trial statements; and (3) the fact that he

was an accomplice to the crimes for which the Appellants were charged.'8e The Appellant

nevertheless argues that the Trial Chamber should have accepted certain portions of Witness
Ruggiu's testimony because they were in conformity with his previous statements, and had

noib""n challenged, or were corroborated by Witness Bemeriki's testimony and by other
evidence.rru The Appeals Chamber considers that this assertion does not suffice to establish
an error on the part of the Trial Chamber in assessing Witness Ruggiu's credibility. The Trial

chamber, having found witness Ruggiu not credible, was under no obligation to accePt
portions of his testimony tltat were consistent with his previous statement or which had not
been challenged in cross-examination. Moreover, the mere fact that some portions of a non-
credible witness' testimony are "conoborated" by another non-credible witness' testimony
can in no way demonstrate that the Trial Chamber should have accepted the uncontested

rEe5 See Judgement, paras. 529 and 550.
r6s The Appellant merely asserts, providing no precise reference, that Witness Bemeriki's testimony during
examination-in-chief was wholly consistent with the stalements she had earlier made to Prosecution
investigators: Nahimana Appellant's Brief, para. 467, merely refening to fte Transcript of8 April 2002.
Ite See Judgement, para. 550.
'tet /Drd, paras. 549 (Wifiess Ruggiu), 551 (Witness Bemeriki).
tEe lbid., parcs. 548-549 ,
rry Nahimana Brief in Reply, paras. l4l-143.
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portions. Finally, with respect to the existence of other evidence which allegedly corroborates
Witness Ruggiu's testimony, the Appellant merely refers to this generally, without citing any
items or identi$ing them precisely. For these reasons, the Appeals Chamber rejects the
appeal on this point.

825. The Appeals Chamber accordingly finds that Appellant Nahimana's claim that the
army exercised control over RTLM after 6 April 1994 is without foundation.

- Continuing authority after 6 April 1994

826. The Appellant submits that, since he had no de jure or de facto authority prior to
6 April 1994, the thesis that such authority continued after 6 April 1994 was necessarily
precluded.rsr The Appeals Chamber has concluded that the Trial Chamber did not err in
finding that before 6 April 1994 the Appellant was a superior with the material capacity to
prevent or punish the broadcast of criminal discourse by RTLM joumalists. The Appellant's
argument must therefore fail.

827. The Appeals Chamber has also found that the Appellant has failed to show that
RTLM came under control of the military after 6 April 1994. Consequently, the Chamber is
ofthe view that the Trial Chamber could reasonably conclude that the Appellant continued to
possess the power to intervene at RTLM, unless there was reasonable doubt as to whether
such powers continued to exist after 6 April 1994. The Appeals Chamber will now examine
this question.

- Witness Dahinden's testimony

828. With respect to the Appellant's challenge to the Trial Chamber's finding that the
Appellant maintained a connection with RTLM after 6 April 1994, the Appeals Chamber
notes that Witness Dahinden stated that both Appellants Nahimana and Barayagwiza had, on
15 June 1994, "confirmed that it IRTLM] was about to be transfened".rs2 In consequence,
the Appeals Chamber considers that the Trial Chamber not only faithf,rlly reproduced
Witness Dahinden's testimony in paragraphs 542 and 564 of the Judgement, but also
reasonably soncluded that, in stating that RTLM had been, was being, or was about to be,
transfened to Gisenyi, less than 20 days before its actual transfer, the Appellants clearly
showed that "they were in contact with RTLM and familiar with its future plans".rs3 The
Appeals Chamber accordingly rejects the appeal on this point.

- lntervention to halt RTLM attacks on IJNAMIR and General Dallaire

829. The Trial Chamber found in paragraphs 565, 568 and 972 of the Judgement that
Appellant Nahimana intervened in late June or early July 1994 to put an end to RTLM attacks
on General Dallaire and UNAMIR. The Appeals Chamber observes that these findings rely
exclusively on Expert Witness Des Forges' report and testimony, according to which the
French Ambassador Yannick Gdrard told the Appellant around the end of June or the
beginning of July 1994 that the RTLM broadcasts attacking General Dallaire and IINAMIR

rsr Nahimana Appellant's Brief, pa'a. 482.
'-'T.24 October 2000. o. 143.
ts3 Judgement, para. 564.
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must cease, that the Appellant promised to intervene with the RTLM joumalists, and that the
atlacks ceased shortly tlereafter.rry

830. The Appeals Chamber has already recalled that the role of expert witnesses is to assist

the Trial Chamber in assessing the evidence before it and not to testiry to facts in dispute as
would ordinary witnesses.rs5 However, the Appellant does not appear to have objected at trial
to this part of Expert Witness Des Forges' testimony.rs The Appeals Chamber recalls that, in
principie, a party cannot refrain from raising an objection on an issue that was evident at trial,
with a view to raising it on appeal if it has lost the case at first instance.re? In these
circumstances, the Appeals Chamber considers that the Appellant waived his right to raise an
objection to this portion of Expert Witness Des Forges' report and testimony.

831 . Tuming to the argument that the information received from Exped Witness Des
Forges was secondary hearsay collected more tlan five years after the event, the Appeals
Chamber recalls that trial chambers may admit and rely on hearsay testimony if tley consider
it to have probative value.'*t In the instant case, the Trial Chamber noted that "Des Forges
specifies in detail that her source of information about Nahimana's interaction with the
Fiench Govemment is a diplomat who was himself present in meetings between Nahimana
and French Ambassador Yannick G6rard, who had a documentary record ofthe interaction in
the form of a diplomatic telegram", and it considered that this piece of information was

reliable.'s The Appeals Chamber finds that this conclusion was reasonable.

832. The Appellant further submits that, even if the matters reported by Expert witness

Des Forges were true, they could not constitute evidence that the Appellant effectively
intervened with RTLM joumalists to halt the attacks on LTNAMIR and General Dallaire. The

Appeals Chamber notes that, according to Expert Witness Des Forges' report and testimony,
thi- said attacks ceased "immediately"r'r0 or within two daysr'" after the Appellant met

Ambassador G6rard. In these circumstances, the Appeals Chamber is of the view that the

Trial Chamber could reasonably conclude that it was ttre Appellant's intervention that put an

end to these attacks. The fact that the Appellant and Witness Bemeriki denied that there was

such intervention in their respective testimonies does not show that the Trial Chamber's

t* Ibid.,paru.543, referring to Exhibir Pl58A (Des Forges Expert Report), pp. 52-53, and to T. 23 May 2002,

pp. 2ll-2i3. However, conrary to what the Chamber appears to be saying in paragraph 543 of the Judg€ment,'Eipert 
Witness Des Forges did not rely solely on her conversation of 28 February 2000 with Jean-Christophe

seiliard at the French M-inistry of Foreign Affairs; in her report, she also cites a press report by Anne Chaon of

7 ltlv 2002.
'tt Seesup.a IV. B. 2. (b) and XIl. 8 3. (b) (i) a.
to Nahimana Appellant's Brief does not refer to any sp€cific objection raised at trial. The Appeals Chamber

notes that Appeliant Nahimana submitted a written motion objecting generally to the scope of Witness Des

Forges' testimony (see Motion to Restrict the Testimony of Alison Desforges [ttb] to Matters Requiring Expert

Eviience, l0 Miy 2002), but this motion did not specifically object to that aspect of Expert Witness Des

Forges' report. Mireover the Appellant's motion was submitted prior to Witness Des Forges' testimony on this

lssue.
r$? See, for example, Niyitegeka Appeal Judgement, para. 199; Kayishena and Ruzindana Appeal Judgement,
para. 9l .
l*' See sapto, para. 215 (footnote 519).
rs Judgement, para. 563.
'"ro Exhibit Pl58A. D. 53.
tett T,23 May 2oo2', p.212.
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conclusion was erroneous. The Trial Chamber in fact rejected these testimonies,rer2 and the
Appellant has failed to show that it was unreasonable to do so.rer3

833. The Appeals Chamber finds that the Appellant has not demonstrated that the Trial
Chamber ened in concluding that he intervened with RTLM joumalists to halt attacks on
General Dallaire and LINAMIR in late June or earlv Julv 1994.

- Conclusion

834. The Appeals Chamber has rejected all of Appellant Nahimana's arguments relating to
his effective control after 6 April 1994. It further finds that the facts proved against the
Appellant demonstrate that he had the material capacity to prevent or punish RTLM
broadcasts of criminal discourse even after 6 April 1994. The Appeals Chamber will consider
later whether the Appellant made use ofthese powers.

b. Mens Rea

835. The Appeals Chamber would begin by observing that the Trial Chamber examined the
mens rea standard applicable to superior responsibility pursuant to Article 6(3) of the Statute
in two stages: before and after 6 April 1994. Thus, for the period prior to that date, paragraph
971 of the Judgement cites the following facts in support of the finding that the Appellant
knew or had reason to know that his subordinates had committed. or were about to commit,
criminal acts:

- Appellant Nahimana, as a member of the provisional board, knew that RTLM
programming was generating concem;

- However, he defended RTLM programming at meetings with the Ministry of
Information in 1993 and 1994;

- RTLM programming followed its trajectory, steadily increasing in vehemence and
reaching a pitched frenzy after 6 April.

836. In paragraph 972 of the Judgement, the Trial Chamber concluded that "[a]fter
6 Apdl 1994, [. . .] it is clear that Nahimana [...] knew what was happening at RTLM".

i. The Parties' submissions

837. The Appellant submits that the Trial Chamber wrongly found that he possessed the
required mens rea for a conviction pusuant to Article 6(3) of the Statute. With respect to
RTLM broadcasts prior to 6 April 1994, the Appellant asserts that "despite constant
monitoring by the Rwandan administrative and judicial authorities, who were politically
opposed to RTLM, \o crime was reported during this period; no legal or administrative

Ier2 The Trial Chamber "[did] not generally accept" the Appellant's testimony: Judgement, para.696; Witness
Bemeriki's testimony was rejected in its entirety: Judgement, para. 551.
rer3 Concerning Witness Bemeriki's testimony, see supra Xlll, D. l. (b) (ii) a. ii. The Appellant does not
specifically dispute the Trial Chamber's finding regarding the lack ofcredibility ofhis own testimony.
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population.re3 Therefore, there can be no doubt that the Appellant "knew or had. reason to
t"ow,'ttrat his RTLM subordinates were preparing to broadcast, or had already broadcast,
speeches inciting the killing of Tutsi, and there is no need to address the Appellant's other
arguments in this respect.

c, Reasonable and necessarv measures to prevent or punish commission of
the cnme

842. The Trial Chamber concluded that the Appellant failed to exercise the authority
vested in him to "prevent the genocidal harm that was caused by RTLM programming".rto

i. The Parties' submissions

843. Appellant Nahimana submits that the Trial Chamber wrongly concluded that, in the

absence ofFdlicien Kabuga, it was for Appellants Nahimana and Barayagwiza to convene the
Steering Committee, although Witness Ruggiu testified that Kabuga was actually present in

Gisenyi in May 1994.'0"

844. Appellant Nahimana further submits that he could not take measures to put an end to
RTLM broadcasts without risking his life and the lives of his family.'t6 He argues that his
position as personal adviser to the interim President was no guarantee against such a tlueat.re2T
The Appellant adds that he never played any role within the interim Government, that his
position as personal adviser to the President gave him no power of decision or of
intervention, but that he nevertheless specifically drew the President's attention to the need to
take steps to put an end to the RTLM broadcasts.re2E

845. The Prosecutor responds that the Appellant's argument that he could no longer
intervene with the management of RTLM and was powerless to do anything about the th,reat
represented by the station is contradicted by his conduct after 25 April.rn2'

846. Appellant Nahimana appears to reply that he could not take the sole reasonable
necessary measure evoked by the Trial Chamber in its Judgement, namely reporting
crimes to the appropriate authorities, since the latter were perfectly well aware of
broadcasts.tqo

ii. Analysis

tnt T, 24 September 2002, pp, 4447. ln particular, at page 46, Appellant Nahimana admitted that he heard
broadcasB where the joumalist urges listeners to flush out the enemy, the word "enemy" being capable of being
understood as the Tutsi in general. See also Nahimana Appellant's Brief, para. 506.
rqa Judgement, para. 972.
rqr Nahimana Appellant's Brief. paras. 483-487.
tt" Ibid.,paras.513, 516-519. In this respect, the Appellant str€sses that the Trial Chamber itself noted that "in
the context ofevents as they unfolded after 6 April 1994, any attempt to oppose or protest, exposed one to the
risk of immediate reprisals" (para. 516).
re2? I6d, paras. 514-519.
te28 lbid.. oaras. 520-526.
re2e Respondent's Brie{, para. 348.
re30 Nahimana Brief in Reply, paras. 138-139.
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proceedings were undertaken; no punishment was meted out".rer'Furthermore, the Minister
of Information only reproached RTLM for broadcasting messages of ethnic hatred and false
propaganda, not for committing crimes.'n'5

838. As to RTLM broadcasts after 6 April 1994, the Appellant asserts that "the great
majority of broadcasts considered criminal that were examined at trial were only brought to
the attention of the Appellant on the occasion of the trial".ret6 He acknowledges having
personally heard some broadcasts after 6 April 1994 calling for violence against the Tutsi
population,rer? but he submits that, at the time of his interview broadcast by Radio Rwanda
(on 25 April 1994), he was not "perfectly" or "frrlly" aware of the criminal nature of these
broadcasts.rer8 He further submits that, having been evacuated to Burundi, he could not
receive RTLM broadcasts. Specifically, of the 27 broadcasts from after 6 April 1994 that
were cited in the Judgement, only two of them dated from the month of April 1994 and he
could not have heard that of 13 April 1994, because he was in Burundi at tlat time.''''

rr. Analvsis

839. As explained above, the mental element required pursuant to Article 6(3) of the
Statute is that the accused "knew or had reasons to know" that his subordinates had
committed or were about to commit crimes.'t'o

840. The Appeals Chamber is not convinced by the Appellant's arguments. As did the
Trial Chamber,'e2' the Appeals Chamber finds that the Appellant "knew or had reason to
knod', as soon as he received the letter of 25 October 1993, or at least from the meeting of
26 November 1993 at the Ministry of Information. Moreover, the Appeals Chamber considers
that the meeting of l0 February 1994, at which the Minister of Information repeated the
concems raised by the promotion of ethnic division by RTLM, leaves no doubt that Appellant
Nahimana had the mental element required pusuant to Article 6(3) of the Statute. Indeed,
fiom that moment the Appellant "had general information in his possession which would put
him on notice of possible unlawful acts by his subordinates"; such information did not need
to "contain precise details of the unlawfrrl acts committed or about to be committed by his
subordinates".'% In this respect, the Appeals Chamber stresses that the fact that no crime was
denounced at the time or that the Ministry of Information did not describe the broadcasts as
criminal is irrelevant: the Appellant had at a minimum reason to know that there was a
significant risk that RTLM joumalists would incite the commission of serious crimes against
the Tutsi, or that they had already done so.

841. The Appeals Chamber notes, moreover, that the Appellant himself admitted having
heard RTLM broadcasts after 6 April 1994 calling for violence against the Tutsi

r"ra Nahimana Appellant's Brief, para. 503 (emphasis in the original).
tets lbid., para. 504.
tet6 lbid.,pta.5o5.
tetl lbid.. oua. 506.
tetE lbid., pans.285-286, 508 and 510.
tete lbid., paru.283-284 and 5l l.
teo Supra Xlll. D. l. (b) (D b. ii.
rtr See Judgement, paras.6l7-619 and 971.
tn' Supra Xttt. O. t. (b) (i) b. ii, refening to Bagilishena Appeal Judgemenq paras. 28 and 42 and to Celebiti
Appeal Judgement, paras. 238 and 241.
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of a nurnber of testimonies.res3 The Appeals
in failing to motivate its finding.

852. Nevertheless, the Appeals Chamber
Forges stated:

The Prosecutor, Case No. ICTR-99-52-A . I

tosq t'"slt
Chamber considers that the Trial Chamber ened

notes that, when testiffing, Expert Wimess des

Mr. Nahimana played the role ofcouncillor bicl to the President, Sindikubwabo, who was
generally acknowledged to be an extremely weak and ineffective President, one who had

serious problems, it has since emerged, with the Govemment itself, to such a point where
he was even considering resigning at the end of May. Mr' Nahimana, who accompanied the
President abroad, appeared to exercise a position of some importance in his company

There was testimony before this Court, I believe, by Mr. Dahindin [sr?], who sought to
meet the President in Geneva and who was refened to Mr. Nahimana as the person who
had the authority to approve that meeting with the President. In addition, Mr' Nahimana
engaged in two meetings with the senior French representative who was running operation

turquoise in early luly [...] The President was part ofthe Govemment and in that sense his
advisor was also part of the Govemment, although, here, we may have a translation
problem because, in one sense of the English usage, govemment is a r€stricted term
meaning ministers, heads ofdepartnents. In anothel sense govemment means that group in
charge ofthe country. ln the sense ofgroup in charge ofthe country, rather than ministerial
-- occupants of ministerial posts; indeed, Mr. Nahimana would have been counted a

member ofthe Govemment [...] Mr. Nahimana has b€en seen throughout this entire period

as serving as a spokesperson for the Govemment, as a kind ofpublic relations man, as the
term would be in American-English, someone who would present and justiff and argue for

the stand of the Government beginning in October 1990. Subsequently' [...] in this
capacity as presidential advisor, Mr. Nahimana was called upon repeatedly to be th€
educated, articulate public face of the Rwandan Govemment. He is described in French
diplomatic correspondence as the director of RTLM and he is received by the head of the
French diplomatic mission in Goma as a spo-kesperson for the Govemment in the company
of the for;ign minister, Mr. Bicamumpaka.re3a

In the view of the Appeals Chamber, tlese extracts suffice to show that, on the basis of his
capacity as adviser to the interim President and of the fact that he presented himself as
spokesperson for the interim Govemment, the Appellant indeed occupied an important
position wir, the Govemment.

853. As to the Appellant's argument that this was contradicted by Witness AGR's
testimony,'"' it sufflces to note that the Trial Chamber did not accept this testimony,res which
the Appellant does not dispute on appeal. The Appeals Chamber therefore finds that the Trial
Chamber could reasonably conclude that the Appellant had occupied an important position
with the interim Govemrnent. This finding supports the conclusion that the Appellant enjoyed
sufficient influence to take necessary and reasonable measures to prevent RTLM broadcasts
of criminal discourse without having to feat for his own life, or for the lives of his family.

re33 Expert Witness Des Forges stat€d that th€ Appellant was political advisor or "Conseillef'to President
Sindikubwabo and the Appellant himself said that he had been invited by the President to Gitarama on 25 or
26 May 1994, then to Tunis for the OAU summit in June (see Judgement, para. 540). Witness Dahinden testified
that, having r€quested a meeting with the President of the Interim Govemment in June 1994, he was in fact
received by Nahimana (see Judgement, para. 542).
rer4 T.23 May 2oo2,pp.2o3-208.
fe35 Nahimana Appellani's Brief, para. 523.
rer6 The Judgement does not mention Witness AG& and it seems logical to assume that the Chamber did not
accept his testimony.

Translation certified bv LSS. ICTR
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- The obligation to act in the absence of the RTLM President

847. The Appeals Chamber is not convinced that the Appellant has shown that the Trial
Chamber should have found that the RTLM President, Fdlicien Kabuga, was in Rwanda after
6 April 1994. The only evidence supporting this hypothesis is Witness Ruggiu's assertion that
he saw F6licien Kabuga in Gisenyi around 20 May 1994. However, the Trial Chamber
rejected Witness Ruggiu's testimony in its entirety, and the Appeals Chamber has already
found that the Appellant has not shown that this was unreasonable. The appeal on this point
must accordingly be rejected.

848. In any event, even ifFdlicien Kabuga had been present in Rwanda after 6 April 1994,
the Appeals Chamber fails to see how this could exonerate the Appellant from all
responsibility. Since the Appellant was a superior who enjoyed power of effective control
after 6 April 1994, he was under an obligation to exercise that power, even if it was shared
with others.

- The risk of taking measures

849. The Appeals Chamber notes that the Trial Chamber took into account the Appellant's
argument that he could not, without risking his life, or the lives of his family members, take
any measure to prevent or punish the broadcast of criminal discourse by RTLM.T'3I However,
the Trial Chamber rejected this argument, noting that the Appellant's allegations stood in
sharp contrast with the evidence of his role at the time. It observed in particular that the
Appellant was Political Adviser to the President, and that he played an imporlant role within
the interim Govemment. It also noted that the Appellant had de jure authority over RTLM
and that the one occasion on which he did intervene to stop RTLM from broadcasting attacks
on Ceneral Dallaire and UNAMIR showed that he had de facto power.te32 The Appeals
Chamber has upheld this latter finding.

850. The Appeals Chamber takes the view that the fact that the Appellant possessed de
facto atthoity to intervene with RTLM suggests that he had nothing to fear from his
subordinates. It was thus not unreasonable for the Trial Chamber to have rejected the
Appellant's assertion that he could not take measures without risking his life or the lives of
his family members, particularly in light of the fact that the Trial Chamber did not generally
accept the Appellant's testimony. In any event, the Appeals Chamber considers that it was
reasonable for the Trial Chamber to find that the Appellant's position as personal adviser to
the interim President protected him against such risks.

851. The Appellant concedes having been personal adviser to the interim President. What
he disputes is (l) the possession of any decision-making power, or the capacity to intervene,
as a result of this position; and (2) his role within the interim Govemment. The Appeals
Chamber agrees that the Appellant's role within the interim Govemment was not established
in the Judgement. The Trial Chamber cited no evidence to support this finding, although the
Appellant's position as personal adviser to the interim President was established on the basis

li]i;os""nt' r*o' sos'
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854. The Appeals Chamber is not convinced that the only measure the Appellant could
have taken was to inform the authorities that RTLM was broadcasting criminal discourse. On
this point, it refers to it discussion ,rnpra, upholding the Trial Chamber's finding that the
Appellant could himself have intervened to prevent and punish the broadcast of criminal
diicourse. Consequently, the Appellant's argument that there was no point in informing the
authorities of crimes they were already aware of cannot exonerate him. It was incumbent on
the Appellant to take all necessary and reasonable measures in his power to stop the
broadcast of criminal discourse and to punish its authors.

- The Appellant drew tlre interim President's attention to the need to intervene with
RTLM

855. As to the assertion that the Appellant testified without being challenged that he drew

the interim President's attention to the need to take measures to stop the RTLM broadcasts,
the Appeals Chamber notes that the Trial Chamber did not generally accept the Appellant's
version of events.'e3t The Appellant does not dispute this finding. Furthermore, the extract
from the transcripts mentioned in his Appellant's Brief does not sumce to demonstrate that
he took all necesiary and reasonable measures in his power. His testimony in this respect was
evasive,',tt while there was no other evidence with probative value to support this defence. ln

consequence,, the Appeals Chamber finds that the Appellant has failed to demonstrate any

enor on the part of the Trial chamber. The appeal on this point is accordingly dismissed.

- Conclusion

856. For the foregoing reasons, the Appeals chamber finds that Appellant Nahimana has

not shown that the Triai Chamber erred in concluding that he failed to take necessary and

reasonable measures to prevent or punish direct and public incitement to murder Tutsi in

1994 by RTLM staff.

(c) Conclusion

857. The Appeals chamber accordingly upholds the Appellant's conviction for direct and
public incitement to commit genocide, pursuant to Article 6(3) of the Statute'

2. Responsibilitv of Appellant Baravaewiza

(a) RTLM broadcasts

rs7 Judqement. Dara. 696.
'ttt Thi Appeils Chamber moreover notes that, during his testimony, Appellant Nahimana did not

spontaneousiy indicate that he had mentioned the matter to the President. lt was only when asked by Judge

Pillay that Appellant Nahimana stated :

[...] as from June 1994 when I was able, indeed, to have contact with President
Sindikubwabo. I was able to meet a number of ministers; the minister of foreign affairs
was with me in Tunis. I did discuss it. (T. l8 october 2002 'pp.4244)
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858. The Trial Chamber found Appellant Barayagwiza guilty of direct and public
incitement to commit genocide pursuant to Article 6(3) of the Statute.re3e The Appeals
Chamber has already found that the Trial Charnber was entitled to conclude that the
Appellant was a superior with effective control over the journalists and employees ofRTLM
before 6 April 1994.rq0 However, the Appeals Chamber has also concluded that it could not
be held beyond reasonable doubt that RTLM broadcasts between I January and 6 April 1994
constituted direct and public incitement to commit genocide.rqr Therefore, the Appeals
Chamber is of the view that Appellant Barayagwiza could not be convicted pursuant to
Article 6(3) of the Statute for direct and public incitement to commit genocide by RTLM
staff.

(b) cpR

859. The Appeals Chamber notes that the Trial Chamber found Appellant Barayagwiza
guilty of direct and public incitement to commit genocide on account of his activities within
the CDR and as a superior of CDR members and Impuzamugambi:

As found in paragraph 276, Jean-Bosco Barayagwiza was one ofthe principal founders of
CDR and played a leading role in its formation and development He was a decision-maker
for the party. The killing of Tutsi civilians was promot€d by the cDR, as evidenced by the
chanting of "tubatsembatsembe " or "let's exterminate them", by Barayagwiza himself and
by CDR members and Impuzamugamli in his presence at public meetings and
demonstrations. The reference to "them" was understood to mean the Tutsi population. The
killing of Tutsi civilians was also promoted by the CDR through the publication of
communiquds and other writings that called for the extermination ofthe enemy and defined
the enemy as the Tutsi population. The Chamber notes the direct involvement of
Barayagwiza in this call for genocide. Barayagwiza was at the organizational helm of
CDR. He was also on site at the meetings, demonstrations and roadblocks that created an
infrastructure for the killing of Tutsi civilians. For these acts, the Chamber finds Jean-
Bosco Barayagwiza guilty ofdirect and public incitement to genocide under Article 2(3)(c)
of its Statute, pursuant to Article 6(l) of its Statute. The chamber found in paragraph 977
above that Barayagwiza had superior responsibility over members of CDR and the
Impuzamugambi. For his failure to take necessary and reasonable measures to prevent the
acts of direct and public incitement to commit genocide caused by CDR members, the
Chamber finds Barayagwiza guilty of.direct and public incitement to commit genocide
pursuant to Article 6(3) of its statute.'"'

860. In his submissions conceming direct and public incitement to commit genocide,
Appellant Barayagwiza does not specifically challenge this conviction. However, the
Appellant challenges elsewhere many of the factual findings underlying it, and the Appeals
Chamber will now consider these arguments.

(i) Resoonsibiliw pursuant to Article 6( I ) of the Statute

re3e Judgement, para. 1034. As noted above (footnote 1604), the French translation of this paragraph states that
the Appellant was convicted undef Article 6(l) and (3) ofthe Statute, but this is a translation enor, the original
English version refening only to Article 5(3) ofthe Statute.
rqo See srpra XII. D. 2. (a) (ii) (b).
rsr See szpra XIII. C. l. (b) (iv).
rq2 Judgement, para. 1035.
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861. The Appeals Chamber has already rejected the Appellant's arguments that he never
directly called for the extermination of the Tutsi.rq3 However, tle witnesses who stated that
the Appellant Barayagwiza had personally called for the extermination of Tutsi refened only
to events that occuned before 1994.''* It follows that the Appellant's conviction for direct
and public incitement to commit genocide could not be based on those facts.

862. The Appeals Chamber notes that, in convicting the Appellant of direct and public
incitement to commit genocide under Article 6(1) of the Statute, tle Trial Chamber also
relied on the fact that CDR promoted the killing of Tutsi, that the Appellant "was at the
organizational helm of CDR" and that "he was also on site at the meetings, demonstrations
arrd roadblocks that created an inftastructure for the killing of Tutsi".rea5 However, the
Judgement does not explain how these facts constituted personal acts ofthe Appellant which
*ould fo.r a basis for his conviction for direct and public incitement to commit genocide

under any of the modes of responsibility set out in Article 6(l) of the Statute. In particular,

the supervision of roadblocks cannot form the basis for the Appellant's conviction for direct
and public incitement to commit genocide; while such supervision could be regarded as
instigation to commit genocide, it cannot constitute public incitement, since only the

individuals manning the roadblocks would have been the recipients of the message and not

the general public. Therefore, the Appeals Chamber sets aside the Appellant's conviction
undei Article 6(1) of the Statute for direct and public incitement to commit genocide.

(ii) Responsibilitv pursuant to Article 6(3) ofthe Statute

g63. The Trial chamber also found that the Appellant could be held liable under
Article 6(3) of the Statute for the acts of direct and public incitement to commit genocide of
CDR members.r% The Appeals Chamber has already held that the conviction of the

Appellant could be based only on acts of direct and public incitement having taken place in

1994,txt It has also held that a reasonable trier of fact was entitled to find that in 1994 CDR
militants had engaged in chanting, directly and publicly inciting the commission of genocide

against the Tutsi.'* The Appeals Chamber will now consider whether the Appellant could be

convicted under Article 6(3) of the Statute on account of that chanting.

a. Elements to be established

864. Appellant Barayagwiza submits that, in order to prcve that he had superior

responsibility under Article 6(3), it was necessary for the Prosecutor to prove the following:
(lithat he had a dolus specialis; (2) that he had superior responsibility for CDR members;
and (3) that CDR members killed Tutsi civilians.rqe

rea3 See srpra XI I .  c .3.  (a)  ( i i ) .
'rnn See supra pan. 641. Wimess AFB asserted that he had heard Appellant Banyagviza call for th€

extermination of Tutsi at a cDR meeting held at Umuganda stadium in 1993: T. 6 Malch 2001, pp.20-21, 52t

Judgement, paras. 308 and 708. Witness X stated that he had heard Appellant Baraya$Yizl call for the murder
of iutsi during a CDR meeting held at Nyamirambo stadium in February or March 1992: T. l8 February 2002,
pp. 7Z-76i Judgement, paras. 310 and 708. Witness AAM refened to demonstrations in the town of Gisenyi

iowards the end of I 992.T. 12 February 2001, pp. 102-105; Judgement, paras. 702 and 718.
rea5 Judgement, para. 1035.
tw ldem.
rs? See supra VIII. B. 2.
rqE See supra XIII. C. 2.
lse Barayagwiza Appellant's Brief, para. 178'
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865. The Appeals Chamber has already recalled the elements to be established in order to
convict a defendant rurder Article 6(3) of the Statute.reso In particular, it is not necessary for
the accused to have had the same intent as the perpetrator of the criminal act; it must be
shown that the accused "knew or had reason to know that the subordinate was about to
commit such act or had done so'.rerr Furthermore, it is not necessary for the Appellant's
subordinates to have killed Tutsi civilians: the only requirement is for the Appellant's
subordinates to have committed a riminal act provided for in the Statute, such as direct and
public incitement to commit genocide.

866. The Appeals Chamber will now consider whether Appellant Barayagwiza could be
convicted under Article 6(3) of the Statute on account of acts of direct and public incitement
to commit genocide by CDR militants in 1994.

b. Analysis of the Aopellant's submissions

i. National President of the CDR

867 . Appellant Barayagwiza maintains that the Trial Chamber ened in frnding that in
February 1994, after the assassination of Martin Bucyana, he became National President of
the CDR.'tt' The Appellant argues that this finding was not established beyond reasonable
doubt, since it was based on "unsupported hearsay"re53 and not suppoded by any documentary
evidence.rero The Appellant further contends that, under Article 19 of the CDR constitution,
the Vice-President of the CDR automatically became its President until new elections were
called.re" He also points out that, at a CDR press conference held on 2 April 1994, he was
only introduced as "an advisor to the executive committee".res6 In his Brief in Reply, the
Appellant adds that (l) the Trial Chamber could not rely on issues 58 and 59 of Kangura in
order to conclude that he had become National President of the CDR, since Appellant Ngeze
had explained - giving plausible reasons - that the information in these issues was
inaccurate;rer7 and (2) contrary to what the Prosecutor submits,'ott Colonel Bagosora did not
write that he (Appellant Barayagwiza) was National President of the CDR, but only rhat he
was one of its leaders.rese

leso See szrra XL B,
'"r Articli 6(3) ofthe statute.
re52 Barayagwiza Notice of Appeal, p. 2 (Ground l8); Barayagwiza Appellant's Brief, paras. l8l-184;
Barayagwiza Brief in Reply, paras. l18-122; T(A) l7 January 2007, pp.59-65. The Appellant also filed a
motion seeking the admission of additional evidence in support of this ground of appeal (The Appellaot Jean-
Bosco Barayagwiza's Motion for Leave to Present Additional Evidence, 13 September 2006), but this motion
was dimissed because the Appellant failed to show that the additional evidence sought to be admitted (l) was
unavailable at fial and (2) that its exclusion on appeal would lead to a miscaniage ofjustice (Decision of
8 December 2006, paras. 25-31).
re53 Barayagwiza Appellant's Brief, para. 184. See also Barayagwiza Brief in Reply, para. 120.
te$ Ibid..Darc. 182.
'.ltt tbid.', pan.l83 (reference to the relevant exhibit not provided); Barayagwiza Brief in Reply, para. I 19.
''- 16rd, para. 183 (refening to ̂ "Cassette CE56l95 of RTLM (2 April 1994)'); Barayagwiza Brief in Reply,
p^aras. I l8-l l9i T(A) 17 Jnuary 2007, p. 60, refening to "Exhibit Pl03".
'"' Barayagwiza Brief in Reply, para. l2l.
re5E Respondenfs Brief, para. 546, refening to Exhibit PI42, p.26.
'"' Barayagwiza Brief in Reply, para. 122.
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868. The Trial Chamber's finding that Appellant Barayagtiza became National President
of the CDR in February 1994rw is based on the following evidence: the testimonies of
Witnesses ABC, LAG, Serushago, AHB and Kamilindi, and of Expert Witnesses Kabanda
and Des Forges, and on extracts from Kangura issues 58 and 59.r*' The Appellant asserts that
the Trial Chamber's finding is eroneous because based on "unsupported hearsay", but he
does not otherwise support this assertion; the appeal on this point therefore cannot
succeed.'*2 The Appeals Chamber notes, however, that the reference to the testimony of
Expert Witness Des Forges in paragraph 266 of the Judgement cannot support the conclusion
that Appellant Baruyagwiza had become President of the CDR on the death of Martin
Bucyana. r%' Nevertheless, the Appeals Chamber is satisfied that this conclusion could be
reached on the basis ofthe other evidence cited by the Trial Chamber.

869. The Appeals Chamber also dismisses the Appellant's argument based on the CDR
constitution, recalling that this argument was considered by rhe Trial Chamber,rry which
nonetheless found on the basis of other evidence that the Appellaht had become National
President of the CDR. The Appellant has not shown that this finding was
unreasonable. ''ut The same applies to the argument that the information in Kangura issues 58
and 59 was inaccurate: this argument was considered and rejected by the Trial Chamber,'%
and the Appellant has not demonsfated that this was unreasonable.

8?0. As to the argument that the Appellant was introduced merely as "an advisor to the
executive committee" at a CDR press conference on 2 April 1994, the Appellant cites no

rm Judgement, para. 276.
tn, tbld., p€|',€s. 266, 267 and 273, the latter paragraph refening more specifically to the testimonies of
Witnesses ABC and Serushago, as well as to issues No. 58 nd 59 of Kangwa.
l%2 The only specific argument raised by the Appellant in this connection is that Witn€ss Kamilindi was not
credible becauie he was a member of the PSD, a party allied to the RPF and slaunchly opposed to the CDR
(Barayagwiza Brief in Reply, para. 120). However, this argument does not suflice to demonstrate that it was

unreaionable to accept this testimony, especially since the Trial Chamber was aware of this fact
(T.21 May200l, p. 82 and T.22May 2001, pp.29-30) At the appeal hearing, Appellant Barayagwiza also

attacked the testimony of Expert Witness Des Forges with respect to the alleged struggle for power between
Appetlant Barayagwiza and Martin Bucyana within the CDR (T(A) 17 January 2007' p. 60-64), but the
arguments made in this connection do not show why it was unreasonable to conclude that the ApPellant became
President ofthe CDR on the death ofBucyana.
r%3 Footnote 200 to the Judgement refers to T. 2l May 2Q02, pp. 55-56, where Expert Witness Des Forges
explains that Appellant Barayagwiza was one of the main founders of the CDR. However, Des Forges later
states that witnesses told her that Barayagwiza was the real head ofthe CDR: T ' 2l May 2QQ2' pp. 150-151.
rff See Judsement. Dr.a.267 .
r%r Moreovir. Articie l9 ofthe CDR constitution (Exhibit 2D9), to which the Appellant refers, does not provide
that the Vice-President ofthe CDR automatically becomes its President until new elections are called, but reads
as follows:

The President of the Executive Committee is the President of the Party. He is its Legal
Representative.
The first Vice-President of the Executive Committee is the first Substitute Legal
Representative.

The second Vice-President of the Executive Committee is the second Substitute Legal
Representative.

ln any case, even if it were the case that in theory the Vice-President succeeded the President until new elections
were called, this would not necessarily imply that this is what happened in practice'
fK See Judgement, pans.266 and273.

Translation certified bv LSS. I
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evidence on file (or at least gives no specific reference), and tle
accordingly not consider it.r$?

871. Finally, the Trial Chamber did not rely on the article by Colonel Bagosora in order to
conclude that the Appellant had become National President of the CDR. In any event, the
Appeals Chamber notes that what Colonel Bagosora wrote was: "[t]he example ofthe attack
on the residence of Mr Barayagwiza Jean Bosco, leader of the Coalition for the Defence of
the Republic (C.D.R.) was the most eloquent".r%E It is not clear whether Colonel Bagosora
meant to say that the Appellant was "the" leader or "one of the" leaders of the CDR; this
extract thercfore cannot invalidate the finding that the Appellant had become National
President ofthe CDR. The Appellant's appeal on these points is dismissed.

. 
ii. Head of the CDR in Gisen]'i

872. The Appellant submits that the Trial Chamber erred in finding that he "was President
of CDR in Gisenyi before 1994"; he maintains that he was in fact elected to this position on
the 5t or the 6s of February 1994, as demonshated by a fax dated 6 February 1994.1%e

873. The Trial Chamber found on the basis of a series of testimonies'e?o that "[a]t some
time prior to February 1994, Barayagwiza became the head of the CDR in Gisenyi
prefecture".reTr The Appellant's assertion that "[t]his finding was based on nothing more than
rumour and hearsay"'e1z is unsupported and cannot therefore show that the Trial Chamber
erred.re3 As to the fax of 6 February 1994, it is not even on record.rera The Appellant's appeal
on these points is dismissed.

iii. Membershio in the Executive Committee of the CDR

874. The Appellant argues that the Trial Chamber ened in finding that he was a member of
the Executive Committee of the CDR.'e?5 First, he asserts that "[t]his finding was based
entirely on rumour, or vague and unfounded information from dubious sources";re76 in

ls7 The Appellant has refened to a "Cassette CE56/95 of RTLM (2 April 1994)" (Barayagwiza Appellant's
Bri€f, para. 183) and to Exhibit Pl03 (T(A) 17 lanuary 2007, p. 60). It is unclear whether the tape mentioned by
the Appellant is in the case-fiIe. With respect to Exhibit P103, the Appellant fails to make it clear what he is
refening to (Exhibit Pl03 contains a whole series oftapes in Kinyarwanda).
'*'Exhibit Pl +2, p.26.
rse Barayagwiza Notice of Appeal, p. 2 (Ground l9); Barayagwiza App€llant's Brief, para. 185 (stating that the
Appellant was elected on 5 February 1994); Barayagwiza Brief in Reply, para. 123 (stating that the Appellant
was elected on 6 Februarv 1994).
reo Judgement, pans. 264, 265'and 2?3, relying on the testimonies of Witnesses AHI, BI, EB, AFX, Serushago
a^nd Kamilindi, and of Expen Wimess Des Forges.
''" Ibid.. ozra.276.
'ot2 Barayag'riza Appellant's Brief, para. 185.
'"'The Appeals Chamber considers that this conclusion has not been affected by the fact that, following the
admission of additional evidence on appeal, the testimonies of Witnesses EB and AFX can no longer be
accepted, tince a r€asonable trier of fact could reach this conclusion on the basis ofother evidence adduced.
'to At para. 123 of his Brief in Reply, the Appellant argues that this fax was part of the supporting material in
his Indictment (no reference provided). Even ifthis were the case, it would not make th€ fax an exhibit admitted
to the record.
te" Barayagwiza Notice of Appeal, p. 2 (Ground 20); Barayagwiza Appellant's Brief, paras. 186-189;
Barayagwiza Brief in Reply, paras. l2a-129;T(A) 17 lffivary 2007, pp, 68-70.
'' '' Barayagwiza Appellant's Brief. para. 186. See also Barayagwiza Brief in Reply, para. 129.
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particular, the statement by Expert witness Des Forges that the Appellant was 'telf-chosen"

is member of the Executive Committee, or that the CDR could have acted in breach of its
own rules, was unfounded.'"?? The Appellant maintains that the authenticity of the only
document produced in support ofthe Trial Chamber's finding - a letter from CDR President,
Martin Bucyana, to General Dallaire which included the Appellant's name in a list of

members of the Cnn for which protection was requested - has not been established,'q8 and
that, in any case, this letter "was not intended to provide a complete list of members of the

Executive committee of tle cDR".r"t The Appellant adds that the official documents of the
party frled with the Ministry of Intemal Affairs show tlat he was not a member of the-Exetutive 

Committee, that the Prosecutor did not produce any document proving his election
to the Executive Committee and that he had always been known and designated as adviser to
the Executive Committee.'e8o In his Brief in Reply, the Appellant maintains that: (l) the
disputed finding is in contradiction with the CDR constitution, which provides that the
general assembly elects the members of the executive committee; (2) he was not elected at

the only general assembly, held on 22 February 1992; and (3) a letter dated

14 December 1992 shows that the Appellant was not a member of the Executive
Ccommittee,'*'

875. The Trial chamber found that "[a]t some time prior to February.1994, Barayagwiza

became [...] a member of the national Executive Committee".rs2 This finding appears to rely

on the testimonies of Witness Kamilindi, Expert Witness Chr6tien and Appellant Ngeze, as

well as on the letter from the President of the CDR to General Dallaire.'"

876. In the opinion of the Appeals Chamber, the Appellant has not shown that the Trial

Chamber erred in relying on the letter fiom the President of the CDR, Martin Bucyana, to

General Dallaire. First, the fact that the Prosecutor was able to produce only a copy of the

letter is not sufficient to cast doubt on its authenticity.reEa Second, the letter's content is clear:

the President of the CDR requests General Dallaire to provide protection for the nine named

members of the Executive Committee, who include Appellants Barayagwiza and Ngeze.reEs It

-; 
r.:.i"t:;{,.t 1i. jl.iiitirl.;rrtr\ :

'e' Ibid., para. 188; Barayagwiza Brief in Reply, para. 125, refening to T.29 May 2002' pp' 242-249 (ln

French) and 30 May 2002, pP. 13-14.
teE tbid.,pan. 187 .
tets lbid,para. 188.

"'o lde^,
rsr Barayagwiza Brief in Reply, paras. 125'l28, refening to Exhibits 2D9' 2Dl2 and P203.
rs2 Judgement, para. 276.
t%3 I b id., paru. 261, 264-265, 27 3.
'tto Moreover, contrary to what the Appellant appears to argue (Barayagwiza Appellant's Brief' para. 167), the

Prosecutor did not have to Produce a "certified copy signed by the Registrar".
r"tr Exhibit Pl07/37, the relevant part ofwhich reads as follows:

SUBJECT: Protection of members ofthe Executive Committee ofthe CDR Party

General,
I have the honour to inform you that recently the members ofthe Executive committee of

the CDR Party have received death threats from individuals not sharing their ideology'

I would therefore ask you to ensue the security ofthe following persons: [...]

8. Mr. NGEZE Hassan, residing in the Biryogo Sector, Nyarugenge Commune.

9. Mr. BARAYAGWIZA Jean Bosco, residing in the Nyarugenge S€ctor, Nyarugenge

Commune [.'.]
The letter is signed .BUCYANA Martin President ofthe cDR Party" and bears the stamp ofthe cDR.
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was certainly not unreasonable to rely on this letter of 30 December 1993 in order to
conclude that the Appellant had become a member of the Executive Committee of the CDR
at some time prior to February 1994.

877. As to the argument that the testimony of Expert Witness Des Forges should have been
rejected, the Appeals Chamber notes that, when she was questioned as to why she thought the
Appellant was a member of the Executive Committee of the CDR, she answered that she
relied on the letter to General Dallaire,'s6 adding that it was reasonable to assume that the
President of the party knew who tle members of his Executive Comrnittee were.ro8t Co-
Counsel Pognon objected that there was no evidence that the Appellant had been elected to
the Committee after the assembly of 22 February 1992,r'EE but Ms. Des Forges maintained her
answer, limiting herself to suggesting how the Appellant might have become a member of the
Committee.reEe This cannot invalidate her testimony on this point.

878. The Appeals Chamber notes that the Appellant raises no specific argument to show
that the Trial Chamber erred in accepting the testimonies of Witness Kamilindi and Expert
Witness Chr6tien. The Appeals Chamber finds that, on the basis of these testimonies and the
letter sent by the President of the CDR to General Dallaire on 30 December 1993, it was
reasonable to conclgde that the Appellant had become a member of the Executive Committee
of the CDR before February 1994. The fact that he was not elected to the Committee at the
general assembly of the CDR of 22 Febnnry l992t,a - a fact recognized by the Trial
Chamberrer - or that documents of 1992 and 1993 did not refer to him as a member of the
Commiftee cannot invalidate this finding. The appeal on this point is therefore dismissed.

iv. Effective control over CDR militants and lmpzzamnoazbi

879, The Appellant asserts that the Trial Chamber ened in finding that he could be held
liable as hierarchical superior of the CDR militants and Impuzamugambi.tez lnvoking Kordit
and. Cerl<ezts and the analysis of the Trial Chamber at paragraph 976 of the Judgement, he
maintains that, even if he was National President of the CDR, this would not imply that he
was the hierarchical superior of the CDR militants, in the absence of a showing by the Trial
Chamber that his powers met the criterion of effective control.rry

880. The Prosecutor responds that the Appellant "truncated the Trial Chamber's position
regarding the accountability of political party leadership for acts committed by members or

t.%6 T . 29 May 2002, p.2og.
'""' T. 30 Mav 2002. DD. 8. | 5.
' '8E r.29 Mai 2002. p. zlo; r. 30 May 2002, pp. 6-l ?.
''"' T.29 May 2002, p. 210 ("That would presume if he was elected, perhaps he was self-chosen.") and 2l l; T.
30 May 2002, p. 12, 14 ("Q. Do you agree with me that in order for one to be a member ofa bureau ofa party,
one has to go through an electoral prosess? A. That depends on the rules ofthe party and whether or not they are
observed.").
ts In this connection, the Appeals Chamber notes that it appears that the Executive Committee elected on
2^2.February | 992 was a provisional one: Exhibit 2D12, p. l726rs (Registry numbering).
'"' Judsement. oan. 272.
't2 Biayag*iza Notice of Appeal, p. 2 (Ground 2l'1;Bzrayagwiza Appellant's Brief, paras. 190-193;
Barayagwiza Brief in Reply, paras. 90-91.
rs Barayagwiza Appellant's Briei para. l9l, no specific reference provided.
'* Ibid.. paras. 190- I92; Barayagwiza Brief in Reply, paras. 90-91 .
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